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EDITORIAL.
The Doctrine of the Nicolaitanes.
How pathetic are those words of the aged apostle:
"At my first answer no one stood with me." He could
indeed add, "notwithstanding the Lord stood with me."
But even such a one as Paul did not disdain the thought
of human sympathy. The Lord's grace was enough,
but he also wished for some human heart to stand
with him in the proclamation of the truth. In such a
spirit as this, I desire to stand with my yoke fellow, who,
as the author of the article entitled "The Nicolaitanes"
has received far more than his just share of persecution.
As one who has received both
through the article, I desire, by still
tion of the truth, to commend it to
and by meekly correcting those who

light and blessing
further manifesta
the Lord's people,
oppose themselves,

seek to gain them also.

In view of the excessive painfulness of the per
sonalities which our critic has indulged in, I will avoid
personal remarks, and occupy myself exclusively with
the questions at issue.
One is, is "the Lord's Day" identical with "the Day
of the Lord," or does it refer to the present time. Our
critic himself, in his very denunciation, unconsciously,
we hope, commits the very crime with which he charges
us. He changes "man's day" to "the day of man," but
will not allow us to identify the "Lord's day" with "the
day of the Lord." There was no question as to some

difference existing between the two phrases, but this
was beyond the scope of the article. The subject is
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taken up elsewhere in this issue. We refer our readers
to it.
Again, we are asked, why do we connect Nicolaitanism with Balaam's teaching? Because it stands written:
"SO hast thou, also, those that hold the teaching
of the Nicolaitanes IN LIKE MANNER." All the edi
tors of the Greek Text agree that this is the correct
reading. Balaam's teaching has been referred to. The
sons of Israel in the wilderness held his teaching.
"THUS," says the spirit of God, "you/ too, have those
holding the teaching of the Nicolaitanes IN LIKE
MANNER." But what MANNER of doctrine was
Balaam's? Of this we have just been infrrmed. It
consisted in prostitution and the eating of idol sacri
fices. The teaching of the Nicolaitanes was of the same
kind. Note well that the word "you" is emphatic, and
marks a contrast with others previously mentioned.
And mark well that the word "also" (we would say
"too") stands immediately before the word "you" (in
the original) and must'therefore refer to it and does not
separate between the doctrine of Balaam and the doc
trine of the Nicolaitanes.
My previdus understanding of this verse, like our

critic's, was expressed by "thou hast those holding the
teaching of the Nicolaitanes, also." This wrenches the
word "also" from its true place and entirely eliminates

and ignores the force of the words "SO" and "IN LIKE
MANNER."

We welcome criticism. It has been a great bless
ing to us. But may we entreat our critics to do us this

favor: Carefully examine the inspired original upon
any disputed point. Versions and accepted teaching and
"the truth" itself must yield before that solitary source

of all illumination—TheWord of God.

A. E. K

THE SECRET ECONOMY.
THE NATIONS ARE JOINT MEMBERS OF THE
BODY OF CHRIST.

This is the secret; this the truth that God had hid
from all previous ages.

As members of the joint body of Christ seated at
God's right hand, the Nations are of equal rank with
those of Israel who* receive this honor.

Leveled in the dust of death, their physical differ
ences have passed away. This novel exaltation is an
entirely spiritual one—flesh has no place at all!
Suppose we foolishly yield flesh a place in this
transcendent scene. Then, as in the earthly glory, but
one person could sit upon the right hand throne. The
next nearest place would be His left, and only one
could have that honor.
But all the members of His spiritual body, whether
they were Jews or Gentiles, occupy His throne with
Him. By this we simply understand that Christ's hon
ors as the Divine Executive is shared by all His mem
bers, that He, through them, carries out God's sovereign
will.
Let us remember that we are not members of "the
body of Jesus." These were flesh and bones as truly
as our own. We are members of "the body of Christ"
Messiah, the Anointed, is the title of His spiritual enduement for the service of God. We are not joined
to Him by physical ties, like Israel, but by the one spirit
which is our common life. That the Nations were mem-
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bers of Messiah's body, that they were incorporated
into "Christ Mystical/' is not the secret here unfolded.
That had been made known years before to the Cor
inthians and to the Romans (Rom. 12: 5; I Cor. 12).
But these early revelations were by no means intended
to bring out the heavenly equality of the Nations. The
figure is confined to the illustration of the spiritual rela
tions of the saints to one another in their behaviour
down here upon the earth. Messiah's headship is not
mentioned at all. Indeed, in the Corinthian account, the
head is mentioned as one of the members.
As we shall find in our further study (Eph. 4:11-13),
this condition of affairs, in common with the character
of its economy, was transitional. The gifts which were
given to the members characterized an immature state.
The apostle does not leave the subject until he informs
them that the gifts would pass away, leaving only faith,
hope and love to abide ( I Cor. 13).
Just as the youth, by exercise, brings his body to
the maturity of ripe manhood, so spiritual gifts were
given to develop this spiritual body until it reached its
assigned limit—Christ. The human body does not keep
on developing when once fully adult. The energies
which had been expended in attaining its growth are
now directed to other channels. So, too, with the body
of Christ. Once the members were concerned with
mutual edification. But the body spoken of in our text
has Christ for its Head. The last part to mature is thus
perfected in Him. We are now concerned with His
vast concerns: the sphere of our labors is the universe
our goal the glory of His God.
THE SAVED.

The Circumcision, whose blessings included a re-
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generated earth, looked forward to salvation, or deliv
erance, through the intervening time of judgment. But
those who "fore-hoped," as we have seen, did not look
forward to any judgment at all, because of the pecu
liarly gracious character of the message they believed.
The Circumcision looked for a salvation ready to be re
vealed in the last time (1 Pet. 1:5). Those in Christ
Jesus enjoy a present salvation by faith.
In this light we read the ejaculation of the apostle—
"the saved are in for favor!" The unstinted outflow of
His favor has not exhausted itself in delivering them
from the judgment due their individual sins and of
fenses, and in saving them from the judgment about to
visit this rebellious corner of Gods realms, it has
brought them, whether Jew or Gentile, into a new life
beyond the grave and has raised them into the Divine
Presence where seraphim cover their faces, and it seats
them on Messiah's throne, though those seraphim never
dare but stand.

At His right hand there are pleasures forevermore,

What think you?

Is it not true what he says:

"The saved are in for favor?"
But He has still another purpose in view which
we must not forget. When men do something which
proves their skill or prowess, they are at great pains to
show it to the world. God, toQ, would publish this, the
highest achievement of His grace. Full many of His
own have looked and longed for that future day, when,
with the curse removed, the fruitful earth will teem
with plenty and the knowledge of Jehovah will envelope
it as the waters cover the bed of the sea. That will be
a scene for God to point at to show what His kind
"providence" can do! But in that day, and in the still
more glorious day when a new creation greets His fiat

*
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and reveals His heart in still fuller measure—midst those
resplendent glories—what will be His most prized gem
of grace? Will He point us to these scenes to learn His
love and the power of His favor?
Not so.

He points us not to them,

HE POINTS THEM TO US.
The earth and its denizens will be clothed with
glories terrestrial: we will beam with glories celestial!
Truly we, that were last, have become first; we,
that had sunk deepest, have been raised the highest.
And this is worthy of the God in Whom we boast!
What is it that entitles us to such unmeasured
favor?
FAITH FINDS FAVOR.

For safety because of faith leads to further favor;
and this not deserved by you, it is God's oblation, not
drawn out by deeds, lest anyone have a chance to boast.

For His achievement are we, having been created
in Christ Jesus upon a basis of good deeds, which God
has prepared beforehand in order that they may mark
our behavior."

Salvation

through faith—apart

from repentance,
watching,. from
steadfastness, from anything at all but simple belief—
calls for favor.
from baptism, from endurance, from

Let us not lose the tremendous import of these
words.

Full of comfort is the fact that righteousness flows
from faith that it might agree with grace. Though we
do not sin to tempt a greater abundance of grace, yet

we know that when we do sin, it cannot bring down
wrath—it can only draw down more grace.

Grace reigns!
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Full of assurance is the truth that the acquittal
by His blood is a guarantee that He will not expose
us to the wrath about to visit this doomed scene, but
will first take us to be with Him in the air.
Full of exultation is the thought that there is no
condemnation for those in Christ Jesus, because the
spirit's law, giving life in Christ Jesus, has freed us from
the law of Sin and Death.
All these are good—far better than we know—still
they were but symptoms and items and beginnings of
the amazing grace which the future unfolds.
Salvation by faith gives God all the honor, all the
praise, all the meed, and holds none back. Faith has no
merit: this is its chief excellence.
And so our hearts sound an unceasing echo of the
apostle's words as we think of the marvelous grace he
has just revealed—it is God's oblation, this favor; it is
not to be drawn from Him by aught that we may do.
God can boast, but no one else.

The use of the word doron, oblation, commonly
confused with a simple gift, is a most exquisite touch of
the Divine Author. It is specifically a gift offered to
win another's consideration or favor, and, according to
Mark 7: 11 is equivalent to the Hebrew "corban." This
is the "approach offering" or oblation of Lev. 1:2. It
is not concerned with sin, but was intended as a present
with which those who approached the Divine Majesty
sought His grace. This is the term applied to the gifts
of the wise men in Matt. 2: 11. It is distinguished from
sacrifices in Heb. 5: 1. How marvelous, then, to know
that, so far from God's favor depending upon our obla
tions, He has turned the tables, and makes that very fa
vor His "oblation" by which Heyfins our response! We
have no more to do with producing it than Adam did
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the garden of delights where his Creator placed him.
We are His workmanship or rather "achievement," cre
ated to work out His prearranged plans both now and
in the ages yet to come.
THE NEW CREATION.

What good deeds are those for which we have been
created? What employ-is ours as the glory laden ages
roll their bounty to the feet of God? How can we be
about our business even now unless we know its nature?
How strange that we, who look to spend the ages with
our'Master in the heavenly spheres, should have so little
heart to know what awaits us there!
Once more we ask, What is His employ? If we can
answer this, then we have the knowledge that we seek.

So intimately one are we with Christ that His future
and our own are one. An unselfish interest in His work
and exaltation is enough to stir our hearts to study this.
But when we see that He is not alone in all He does;
that in it all we are included, how much the more
should we search the future course He treads!
This is the alchemy that transforms the dull and
heavy page of prophecy into a program of intense de
light; a bulletin of future bliss. More blessed is the
blesser than the blessed. So, if we read of blessing that
is not for us, we share the happier portion of the blesser.
Not only is the future fully known to God, but all
has been prepared and arranged by Him to fulfill the
purpose of the ages. So, too, our every step is chosen
for us as for the child who follows his father's foot
steps across some muddy street. We do not need to
scheme and plan to improve the condition of mankind.
Our Head has done all this in His own inimitable way,
and He (unlike poor creatures such as we) can carry out
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His plans. He (and we) will attend to this matter at
the proper time, but not now. We do not need to plan
and scheme our own work for Him, as though we were
indeed (as the A. V. puts it) workers together with
God! Away with such an italic thought! He is not our
fellow workman. He is our Master. We work for Him.
He has laid out the work we are to do. Our wisdom lies
in following His plan, in carrying out His purpose and
to seek light from Him for every step. Let us keep so
near Him in our spirits that His very word will guide
and the first false step cannot be taken before His eye
detects it and corrects it.

We are His achievement! In printer's parlance,
this passage is His imprint placed upon us. A creditable
piece of work is apt to be acknowledged by the manu
facturers by some stamp or label. Our God is not
ashamed to acknowledge us as His handiwork. As we
look about us in the sphere of nature, what a magnifi
cent showing of his craftsmanship! How vast the
structure, how minute the skill! The dimensions of the
commonest weeds that grow cannot be measured by a

human scale. The distance of yon orbs of light is be
yond all human concept. This is His marred work in
the old creation.

The title "Christ Jesus" shows us that the creation
of which we form a part is intensely spiritual. So im
portant is this thought that we must pursue it a little
further.

The Circumcision—the callers-upon-the-Name-ofJehovah, who looked forward to deliverance through the
fiery trial, whose salvation was foretold by the prophets
—these did not look for a new creation until after the
thousand years had run their course.
In the meanwhile they look for
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THE REGENERATION.

Our Master, speaking to Nicodemus, reminds him
of Ezekiel's twicetold prophecy and assures him that
apart from being begotten from above they {ye, plural,
i. e., the nation of Israel) could not so much as see (with
their natural eyes) the Kingdom of God. Only those be
gotten by God would ever be born into that glorious
Kingdom (Eze. 36: 24-28; John 3: 3-7).
Not alone a new spirit was to be given them, but
their old heart was to be taken out and replaced by a
heart of flesh.

With this agrees the second covenant Jehovah will
make with them:

"I will put My laws into their minds and write them
on their hearts" (Jer. 31:31-33; Heb. 8:8-10).
Even as the Nations have thought to rob Israel of
this new covenant, so, too, they have tried to "appro
priate" these promises. But they are restricted to those
in the land and to that nation.
What authority is there for connecting regeneration
with the other nations? The prophets deny the thought;
our Master gave no license to it; His apostles gave the

other nations no such place.

The apostle to the Na

tions never so much as mentions it. It was never in
tended to displace God's good news. It bears no good
news at all. It is the barrier God has placed before His
people Israel to exclude mere flesh and blood from His
Kingdom and break down the physical pretensions of
those who thought themselves its fit subjects. Not one
of that nation is eligible to the Kingdom apart from spir
itual regeneration. They must first be begotten by God's
spirit before they can be partakers in the nation which
will be born at once (Isa. 66: 8). That alone will fit
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them for its terrestrial splendors. Those thus born will
not commit sin (1 Jno. 3:9); they will be righteous;
they will be holy.

How different is the thought presented to both
Israel and the Nations in our day! How far beyond
anything the new birth brings! We do not look to have
our blessing come down from heaven but we ourselves
are transported there in spirit.

Correspondence with environment is not life, as
some biologists have supposed, but it is the ideal condi
tion of life. Sin has destroyed this in great measure;
still, as we look upon the wreck of nature, we are
amazed at the adaptation of each creature to its pecu
liar sphere.
Two things in man are out of joint: his spirit and his
heart; his relationship to the Deity and to his fellowman. These have had their baneful effect upon the low
er creatures, too. Correct these: Give man a new spirit
and a heart of flesh, and he will be perfectly fitted for
this terrestrial scene. The lower animal creation at the
same time, and as a consequence, will be released from
its present bondage.
And this is what God proposes to do. He will give
Israel His own spirit: He will take out the stony heart
and give them a heart of flesh. This is the Regenera
tion. The figure is an earthly one: even as a child in
herits spirit from its father and flesh from its mother,
so they, God's children, inherit His spirit, and as to flesh,
are Israel's children.
In creation God is alone; there is but one party.
But regeneration, the human, earthly method of in
crease, presuppose two. So Israel is often spoken of as

Jehovah's wife, and the mother of that future holy na
tion. God, then, is their Father: He begets them. Israel
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is their mother; she brings them forth. They will live
upon this renewed earth, cleansed from the presence and
power of sin. Satan will be bound. They, themselves,
renewed and cleansed, do not commit sin, but heartily
obey God's law. In consequence they have aeonian life.
Paradise is restored with holiness for innocence. Such
is God's consistent and admirable course with His holy
earthly people.
But regeneration does not adapt itself
to a celestial environment, perfectly as it accords with
earth's millennial song.
THE MYSTERY OF THE RESURRECTION.

The members of the body of Christ present an en
tirely different problem. It is not, as with Israel, the
setting right of things as they already exist; of giving
them a springtime youth.
They are transported to an entirely different realm.
They are taken from earth to heaven. Their sphere of
life and activity is radically changed.
If a man is restored from sickness he may leave
the earth in leaps and bounds for very joy, but the best
of health will not enable him to fly. An invisible law
binds him fast to this terrestrial ball.. A physical hind
rance, our flesh, keeps us from our heavenly home. It
is only in spirit, leaving our flesh behind, that we are now
able to visit it. So that even in the physical sphere we
see the need of more than renewal, more than setting
things right again. We need bodies to correspond with
the new, the celestial'environment. But this requires
that they be changed (1 Cor. 15:51).
As things are now, the soul of the flesh is in the
blood. The body responds to the soul. It is "natural"
or soulish. It is dominated by its own desires and feel
ings. But it shall be transfigured and be made like
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His glorious body: bloodless, blindingly bright, and re
sponding to the spirit (Lu. 24:39; Phil. 3: 20-21).
GLORY.

We have borne the image of the earthly: we shall
bear the image of the heavenly (1 Cor. 15:49).
Our

earthly body ties us to the earth; our heavenly body
forgets the properties of matter, of which we make so
much, its weight and its impenetrability, and is fitted
for a celestial environment.
But does not God fix up our bodies in the mean
while, and does He not give us a new heart, as He will
to Israel? He has not told us so: indeed, it would
hardly be His way to use a temporary expedient. He
certainly does not give us our transfigured bodies until
we are gathered to Himself.

Satan is still at large,

though he, too, could have been removed, if God had
seen fit so to do. But He does give us an earnest of
the spirit which will dominate those bodies, which wiU
be their life. In these new bodies the spirit will find a
fit tool, a perfect response to its every impulse. The
earnest which we now have not only finds our present
bodies unresponsive, but actually disposed to dispute its
sway. The spirit expects naught from it; it accounts it
and its doings dead. (Rom. 8:10). Shall it drag us
down into this death? No, indeed, for the spirit is life
itself, and has the power to energize the members of
this death doomed body (Rom. 8:11). Every act per
formed for Him, every word uttering His truth, shows
the power of that life giving spirit over these mortal
members.

So, then, we do not heed the flesh now any more
than we will heed its lost impediments in our bodies
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glorious. We anticipate that radiant, heavenly spiritual
life by yielding our mortal members to the spirit's sway.
Even as in nature, there is a vast difference even
between earthly creatures, such as men and beasts, and
birds and fishes, so, in a much greater degree, is there a
vast distinction to be observed between things terrestrial
and things celestial. The glory of the terrestrial is one
and the glory of the celestial is another.

Even as one is
high above the other, so does the one excel the other in
its excellencies (1 Cor. 15:40).
In this, man's day (1 Cor. 4:3 "judgment"), it does
not avail either to patch up a world at enmity with God
or to simulate bodies in harmony with its renewal.
Let go the things of earth! Get a grasp of things
above!
Israel's regeneration is not her final destiny, but a
milestone on her journey to the new creation. The econ
omy which it inaugurates will be the overwhelming proof
of the fatal incurability of the flesh, for, in spite of Sa
tan's absence, in spite of a righteous government, admin

istered by a sinless nation, and every restraint upon evil,
in spite of the removal of the curse and a thousand bless
ings for a thousand years, their close finds man eager

to join Satan when he is temporarily liberated. They
wage war against God and His holy ones (Rev. 20:7-9).
But we, by the power of His spirit, have anticipated
this final sentence on the flesh and have done with it

long since. This reckoning forestalls the necessity of any
such test for us, so we skip the Regeneration and are in
the New Creation.
In other ways the Regeneration differs from a new
creation. Births are plentiful, but Adam is the only type
we have of a new creation, in connection with human
kind. He never knew infancy or youth, nor looked
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forward to maturity. He sprang from the hand of God
full-fledged in ripest manhood. So now with us. Christ
creates us perfect, and mature, without a flaw or lack
of any kind.

Thus we have glanced at two aspects of the
three-fold mystery concerning this dispensation.
We have considered our relationship to God.
We have noted our union with Christ
In both we fare equally with an election out of Is
rael. It now behooves us to study the third aspect.
What of the mutual relationship of those of the Circum
cision, and the Uncircumcision who believe in Christ
Jesus? Never as yet has the thought of equality been
broached in this connection! Can it be that this new
revelation has removed the boundaries that separate
God's saints into castes of various rank?
We began with the Father of our Lord, and the
glorious favor He bestows in bringing us in relation to

Him as sons. We then took up His Godhood in the rich
redemption He provided through Messiah's blood. In
this latter thought we have pursued His calling and His
portion, and His power on our behalf. Now we return
to the Father, and discern the details of this relationship
as it effects the Jews and Gentile intersocially.

PAUL THE PESSIMIST.
To be a pessimist in this age concerning the things

of the world is equivalent to being looked upon as was one
of God's servants in olden time, of whom it was said: "I
hate him; for he doth not prophesy good concerning
me, but evil" (1 Kings 22:8), and of whom the apostate
king spake when he commanded: "Put this fellow in the
prison, and feed him with bread of affliction" (1 Kings
22:27).

Pauline doctrine in respect to the last days is in
tensely pessimistic. He has no word of praise for the
gigantic achievements of modern intellect, no intimation
of his having the slightest hope because of the attain
ments in mechanical art of the present age. His teach
ing concerning man in his relation to things mental, po
litical, moral, or ecclesiastical, may be summed up in his
words to Timothy: "This know, that in the last days
PERILOUS TIMES shall come."
How completely Paul was outside the currents of
Modern life and thought may be gathered from a com
parison of his words just quoted with the words of those
representative of present day affairs. The leaders in
Twentieth Century philosophy, and Twentieth Century
theology, unite in pronouncing the present era to be a
GLORIOUS AGE. Thus their judgment is a decided
negative to the declaration of the Apostle. Who, then,
is right?

The answer is to be found in the records of human
history. But to which page in the register shall we turn?
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Let us find in Scripture an indication of the method
which will lead us most quickly to the result desired.
"Can the fig tree, my brethren, bear olive berries? either
a vine figs?" (James 3:12). The thought of James is
this: "As the root, so shall the fruit be." With this in
mind, we proceed at once to the root of human history,
and turn to the beginning of things to learn the moral

value of these same things, in their end.

If the fountain

be bitter, its waters cannot, of necessity, be sweet.

If

the seed sown be thistle, of it we cannot gather the fra
grant blossoms of the rose.
We would here ask the reader to carefully peruse
the record of man's doings, found in Genesis IV. The
record is not embellished in any way; the words chosen
are few and simple; the writer's feelings are not once

seen; hence the account given is ideally historic.

Now,
what we learn from history is this: That the present
achievements of man;- the modern attainments of his
science; the latest products of his art, all had their origin
in that portion of the race which started out with its
back towards God, its face towards destruction, and
which, ultimately, was wiped off the face of the earth
in the waters of the deluge. Here we learn that the first
poet was a bigamist, and the first song that ever came
from the lips of man was a praise of murder and of
crime. The foundations of the first city were laid by an
architect whose hands were crimsoned by his brother's
gore.

The pessimist—we were about to write the Paul—of
such an age of "progress" was found in an Enoch. We
read of him that, notwithstanding the artifices in brass
and iron, or the sweet strains of skilled musicians, or the
adept poets of his day, he prophesied thus: "Behold! the
Lord cometh!" He who "walked with God," knew God's
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thoughts of the advanced science of his times, estimated
it in the light of sanctuary values, and pronounced judg
ment upon the whole.

In the account of the antediluvian age, we read
of culture, science, invention, art, and progress, but not
of God. Hence, in these last days, history is but repeat
ing itself. Man has quarried the rocks, and read the
records of pre-historic worlds, and boasts of the great
ness of his Geology. He harnesses the powers of nature
to his chariot and prates of his inventive genius. He
sweeps the heaven with his eye, numbers the stars,
weighs the planets, and ends by saying that in these days
"the heavens declare the glories of Kepler and New
ton."
God is barred and bolted from His universe,
hurled from His throne, and man would fain encircle
his brow with the diadem of the Omnipotent One. Per
ilous times indeed.

Let us glance at a threefold description of these
times of peril. First, from 2 Tim. 4:3, we learn that
they are times of "heaped teachers." Next, from James
5:3, times of "heaped treasures."
And lastly, from
Romans 2:5, times of "heaped wrath." It is not neces
sary to point out that the "heaped teachers" teach not
concerning the "heaped wrath";.they are too optimistic
to deal with such matters! Neither is it necessary to
point out that the "heaped treasures" redeem not from
the wrath piled up.
But what of Paul's attitude towards this state of
things? What manner of conduct did he enjoin upon the
servants of God? Three words contain the answer:
"Preach the word." Is there injustice abroad? Preach
the Word. Is Righteousness bleeding in the dust, and
Wrong triumphant on the throne? Preach the Word.

Those who preach the Word today are the real "Apos-
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tolic Succession." The "sword of the Spirit" is the
only weapon which Paul can commend to the Christian
warrior. Hence in his letter to Timothy he puts a three
fold emphasis upon the Word.

The Word INSPIRED—2 Tim. 3:16, 17.
The Word DIVIDED—2 Tim. 2:15.
The Word PREACHED—2 Tim. 4:2.
But let the reader note that it is to be preached,
not only because it is inspired, but because it is divided;
not only because it is authoritative, but because it is un
derstood. While the world, then, is delving deep into
the treasures of nature, let the church explore the bound
less treasures of grace. While the world hastes on
to its "treasures of wrath, " let those called out of its
corruption enter into the present enjoyment of the
riches of His grace and glory untold.
If we have noted Paul's pessimism, and pointed out
his method, we cannot close without referring to his ex
perience.

In him we see the result of being severely

scriptural.

The path

of faithfulness trodden by Paul

was by no means a path of roses.

A
A
A
A
A

path
path
path
path
path

It was

of suffering—2 Tim. 1: 12.
of imprisonment—2 Tim. 2: 9.
of persecution—2 Tim. 3: 11.
of abandonment—2 Tim. 4: 10, 16.
to the lions—2 Tim. 4:17.

If you would be successful, preach anything that
gets the people. If you would be faithful, preach the
Word. But the path of faithfulness leads not to the
court of human favor. The Micaiahs are simtten and
mocked, sneered at and ridiculed. The Enochs know

not companionship save they find it in their God.
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Pauls are deserted and hied away to make sport before
the godless mob. The Johns have Patmos isles for their
abodes.

But God is no man's debtor.

The Patmos which

the persecutors of the apostle deem to be a barren rock,
proves to be a stepping stone to the vision of coming
glories. If Paul must say: "No MAN stood with me,"
yet grace insists on interposing a "nevertheless the
LORD stood with me." Who would not sacrifice the
tinsel of Earth to gain the gold of Heaven? Who would
not exchange the favor of mortal man for the fellow
ship of the eternal God?
Mere harmony of sound can never take the place
of spiritual melody from sin-purged hearts. The viol
and the harp may please the ear but cannot bring peace
to a sin-burdened soul. The only melody that can break
the fetters of sin is the sweet sound of Jesus' name.
Let us then plead for pessimists to take the field
against the forces of human optimism. Pessimists who
will not have one single good thing to say of the natural
man. Pessimists who Paul-like will own to having "no
confidence in the flesh." Pessimists who can see but
one place for the old Adam nature, and that place the
cross of Calvary, and who will gladly acknowledge that
"In us, that is to say, our flesh, dwelleth no good thing."

"PERILOUS TIMES!"
"PREACH THE WORD!"

THE BOOK OF ESTHER.
2. Out of the Eater Came Forth Meat.
The machinations of Haman were eminently suc
cessful. His preparation for a wholesale massacre of
the Jews proceeded with clock-work precision and with
out a hitch. Not only did he cause a rupture between
the Jews and the Persian government, but the Jews lay
completely at his mercy. The king endorsed the daring
plan of his favorite. He said to Haman:
"The silver is given thee, the

people also, to do with them

as it seemeth good to thee." (3. 11).

Great was the consternation produced by the publish
"And in every prov
ince withersoever the king's commandment and his ue
cree came, there was great mourning among the Jews,

ing of the decree of extermination.

and fasting and weeping, and wailing; and many lay in
sackcloth and ashes" (4. 3). Gloom and despiar reigned
everywhere among the Jews. They were appalled, per
plexed and driven to despair. In their distress they
forgot, as His people are ever liable to do, that the im
pending crisis was no surprise to God, but the working
out of a premeditated plan, the fruitage and ripe fore
thought of ages. His wisdom had shaped every event to
foil the adversary project.

The story of this dispensation of Divine Providence
hinges upon two trivial incidents:
(1) A Drunken Act, 1. 10,
(2) A Sleepless Night, 6. 1.
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These were the occasions which led to the eleva*

tion of Esther and Mordecai.

"On the seventh day, when the heart of-the king was
merry with wine, he commanded Mehuman, and Biztha,
Harbona, Bigtho, and Abogtha, Zethar and Carcas, the
seven chamberlains that ministered in the presence of
Ahasuerus the King, to bring Vashti the Queen before
the King with the crown royal, to show the peoples and
the princes her beauty: for she was fair to look on"
(Esth. 1. 10, 11).

The youthful king Lemuel had thus been taught
by his mother:
It is not for kings, O Lemuel, it is not for kings to drink
wine;
Nor for princes to say, Where is strong drink?
Lest they drink and forget the law,

And pervert the judgment of any that is afflicted.
—Prov. 31. 4, 5.

Here we see the sad consequences flowing from the
violation of this golden rule. Overcome by the fumes
of the sparkling liquid, the king forgets the law and
violates the precepts of decency. In the hands of God
this foolish act proved the key which unlocked the
door to Esther and secured through her a foothold for
Jewish interests at court. Involved in the drunken act
of Ahasuerus are six events connected like the links' of a

chain and culminating in the crowning of Esther.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Vashti summoned, 1. 11.
Her disobedience, 1. 12.
Her deposal, 1. 19.
The advise to elect a new queen, 2. 2-4.
Esther enters the royal house, 2. 16.
Esther crowned, 2. 17-18.
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This chain of events, as subsequent developments
attest, bridged the cleavage between the throne and the
Jews. Esther became the binding link between the es
tranged parties and through her the threads of God's
purpose and the interests of Israel were securely tied
to the Persian throne. Long before the outbreak of
anti-Jewish feelings, the modesty and beauty of a daugh
ter of Israel had cast a potent, fascinating spell over
the erratic monarch and won his heart. The official atti
tude of the throne toward its Jewish subjects changed
when Ahasuerus issued a decree counteracting the one
previously published by Haman; in reality, however, its
attitude changed the moment "the king loved Esther
above all women and she obtained grace and favor
in his sight more than all the virgins, so that he
set the royal crown upon her head, and made her
queen instead of Vashti" (2. 17).

Like the royal choice of Esther, the promotion of
Mordecai is the climax of a sequence of six events which
had their root in that night when sleep fled from the
king.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Reading of court records, 6. 1.
Mordecai's merit remembered, 6. 2. 3.
Ahasuerus decides to honor him, 6. 6.
Haman prescribes the honor, 6. 8, 9.
Mordecai's elevation, 6.11.
The decree in favor of the Jews, 8. 1.

We have seen that Haman exerted a potent influ
ence on the king, that he framed his policies and vir
tually steered the ship of state. His evil influence and
activity are offset by Esther and Mordecai. Esther ex
erts a pressure which turns the king's heart to the sup
port of the Jews, while her cousin directs the state
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policy and alters its course. There is an exquisite touch
in the construction of the narrative which should not be
overlooked. The adversary influenced Ahasuerus in his
normal state: God carried out His pleasure when he was
heated by wine or suffering from insomina. In other
words, Haman ruled the voluntary acts of the sovereign
proceeding from conscious reflexion, God overruled, and
worked through, his involuntary acts emanating from a

disordered condition of the brain.
And now let us, notice the intervening adverse move,
Hainan's rise to power. His promotion is related after
the declaration that information furnished by Mordecai
successfully frustrated the attempt of Bigthan and Teresh
to kill the king. It is introduced as follows: "After
these things did king Ahasuerus promote Haman the
son of Hammedatha the Agagite, and advanced him, and
set his seat above the princes that were with him" (3.1).
This seems to bring into relevancy the contrasted po
sition of the two men at court. Like most court favor
ites of ancient and modern times, Haman owed his pro
motion to the monarch's caprice. Such relationships are
insecure in the very nature of things. Born in a mo
ment of excitement, they fade away as soon as the first
inpulse wears off. There is nothing surprising, there
fore, in the sudden change of Ahasuerus towards his
erstwhile favorite on the night of the fatal banquet.
Mordecai's position, on the other hand, was founded on
the bedrock of merit and increased in stability and power
notwithstanding the fickleness of his sovereign. "For
Mordecai the Jew was next unto king Ahasuerus, and
great among the Jews, and accepted of all the multitude
of his brethren: seeking the good of his people, and
speaking peace to all his seed" (10.3).

The manner of his elevation was but a parody of
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God's bringing His instruments to power.

It is a mere

counterpart in evil of what God had accomplished for
good. It oirginates in a king's whim and culminates in
the order to destroy the Jews.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Hainan's promotion, 3. 1.
King's decree concerning him,
Mordecai's refusal to bow to
Haman's hatred of the Jews,
Haman's conspiracy, 3. 5, 6.
The decree of extermination,

3. 2.
Haman, 3.2.
3. 4.

3. 12.

We have already seen that Haman's elevation is pre
ceded by the crowning of Esther and followed by the
exaltation of Mordecai.

By tabulating the three chains

of events in parallel columns, and in their order, we will

be able to see their interrelation and follow the steps

by which Haman's scheme had been anticipated and frus
trated.
MORDECAI

Reading of records

CallofVashti

Haman's promotion

Vashti'8 disobedience

Advice of courtiers

King's degree to honor him Mordecai's deed remem
bered
Mordecai's refusal
King's intention to honor
him
Haman appoints the re*
Hatred of the Jews

Esther enters palace

Haman's plot

Mordecai exalted

Esther's coronation

Decree against the Jews

Decree for the Jews

Vashti's deposal

ward

No. 1 shows that the call of Vashti and the reading
of the court records were preparatory stages leading to

the elevation of the instruments who were to overthrow
and replace the insolent Agagite.
In No. 2, side by side with the order that all should
bow down before Haman, the king remembers Vashti

(2. 1) and is reminded of Mordecai's deed (6. 1).
These three events exhibit various forms of prostituted
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power. In the case of Vashti it is power abused, in the
case of Mordecai it is power unused, in the case of Ha
man, power misused.

No. 3 pictures the evil resulting from the above mis
doings. The abuse of power provoked Vashti's resent
ment, its misuse compelled Mordecai to disregard the
king's commandment and caused friction with the Jews.
In No. 4, along with the outburst of Hainan's
wrath against the Jews, we have the advice of the
courtiers to elect a queen better than Vashti and the ad
vice of Haman to confer the highest distinction on the
man whom the king delights to honor. In both instances
the honors fall to Jews. Esther is made queen, and
Mordecai is elevated to the viziership.
From No. .5 we learn that Hainan's plot had been
forestalled by the instalment of Esther in the king's fa
vor, and its miscarriage further safeguarded by the ex
altation of Mordecai.
No. 6 is concerned with decrees relating to corona
tion of Esther, the destruction of the Jews and their
protection.

THE ACTS.
The Third Cycxe (xv—xxviii. 29).
The newly-formed assemblage was soon disturbed
by men from Judea who taught, "Except ye be circum
cised after the custom of Moses, ye cannot be saved"
(Acts 15. 1). After much discussion it was decided to
submit the question to the arbitration of the apostles at
Jerusalem.
The proceedings of the Jerusalem conference con^
sist of the speeches of Peter (IS. 6-11), Paul (ver. 12),
the summing up of the case by James (ver. 13-21), and
the issuance of the decree respecting the Gentiles (ver.
22-29).
Peter presented the case of the proselytes which
had first heard the glad tidings from his mouth. God
received them without the fleshly rite of circumcision,
giving them the like gift which had been bestowed on the
apostles at Pentecost. If then God sealed them in uncircumcision, by what authority could they impose upon
them the Mosaic customs which had proven burdensome
to the Jews themselves? (Acts 15. 6-11).
Paul and Barnabas spoke next, presenting the case
of the idolaters, and gave a detailed account of the won
derful manifestations of Divine power which attended

their recent mission among the Nations (15. 12).
Then James summed up the whole matter as follows:
"Symeon has rehearsed God's visitation of the Na
tions, to raise out of them a people for His name. And
this is the symphony of the prophet, as is written:
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After this I will turn again.
And rebuild the tabernacle of David, which is fallen;
And the ruins thereof will I rebuild,
And I will set it up:
That the residue of men may seek after the Lord,
And all the Gentiles called by my name,

Saith the Lord, who executes what is made known
from the ages." (Acts 15. 13-18).

These words point out that the "Gentiles on whom
His name is called" are to call upon the name of Jehovah
after the tabernacle of David is built again, that they
have their place with Israel in the Kingdom (which we
do not), then it is evident, apart from the mystery alto
gether, from the very text itself, that we are not that
company of Gentiles. The question of the Nations be
coming incorporated on equal footing with Israel in a
joint body of celestial vocation is not even mooted.
They are merely invited as guests to Israel's board.
This was no secret. The rehabilitation of the Davidic
monarchy is preceded by a visitation of the Nations.
The Apocalypse shows us a vast company out of every
nation, and tribe and people and tongue, gathered dur
ing the fearful day immediately preceding His return
to earth (Apoc. 7. 7). This high note of the prophetic
symphony had been intoned by prophets and seers, but
now that the chord has been struck its vibrations are
wafted by the Spirit to the different points of pagandom
and redound to God's praise.
The whole multitude kept silence before the man
ifest working of* God. His pleasure in the matter being
unmistakably ascertained, the apostles and elders drafted
the "decrees" which were delivered by messengers to the
cities of the Gentiles.
We know that the twelve recognized Paul's special
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mission to the Nations (Gal. 2. 9). This recognition
was embodied in the Jerusalem Decree, which was is
sued to safeguard the position of those Jews and Gen
tiles who had received Paul's peculiar message from the
intrusions of those who had continued in the apostles'
doctrine at Jerusalem. We learn, too, from the same
epistle, that at the Jerusalem conference, when his apostleship was acknowledged, the twelve gave Paul the right
hand of fellowship (Gal. 2. 9). They had received him
at the time of his first visit to Jerusalem and he had
continued with them as a teacher (Act. 9. 27, 28). Did
his fellowship in the ministry of the twelve cease after
his separation from them? No. His Kingdom testimony
continued so long as the Lord lingered in mercy over
the wayward nation of Israel. This is borne out by his
avowed determination to be as a Jew to Jews (I Cor.
9. 20, 21), and by his statement to the Ephesian elders,
where he distinguishes his own ministry of the "gospel
of the grace of God" from the "preaching of the king
dom" (Acts 20. 24, 25).
His is a duplex ministry.
The preaching of the gospel of the grace of God
is but briefly touched in that unique fragment of the Acts
which relates his preaching at Anticch, Iconium, Lystra.

It is fully developed in Paul's Epistles. The balance of
his career in the Acts traces the fortunes of the min
istry which he exercised in conjunction with the twelve.
Here, we are persuaded, is the key which explains many
apparent contradictions in Paul's subsequent ministry.
After his separation and until the Jerusalem conference
he never baptised. Afterwards he did. John's disciples,
at Ephesus, are dealt with after the fashion of Pentecos>t,
and not of Pisidian Antioch. Salvation is of a collective
character (16, 5, 31; 18, 8; cf. Luke 19. 9. Jerem.

31.1).

The testimony was of the collective family and
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national type at the time, operating under the Abrahamic
covenant, "In thy seed shall all the families of the earth
be blessed." The covenant, as such, was collective.
And when the head of the house surrendered to the
claims of the Messiah the whole house was included in
the covenant, just as when Israel came out of Egypt
each house was covered by the blood on the door post
and the first born acted on behalf of the whole family
(Ex. 12. 21-28, Acts 2. 39).
'
Majestic and puissant is Paul's triumphant march

through the cities of the Gentiles. As of old the gods
of the Philistines were broken in pieces before Jehovah's
ark, so now the vast system of idolatry totters before
the ambassador of the God of Israel.
The powers of
darkness of the Gentile world are attacked and con
founded in their strongholds. The time seemed at hand
when Jehovah would banish the unclean spirit out of the
land (Zech. 13. 2). In ch. 16 the soothsaying demon of
the great Delphic oracle is silenced and ejected. In ch.
17 the Stoics and Epicureans are put to shame. In ch.
19 the worship of Diana sustains a serious shock. Demonclogy, Philosophy, Idolatry, are in turn assailed,

routed, and put to flight. Fear falls upon all. The name
of the Lord Jesus is magnified. Many believe and pub
licly confess past misdeeds. Magicians and exorcists
burn their books. In Ephesus alone the occult books
publicly burned represented the enormous amount of
50,000 pieces of silver. The victorious career continued
until all they which dwelt in Asia heard the Word of the
Lord, both Jews and Greeks (Acts 19.10).
"When these things were ended, Paul purposed in the
Spirit, when he had passed through Macedonia and
Achaia, to go to Jerusalem, saying, 'After I have been

there, I must also see Rome*" (Acts 19. 21).

The pur-
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pose of this journey is set forth in Rom. 15. 25-29. The
Gentiles, which had been partaking of the spiritual
blessings of Israel, made a contribution for the poor
saints at Jerusalem. This bounty was an expression of
indebtedness, and the apostle starts for the holy city to
seal this fruit

All Jerusalem is in the throes of an upheaval! The
chiliarch rushes to the scene of disturbance with a cohort
of soldiers. Arriving on the spot he finds the infuriated
mob attempting to kill a man, a Jew, after they had

dragged him out of the temple and shut the gates.
When he had seized and shackled the man, he ques
tioned who he was, and what he had done. The crowd
was so vociferous in their denunciations that he could
not find out what the real matter was, and so commanded
him to be brought into the castle. As he was borne
hither by the soldiers the angry mob followed shouting
"Away with him!"

On reaching the stairs of the castle, the prisoner ob
tained permission to speak.
When Paul beckoned with his hand the uproar
immediately subsided. When they heard him speak in
Hebrew a deep hush ensued. The mob listened with in
tense eagerness until one magic word transferred the
scene into a pandemonium. They strip off their gar
ments, ready to stone him, throw dust into the air, and
shout: "Away with such a fellow from the earth! For
it is not fit that he should live!"

What magic word was that?

Goyim! as the Jews called all non-Jewish nationali
ties. The sad happenings of that day were precipitated
by the rumor that Paul had brought a Goy into the tem
ple. The rumor arose from the fact that he had been
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seen on the street in the company of Trophimus the
Ephesian.

And who were the prime movers of the sedition?

The Jews from Asia, the very ones who had heard Jeho
vah's word! The Dispersion comes to the front and re
jects the Spirit's ministry with the same vehemence that
the Jews at Jerusalem did.
Jerusalem murdered Stephen.

The preaching in the land claimed James as a victim.
The ministry among the Dispersion ended in the
imprisonment of Paul.
This was the concrete effect and expression of Is
rael's ripened apostacy.
In the interim between the imprisonment and the
journey to Rome Paul appears before the chiliarch (ch.

21, 22), the council (ch. 23), Felix (ch. 24), Festus
(ch. 25), and Agrippa (ch. 26). Here the question is
whether the rulers will decide against the Messiah, as in
the second Psalm.
Felix trembled, but otherwise was not influenced;
Festus treated it more philosophically. "One Jesus who
was dead, but whom Paul affirmed to be alive"; but adds,
"I doubted of such manner of questions"; Agrippa is
cynical, "with but little thou wouldst fain make me a
Christian?"
The rulers remain indifferent to Messiah's claims.

The final crisis is at Rome. On an appointed day
the representative Jews come to Paul in great number.
Another appeal is made and scorned.
The sen
tence of rejection spoken secretly in Matthew is now
publicly pronounced. Israel is shut up in disobedience.
A monument is erected on the site. On one side thereof

are written Isaiah's fearful words. On the other:
salvation of God is sent to the Nations."

"The
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Messiah's earthly Kingdom seemed now a forlorn
hope, with one of its chief heralds a prisoner of the
world's mistress, Rome, and held at the instance of Mes
siah's own people.

AP0CALIPT1C INTERPRETATION.
1. The Lord's Day.
In the previous issue we have shown that the phrases
"the Lord's Day" and "the Day of the Lord" are iden
tical in meaning and differ only in emphasis. We will
now seek to point out the difference.

There are three points of difference between the
phrases "The Day of the Lord" and "The Lord's
Day."

All three conspire to shift the emphasis from "the
day of the LORD" to "the Lord's DAY." They unite
in turning our thoughts from the character of the day
to the time, the event.
And is this not most apt? In the day of the
LORD we are told this man is abased and the Lord
alone will be exalted. But when we learn that John has
come to be, in spirit, in some "day," we want to know
what day? What time? As the thought of time is
uppermost, the phrase "the day of the LORD" is modi
fied and readjusted to perform its new duty. These dif
ferences, of course, are in the Greek and are but faintly
reflected in the English.

The genitive case points back to the source and
origin of things: it gives character. The dative case
points us forward to the associations of place and time:
it locates. "The day of the LORD" puts "Lord" in the
genitive, telling us what kind of a day it will be. "The
Lord's DAY puts "Lord's" in the dative, answering the
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question, When?

It is in contrast to man's DAY.

The

time when man is having his fling.

The first difference, then, changes the direction of
our thoughts. What characterized, now locates. John
comes to be, in spirit, IN the Lord's DAY. The second
difference lies in the rank of the words employed.
"Lord" is a name, or noun: "Lord's" is (or should be
if it were possible in English) a descriptive term, or ad
jective. The Spirit very often changes an adjective into
a noun in order to emphasize it. "Mighty men" are
called "men of might."
We almost forget that they
are men in the thought of their might. This cannot al
ways be reproduced in English. "Of the gloryof the grace"
(Eph. 1:6) is not easily followed by our modern minds.

"The grace GLORIOUS" is easier to grasp.

This is

the law: The higher the rank, the greater the import
ance; the heavier the emphasis. So that, in "the Lord's
DAY" we are compelled to reduce and soften the em
phasis on the word "Lord's." Because it occurs before
"day" instead of after it (as it ordinarily should be) it
still retains some emphasis, which we have indicated by
putting it in italics.

The second difference joins in voice with the first
in bidding us pay attention to the DAY rather than to
its Lord, as we have been accustomed to do.
The third difference is in the order of the words.
If the whole sentence read:

I have come to be, in spirit, in the day of the LORD,
instead of

I have come to be, in spirit, in the Lord's Day,
Then the last word would be "LORD." As
stands the last word is "DAY." First things

it
are important. So are things last. He is the First
and the Last.
In Gal. 2: 19 the order of the
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words is "CHRIST together-with-have-I-been-crucified:

yet I live; no longer /, but in me lives CHRIST." As
has been remarked, "Christ is first and Christ is last and
'not V fills in between." So here. By relieving "Lord"
of its striking situation at the end of the sentence and
giving DAY that prominent place, once more we are im
pressed with the fact that the Spirit is not using some
stereotyped human phrase but is adapting His own pow
erful and flexible phrase "the day of the Lord" to its
new and special duty of informing us that now, at last,
the DAY itself has come!
It seems hardly necessary to add that all these
changes do not affect the sense in the least. "Man's day"
and "the day of man" are the same day. "Lot's wife"
and "the wife of Lot" (as it is literally) is the same wife.
"God's house" (Gen. 28: 22) means just the same to
us as "the house of God" (Gen. 28: 17). "The Lord's
people" (1 Sam. 2: 24) are the same as the people of
the Lord (Jud. 5: 11). "Christ's gospel" (2 Cor. 2:12)
and "Christ's sufferings" (1 Pet. 4:13) have never been
taken for anything but "the gospel of Christ" and "the
sufferings of Christ." In fact it is an axiom in Scripture
that when God uses the same words He means the same
things. The grammar, the rank of words and their or
der are exceedingly important, but they cannot introduce
a radical change of sense.
So then, we conclude that while "the Lord's DAY"
and "the day of the LORD" are identical, the Spirit has
molded it to fit perfectly in its place in the context, so
as to help rather than burden the even flow of thought;

so as to give an agreeable and satisfactory answer to the
question which absorbs us: Where and Whenf
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2. The Things That Are.
The expression "the things that are" (Rev. 1: 19)
and the interpretation of the 2nd and 3rd chapters of
Revelation founded upon it, may be a stumbling block

in the way of some and serve to keep them from appre
ciating and enjoying the light which is shed upon the
whole book by the identification of "the Lord's day" with
"the day of the Lord."
But in order to understand this Book, we too, must
in spirit, accompany John and view all from his point of
vantage, not the one we at present occupy.

Is he trans

ported to heaven, or to the wilderness? Then let us
take our stand there too. Does he see a new heaven and
a new earth?

Then let us remember that the former
things are passed away (Rev. 21: 4) and not burden that
blessed time with the failure of former ages. We should

act as to time just as we should in regard to place.
John saw these things and heard them.
And in this way, when we read of "the things that
are" we are to view them, not from the present, but
from the view-point which John then occupied, that
is, the Lord's day. Not, speaking accurately, that
"the things that are" are in the Lord's day, but we
should be in it like John, and turning around (Rev.
1:12) view them from that standpoint.
This is sufficient to remove any difficulty which the
phrase "the things that are" might present. But our
purpose is not to remove objections simply, but to open
up His Word.
As the usual version is entirely out of line with
the context and quite contrary to the facts, we suggest

an idiomatic rendering and give the necessary data so

that anyone can test the matter to their own satisfaction.

"In spirit I have come to be in the Lord's day, and
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have heard a voice, loud $s a trumpet, behind me, say
ing, 'What you look upon write upon a scroll and send
it to the seven assemblies.'" The apostle turns and looks
and sees the vision of the Son of Man in magisterial
majesty in the midst of the seven lampstands with the
seven stars in His right hand. After this vision he is
told, "Write, THEN, the things which you have seen,
and what they represent, and what impends after these
things; the secret of the seven stars which you have
seen in my right hand, and the seven golden lampstands.
The seven stars represent messengers of the seven as
semblies, and the lampstands represent the seven as
semblies."

"Write, THEN." This tells us that the second
charge which John received to write flows from the vis
ion he had just seen. It is in consequence of having
seen it that he is to take up his pen. The charge is di
vided into three separate items. He has already re
corded what he had seen and we are about to be told
what the things he had seen represent. This is done in
the very next sentence where the stars and lampstands
are explained. Then follow the seven letters detailing
to each assembly the things which impend or what was
in store for them in consequence of this vision.

The writer once held that the things which John
had seen were past things, then followed "the things that
are" present things, (as described in the second and third
chapters) and then "the things that shall be after these
things" (from chapter four onwards to the end of the
book). This division was so convenient and plausible
that he was loth to leave it even when it became clear
that a close study of the passage could not be forced to
support it.
But when God speaks it is useless to cling to any-
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thing not absolutely in harmony with His Word.

A few

of the reasons why this interpretation had to be aban
doned may be helpful to others.
In the first place, we would naturally expect that the
past, present and future tenses—that John had seen,

which are, and shall be—would be found just so in the
original. But in this we will be disappointed. What
John had seen is a mere record of fact apart from time,
and the "shall be" is in the present tense, that is, things
even then impending. And, moreover, the things which
we supposed were exclusively in the past, as distinct from
"the things that are'' were found continually present
during this period. This is vital. The vision of the Son
of Man did not pass away or become past in any sense.
All through the seven letters we are continually reminded
that the vision which John had seen was an abiding and
solemn reality. There is no such distinction as past and
present possible here.

Were the point and purpose of the passage a con

trast between present and past events, then we would
expect the form of expression which the Spirit is ac
customed to use in such cases. We would expect it to
read "things present/' (which, indeed is the gloss ordinar
ily suggested) as in Ro. 8:38; Cor. 3:22, etc. This is
the confessed understanding of the commentators, but, as
the Spirit has avoinded His own formulae in this case,
such a meaning cannot be forced out of it.
Were it the Spirit's intention to draw our attention
to "the things that are" (i. e., exist) in contrast to the
things that are not, then we would expect the same
phrase as is used in Cor. 1:28, where we have such a
distinction.

But we have, instead, a relative pronoun, a form
whose special office is to connect the statement with what
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has previously been said. It links the "are" or "repre
sents" with the previous vision, and cannot be divorced
from it without a serious infringement of the laws that
govern all language.

Considerations concerning the Greek idiom will lead
us to change "the things that are" to "what they are" or,
"what they represent."
The verb to be is sometimes represented in our ver
sions by other words, and examination of such pass
ages justifies the translators in so doing.
"But go ye and learn what this meanethf I desire
mercy, and not sacrifice"—Matt. 9. 13.

"But if ye had known what this meaneth, I desire
mercy, and not sacrifice, ye would not have condemned

the guiltless."—Matt. 12. 7.
"And there came a poor widow, and she cast in two
mites, which make a farthing."—Mark 12. 42.
"And he called to him one of his servants, and in
quired what these things might mean"—l,uk. 15. 26.
"And they were all amazed, and were perplexed,
saying one to another, What meaneth this?"—Acts 2. 12.
"Now while Peter was much perplexed in himself
what the vision which he has seen might mean."—Acts
10. 17.
"Which things contain an allegory."—Gal. 4. 24.
The statement is not to the effect that the two
women and their sons are purely imaginary or mythical
personages, but that the actual happenings referred to
possess an allegoric signification.

The words "are" and "is" are frequently employed
in explaining symbols, and in such instances they are
equivalent to signify or represent, as will be seen from
the following examples:

"And they shall call his name Immanuel; which is
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(i. c. means or signifies), being interpreted, God with
us,"—Matt. 1. 23.
"He that soweth the good seed is (represents)
Son of Man."—Matt. 13. 37.
"The field is (represents) the world."—Matt. 13.
"The enemy that soweth them is (represents)
devil; and the harvest is (represents) the end of

the

38.
the
the

age."—Matt. 12. 39.

"Now the parable is (represents or sets forth) this
*."—Luke, 8. 1.
"Now this Hagar is (represents) Mount Sinai."—
Gal. 4. 25. It hardly needs to be said that Hagar is not
Mount1 Sinai;
but merely represents the covenant of
law there made with Israel, which brought them into
bondage.
Now it will help us to take a number of similar ex
amples from the Book under consideration.
"And there were seven lamps of fire burning before

*

*

the throne, which are (represent) the seven spirits of

God."—Rev. 4. 5; 5. 6.

"Here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven
heads are (represent) seven mountains, on which the
woman sitteth: and they are (represent) seven kings
* * * ."—Rev. 17.9. 10.
"The ten horns that thou sawest are (represent) ten
kings, wh*ch have received no kingdom as yet."—Rev.
17. 12.
"And he saith unto me, The waters which thou
sawest, where the harlot sitteth, are (represent) peoples,
and multitudes, and nations, and tongues."—Rev. 17. 15.
And the woman whom thou sawest is (represents)
the great city which hath a kingdom over the kings of the
earth."—Rev. 17. 18.
It is indisputable' that in all these places the real force
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of the words "are" is to represent or signify. Lamps are not
spirits, mountains are not kings, and cities are not women;
but in these visions lamps and mountains and
women are emblems of spirits, and kings and
cities.
And that this is the true rendering is
placed beyond any doubt, because that is exactly
what John proceeds to do.
After he has de
scribed the vision he immediately goes on to say: "The
seven stars are (or represent, exactly the same word ren
dered "are" above) messengers of the seven assemblies,
and the lampstands are (or represent) the seven assem
blies."

But what things impend? What is about to happen
within the range of the vision John had seen? The word
"then" connects the charge to write so vitally with the
vision itself that we are not at liberty W allow our
thoughts to stray beyond its boundaries. What connec
tion is there between the judgments following the fourth
chapter and the vision of the Son of Man in the midst
of the lampstands? None at all. Those judgments are
preceded and based upon entirely different visions, in
which the Lord is seen in totally different environments

and relationships.
We must confine the things that impend to those
things which were about to befall the assemblies. And
this is the burden of the seven letters. If Ephesus did
not repent and do the first works there was danger of its
being removed out of its place. Ten days tribulation
hung over the Smyrnan assembly, and so they are en
couraged. The Lord Himself threatened to fight with
Pergamos. He was about to come as a thief to Sardis.
(He cannot come thus to us 1 Thes. 5:4). Philadelphia

is assured of being kept out of the hour of temptation
which was about to come upon all the world. The Laodi-
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ceans were to be spued out of His mouth. Here we have
John's record of "the things which impend after these
things."
Another consideration leads to the same result. In
the very same sentence, as an explanation of what had
just been said, it is added: "The secret (or mystery) of
the seven stars which you have seen on my right hand
and the seven golden lampstands." Were this an added
thought then the word "and" would have connected it
with the previous words. But as it stands it is in apposition,
that is, the same thought expressed in different words.
The explanation of the stars and lampstands and His
words "to the seven assemblies/' is the secret here spoken
of.
Thus we find that John, in fulfilling the charge to
write, explains first what the things he had seen rep
resent and then details the events about to befall each
separate assembly, and in no wise goes beyond the pale
of the vision in doing so. He had previously been given

a general charge to write what he should see before he
had turned about to view the vision, but this second
charge is in the very midst of the vision itself and its
explanation. To say the least this would be a strange
place to introduce a general analysis of the whole range
of the Apocalypse, and the faintest suspicion of such a
thing is dispelled by its introductory connection "then/1
which shows that the charge is exclusively concerned
with the vision, its meaning and its consequences.
Instead, therefore, of clashing with the previous
statement that John was in the Lord's day, it is in closest
harmony therewith.

At the present time we are enjoying "the dispensation
of the grace of God" (Eph. 3:2). But Peter tells us
that the time has come that judgment must begin from

the house of God (1 Pet 4: 17).

This, however, can.
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only refer to that "holy nation" (1 Pet. 2:9) to whom
the Hebrew letter was sent (Heb. 3: 6, omit "own"; it

is God's house). Peter alscT refers us to Noah and Lot

as a sample of what the Lord was about to do (2 Pet.
2: 5-7). Our Lord tells us that the days of Noah and
the days of Lot are pictures of what it will be in the days

of the Son of Man (Luke 17: 26, 28).

The vision of

the Son of Man in the midst of the lampstands brings

before us these very days.

But they cannot, must not,

be suffered to dim the glories of God's present dispensa
tion of unmixed, undiluted and matchless grace.

It remains only to add that the literary form of
these epistles is an echo of the opening denunciatory ad
dress in Amos, in which Israel and Judah are presented
as among the Seven Doomed Nations: particular ad
dresses of doom are made to each of the seven peoples,
these being bound together by recurrent (though varied
in detail) formulae of doom. So in the Book of Revela
tions the charges to the particular churches are independ
ent; but these are enclosed between recurrent formulae
at opening and close of each, the formula varied in de
tails for each church. The opening formula describes
the Divine Speaker, the close is made up of promises and

a cry of emphasis. The symbolism of the formulae is
largely, but not entirely, an anticipation of the coming
Revelation.

Editorial.
What Is "The Mystery"?

What is the Mystery of Eph. 3:3, called, in verse
nine, "the dispensation of the mystery" or "the secret
economy"?
thus:

It is defined for us in verses six and seven

That the Gentiles should be
Fellow-heirs
Fellow-members of a joint body and
Fellow-partakers of His promise in
Christ through the gospel whereof
I (Paul) was made a minister.

That the nations were to be heirs was no secret. Be
fore this time Paul had written to the Romans: "The
Spirit Himself beareth witness with our spirit, that we
are the children of God; and if Qhildren, then heirs."
(Rom. 8:16, 17. See also Gal. 4:7.)
That the nations had membership in the body of
Christ was no secret, for it is written: "So we being
many; are one body in Christ, and every one members
one of another." (Rom. 12: 5,1 Cor. 12:12-27).
That the nations were partakers of His promises in
Christ through the gospel was no secret, for it is writ
ten again: "The Gentiles have been made partakers of
their (Israel's) spiritual things. (Rom. 15:27.)
Since these points were not a mystery, or secret,

wherein does it lie?
The nations were not fellow heirs with Israel before,
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because all the inheritance was on the earth and Jeho

vah had promised the land to them alone. They were
aliens from the commonwealth of Israel (Eph. 2:12).
The nations were not fellow members of the body, for
in that body there were those members which were "less
honorable" and "uncomely" (I Cor. 12:23). The mem
bers of the body were of various rank. They were not
fellow members, which must mean more than merely
"members."

The nations were not /*?//<m;-partakers of the prom
ises Paul preached in that gospel which he called his

own, and of which he was the minister. They were
merely guests (xenoi, not "strangers."* A. V.) of the
covenants of promise.

They were debtors to Israel (Rom. 15:27).
The point of the matter lies in that one word

In this we understand that the nations were accorded
an inheritance, a membership in the "joint-body," and
a partnership in the promises which Paul had preached,
and all of this in equal measure, in as high a degree and
in every way the same as that given to those Israelites
with whom they were united. This is what the word
"fellow" tells us.

A full, clear and immutable explanation of these three
separate items of the mystery—fellow-htirs,fellow-members and /*//0«/-partaker&—is the subject of the first two
chapters of the Ephesians.

Fellow Heirs (Eph. 1:3-14.)
This section of the epistle deals with the newly re*"Strangers to the covenants" (A. V.) is misleading.
be "guests of the covenants/'

It should
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vealed heavenly inheritance. It is divided into two sec
tions. The first (w. 3-12) deals \yith the apostle and
his fellow Israelites. The second (vv. 13-14) deals with
the nations.

The "mystery of Christ" (which is radically distin
guished from the secret we are now considering) shows
that He is to be Head in Heaven as well as on earth.
The destiny of those Israelites who received Paul's mes
sage is changed from an earthly inheritance in the land
to a heavenly inheritance with Christ in His newly re
vealed heavenly honors. These blessings are spiritual.

They were pledged to them by the earnest of the Spirit
which they received upon believing. The nations, too,
had received this Spirit. They had the same pledge,
Hence they are fellow-heirs.

Feixow Members of a Joint-Body.
(Eph. 1:15-2:10.)

This is God's inheritance in us. We are Christ's body,
the fullness, or pleroma, which rounds out the universe
completely.
Hitherto redemption had provided only
for the recovery of earth's lost blessings. Heaven,
where sin started, was not, it seemed, to be reached by
the work of the cross. A segment of the universe was
still unfilled. The "church which is his body" fills the
gap. Thus it is "the fullness that filleth all in all."
This body is made up of both Jews and Gentiles. In
chapter two, first two verses, the Gentiles are spoken
of. Then the apostle writes to we, the Israelites. But
both have been

quickened together,
raised together, and
seated together,
with Christ.
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The eighth verse is entirely mistranslated.
read

something

like

this:

"For

It should

salvation

by failk

(which Paul had preached to them) calls for favor, and
this (favor) not of yourselves,; it is God's gift, not of
works, lest any man should boast."

God's gift here spoken of was the added favor of
fellow-membership in a joint body. They had been saved
through faith that it might be by grace (Rom. 4:16).
All further blessing follows on the same principle. Their
behavior since they believed has nothing to do with this
added blessing.

Fellow Partakers.

(Eph. 2:19-22.)

The third item of the mystery reads "and fellozvpartakers of His promise in Christ through the gospel
whereof I was made a minister." (Eph. 3:6-7). The
apostle is not telling the Ephesians that he is a minister
of the gospel. He is not telling them that they ar$ fel

low-partakers of the gospel, which the twelve preached.
They could never, be fellow-partakers with Israel in her
earthly blessing. He is telling them that they are fellowpartakers of that gospel which he had preached to them,
which he called "my gospel" (Rom. 16:25) and which
they had received, but which had been theirs subordinate
to Israel.
Hitherto they had a standing "in flesh," or from a

physical standpoint.

They were "uncircumcision" and

must take a lower place than the "circumcision." They
are bidden to remember that time (Eph. 2:11, 12.) This
does not refer (as the translators evidently thought,
judging by their rendering) to that time when they were
unbelievers or "unsaved." It refers to the time when
they were partakers, but not /V//0te/-partakers.

A true
translation would read that they were "guests" (not
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strangers) (not "to") the covenants of promise. This
they were not before they believed. Prom the physical
standpoint (not from the spiritual standpoint) they had
no expectation or hope, for Israel monopolized that,
They even had to acknowledge the Deity as the God of
Israel. If they should chance to be bodily present in
Jerusalem, they could not have even entered God's tem
ple. They were emphatically not fellow-partakers. But
now (that the mystery is revealed) they are made nigh
by the blood of Christ (Eph. 2:13). He is the peace
between Jew and Gentile. He has made both one. He
has broken down the central wall of the enclosure, abol
ished the ordinances, created a new humanity.*
As a result, instead of being shut out of God's pres
ence by a high wall, or ceremonial observances, both
Jew and Gentile go past all these by one Spirit into the
very presence of the Father.

Consequently the nations ("ye") are no longer guests
at Israel's board or sojourners depending upon their hos
pitality, but fellow-citizens with the saints and belong
to God's family and are a holy of holies, in the Lord,
being builded together for a habitation of God in spir
it."
Paui/s Gospel.

It is most important in this connection to note that
Paul's "my gospel" continues in force. The promise it
brought is not set aside, but it is only modified in its
bearing upon the relation of the two parties which it

reached—Jew and Gentile.

As he had been proclaiming it, it was "to tKe Jew
* This "one new man*' must be carefully distinguished
from the "one body". The new man is to be "put on" (ch. 4,
24), the one body never.
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first" (Rom. 2:10). It was necessary that the word of
God should first be spoken to them (Acts 13:46). But
now all such distinctions cease.

But the letters written after the mystery was made
public do not attempt a reconsideration of those great
doctrines, such as justification, reconciliation (Rom.
5:8) and the Lord's coming (I and II Thess.) These are
taken up and amplified to accord with the new revela
tions. The principal points which affect them are:
(1) The heavenly destiny.
(2) The withdrawal of all physical distinctions.
These two make it possible for the Gentiles to be fellow-htirs and /^Wow-members and /rffow-partakers.
Justification.

Justification does not enter the Ephesian epistle.
In Romans a distinction is made between the Circum
cision and the Uncircumcision. The first is justified by
faith, the latter through faith (Rom. 3:30).
But in Philippians the apostle throws all his circumcis
ion an.d attendant privileges (which were once his
boast) to the dogs.
Reconciliation.

Romans deals with the Godward aspect of the recon
ciliation of mankind ((Rom. ch. 5). 2 Corinthians deals
with the manward side of it, bidding us to receive what
Romans has set forth (2 Cor. 5:18-20). To this Ephesians adds the reconciliation of Jew and Gentile (Eph.
2:15-17), while Colossians extends it to the universe,
including the very heavens (Col. 1:20).
Moreover, Ephesians insists that our feet be shod with
the preparedness of the gospel of peace (Eph. 6:15).
As this is nowhere set forth in the epistle itself, we are
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forced to go back to the reconciliation of the fifth of Ro
mans and wear the favor there set forth in our contact
with the earth.

The Lord's Coming.

The "authorized' has taken away every reference to
the hope of the Lord's coming out of the Ephesian letter.
It is there, however, and serves as an exceedingly im
portant waymark to determine those for whom the epis

tle was intended.
Peter and James and John show conclusively, by their
epistles, that they never received the truth contained in

Ephesians. The Lord's coming for them was just the
same as the prophets foretold, as the Master prophecied,
and as they had proclaimed in the Acts. It was to be
a glorious manifestation to His people Israel, resulting
in a millennial Kingdom. Such a hope leaves no place
for a heavenly destiny such as Ephesians unfolds. But
those to whom Paul had gone with his gospel did not ex
pect to wait until Messiah should come in glory to the
Mount of Olives.

Paul had said to them
they would be gathered
2:1) when He shall be
wrath is visited upon the

by the word of the Lord, that
together unto Him (2 Thess.
present in the air before His
earth (1 Thess. 4:15-18; 5:9).

That it was "by the word of the Lord" shows that it
was one of those truths which enabled him to speak of

"my gospel," and that it is included in the third item of
the mystery.

This surely was a promise in Christ through the gos
pel of which he had been a minister. We read that the
nations were to be FEixow-partakers of this promise
(Eph. 3:6). But were they not fellow-partakers when
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Thessalonians was written ? Let us see.

The names and

titles of our Lord are all important.
Peter in speaking to Cornelius says: "The word which
God sent to the sons of Israel declaring peace through

Jesus Christ. (He is Lord of all)."

Here we find the nations connected with Him as Lord,
just as in the prophets they are connected with Adoni,
and not Jehovah. Likewise we find that Messiah or
Christ is connected with Israel
It was so in baptism too. The Jew was baptized "in
the name of Jesus Christ" (Acts 2:38), while the Gen
tile was "baptized in the name of the Lord" (Acts
10:48).

At that time the nations were apart from the Christ
(Eph. 2:12).

In keeping with the lower plane of blessing the Thes
salonians were told of the coming of the Lord and they
were to be caught up to the air (not heaven).

1 Cor. IS, added to their knowledge of this event.
There (yv. 51-52) we are initiated into a secret. This
too, belongs to Paul's "my gospel."

In it we are told
that our bodies should not only be raised, but changed,

changed to a heavenly body (v. 49). What for?
Philippians supplies the answer:

"For our enfran

chisement is in heaven: from whence also we look for

a Saviour, Lord Jesus Christ, who shall transfigure this
humiliating body to conform it to his body glorious."
Resurrection, ascension, change, transfiguration,, glory.
In describing his ministry (2 Cor. 3) the apostle com
pares himself with Moses. Moses put a veil on his face

that the sons of Israel should not see the end of that
which was to be abolished. He did not wish to hide the
glory from them, but the fact that it was a fading glory.
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It went from glory to gloom. But Paul's does not do
that. His ministry leads in the opposite direction. It
is the same ministry, but continually gathering glory.
"But we all," says he, "with unveiled face, reflecting
as a mirror the glory of the Lord, are transfigured into
the same image, from glory to glory, even as from a
spirit Lord."

So it was with our precious hope. It began in the
All were to be caught up whether
drowsy or wakeful (1 Thess. 5:9). It rescued from com
ing wrath. And not content with mere celestial glory
(1 Cor. 15:40,49) it grows brighter and until we find
ourselves transfigured into the very embodiment of glory

glory of grace..

—-our Saviour Himself!

Paul plainly taught that his ministry was not a fixed
dispensation, but one which would continue to gather
glory.

But where is there any reference to this in Ephesians?
It lies buried in Eph. 1:12, "who first trusted in
Christ." This should read, who are in a prior state of
expectancy in Christ.

"The Circumcision" first trusted in Christ,

They first

hoped in Christ, too.

But those who received Paul's gospel were in a prior
state of expectancy—they looked for Him before He
came to Olivet—they looked for His presence when, as
Paul told the Thessalonians, He would gather them to
Himself. To such as held this prior hope the Ephesian
letter was written.

But, this epistle, changing their destiny from earth to
heaven, necessarily modified the hope.

They may not have counted on a return to live on the
earth after the time of His presence in the air was
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finished, but now they must look up rather than down,
even if they come down with Him, their home is in the
heavens. Philippians, which deals with the practical ap
plication of Ephesian doctrine, places the hope in its new
celestial setting, and brings it to its zenith glory.

The untraceable riches of Christ (Eph. 3:8) were re
vealed to Peter (1 Pet 3:22) for proclamation among

the Circumcision. But Paul was granted the favor of
making these known among the nations.
These riches included the headship of Christ in the
heavens (which could not be traced before) and form
that part of the Mystery of Christ (Eph. 1:9, 10)

"which in other ages was not made known unto the
sons of men as it is now revealed unto His Holy apostles
and prophets (Eph. 3:3-5).
Earthly headship had been revealed: heavenly head
ship had not Hence the phrase: "as it is now re
vealed" This must not be applied to the mystery which

we have been considering, which was "hid in God" (Eph.
3:9). The parenthesis after Eph. 3:3 should be moved
to the end of verse 5, and verse 3a should connect with
verse 6 thus: "How that by revelation He made known
to me the mystery ( ) in spirit that the Gentiles are to
be fellozu-heirs, and />//0«/-members of a joint body, and
/^/tow-partakers of the promise in Christ through that

gospel of which I was made a minister."
The parenthesis refers to the mystery of Christ, with
which this mystery is in closest harmony.

The fact that Paul's previous ministry is thus incorpo
rated in the secret economy in no way interferes with
his declaration that he was to enlighten all as to the
secret economy, which since the ages began has been

hid in God, the Creator of all.

Even that of his pre-
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vious ministry which enters this economy came exclu
sively through him and is as closely associated with his
name, as the mystery itself. And all, even though a se
cret hid from the ages, is in highest accord with "the
purpose of the ages which he made in Christ Jesus our
Lord" (Eph. 3:11).

O, to comprehend the breadth and length and depth
and height of this mystery and thus be able to know the
love of Christ which lies beyond this knowledge, and
thus be filled with all God's fullness!
"Unto Him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus
unto all the generations of the age of the ages! Amen I"

THE SECRET ECONOMY.
ITEM III.

JOINT PARTAKERS OF THE
PROMISE.
PHYSICAL BARRIERS.

"Wherefore remember, that once you—the nations from

the physical standpoint, who are termed the "Uncircum-

cision," in deference to those termed the "Circumcision,"
which is made by hands in flesh—that in that era you
were apart from Christ, being in a state of alienation
as regards Israelitish citizenship, and guests of the prom
ised covenants, having thus no prospect,*and without a
God in that order of things."
remember! For a little while let us go back to the
time before the secret economy was revealed. It will
form a background upon which to view the present
grace.

The various points God charges us to remember are

all dependent upon physical descent. The rite of cir
cumcision placed an impassable boundary between Israel
and the Nations.

If we wish to obtain a clear and unconfused insight into these matters, it is absolutely im
perative to dismiss every spiritual consideration, and
consider that we are dealing only with the physical place

the Nations were entitled to, in relation to Israel.

For

instance, in mentioning the basic distinction of circum
cision, which gave a name by which to call both parties,
God is explicit in limiting the circumcision spoken of to

that which men's hands had done in their bodies. There
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is no reference to spiritual circumcision. The natural
condition of mankind is not circumcision. It is only in
deference to circumcision and its attendant privileges
that the negative and disparaging name of "Uncircumcision" arose.

It would be an easy task for the Ephesians and others
to whom this epistle came, to recollect matters in which
they themselves had been vitally concerned. They could
look back to their own experience.
Not so with us. We cannot recall these things. They
never formed a part of our past history. They describe
a dispsensation long past and gone, which preceded the
present, which is the subject of the latter half of the
Book of Acts, and is concerned with the Gospel of God,
as dealt out by Paul, in his personal ministry among the
Nations,
But it is urgent for our understanding of the present

grace that we, like them, compare and contrast the pres
ent superlative favor with the mercy previously shown
to the nations.
How shall we accomplish this?

In this way. Let us
put ourselves in their place for a while, and thus re
hearse some of their experiences in the period before
they received this letter. As it is hard to imagine our
selves in the place of a class, it will be better to take
some pattern case and trace his experiences as God has
recorded them in His word.
But what shall guide our choice of such a one?
We need not choose at all, for God has already chosen
one and marked him for this very purpose.
This man is Trophimus, which means "Nourished."
Mis companion in travels, Tychicus, ("Fortunate") de
livered this letter to the Ephesians. Along with him is a
runaway slave called Onesimus ("Profitable"). We shall
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call them by their English names, so that we may seize
their significance, for Greek (to us) is barbarous.
In these three men God has given us a living and
moving panorama of the inauguraton of the present or

der of things. Each name, together with every detail
recorded of them—where they are, what they do, what
befalls them—is filled with meaning. The history of these
three men forms a picture in miniature of God's dealings
in their day. If we associate each with such a knowl
edge of God and His ways as had been revealed, and
rigidly exclude and deny to each things not recorded of

them, and those revelations which were yet future, we
shall enjoy an engaging and instructive picture of the
inception of the present dispensation.
Nourished (Trophimus) brings before us the economy

intervening between the present and the Pentecostal dis
pensation, the things we are bidden to remember. His
presence in Jerusalem with Paul (whom we will call In
terval, as his name really is) is the touchstone which will
apprise us of the real nature of that economy, and the
large place given the physical supremacy of Israel.

Fortunate (Tychicus), the bearer of this message to
the Ephesians, is a true picture of those to whom he was
sent. While Nourished is left behind, through lack of
nourishment (2 Tim. 4:20, such is the force of "sick")
Tychicus, is "Fortunate" indeed. He leaves the past
economy and enters the present.

He knows the experi
ence of Nourished, but to him it becomes but a memory
in the light of the amazing favor afterwards revealed.
Profitable (Onesimus), was like us. He had no per
sonal experience in a previous dispensation. He was the
fruit of Interval's bonds. Like the Nations, of whom

he was a member, he had, in times past, been unprofit
able. The Nations were not on terms with God, but that
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could never wipe out the debt they owed Him, or destroy
the fact that they were His property, they were His
slaves.

But they had left His service and become like a

runaway slave to their great Master.

How strange that

a man in chains should catch the runaway and return him
to his Master! Yet that is God's way with us.

Paul's

chains, borne for the Nation's sake, has transformed

many an unprofitable slave into one who is "Profitable"
(Philemon 10:19).
First let us consider Nourished's case. Let us go to the
house of Remembrancer (Mnason), an early disc/pie,
indeed.

where Paul and his company are lodged after his last
journey to Jerusalem. There we will be Nourished.
(Acts 21:16).
THE

UNCIRCUMCISION.

All Jerusalem is in an uproar!

The Chiliarch is hur
As he
comes upon the center of the disturbance he finds the
mob seeking to kill a man, a Jew, after they had drawn
rying to the scene with soldiers and centurions.

him out of the temple and shut the gates.

When he had

seized and chained the man, he demanded whom he
was and what he had done.
would

have

been a clear

Had he been an alien it
ease of

going beyond the
"Soreg." But this man was evidently a Jew. The crowd
was so vociferous in their denunciations that he could not
find out what was really the matter, and so commanded
him to be brought into the castle.
As the Jew is about to enter the castle he obtains leave
to speak to the people As his speech is in the Hebrew
dialect, the tumult is hushed and they listen most attent

ively. But at length he speaks one word which breaks
the spell. Once more they cry "Away with such a fellow
from the earth! for it is not fit that he should live!"
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And as they cry they strip off their clothes, ready to stone
him, and throw dust into the air. The object of their
hatred is taken into the castle and disappears from our
view (Acts 21:27-22:24).

What is the cause of all this disturbance? The report
is that he has brought an alien into the sacred precincts
of the temple and defiled that holy place. Since this for
eigner is in the city, he must needs hear of the riot and
that he is the cause of it (Acts 21: 28,29). "Nourished"
is not only his name, but it describes him, too. He is not
a Jew, though staying in Jerusalem. So, while not a citi
zen, he is "nourished" on Jewish food and Jewish lodg
ings. For the time he sojourns there as their guest. His
name and physical environment are but a parable of his

spiritual state.

Perhaps he had no part at all in the city's

tumult of that day, but in his spirit there must have been
a great disturbance.

Some points in that day's doings stood out in bold re
"Nourished" must have felt himself to be the cause
of the uproar, for was it not brought about by the false

lief.

rumor that Paul had brought him beyond the Court of
the Nations inside the middle wall of the temple enclos
ure (called the "Soreg") where none but those of Jewish
blood had a right to go? And the only ground for it was
that some Jews from Asia had recognized him in Paul's
company on the streets of the city.

That was how it started. But how did it end? What
was that horrid word that broke the spell the apostle
seemed to have cast ever the angry mob? Alas, it was the
hated "Goyim," as they called all non-Jewish nationali
ties.

They could bear to hear of his conversion; they

could even hear their own stubborn rejection of God's
message brought home to them. But to have God send
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him to the other nations—heathens, curs, uncircumcised
—this was far beyond endurance. And the man who
dared voice such a thought—"Away with such a fellow
from the earth! for it is not fit that he should live."
Little did the mob of the "faithful" know how God
would yet use these words to describe His purposes for

Paul.

No one would be as free as Paul to acknowledge

that his life had been forfeited, but little did they dream
that he would, be induced, taken from the earth to inherit
heavenly honors!
How must poor Nourished have felt at the thoughts
He was nothing but one of the
despised "Goyim." As such he knows his place, far, far
below that God had given Israel's sons. He had sad
proof of this today, when even a report that he had pre
these scenes compelled?

sumed to come as near to Him as they—to go beyond the
"Soreg"—had precipitated all this tumult.
This great
contrast between himself and the Circumcision was ac
centuated by his presence in Jerusalem. In his journey
with Paul among the Nations, no such stress had been

laid upon the ordinance which he now found made such

a difference.

True, Paul had circumcised God's worthy

(Timothy), but his mother was a Jewess. Nourished
had no right to the ordinance or the privileges it con
ferred. "Undrcumcision" meant nothing, in most coun
tries, for was not that the natural state of man? It was
only when he came in contact with the Circumcision,

and in condescension to them that he must acknowledge
that he belonged to a lower caste—the "Uncircumcision."
But then, were there not scores of godly, devoted men
in his native city who lived better lives than these cir
cumcised Israelites? This could not be denied. Still, it
was true, that they came of the wrong stock.
The great thing, then, was to reckon the Patriarchs
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If you are not a descendant of

Abraham, you are not entitled to the rite of circumcision,
and must keep your distance from his God.
APART

FROM

CHRIST,

And it was to these that Christ came. He was a serv
ant of the Circumcision for the sake of God's truth
(Rom. 15:8).
Remembrancer (Mnason) was an early disciple and
can tell us how the Master, himself, acted towards the
other Nations. Certain it was He never set foot outside
the Promised Land. In the church of His day there
were no Goyim (Gentiles). Indeed, when he explains to
them how to shun a brother who refused to hear the
church, he bids them treat him as they did the taxgatherers and aliens (Matt. 18 17). Traitors and non-Jews were
equally excluded, and condemned. He came to take up
the cause of Abraham's seed. (Heb. 2:16). The woman
of Canaan had to learn this humbling lesson. "Have
mercy on me, O Master, Son of Beloved "(David)"—
did not touch a single chord in that responsive heart.
His disciples hear, but do they sympahize? Strange
sympathy they gave! "Send her away," they say.

And

He seems to acquiesce in this harsh demand. "I am not

sent but to the lost sheep of the house of Israel." He
was the true Beloved Who tended His Father's sheep,
But the woman was not of His fold. But He was Owner
or Master of all. And when she came, worshipping and

saying "Master, help me," He seemed to relent a little,
but answered, "It is not proper to take the children's food

and throw it to the puppies."

(Matt. 15:22-28).

And how did she get the blessing? By taking her true
place before Him! By acknowledging Israel's prior, al-
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most exclusive, place. By admitting that He was her
Master, she His slave.
This was the only platform upon which blessing could
be dispensed to uncircumcised aliens. So she said, "Yes,
Master, for even the puppies eat of the crumbs which
fall from their Master's table."
No link bound her to Messiah but her Master He cer
tainly was.
GUESTS OF THE COVENANT PROMISES.

So He was not only the Servant of the Circumcision,
but also gave the other nations occasion to glorify God

for His mercy (Rom. 15:9). This mercy was dispensed
by Him in the character of their Master, Owner, or

Proprietor, for He is Lord of all. This was the ground
that Stone (Peter) proposed to Cornelius, and the basis
upon which he was baptized (Acts 10: 36, 48).
The Messiah, in His earthly glories, was the exclusive
expectation of Israel. The Nations had no part in Him.
Our ancestral tree-may be most glorious, and full of
famous names, but unless it leads back to Abraham's
grandson, Supplanter (Jacob), or, rather, as God named
him afterward, Godsprince (Israel), we are outside His
covenant; we lack the one essential which entitles them
to Jehovah's promises, which, when fulfilled, will make
them the most blessed and exalted nation that this earth
has ever seen.
auens.

But we are aliens.

We cannot point back to one man,

Godsprince (Israel), as they could, and produce our gen
ealogy to prove our claim.
Just as all humankind can point back to the first man,

Adam, as their common progenitor, so all these united
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on one man in their claims to His kingdom and blessing.
And yet aliens, like the woman of Canaan; like Corne
lius; like Nourished; had a superfluous crumb. The Na
tions were guests of Godsprince, and had a right (by
Jehovah's mercy), to glean in their fields and vineyards,
and olive orchards. The crop is Godsprince's; the re
dundance was for the Nations. Even now, as we are in
the city of their Messiah, the Dwelling-place-of-Peace
(Jerusalem), we partake of the food and lodgings which
Remembrancer has sot kindly provided.
As we view the city and the temple on Moriah's mount,
we cannot but muse upon God's wonderful promises
to His people and the part this holy city has had in these
promises. Rightly it is named The Dwelling-place-ofPeace (though that day's doings were far from peace
ful).
"For out of Zion shall go forth the law,
And the word of Jehovah from Jerusalem,
And He shall judge among the nations,
And shall rebuke many peoples:
And they shall beat their swords into plowshares,
And their spears into pruning hooks:
Nation shall not lift up sword against nation,
Neither shall they learn war any more" (Isa. 2:3-4).

NO

HOPE.

But what hope is there for the Nations? He will judge
and rebuke them: Sore indeed will be the day for the Na
tions when Jehovah, the God of Godsprince, shall alone
be exalted. Now they can boast in Roman world wide
dominion. Since Nebuchadnezzar's reign, through the
Babyldnian, Medo-Persian, and Greek and Roman dy
nasties, they have had their turn at ruling (or mis-ruling)
the earth, with Godsprince as a vassal. What is the out-
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look for the future? Will they keep the upper hand for
ever?

The prophet who foretold their career has also fore
told their final overthrow. Their kingdoms shall be ut
terly destroyed and the sovereignty of the earth will
pass over to Messiah and His people Godsprince (as we
should always think of Israel, though we do not always
name the nation so). They are the royal nation, in
whose hand Hope has placed the sovereignty of this
earth.

There is nothing for the other nations but subjection.
WITHOUT A GOD.

By far the most interesting and impressive sight in all
Jerusalem was the temple on Moriah's hill. "The out
ward face, in its front, wanted nothing that was likely
to excite either admiration or astonishment; for it was
all covered over with plates of gold of great weight; and
at the rising of the sun reflected a very fiery splendor, and
made those who forced themselves to look upon it, turn
their eyes away, as they would have done at the sun's
lays.

It appeared at a distance like a great mountain
covered with snow, for those parts of it that were not
gilt, were exceeding white."

After entering the city our chiefest wish would be to

get a close glimpse. And so we enter the gate through
the outer wall, into the Court of Nations, and admire the
cloisters, with their polished marble pillars and the cedar
roof. Beyond this we tread an open space with polished
inlaid stones. As we approach the second court, with its
high wall, we see that it is surrounded by a lower wall of
elegant construction. Upon it stand "pillars, at equal
distance from one another, declaring the law of purity,
some in Greek, and some in Roman letters."
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(No alien is to enter within the balustrade and embank

ment around the sacred place. Whoever is caught will be
responsible for his death, which will ensue.)

This is the "Soreg which they thought

Nourished

had passed with Paul.*

True, Nourished had never transgressed this middle
wall of the temple enclosure. But what comfort is there
in that? If Jehovah, the only true and living God, dwells
within those walls, why are we shut out?

Why must we

keep our distance?

Nourished, in his Ephesian home, dwelt in the city
which was the temple keeper of the goddess Artemis,
whom the Romans called "Diana," whose worship had
spread over the face of the whole earth (Acts 19:27),
Perhaps he, too, had once worshipped at her shrine, but
now he had turned from all false divinities to serve the
only true and living God. And now, at last, he is in the
city which kept His temple, and he is denied access by
God Himself!

Truly he had no God to call his very own; since he
cannot but acknowledge Israel's God, Jehovah.
♦Josephus, after describing the court of the nations, says:
"Thus was the first enclosure, in the midst of which, and not far

from it, was the second, to be gone up to by a few steps.

This

was encompassed by a stone wall, for a partition, with an in
scription, which forbade any foreigner to go in under pain of
death."—Antiquities of the Jews, Book V., Chap. XL
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IN THE WORLD.

Such is a true picture of the case of the alien nations
in that system of things, even when they turned to God
and acknowledged His Messiah, and received His Spirit.

Nor will the closest scrutiny of the sacred records dis
cover any better thing in store for them unless we wait
the far off day when this earth shall be dissolved and a

new creation takes its place. (Rev. 21:3). Then, indeed,
God will dwell with the Nations, but not, so far as reve

lation goes, until that time.
NOURISHED^ FATE.

The nurture Nourished got from Israel's crumbs be
came scantier as time went by. Jerusalem was herself
sore stricken with a famine (Acts II :27-29). He follows
(Paul) for a little way, but is left at Miletum, sick from
lack of nourishment (2 Tim. 4:20). Fit picture of the
waning weakness of the economy which fails with Is
rael's failure!

But Fortunate accompanies Paul all the way to Rome
(Col. 4:7).

THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW.
General Survey.

In taking up a study of the First Gospel our prime con*
cern is to divest ourselves of a deep-rooted idea which is
apt to preform our ideas and predetermine our conclusions
with regard to its teaching. The recognized division
between Old and New Testaments is purely arbitrary.
It is founded on the fact that the one is written in He
brew and the other in Greek. However, in seeking light
on this point, we must be guided by weightier questions
than those of language: stress must rather be laid on
such matters as divergence of theme, or change in the
Divine attitude and method.
Save for a brief preface of eleven chapters, covering a
period of two millennia, the burden of the Old Testa
ment is the story of the Hebrew race. The nations were
originally formed with reference to Israel (Deut.
32.8); and the Bible takes cognizance of them only as
they come in contact with them. The true dividing line
between the Testaments, therefore, must be sought where
Israel is thrust aside, and the Nations publicly acknowl
edged. This takes place in the last chapter of The Acts.
Israel's apostacy has blossomed at last into the unpar
donable sin against the Spirit. Thenceforward they pass
out of God's reckoning. The favored Nation is deposed
and stripped of the insignia of itsK lofty rank. Paul
erects a tombstone over the national grave of his people

and writes thereon the epitaph which Isaiah had of yore
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prepared for the occasion.

Then he spells over the por

tals of the new economy

"This Salvation of God is Sent to the Nations/'
"The book of the generation of Jesus Christ, the son
of David> the son of Abraham." The opening sentence
enunciates nothing nezv. It introduces the predestined
completion and fulfilment of Jewish promises and hopes.
It founds itself on Old Testament ideas. It points us
back to the covenants with David and Abraham. The
former is concerning the throne and is limited to Israel;
the latter is concerning the land and the seed, and, though
founded on the political supremacy of Israel, extends
blessing to "all the families of the earth" (Gen. 12:3).
It presents our Lord as the heir to David's throne and
Abraham's promise—as "a minister of the circumcision
for the truth of God, that he might confirm the promises

given unto the fathers." Hence His descent is traced
to Abraham, the progenitor of the race, and to David,

the founder of the royal dynasty. Hence, too, the em
phasis laid upon His birth in Bethlehem, the royal city.

Matthew's object is transparent from the first. The
Old Testament is continually before his eyes, and his aim
is to present our Lord as the fulfiUer of the Law and
the Prophets,, the long promised, long looked for Mes
siah, the One on whom the accomplishment of God's
purposes and Israel's expectations converge. Chapters
one and two enumerate the threads o* prediction which
meet and exhaust themselves in Him. He is—
1. The Saviour who will save His people Israel
from their sins, the Redeemer who will turn away trans
gression from Jacob, 1:21.
2. Isaiah's mystic virgin-born Immanuel, God with
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us, the sign and pledge of Judah's deliverance from her
heathen foes and tyrants, 1:23.

3.

The King of the Jews, 2:2. With this title He is

born, with this title He is sought after and worshipped
by the wise men from the east, with this title He is cru
cified (27:37).

4. The Messiah, or Anointed One, foretold in the
Scriptures, for whose coming a birth-place and a home
had been prepared in Israel, 2:4.

5.

Israel's Shepherd, and Governor, whose goings

forth are from of old, from everlasting, 2:8.
6. The Child—nine times is He so designated in this
chapter (2:8,9,11,13 (twice), 14:20 (twice), 21)—who
is the special object of implacable hate (2:8, 13), de
vout worship (2:9, 11), and Divine care (2:13, 20)—
the Child set for the falling and raising of many in
Israel; and for a sign which is spoken against (Luk.
2:34).

7. He is God's Son, who, according to Hosea, was to
be called out of Egypt, just as the nation from which
he sprang had been centuries before, 2:15.
8. He is the Nasarene, or despised one, whose ad
vent and abasement had been foreseen by prophets and
seers, 2:23.

9. The mention of five women in the genealogy, the
prominence of Mary in the account of the nativity, and
the stress laid on His birth from a virgin mother, point
to Him as the Woman's Seed whose conflict with, and
victory over, the Serpent were announced to Eve in
Eden's garden, Gen. 3:15.
As already noted, Abraham's Son dispenses blessing to
all the families of the earth. Jehovah's Servant restores
the preserved of Israel, and enlightens the nations in

their far-off isles (Isa. 49:6, Luk. 2:32).

This aspect
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of Messianic ministry may be traced through many a
verse and chapter in the Book. The counsels for the na
tions again and again break into view (8:9-13; 12:1821; 15:21-28; 24:14; 25:31-46; 28:18-20).

Moreover, in this exclusive Hebrew gospel—where
from first to last we search in vain for a single sentence
to raise the narrative above the plane of Jewish inter
ests and hopes—the Nations come strikingly to the fore.
Their receptiveness and faith, from start to finish, con
trast strangely with Jewish hate and unbelief. In the
king's pedigree appear the names of four Gentile women

who by faith entered the royal line (1:3, 5, 6).

The

Magi from the east come to worship Israel's King, where
as the Jews remain indifferent and Herod seeks to de
stroy Him (2:1-12). The land of Egypt furnishes a
refuge which the land of Judah refused to give (2:1315). A Gentile centurion exhibits a faith not found in
Israel and becomes the prototype of those nations who
will recline with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob in the
Kingdom of heaven (8:512). A Canaanitish woman
evokes the commendation, "O woman, great is thy faith:
be it done unto thee even as thou wilt" (15:21-28).
The Roman governor washes his hands from His inno
cent blood, while the Jews cry "His blood be on us, and
on our children"! (27:24, 25). Pilate's wife exhorts her
husband to have no complicity in the condemnation o.f
the Righteous One whom the Jews seek to crucify
(27:18). The Gentile soldiers at the cross acknowledge
the blamelessness of Him whom the Jews have num
bered with the transgressors (27: 54). This is no acci
dental circumstance: it is a stupendous prophetic foreglance which prepares us for the later developments in
the Acts and the marvellous unfoldings of the Epistles.
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The distinctive phrase in Matthew is "the kingdom

of heaven."

It has its root in Dan. 2:44 and 7:27.

"And in the days of those kings shall the God of heaven

set up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed, nor
shall the sovereignty thereof be left to another people;

but it shall break in pieces and consume all these king
doms, and it shall stand forever

♦

♦

♦»

"* * And the kingdom and the dominion, and the
greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven, shall
be given to the people of the saints of the Most High:
his kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and all dominions
shall serve and obey him."

From these passages we glean that—

(1)

The Kingdoom of heaven is a Kingdom in the

sense in which the empires represented by the component
parts of the Great Image were kingdoms, and that it is a
future Kingdom.

(2)

The Kingdom of heaven is heavenly as to char

acter and source, but earthly as to location, for it occu

pies the territory of the kingdoms which it breaks in
pieces and consumes.
(3) Like the kingdoms it displaces, the Kingdom of
Heaven is the kingdom of a people. Supremacy invest
ed in the Hebrew nation, and it shall bear rule over other
peoples.
(4) In that Kingdom there will be "dominions," or
dependencies,—there will be "peoples, nations and lan
guages" subject to the ruling people (Dan. 7:14).

(5) The Kingdom of Heaven will materially differ
from other world-powers.
Unlike its predecessors,
which crumbled to decay, his Kingdom is indestructible,
"it shall never be destroyed." Other kingdoms have
grasped the world's sceptre only to cede it to superior
rivals; but this Kingdom is untransferable, "the sov-
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ereignty thereof shall not be left to another people."
Other kingdoms have been transient: they have appeared
on the stage of history and after a display of pageantry

and force, have vanished, leaving behind heaps of rub
bish to remind us of their former greatness.

But this

kingdom is permanent, "it shall stand forever." The
first gospel is concerned with the fortunes of this King
dom, and nothing else.
Matthew divides the Master's ministry in two periods.
Each begins with His acknowledgment as Son of God
by the voice from heaven, and each ends with His ac
knowledgment as Son of God by men, the first by the
disciples, the second by the nations. The first period
extends from John's baptism to the time when He first
began to speak of His sufferings. As He went up from
Jordan's waters, a voice out of the heavens said: "This
is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased" (3:17).
Thereafter He proceeded to make full proof of His Messiahship, and upon its rejection by the nation, He urges
it on the disciples, who confess Him as "the Messiah,
the Son of the living God" (16:16).
The second period extends from the transfiguration to
the close. His kingship having been refused, the priestly
aspect of His mission comes to view and is unfolded to
the apostles. As the dazed trio gazed on their Lord, a
voice said out of the cloud: "This is my beloved Son,
in whom I am well pleased; hear ye him" (17:5). But
while the Jews assembled on Calvary's Hill to heap ignom
iny on His sacred head, number him with transgressors,
and make His grave with the wicked, the nations, repre
sented by the centurion and his subordinates, acknowl
edge Him, saying, "Truly this was the Son of God"
(27:54).
The first period has for its starting point John's
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proclamation of repentance as a necessary prelude to
usher Israel's consolation spoken in Isaiah. The second
grows out of the announcement "that he must go unto
Jerusalem, and suffer many things of the elders and chief
priests and scribes, and be killed, and the third day be
raised up." These facts give point and color to each pe
riod. The first takes up the rejection of the proclama
tion, "Repent ye, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand";
the second views the cross as the basis of the Kingdom
offer to be made after His resurrection.

The phrase " from that time" (4:17 and 16:20) di
vides the book into three parts, as follows:

1—4:16. Preparation for Messiah's ministry.
4:17. Messiah's proclamation of the Kingdom
on condition of repentance, and its rejection by
Israel.

16:21—28:20. Preparation for a future offer of the
Kingdom on the ground of Messiah's death and resur
rection.

Part one (1:1-4:16) relates Messiah's birth, the con
sternation produced in Jerusalem by the inquiry of the
wise men, "Where is He that is born King of the Jews?"
and the ministry bf the forerunner preparing His peo
ple for the manifestation of the One who is to baptise
them with the Holy Spirit and with fire.
Part two (4:17-16:20) is taken up entirely with the
Master's ministry, which is presented in three widening
cycles. In the last of these, while Himself preaching and
teaching in their cities, He conferred power on the twelve
and sent them forth to the strayed sheep of the hcuse of
Israel. The tidings that the Kingdom of heaven has
drawn nigh are sounded throughout the land. But the
masses remain unmoved: the rulers assume a decidedly
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hostile attitude. Thereupon the impenitent cities and
rulers are warned of the frightful fate awaiting them in
the judgment. The proclamation is in consequence re
peated ; the disciples are charged to tell no man that He
is the Messiah.
We approach part three (16:21-28:20) with the ques
tion, Now that the Kingdom has not been brought about
by the proclamation made, how can it be set up? The
answer is, Through the exodus which He will accom
plish in Jerusalem. He will die, and shed His blood for
the pardon of sins. On the basis of His expiatory sacri
fice pardon will be extended to the guilty nation, stained
with the blood of her Sovereign. But the renewal of the
Kingdom offer to the sons of Israel lies beyond His res
urrection. This section, then, is preparatory for a future
ministry to Israel, rendered necessary by their rejection
of the Master's proclamation.

One notable feature in Matthew is the prominence of
the "mount." The word that Isaiah saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem is the key to its significance. "And
it shall come to pass in the latter days, that the mountain
of Jehovah's house shall be established on the top of the

mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills; and all
nations shall flow into it. And many people shall go and
say, Come ye, and let us go up to the mountain of Jeho
vah, to the house of the God of Jacob; and He will
teach us His ways, and we will walk in His paths: for
out of Zion will go forth the law, and the word of Jeho
vah from Jerusalem (Isa. 2:2, 3). Here the "mount" is
associated with the Kingdom, and we shall see that in our
gospel it invariably appears in a like connexion.
Just before His appearance in public, Satan carried
Him off to "an exceeding high mountain," and showed
Him all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory of
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them, offering them to Him in return for a momentary
act of homage (4:8, 9). Satan proffered Him the King
dom which the Father will give Him. "Ask of me, and
I will give the nations for thine inheritance, and the ut
termost parts of the earth for thy possession" (Ps. 2: 8).

When great crowds flocked from all parts of the land
to hear Him, He ascended a "mount" and delivered the
Kingdom code, or the laws of its constitution (5:1),
The discourse reaches its finale in the judgment scene
ushering the Kingdom (7:24-27).
After the feeding of the five thousand, He went into the
"mountain" apart to pray: and He was there alone
(14:23).
The reason for this withdrawal was that a
movement had been organized "to take Him by force,
to make Him king" (Jno.. 6:15). Here we have a re
crudescence of the wilderness temptation in altered garb,
and our Lord refused to take the Kingdom from the peo

ple as He had refused to take it from Satan.
When He sat on a "mountain" on the sea* of Galilee,
great multitudes brought their sick ones and cast them
down at His feet; and He healed them: insomuch that
the multitudes wondered, when they saw all manner of
sickness healed: and they glorified the God of Israel
(15:29-31).
This was but a foretaste of the time
"when a king shall reign in righteousness," and "the
inhabitant shall not say, I am sick" (Isa. 32:1; 33:24).
The Transfiguration took place on "a high mountain"
(17:1).
One of its eye witnesses associates it with "the
power and the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ" as
heralded to the Circumcision (2 Pet. 1:16). After the
kingdom as proclaimed by the Master had been rejected,
Peter, and James, and John behold a vision of the Son
of Man when He will reign in Mount Zion, and in Je
rusalem, and before His ancients gloriously (Isa. 24:23).
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After the scene enacted at His descent from the holy

mount, when the disciples inquired about the cause of
their inability to expel the demon, He answered: "If ye
have faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye shall say unto

this mountain, Remove hence to yonder place; and it
shall remove " (17:20). Israel's erstwhile oppressor,
Babylon, is likened to 3. mountain (Jer. 51:25). Rome
had succeeded Babylon in that role. A grain of faith on
Israel's part would have broitght their subjugation to an
end, and removed the invader from the land.

The incident of the fig tree serves to reveal a truth of
kindred import. When the disciples ask, "How did the
fig tree immediately wither away"? He replied: "If ye
have faith, and doubt not, ye shall not only do what
is done to the fig tree, but even if ye shall say unto this
mountain. Be thou taken up and cast into the sea, it shall
be done" (21:21). Having shown, on the previous occa
sion, that unbelief had deferred the Kingdom, He now
foretells the dispersion of the faithless nation at their
word.

The Book of Acts chronicles the fulfillment of this
prophetic utterance, and to this day Israel is like a moun

tain cast into the sea.
Shortly before His passion, standing on the summit
of "Mount Olivet," He describes His return in power and
glory, when His feet will again stand on the same spot
(24:3), and when, having seated himself on the throne
of His glory, the nations are brought to his bar.

The last scene of the gospel is on a "mount" in Galilee
of the nations. The commission is prophetic. The point in
question is His exaltation among the nations. It looks
onward to the day of His return, when He will be King
of all the earth,—not in name only, but in deed,—
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when the Jews will go forth to teach and bear rule over
the nations, and beyond that day to the crisis which closes
the millennial age in a fiery cataclysm when the nations
permanently learn that Jehovah is in the midst of His
people.

The confusion which prevails is due to the general at
tempt of making anything, rather than this Kingdom, the
theme of the gospel according to Matthew. The refer
ence to the pfophets at every step is an intimation that
we must link it with Moses and the Prophets and with
the ministry and writings of the twelve, but not with
Paul's Epistles. The prophets do not tell us all that we
may know about the Kingdom, nor does Matthew, nor the

General Epistles, nor the Book of Revelation. They are
all bright lights, but neither alone illuminates the whole
field of legitimate knowledge; but when all are taken to
gether, and allowed to mingle their beams, everything is
brought to view. The Gospel of Matthew will unfold it
self in a remarkable manner along this Hue of study.

THE BOOK OF ESTHER.
3. The Reversal.
From what has already been said it is clear that the
Book of Esther traces the development of two concur

rent and conflicting movements. One militates against
the righteous, and the other, against the wicked. We
present the following analysis:
1.

1—4. Ahasuerus's Greatness.

1. The King's Palace (A Feast),
1:5-12.

2. Elevation of Haman, 3:1-7.
3. Hainan's Request, 3:8-11.
4. Decree against Israel.
5. Mordecai and the Jews
(A Fast), 4:1-3.

The
Plot

Formed

1:5-4:3.

1. The Queen's Palace (A Fast),
4:4-6:10.
2. Elevation of Mordecai, 6:11-14
3. Esther's Request, 7-8:6.
4. Decree for Israel, 8:7-17.
5. Mordecai and the Jews.
(A Feast), 9.

The
Plot

Over
thrown

4:4-9:32.

10. Ahasuerus' greatness shared by Mordecai and the
Jews.

We feel it is unnecessary to dilate.
evident.

The plan is self-

The two movements progress concurrently. As
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the evil plans of the adversary develop themselves, the

benevolent plans of God develop pari passu. Every
phase of the one movement is checkmated by a corre
sponding phase in the other.

The key is found in verses 1 and 21 of chapter 9.
«*

*

*

|n ^ fay that t|je enemies of the Jews hoped

to have rule over them; whereas it was turned to the con
trary, that the Jews had rule over them that hated them
. . . . as the days wherein the Jews had rest from
their enemies, and the month which was turned unto them

from sorrow to gladness, and from mourning into a good
day/'

The Book of Esther is a book of reversals.

It shows

us how man reverses the works of God to his own un

doing, and how God reverses the works of man for the
glory of His name and the good of His people. How
completely the idea of reversal underlies the whole book
may be seen by reference to the analysis. The most
marked feature of the narrative is its extreme parallel
ism, the whole dividing into two parts, while every sec
tion of the one part is balanced by a corresponding sec
tion of the other. Each part begins with a scene at court
and ends with a picture of the Jews in the King's realm.
The section relating the foiling of the plot (4:4-9:32)
4:3) commences with a feast and concludes with a fast.
The section relating to the foiling of the plot (4:4-9:32)

begins with a fast and ends with a feast. Man pro
ceeds from glory to gloom, whereas God leads in the
opposite direction—from darkness to light and from sor
row to gladness, the whole being an impressive demontration of the pithy saying of the wise king.
The righteous is delivered out of trouble,
And the wicked cometh in his stead.—Prov. 11:8.

It is written in the Scriptures of Truth, Surely the
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wrath of man shall praise thee; the residue of wrath
shalt thou restrain."
Ps. 76:10). His omniscience
over-rules the oppositon and forces it to carry out His
purpose and redound to His praise, and whatever He
cannot overrule, He restrains. The story of the Book
of Esther illustrates this sublime declaration. Ahasuerus
was susceptible to Divine influence, and the Lord over
ruled his folly and brought forth good out of it. Haman could not be thus turned; so he was taken out
of the way and hanged on gallows fifty feet high.
Haman was a fatalist.

This makes the swinging
He relied on the
lot and ignored God; but in the end it became appar
ent that not a blindfolded Nemesis, but the living God
holds the reins of government and the Feast of the Lots
was transformed into a feast of the Lord.
around of destiny still more emphatic.

All this has a solemn voice to the men of to-day. Since
Adam parted company with God in the garden, God

seems to have deserted the earth so far as the bulk of
mankind is concerned.

His acts are done in secret;
His ways, except to the anointed eye, are inscrutable.
He is the Ascended God (i. e., "Most high").

Instead of men knowing God as the Provider of all
their needs, His place is usurped by a blind, imperious
weakling, whom they dub '"Providence."

The Mystery is enhanced exceedingly in this day of
peace, when the blatant atheist may loudly curse Him

to His face and still prosper.
But the time is hastening on when the mystery of
God will be over.

Men will find that they will have to

render an account to Him, not only when the judgment

summons comes, but during their life on the regenerated
earth.
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His blessing, too, will come directly from His hand,
God and not "Providence" will send the Tain. If they
doubt this, let them test it and forget to send their depu
tation to His glorious temple at Jerusalem. The thirsty
ground and withered crops will eloquently plead His
presence and power.

THE ACTS.
Formai, Conclusion (XXVIII, 30, 31).

The two concluding verses of the last chapter (vv. 30
and 31) should be read on from ver. 16, with which they
logically connect. The "two years" are reckoned from
Paul's arrival at Rome, not from the all-day conference
with the Jews,and bring us to the commencement of the
Jewish war.

Shortly after the public pronouncement of "Ichabod"
the Roman armies plowed Jerusalem as a field, and lev
eled the temple walls with the ground. The sickening
horrors of the fierce struggle which engulfed the Jewish
commonwealth need not be rehearsed here. They are fa
miliar to every reader. It is a well-known fact that Ti
tus sought to preserve the sacred edifice. Its fate, how
ever, was decreed already by that higher power which
controls the change of seasons and frames the destiny
of men and nations. But before the sanctuary was con
sumed by the flames, Titus entered into the holy of holies
as a conqueror.

The smouldering ashes of the sacred edifice, once
graced by Messiah's presence, are a standing witness of

Israel's deferred hope. The Jews are still in the power
of the Gentiles: their land is downtrodden by aliens:
the Moslem crescent is installed where once Jehovah's
presence dwelt; the sons of Israel, footsore and faint
hearted, will wend their weary footsteps toward the glo
rious goal of prophecy. But to the Gentile sinners in
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whose heart Christ dwells by the Spirit those very ashes
are heaven's seal on the lofty truths which the Apostle
to the Nations promulgated from the Roman prison.
Ihe broken-down wall, no longer obstructing access to
the temple site, silently proclaims the central truth of the
present economy—the withdrawal of all physical bar

riers, and free access to God by the Spirit—and invites
Jew and Gentile, alike, to draw nigh into the very pres
ence of the High and Lofty One in virtue of Messiah's
blood.
It is hard for us to conceive the magnitude of the
crisis precipitated by Israel's apostasy and to appreciate
its significance to the nations. During Paul's itinerary
they were debtors to the Jews (Rom. 15:27). Their
position, dependent as it was on Israel's covenant bless
ings, could never rest on secure footing while Israel's
fate remained uncertain. So long as Israel was before
God, they partook of her spiritual blessings. But if
Israel is removed—what then?

Just as Paul's ministry in the Acts bears a duplex as

pect, so its conclusion affords a twofold answer.

The

Kingdom ministry was waning before the unrelenting an

tagonism of God's earthly people. The chain which Paul
exhibited to his kinsmen at Rome furnished, at last, an
emphatically negative answer to the disciples' question,
which holds the reader in suspense throughout the book.
Lord, dost thou at this time restore the Kingdom to
Israel?
On the other hand, the ministry of the gospel of grace,
springing from the dismal abyss of Israel's apostasy,
continued to progress and advance from glory to glory
until it found a culmination, acme and climax in the
present grace. The tempest-tossed vessel, loaded with
the dregs of humanity, struggling with the raging ele-
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ments, is an apt picture of the course which Divine Wis
dom had mapped out for Paul's ministry. The vessel
was doomed: but in full view of the shipwreck the
word comes to Paul, "God hath granted unto thee all
them that sail with Thee."
Israel's failure did not exhaust God's resources: it
furnished the occasion to open up fresh stores of grace
and a new outlet for its outflow. The disobedience
which threatened to deprive the Nations of all blessing
enfolded in its bosom their choicest favors and transcend
ent wealth. A heavenly vista is disclosed to our wonder
ing view, and those who received Paul's message, both
Jews and Gentiles, become partakers of celestial honors
and outdistance Israel in rank and vocation. They re
ceive the highest honors.

What is their hope?
Messiah Himself.
What is their portion?

The celestial empire over which God's Son now rules.
Earth's crowning sin—Israel's blasphemy against the
Spirit—brought forth heaven's priceless secret.
When the panic-stricken sailors were intent on desert

ing the sinking ship, Paul said:

"Except these abide in

the ship ye cannot be saved."

Let us take this word to heart. Paul alone has a mes
sage to us sinners of the nations. From him alone can
we learn our place and standing. We may say in a
word, that the key to the whole situation lies in that one
name—Paul.

Paul separated from the twelve (Acts, 13:2), learn
ing nothing from them (Gal. 1:16-2:-9), receiving added
revelations (Acts 26:16, 2 Cor. 12:1-4, etc.), the pris
oner of Christ Jesus for the nations (Eph. 3:1), the full
est expositor of the mystery of Christ (Eph. 1:10, and
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3:4, 5), the sole exponent of Justification and Recon
ciliation, and the only light as to the secret economy, the
present dispensation (Eph. 3:9).

If we wish a clear grasp of God's mind, we must rig
idly exclude from our thoughts after-secrets, in reading
previous portions of God's word.

This applies not only to the Old Testament Scriptures,
and the four treatise called Gospels, which should never
be mixed up with the mysteries then future, but it ap
plies with equal force to the writings of the apostle Paul.
Ephesians, Philippians and Colossians are ranking
epistles. They unfold a secret hitherto unknown. The
other epistles stand at the close of a previous economy
verging upon the present, and are subject to such modifi
cations in their application to ourselves as the later epis
tles necessitate.
SUMMARY.
The whole of the Book of Acts has now been trav
ersed. It remains only to emphasize its chief feature—
the transitory character.

The treatise begins nothing and finishes nothing: it is
a connecting link. One extremity thereof starts from
the "beginning" initiated by Messiah's advent, the other
extremity touches the lofty peaks of Ephesian truth. Be

hind us descends the steep incline along which Israel has
slid to the yawning abyss of national death; before us
stretch those Elysian fields of Ephesian truth through

which bur feet have been prepared to roam.
The three epoch-making events in the Book are Pente
cost at the beginning, the separation of Paul at the cen

tre, Israel's repudiation at the close. Enfolded between
these boundary lines lie two past dispensations—the Pen
tecostal and the Gospel of God.
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The transitional character of the Book will become
more apparent by contrasting its subject-matter with the
Gospels on the one hand, and the Prison Epistles on the
other.

This may be shown graphically, thus:

Gospels

I

Acts
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Prison Epistles
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From this is clear that in the Gospels all is Jewish and
earthly; in the Prison Epistles all is characteristically
non-Jewish and spiritual. In the transitorial period the
material and the spiritual coexist: but while the mate-
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rial fades and wanes, the spiritual tendency, which is the
direct consequence of the reception of the Spirit by the
Nations, grows brighter and brighter and attains the me
ridian height.

The apostacy of sectarianism is in full swing.

It

grows daily in extent and intensity. The bewildering
confusion weighs heavily upon all whose thoughts are
molded by Scripture and who seek to be guided by its
teachings. But, while confessing the confusion, few
seem to realize the source whence it springs,—that the
root of the evil lies in failure to differentiate Paul's min
istry from that of the twelve. The difference, of course,
has been noted; but instead of accounting for it on bibli
cal grounds, we have sought to gloss it over and have
labored to "reconcile" it.

In our anxiety to "go back" to the point of departure,
we have lost our way and gone to the wrong startingpoint. Like the Jews who sought to re-enact the wilder
ness scene of the Brazen Serpent under Hezekiah, and
like the captives who mourned their inability to restore
the splendor of the Solomonic temple, we have expended
time and energy in vain attempts to return to Pentecost"

and set up an order of things belonging to a bygone dis
pensation.

Failure to differentiate between "ages" and "dispensa
tions" has blurred the dispensational panorama of the Bi
ble, rendering the contours dim and imperceptible. And
the non-recognition of Israel's exclusive place in the Di
vine counsels respecting the earth, has degraded the later

revelations to a level of tame and stupid repetitions of
what was written already.
My complaint is not that Israel's exclusive place in
the Divine counsels respecting the earth is not known,
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but that it has received trite recognition in New Testa
ment studies. Theology has mistaken its function: in
stead of endeavoring to grasp the Divine plan as enun
ciated in Scripture and set it forth in plain language, it
has striven to accommodate it to human theories and
notions. To accomplish this, the superb, stupendous pro
phetic forecasts of Israel's exalted future have been
treated as wild exaggerations, pictorial representations of
ethical ideals, or expedients resorted to by ardent pa
triots to revive the low spirits of their disheartened fel
low citizens. But even where such unbelieving errors
have been recanted and eschewed, expositors have been
eager to depose Israel before her time. Israel, as God's
especial people, disappears from the field of exegesis
after the eleventh chapter of Matthew. In God's plan
and scheme of the ages she retains her supremacy down
to the very close of The Acts.

Until this huge blunder is corrected, and our views ad
justed in accordance therewith, confusion will be the or
der of the day, and all efforts of good and well-meaning
men to relieve it must of necessity prove abortive. For
they will be, as heretofore, either renewed attempts to
"go back to Pentecost" or zealous efforts to accentuate
forms and ordinances connected with the flesh, and these
cannot but do in the future what they have done in the
past,—breed strife, alienate believers, and multiply divi
sions.

We commit our humble effort to set forth the truth
to Him Who is the Author of Truth. We pray God to
accept and bless our endeavor to interpret this wonder
ful and important Book. We believe He has ruled it;
but where, through any infirmity, we have misused His
gifts, we pray Him to overrule it. If here and there some
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will be stimulated to a more thorough study of the Word
and led to a deeper appreciation of the destinctions
here insisted, our labor will not have been in vain. We
close by wishing that the same joy, liberty and gladness
which has come to the writer in preparing these papers
may come to all who will peruse them.

Editorial.
As this issue goes forth, we wish to remind our read
ers that the number of August, 1910, completed the first
year's volume of Unsearchable Riches. Subscriptions
expired with that date.
We have assumed that
those who have not sent a notice of discontinuance de
sire to receive it. Later on, a bill will be sent to all such.
Those unable to subscribe will receive the Magazine by
sending us a note to that effect.
Unsearchable Riches is published in a limited number
of copies.

Readers are, therefore, requested to promptly

report any change of address, as we will not be respon

sible for copies lost in the mails

on account of their

being directed to the old address.

We have received many letters requesting the issuance,
in pamphlet form, of some of the studies which have ap
peared in our Magazine.

We hope to publish at an early
date the article on "The Kingdom of Heaven/1 which

appears in the present number.

The pamphlets will be

sold at cost, and we hope our readers will help us to
scatter the truth. A publishing fund will be started for
that purpose. Contributions on the part of those inter
ested are invited. On Page 4 of the cover will be found
a list of our publications.
Many complaints of irregularity in filling orders have

reached us. Our apology for this is our long illness
while away from home. As our fellow-editor, Mr. A. E.

Knoch, resides in California, the care of the Magazine
had to be confided into the care of others, and mistakes
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have occurred. These will be rectified as promptly as
possible. The state of our health necessitates our moving
to a warmer climate for the winter. This will neces
sitate delay in the transmission of correspondence and
the filling of orders. Our friends will kindly bear this
in mind.

In conclusion, we wish to publicly express the debt
of grattitude to our many friends at Neenah, Wis., for
their sympathy and fellowship with us in the time of trial.
Our friends in Australia can send their orders and
remittances to
W. Boys,
EUDUNDA,
South Australia.

Who Received the Mystery?
The secret that the nations should be fellow-heirs, fel
low-members of a body and fellow-partakers of that gos
pel of which Paul was made a minister, was not made
public until after he was a prisoner at Rome.
It is evident that it was neither sent to the twelve
apostles nor received by them. The epistles of James
and Peter and John, though they may have been written
after this, do not acknowledge it at all. Only Peter
speaks of it (2 Pet. 3:15, 16) as something "hard to be
understood" which his beloved brother Paul set forth in
his writings.
It is also evident that those to whom Peter wrote did
not receive the mystery. The salvation which they re
ceived was that which the prophets had prophesied (1 Pet.
1:10) and by no means annulled their national standing
(1 Pet. 2:9 cp. Ex. 19: 5,6) as the mystery does.
Who, then, received the mystery?

If it was not meant

for all, what were the distinguishing characteristics of
those to whom it came?
As might be expected, the answer is plainly given by

God Himself, but men have dimmed its clearness by a
defective version.
The third item of the mystery should read:
That the nations should be /W/ow-partakers of His prom
ise in Christ Jesus through the glad message of which 1
tvas made a minister,

*

*

♦"
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It would be very trite, indeed, for Paul to inform the
Ephesians that he was a minister of the gospel after hav
ing been amongst them so many years.

It is not true that the nations are, or ever will be,
/Wfow-partakers of the promises contained in the gospel

which Peter preached.

The nations will rejoice with

Israel, but never will they be equally blessed, at least not
in that, the Kingdom gospel.

Neither did the nations

share equally with the Jew in Paul's "my gospel," for he
himself said it was to the Jew primarily (Rom. 2:10).
The question is, now that the nations were to become
/r/fow-partakers, of which of these two distinct lines of
ministry—one to the Circumcision and the other to the
Uncircumcision—did they become co-partners.

Not of the Circumcision, surely, for that could never be.
They became fellow partakers of the promises in
Christ Jesus through that gospel of zvhich Paul had been
the minister.

And this shows clearly that those who had received
Paul's peculiar message—they were prepared to receive
the mystery and to them it was sent, and to none else.

It is important to note the title here used—"Christ
Jesus."

This is not the title by which the Circumcision knew
him. Paul, however, uses this title again and again, for
it denoted not the Man, Jesus, xrbm the human stand
point, setting forth His physical relationship to Israel as
"Jesus the Christ" does—but rather from the standpoint
of the resurrection glory, as Paul knew Him.
The promises in Christ Jesus include such blessings

as justification, reconciliation, glorification; and all flow
ing from unmixed favor.

It included also salvation from coming wrath (Rom.
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5:9) and gathering together unto Him before the day
of wrath should set in (2 Thess. 2:1; 1 Thess. 4:13-18),

The Circumcision were to be carried safely through
that fiery trial.

Thus the hope set before those who receive Paul's gos
pel was to be fulfilled prior to that which the Circum
cision held.

They expected the Lord to come to the air before He
came down to Olivet with His holy ones.

This is referred to in Ephesians 1:13, where the ordi
nary version reads, "That we should be to the praise of
His glory who first trusted in Christ."

The Revisers have changed this to "who had before
hoped in Christ." This is much nearer the truth.
But Paul had not preceded the other apostles either in
trust or hope.

He was nearer last than first.
meaning of the passage.

This cannot be the

Accurately rendered it stands "who held a prior ex
pectation." The verb is in the perfect tense and denotes
not an act done at some particular time, but a state or

condition.

Their state was one of expectancy or hope.

And as they looked for the fulfillment of that hope be

fore His glorious return to rescue His people Israel, It
became a prior expectation in the sense of receiving a
prior fulfillment.

They were to be caught up in clouds to meet the Lord
in the air, and so to be forever with the Lord (1 Thes.
4:17).

To such as these the message comes that, not only
has their immediate expectation been altered from that
which the prophets and apostles of our Lord held out to
them,

but their

changed.

subsequent

destiny, also,

was

to be

They were not to come back to the earth to
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receive their share in the land promised to the patriarchs
but were to receive a heavenly portion (Eph. 1:3).
The Mystery of Christ is revealed, showing that He is
to be Head in heaven as well as on earth (Eph. 1:10)
and they were to be detached from the earthly inherit
ance in order to receive the higher heavenly one.
God's excuse for doing so is that He "predestinated
them according to the purpose of Him who worketh all
things after the counsel of His own will" (Eph. 1:11).
So much for the Israelites who came under Paul's
ministry.

But the nations are not excluded. Of them we read:
"In whom ye also held to a prior expectation, having
heard the word of truth, the gospel of your salvation: in
Whom also having believed, ye were sealed with that
holy spirit of promise, which is the pledge of our inher
itance, until the redemption of the purchased possession,
unto the praise of His glory" (Eph. 1:13,14).
The nations received the Spirit under Paul's preach
ing simply upon hearing and believing, without baptism,
repentance (Acts 2:38) or the laying on of hands (Acts
8:17).
Since they had the same pledge as the Israelites, they
were entitled to the same possessions and are felloivheirs.

It follows, then, that the revelation of the mystery did
not annul Paul's personal ministry among the nations.
It only modified it. Its gracious promises continued but
with the added grace that we, to whom the prophets held
out no hope apart from the crumbs which might fall
from Israel's overflowing board, who had no covenant,
no claim upon the least of His mercies, are equally with
an election out of Israel the vessels of the grace glorious
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(Eph.

1:6).

The epistles Paul previously wrote apply now, keeping
in mind the slight modification which the mystery re
quires.

Romans brings down the Jew* to the same level of guilt
before God, but still allows him the first place in blessing
(Rom. 2:10; 3:30; 15:17, etc.).
Now, the ground of justification is the same for both
and the nations no longer partake of Israel's spiritual
things but of heavenly blessings to which Israel has not
the slightest claim.
And so with the other epistles. Even our glorious
hope receives added glory. The Thessalonians were
taught to look for Him in His character as Lord (1
Thess. 4:16), for such was His relation to the nations.
(Acts 10:36).
But we are given a higher, richer
thought in Philippians.

If our destiny were to come back with Him to earth
while He reigns over His people Israel, this title, Lord,
would be the title which we would apply to Him then.
But the citizenship we enjoy is in heaven. So we
look for Him in the character of Saviour, wearing
for us His full title "Lord, Jesus Christ."
We look not only for resurrection (1 Thess. 4:16),
ascension (1 Thess. 4:17), and change (1 Cor. 15:51),
but we look for a transfiguration (Phil. 3:21) (such is
the force of the word "change") which will give us a
body glorious, as His own!

In conclusion we may say, then, that the key to those
who received the mystery and to those who were not em
braced in its marvelous favor lies in that one name—
Paul.
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Paul separated from the rest (Acts 13:2), learning
nothing from them (Gal. 1:16; 2:9), receiving added
revelations (Acts 26:16; 2 Cor. 12:1-4, etc.), the pris

oner of Christ Jesus for the nations (Eph. 3:1), the full
est expositor of the mystery of Christ (Eph. 1:10, and
3:4, 5, 8), and the only light as to the secret economy,
the present dispensation (Eph. 3:9).
Paul was so
guided in his previous ministry that those to whom he
preached were adjusted (Eph. 4:12 "perfecting") to re
ceive the revelation of the mystery.

The others, like Peter, found these things hard to un
derstand (2 Pet. 3:16) even when they heard them.

The grace which they had received left no place for the
reception of this grand secret.
So then, we may still go back to Paul's previous writ
ings, knowing that, though the mystery was not even re

vealed when some were written; and not made public

when others were penned (1 Cor. 2:6-10), God was
ordering all Paul's acts and words in view of the impend
ing deluge of grace, which could not come until Israel's
final apostasy.
We share the justification, the reconciliation, the hope
of the assemblies to whom Paul ministered, but these
glorious truths like the apostle's ministry, have been

transformed by the spirit of the Lord from glory to glory
(2 Cor. 3:18).

The Second Advent and the Titles of
Christ.
The geometrical figure most apt to illustrate God's
plan of the ages is the ellipse. It is described as "a plane
curve, such that the sum of the distance from any point
of the curve to the two fixed points (foci) is a constant."
It differs from the circle in one particular; it has two
focal points.
The Divine purposes converge in Christ They had
their inception in Him; they are executed through Him.
Their unfolding in the Word and their enactment in his
tory cluster around two foci^—the two Advents of our
Lord. The first Advent provided a basis for God's opera
tions in the cross, which becomes the channel through
which the Divine purposes are to be effected. The sec
ond Advent will bring those purposes to their fruition
and predestined consummation.
The counsels of mercy for the Nations center in Is
rael. Through that nation God has engaged Himself to
deluge the earth with blessing. His ways with Israel
turn upon two foci—(1) their Apostacy, (2) their Res
toration. The Book of Isaiah proclaims itself as a "vis
ion concerning Judah and Jerusalem" (Isa. 1:1). Its
marvellous unfoldings revolve around two focal points—
the two voices which are heard. The first voice, in chap
ter 6, comes from the Temple, the centre of national life,

and announces their dispersion. That voice, in the New
Testament, is associated with the special mysteries, or
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secrets, concerning the nations. That resplendent triad
of secrets—the Reconciliation, the Resurrection, the pres
ent Dispensation—but for that apostacy would have no
place. The second voice, in chapter 40, comes from the
wilderness and summons the dispersed Israelites to re
turn to the land of their fathers. That voice is connected
with the unstinted blessings that will flow to the nations
out of Israel's fulness.

The Lord's coming as the ever-present hope of the
believer was early lost by the Church. For long and
weary centuries Satan succeeded in keeping that truth

out of sight. Some years ago God raised mesn to give
renewed utterance to the premillennial coming of
Christ. The blessed hope was rediscovered. The fact,
the Lord cometh, shone forth in its native brilliance and
beauty. But while the fact of His return was recovered,
there has been a commingling of its various aspects. To
obtain an unconfused view of the matter, these must be
carefully discriminated. This may best be accomplished
by studying the leading titles of our Lord and noting the
special significance of each.
A present day example may illustrate the importance
of keeping distinct the titles of our Lord. The Czar of
Russia unites the titles of Emperor of all the Russias,
King of Poland, Grand Duke of Finland. These titles
express relationships which he sustains to the various
constituencies of his vast empire. As emperor of Russia
he is an autocrat in the full sense of that word; as King

of Poland he is bound by oath to recognize and support
certain ancient franchises; as Grand Duke of Finland
he is a constitutional ruler. In the first capacity he en
joys prerogatives which he does not enjoy, and exercises
functions which he does not exercise, in the last capacity.
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The denizens of these component parts of the empire are
all alike his subjects, he is their common sovereign; but
the relationships between them differ according to the
fundamental laws of each country. It seems strange,
inexplicably strange, that these self-evident distinctions,
universally recognized with regard to earthly potentates,
should be dropped out of account in biblical exegis.
Our Lord wears many titles. Those we have chosen
for our meditation at this time are (1) Son of David,
(2) Son of Man, (3) Bridegroom, (4) Shepherd, (5)
Son of God. Scripture employs these with utmost exact
ness, and, in order to arrive at truth, we must employ
them with equal precision and analagous connections.
The first occurrence of each title defines its meaning and
determines its import.
Son of David.

The circumstances which gave origin to this title are

related in 2 Samuel, 7:1-17, where we find the promise to
David, confirmed by Jehovah's oath, to build him a sure
house. The Davidic covenant secures:
(1) The reinstatement and deliverance of Israel. "And
I will appoint a place for my people Israel, and will plant
them, that they may dwell in their own place, and be
moved no more; neither shall the children of wickedness
afflict them any more, as at the first" (ver. 10).
(2) The assurance of mercy to his successors. "When
thy days be fulfilled, and thou shalt sleep with thy fath
ers, I will set up thy seed after thee, which shall proceed
out of thy bowels, and will establish his kingdom. He
shall build an house for my name, and I will establish
the throne of his kingdom forever. I will be his father,
and he shall be my son: if he commit iniquity, I will
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chasten him with the rod of men; and with the stripes
of the children of men; but my mercy shall not depart

from him, as I took it from Saul, whom I put away be
fore thee." (vcr. 12-15).
(3) The establishment of the Davidic throne. "And
thy house and thy kingdom shall be made sure for

ever before thee: thy throne shall be established for
ever" (ver. 16).

This covenant is restricted to the house of David and
the nation of Israel. The appelative, David's Son, found
ed upon that covenant, contemplates our Lord as Da
vid's heir and Israel's ruler. The angel Gabriel, announc
ing His birth, renewed the Davidic promise to Mary.
"And the Lord God shall give unto him the throne of his
father David: and he shall reign over the house of Ja
cob forever" (Luk. 1:32, 33). Once this fact is grasped,
many seeming incongruities become marvels of consist
ency. The incident of the Canaanitish woman is a fair
example (Matt. 15:21-28). Her daughter was vexed
with a demon. Tidings of His compassion and readiness
to succor induced her to come and seek His aid (Mark
7:25). Following at a distance she cries, "Have mercy
on me, O Lord, thou Son of David!" But her pleadings

seemed unavailing. She could not arouse a bit of sym
pathy in that responsive heart. He answered her not a
word. The disciples' request draws out a declaration
that Israel monopolizes the blessings that He proffered.
"I am not sent but to the lost sheep of the house of
Israel." As she draws nigh, imploring help, He reiter
ates, with stronger emphasis, Israel's exclusive title to

blessing. "It is not meet to take the children's bread and
cast it to the dogs." The woman answers: "Yea, Lord:
for even the dogs eat of the crumbs which fall from the
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master's table."

Ill

Her words virtually come to this: "The

children, indeed, take precedence over household pets;

but I am not asking the children's portion; let them en
joy the delicious store which Jehovah deals out to them

with a bountiful hand.

But as the puppies eat the

crumbs falling from the master's table, may oot I claim
a crumb?" This daughter of an alien nation had appealed
to Him as "Son of David." In that capacity He belongs
only to that nation from which he reckons His descent.

He acquaints her with the fact.

Thereupon she frames
Our Lord combines
these dignities in His person. He is Israel's King, as well
as the common Master of all. On that ground He can
meet the foreigners on condition of their taking a place
subordinate to Israel. When the woman recognized their
priority, He dispensed her the blessing desired. "Be it
her petition to Him as "Master."

done unto thee even as thou wilt."
Son of Man.

This title appears for the first time in Psalm 8.

And

this first occurrence fixes for us its meaning.
What is man, that thou art mindful of him?
And the son of man, that thou visitest him?
For thou hast made him but little lower than God,
And crownest him with glory and honor.
Thou madest him to have dominion over the works of thy
hand;
Thou hast put all things under his feet:
All sheep and oxen,
Yea, and the beasts of the field;

The fowl of the air, and the fish of the sea,
Whatsoever passeth through the paths of the seas.

The question here is of dominion in the earth. This
is the one pervading subject of the Psalm. It begins and
ends with a reference to the earth. "O, Jehovah, our
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Adonim, how excellent is thy name in all the earth!" It
is addressed to Jehovah Adonim, and Adonim always ex
presses lordship in relation to the earth.

God has de
creed that everything in the earth should be placed in
subjection under the feet of the Son of Man. As Son of
David Messiah's dominion is restricted to Israel's pale.
As Son of Man His sovereignty, like Nebuchadnezzar's,
extends whithersoever the children of man dwell, and in
cludes the beasts of the field, the fowls of the air, the
fishes of the sea: it stretches from pole to pole, embracing
everything that has breath.

The first occurrence of this title (Son of Man), in the
New Testament, is most instructive (Matt 8:20). Our
Lord was giving instructions to His disciples to cross the
Sea of Galilee. At this juncture a scribe came, and said
unto Him: "Master, I will follow thee whithersoever
thou goest." "The foxes have holes, and the birds of
the heaven have nests; but the Son of Man hath nowhere
to lay His head," rejoined the Lord. There is absolutely
no reference to the cross here. Not till after Peter's con
fession at Caesarea Philippi, did He begin to speak of
His passion (Matt. 16:21). The contrast is between the
lowest and the highest. Animals have a place they can
call their own: but the Son of Man, their rightful head,
is an outcast and a wanderer in the earth. He came to
receive the earthly dominion assigned Him by the Father:
men refused it to Him. In the world His hands have
made He found only a grave—a malefactor's grave. How,
then, can the Son of Man realize the promised world
wide dominion? The last occurrence of the title supplies
the answer (Rev. 14:14). The Patmos seer beholds the
Son of Man seated on a white cloud. He wears a golden
crown, and holds a sharp sickle in His hand. An angel
coming out of the temple cries unto Him with a great
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voice, "Send forth thy sickle, and reap: for the hour to
reap is come; for the harvest of the earth is over-ripe."

The cloud-sitter cast his sickle upon the earth.

The re

sult is shown in the two companion pictures of Harvest
and Vintage (Rev. 14:16-20).

When He came to claim

His dominion He was ignominiously cast out.
send forth judgment unto victory.

He will

It is His special pre

rogative as Son of Man to execute judgment (Jno. 5:27).
He will break and quench His enemies;

and He will

sweep with one breath, as chaff of the threshing floor,
the evils which now appall us by their tremendous hold
upon our age. The Book of Revelation depicts the Son
of Man in the future day of His judicial activity.

His

flaming eyes, His feet of burnished brass, the sharp twoedged

sword

proceeding out of

His mouth—presage

the awfulness of the impending doom.

His angels are

swift, His sickle is sharp, and at the. time appointed the
purging work will be effectively done.
Bridkgroom.

The prevalent practice of interpreting everything of
the church, irrespective of the context, has wrenched this

title from its connection, flaunted it in associations ut
terly foreign to Scripture, and has enveloped the Advent
doctrine in a dense fog. That licencious exegis and the
results it produces remind us of an old story. Certain
thieves entered a nobleman's house and carried away
the silverware. In the morning, when preparing to dis
pose of their booty in the pawnshops, it was discov
ered, to their dismay, that the owner's name was en
graved on each article. The ringleader then remarked to
his companions, "We have expended time and energy
only to find ourselves encumbered by a dead weight."
Christian robbers have broken into and ransacked God's
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treasure house of truth, stealing and appropriating to

themselves promises intended for others, and in so doing,
they have stripped others of their blessings and cheated
themselves of their part.
It is in Matt. 9:15, that Christ is first called "the Bride
groom/7 As in the foregoing instances, the initial occur
rence defines its peculiar significance and determines the
connection in which it is used ever afterwards. Answer
ing the query of John's disciples, Why do we and the
Pharisees fast oft, but thy disciples fast not? Our Lord
replied, "Can the sons of the bridechamber mourn, as
long as the bridegroom is with them? but the days will
come, when the bridegroom shall be taken away from
them, and then will they fast/' The Lord designates
those Jews—His disciples—who had forsaken all to fol
low Him "children of the bridechamber," and calls Him
self the Bridegroom, in relation to them. This title, then,
links Him to an election out of Israel. The correctness
of this inference receives further support from the words
of the Baptist to those who came reporting the prog
ress of the Master's ministry: "He that hath the bride is
the bridegroom: but the friend of the bridegroom, which
standeth and heareth Him, rejoiceth greatly because of
the Bridegroom's voice: this my joy, therefore, is ful
filled" (Jno. 3:29). John calls Christ, whom he mani
fested to Israel (Jno. 1:31), the Bridegroom; and those
who had received Him he styles the Bride. The meeting
between the Bridegroom and the Bride he had anticipated
with fondest joy. That joy was now fulfilled. His mis
sion had accomplished its purpose. His own star is now
on the wane, the Master's is on the ascendency: "He
must increase, but I must decrease."
To those nurtured in the idea that the Church
is the Bride, it will be a startling surprise to
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discover

that,

in

the

majority

of
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instances,

the

Hebrew word for <4bride" is rendered "daughter-inlaw,"* and the context proves that a married woman is in
question.
The Septuagint and the New Testament
follow the Hebrew Scriptures. Thrice the Greek "bride"
is translated "daughter-in-law"(Matt. 10:35, Luk. 12:53,
twice). In Rev. 21:9, "wife" and "bride" are used inter
changeably; the Lamb's wife being designated "bride" a
millenium after the marriage has been consummated. Is
rael was Jehovah's wife. She proved faithless to her hus
band. Again and again she forsook Jehovah for other
lovers.

At last her provocations called forth the sentence

"She is not my wife" (Hos. 2:2). The prophet Ezekiel
has drawn out the love story of Jehovah and Israel with
the most vivid minuteness in a series of touching scenes:
1. Israel, n foundling rescued in her helplessness by
Jehovah—16:3-6.

2. Israel nurtured and made Jehovah's Brief*—16: 7-7.
3. Israel becomes Jehovah's Wife—16:9-14.
4. Israel turns Harlot—16:15-34.
5. Israel's Widowhood: she is repudiated by Jehovah—
16:35-59.

6. Israel's Restoration: her reinstatement to favor as
Jehovah's wife-16:60-63.
When the Master came the harlot nation was estranged
from her Divine Husband, but those of her sons remain
ing true to their covenant-love constituted the Bride. The
*Kallah is rendered "daughter-in-law" in Gen. 11:31; 38:11,
16, 24; Lev. 18:15, 20:12; Ru. 1:6, 7, 8, 22; 2:20, 22; 4:15;
1 Sam. 4:19; 1 Chr. 2:4; Ezek. 22:11; Mic 7:6. In the follow
ing passages it is rendered "spouse"; Cant. 4:8, 9, 16, 11, 12;
5:1; Hos. 4:13, 14. In the last two instances the context makes
it clear that married wotrrn are meant.
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parable of the Ten Virgins—and a parable is simply an
emblem presented in narrative instead of visible form—
confirms the conclusion that, as Bridegroom, He is iden

tified only with an Israelitish remnant.

He comes to re

ceive the wise virgins, when the foolish ones appear clam

oring for admission to the marriage feast.

He curtly

answers, "Verily, I say unto you, I know you not." (Matt.

25:12).
Shepherd.

Jehovah is the Shepherd of Israel (Ps. 80:1).

Old

Testament passages abound where the Lord likens His
love and care for Israel to a shepherd's solicitude for his

flock (Gen. 49:24,

Ps. 23:1,

Isa. 40:11;

Ezek. 34:

12, 23; 37: 24; Zech. 11:16; 13: 7). Matthew, at the very
commencement of his treatise, introduces our Lord as the

Shepherd of God's people Israel (Matt. 2:6 R. V.). Scrip
ture never speaks of Him as Shepherd of any other peo
ple.

True, He has other sheep (Jno. 10:16) ; but they

are brought to Israel's fold under the paternal supervi

sion of Israel's Shepherd. Matt.. .25: 31-46, shows the
ground and manner of their admittance. The three New
Testament books where He appears as Shepherd—the
Gospel by John, Hebrews, Peter's letter—are decidedly
Jewish.

Each views Him in relation to the favored Na

tion from a standpoint suited to the special object of His
missive, which is indicated by the prefixed adjectives—

"good," "great," "chief." As the good Shepherd, He
dies for that nation (Jno. 10:11). The avowed purpose
of the Fourth Gospel is that they might believe that He
is the messiah, and receive life through Him. The em
phasis is on life and belief. As the great Shepherd, He
empowers them to do God's will (Heb. 13:20). That
epistle was written to Hebrews who had been the objects
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of the Spirit's ministry detailed in the Acts. It describes
itself as ua word of exhortation" (ch. 13:22), and aims to
urge those who had been enlightened to "go on unto per

fection."

The stress throughout is on obedience and
As the chief Shepherd, He bestows, at His

holding fast.

appearing, crowns of glory to under-shepherds who in
His absence have looked after the welfare of the sheep

(1 Pet. 5:4).

The writer enjoins his readers to meekly

follow in the Master's footsteps, imitate .His spirit of nonresistance, that at the revelation of His glory they may

rejoice with exceeding joy. The emphasis is on patient
As David's Son, he is the embodi
ment of regal dignity and authority: as Shepherd He

waiting and reward.

manifests the Master's fondness for His own.

As King,

He rules and administers justice: as Shepherd He seeks

out the strayed ones and feeds the flock.

In the former

capacity He discharges the official duty of enforcing law

and order; in the latter, He fulfills a work of mercy and
prodigates affection.

To speak of Christ as Shepherd with reference to the
is unscriptural, incongrous, confusing.
Israel
is His flock (Isa. 40:11). We are His body (£ph. 1:23).

Church

They are the sheep of His pasture (Ps. 79:13).
the members of His body (Eph. 5:30).

We are

He is Israel's

Shcpherd(Ps. 80:1), and'the Church's Head(#ph. 1:22).

The two images convey widely divergent ideas to the

mind. A flock is an aggregate of individual units, held
together by external force. Concerted action depends
wholly on leadership.

Individual units may stray from

the flock, hence the need for guidance, protection, su
pervision. These are furnished by the shepherd. The hu
man body is an organism.

Its many members are co

erced and welded into one harmonious, indivisible unit
by an inward life principle. Concerted action depends
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solely on the supremacy of tire head, whicfr controls the
members through the complex network of the nervous
system. Members of the body cannot stray from eacfe
other; but it rs possible for them to fulfill the volitions of
mother head. When a person ceases to act like himself,
ft is either became be has gone* insane or fellers under the
influence of another,

Peter received two commissions. One is the Kingdom
commission. It is found in Matt. 16:18, 19. It is given
after the nation's disavowal and Peter's recognition of
Him as Messiah; it confers on faun power requisite to

administer the affairs of the Kingdom in His absence.
We see its enactment in the Acts. The Pentecostal ser

mon is addressed to "all the house of Israel." It aims to
prove that, by the resurrection, Jeaws of Nazareth is at
tested to be David's heir, Israeli Lord and Messiah; it
seeks to win the allegiance of the "men of Israel," and
dissuade them from rebellion against their lawful Sover
eign, which must end in inevitable disaster.
The other is the Shepherd commission. It is recorded
in John 21:15-17, and differs totally from the one in Mat
thew, both in character and intent. It partakes of the na
ture of a tender charge of a parting shepherd commend

ing the flock to a subordinate. "Feed my Iambs—Tend
my sheep—Feed my sheep/' In Peter's letters, which, un
like the Pentecostal sermon, contemplate only the elect
Israelites redeemed by the precious blood of Christ,we see
how Peter, himself, fulfills the Master's request and en
joins it on his fellow-elders (1 Pet. 5:2). Indeed, he ex
plicitly recalls the scene in the last chapter of John (2 Pet.
1:12-14), The elect sojourn among the G&itiles as sheep
among wolves. They are in the midst of a fiery trial j
sorely pressed by manifold temptations. They need en
couragement and support to steady their hearts. So the
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apostle "brings before them the example of their Shep
herd (1 Pet. 2:25,5:4) who has sought them out in their

wanderings, and urges them to ^emulate Him.

"I have
written unto you TDriefly, exhorting and testifying that
this is t"he fcrue grace of God: stand yt fast therein" (1
Pet.. 5:12). Under the Kingdom commission, in Acts,
Peter proclaims pardon, under the Shepherd commission,
in his epistles, lie tfispeitses grace.
Son of God.

By this title Christ is first confessed by demons. As
lie entered the country of flie Gadarenes they cried out,
"What have we to do with thee, thou Son of God?'*
(Matt. 8:29). The personality of demons is recognized
in Scripture. They are distinguished from angels (Acts
23:8); are Satan's emissaries capable of obsessing men
and beasts (Mark 5:8, 11-13). They inflict physical
maladies and mental disorders (Matt. 17:15-20, Mark 5:
1-20), deceive and teach doctrines (1 Tim. 4:1). They
are, apparently, the remains of a prehistoric race, relics
of creatures far more degenerate than ourselves, fallen
from a high estate, and now disembodied, longing for a
chance to be given them of entering once more into flesh
that they may work wickedness as in times long gone by*
This title, then, shows our Lord more especially in rela
tion to the spiritual intelligences of the invisible world,
Suzerain of the spirit realms. It links Him peculiarly to
heaven. From heaven the Father's voice acknowledges
Him as His Son (Matt. 3:17). A revelation from heaven
enables Peter to confess Him as Son of the living God
(Matt. 16:17). Pursuant to a monition from heaven John
bears witness that He was the Son of God (Jno. 1:32-34).
Exingencies of space forbid a more exhaustive treat
ment of these titles. But even brief, suggestive consid-
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eration has demonstrated with sufficient clearness that
each title links our Lord to a specific sphere, associates
Him with a peculiar circle of truth, and relates Him to
various ranks or orders of created beings. Careful dis
crimination of these titles will be rewarded by an un
clouded vista of the Second Advent.
The Nations, as such, have no hope of their own.
They share in Israel's hope. "Rejoice ye nations with
His people" (Deut 34:43, Rom. 15:10). It follows,
therefore, as a necessary sequence, that His manifesta
tions as Son of David and Son of Man are synchronous.
He descends to reinstate Israel and judge the Nations.
The 25th c/?. of Matthew exhibits the several phases of
Christ's return to earth. As Bridegroom He gathers to
Himself those virgin Israelites who have worked and
waited for Him during the long, dark night (w. 1-13).
As Nobleman—David's descendent—He judges the na

tion of Israel as a whole. The loyal subjects are invested
with authority to rule over cities, the faithless are cast
into outer darkness. The judgment proceeds on the basis
of their estimate of Him (vv. 14-30). As Son of Man,
He judges the nations on the basis of their treatment of
His heralds who have proclaimed His coming (vv. 31-46).
The truth apportioned to the church which is His
body, is divulged exclusively through Paul. The title
Son of Man never appears in the writings with which
Paul's name is identified. Having previously noted its
special significance, we are in a position to grasp the force
of this fact. Creation comprises two spheres: earth and
heaven (Gen. 1:1). The earth is tenanted by humankind
and consists of kingdoms, princedoms, and lesser juris

dictions, governed by kings, princes and other inferior

dignitaries.

organized.

The heavenly realms are somewhat similarly
There are thrones, principalities, powers,
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world-rulers of the darkness of this age, spiritual hosts of
wickedness, ruling over realms corresponding to their

rank.

There is, however, this difference.

The heavenly

dominions are unified, like many provinces of an immense
empire, and its rulers conceitedly carry out the wish of

the chief executive. It is a vast federation headed by
Satan.
The earthly dominions, conversely, present a
large camp

dvided

into a thousand warring

factions.

When Satan comes down this condition changes.

He

brings with him his own regime and forthwith puts it in

operation.

Order is restored.

Unity is established. The

kings of the earth become likeminded and act harmoni

ously. Tribes and peoples and tongues and nations are
welded into a mammoth confederacy under the hegemony
of the Beast (Rev. 13:7).
The dominions of this nether sphere are alotted to Is

rael and the nations subordinate to them.

The Kingdom

of Israel clashes with the kingdoms of the nations.

the past Canaan's empires fell before them.

In

Their his

tory in the land is a record of unrelenting struggle with
their neighbors for suzerainty.

And when the hands of

time moving around the age-dial strike the happy hour of
her visitation, the stone falls from heaven, consumes the
Gentile kingdoms, displaces them, and occupies the terri
tory over which they once held sway (Dan. 2:44, 45).
The celestial regions are assigned to the church. Its
citizenship is in heaven (Phil. 3:20). Its blessings are
spiritual (Eph. 1:3).
The church does not displace
earthly kingdoms, as Israel does. It displaces the spir
itual dominions in the heavenlies now ruled by Satan.
"Our warfare is not with flesh and blood, but against
the principalities, against the powers, against the worldrulers of this darkness, against the spiritual hosts of
wickedness in the heavenly places" (Eph. 6:12).
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Through ignorance of this elementary point of Bible
truth thousands of Christians have forsaken their lofty
station and have been drawn into the vortex of politics.
Nothing could have been more disastrous to the cause of
Christ than failure on the part of the members of His
body to perceive the heavenly character of their voca
tion and the heavenly location of their hope and future
home. Substitution of an earthly kingdom for a heav
enly one brought about the bloody conflict with Pagan
ism, gave rise to the Romish system with its arrogant
pretensions, and is rapidly transforming Protestant
churches into social clubs, literary circles and schools of

domestic science.
As Son of Man, Christ has not received His Kingdom
as yet. The kingdoms of the world are His by right,
but as yet He has not taken possession of them. Kings
and nations and His own people Israel do not recognize
His claims. The hour of His judgment has not come.
When it comes, He will send forth His angels and clear
the field of all intruding hypocrites.
As Son of God, He has already received His King

dom.

Heaven, unlike the earth, has received Him. There

we behold angels and authorities and powers gladly sub
ject to His sway (1 Pet. 3:22). The earthly Kingdom is
future. It has no present existence. Once it had drawn
very nigh, but, owing to Israel's impenitence, again re
ceded to a distance. The heavenly Kingdom is a pres
ent reality. It is already in fruition, and the members

of His body are translated into it (Col. 1:13),
Sin started in heaven.

The heavens and the earth

came originally (i. e., "in the beginning") from the hands

of God in the utmost perfection and beauty, and they
had their glorious orders, or ranks of inhabiters, also.
Among these were Satan and his tribes. They sinned,
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and consequently, the portion of the universe under their
rule degenerated, and the result of this degeneration was
the chaos described in Gen. 1:2. At a future stage sin
invaded the Adamic earth—an earth evolved from the
wreck of a former one—and ravaged it. The expulsion
of sin follows the order of its intrusion. The heavens
are first purged and restored.
Satan and his horrid
hordes are cast from thence to the earth, whence, after
a temporary imprisonment of a thousand years, they are
finally ejected. Israel and the nations wait for Christ's
descent to Olivet. The Body waits to ascend to heaven,
where its Head is. Its hope, in point of time, precedes
that of Israel and the Nations. They look onward to
the stormy scenes of Jacob's trouble, and beyond them
to the setting up of the Kingdom on earth. We wait to
be received up into heaven before the storms of that day.
We wait for God's Son from heaven (1 Thess. 1:10,
Phil. 3:20).

The Secret Economy,
BARRIERS

BROKEN

DOWN.

"Yet nozv, in Christ Jesus, you, who once were far off,
have come near by virtue of the blood of Christ:
For He is our Peace, Who has made the two a unit, and
has crumbled down the central wall of the barrier, the
emnity inherent in His physical ties, having repealed the
law formed by the precepts contained in the decrees, in
order that He might create the two, in Himself, into a
unified, new kind of humanity, making peace:
And might completely reconcile both to God by virtue of
a single body, through the cross, He killed the enimity in
herent in the same, and, having come, has preached the

joyful message of peace to you, afar off, and peace to those
near, seeing that, through Him, we both have access, by

virtue of one common spirit, to the Father.
Accordingly, then, you are not guests and sojourners
any more, but are fellowcitizens of the saints and members

of God's family circle, having been erected upon the found
ation of the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus Himself
being the cap of the corner, by virtue of Whom the whole
building, harmoniously joined together, grows into a holy
temple in the Lord, by virtue of Whom, you, too, are built
along with the others into God's habitation, in spirit."

But now!
But now there is a change!

What, has some lost genealogy been discovered by
which the Nations, or the Ephesians, at least, can trace
their lineage down to the Beloved (David), or to Fathermany (Abraham) ?
Some of the Nations could, and do
claim Abraham as their father. And, so far as physical
descent goes, they have a perfect right to do so.
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Then flesh is no guarantee of certain and sure bless
ing? No. For God had said "by Laughter (Isaac) shall
your seed be called." Ishmael and* Abraham's later sons
shall not be joint heirs with Laughter. This point is
emphasized once again when the eldest of Laughter's
sons, the natural heir, is set aside, and his second son,

Supplanter (Jacob), inherits the promises given to Fathermany (Abraham).

From thenceforward there was no more selection, but
all of Supplanter's sons and their progeny shared the

blessings. But the truth remains the same in the spir
itual realm. Physical descent is not everything.
Laughter is an undoubted type of Messiah in resur
rection, having been received back to life in a figure. So
we may conclude that it is only in Messiah in resurrec
tion that the promises inhere. And Supplanter, his son,
is an undoubted case of the sovereignty of God's favors.
His great lack of every quality which might naturally
recommend him to any preference, shows again that, in
reality flesh cuts no figure whatever in God's reckoning.

With these two keys in our hand, let us trace the
spiritual side of the Nations' blessings as we have traced
their physical disabilities.

"Christ

Jesus/'

"Christ Jesus" is the title of our Master in resurrec
tion glory.

The people of the United States understand a refer
ence to "President Taft" as indicating the executive head
of the nation. It is official. The emphasis is on "Presi
dent." "Taft" is added merely to distinguish him from
other presidents.

"Mr. Taft, the President," suggests quite a differ-
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cnt thought. The emphasis is on "Taft": "President" is
added as an acknowledgment of his social rank.
The same is true of the various titles of our Master.
"Christ Jesus" is not His title as the lowly Nazarene, but

as the glorious Executive of God's throne.
the blood.

The death of Christ occurred some nineteen hundred
years ago.

It was once for all. Israel's sacrifices were
continually repeated. This was necessary because of
their imperfection. The sacrifices of the great day of
atonement, however, which penetrated within the veil,
were efficacious for a year (Lev. 16). Weak pictures,
these, of the everlasting mightiness of Messiah's death!
Though the fact, with all its shame and suffering, is past
forever, its.power and efficacy is perpetual and inex

haustible.
Just as the blood remained before and on the mercy
seat throughout the year, and was the constant medita
tion of the Cherubim, so now Messiah's blood prevails
in Heaven's courts. It is the basis of our every blessing.
Just as the high.priest had annual access into the
sanctuary by the blood of beasts, so we are always there

by the blood of Christ.
But, as we have seen, when Nourished was in Jeru
salem, he could not draw nigh at all in a physical sense.
It was only in spirit that he could enter the holy places
and the sanctuary. But we must not associate his name
with spirit. It seems most probable that Fortunate was
in Jerusalem at the same time. But as his name is not
mentioned in that connection, it will be our wisdom to
deny his presence there. The Book of Acts is concerned
principally with the outward, fleshly place accorded to
the Nations. The epistles written during the same pe-
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riod are so notably different that they seem at times to
conflict with the record in Acts. The ministry of Acts
was by word of mouth, the epistles were by purely spirit
ual contact, the written page. This agrees most aptly
with the ministries of each.

The present economy was not publicly made known be
God says
that He concealed it from the ages and that suffices us.
(Eph. 3:9). But this does not interfere with another
fact which is filled with the effulgence of His wisdom.
It is this. The economy which preceded the present was
a transitional one. No stable, fixed system of truth was
given at its inception. Certain marked characteristics con
fore the revelation which this epistle affords.

tinued throughout its course; but there was also a con
stant forward movement in the unfolding of God's will.

Each new revelation left it more like the present grace.
So, that, while the present is the height and summit, the
very climax of Divine revelation, it was approached grad
ually by successive peaks of truth.

These revelations were the logical answers of God's
glory to conditions brought about by the opposition of
God's earthly people, Godsprince, to His Spirit's testi
mony.

FROM GLORY TO GLORY.

On the other hand, they are the logical result of the
reception of the holy spirit by the Nations.

In his second letter to the Corinthians this administra
tion <?f the spirit is set in contrast to the giving of the

law (2 Cor. 3).
The spiritual side of this transitional period of which
we speak was never typified in the past, but finds its
picture in the future day of the Lord. Paul takes Israel's
place in dispensing blessing to the Nations and also acts
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as their priest, as Israel will do in that coming day (Rom.

15:16). That day will be founded upon a new covenant
which Jehovah will make with the house of Judah and
the house of Israel (Heb. 8:10). So this period, which
anticipated its tardy type, has its "new covenant," too.
This must not be confounded with the future one which
Jehovah will yet make with Israel. But, just as that
future covenant will lay all its burden on Jehovah, so now
all the spiritual needs and blessings of those who receive
His spirit are at His charge.
But there is a vast difference between the inauguration
of the two economics. It was difficult for the early dis
ciples to appreciate the spiritual character and glory of
Paul's administration. Moses' law, inflexible, was en
graved in stone, but the covenant the apostle adminis
tered, was not inscribed on "tablets of stone, but the
fleshy tablets of the heart."
"And such is our confidence through Christ before
God—(not that we have any capability in ourselves to
consider aught as originating in ourselves; but our capa
bility comes from God, Who has made us capable servi
tors of a new "covenant,0 not literal, but spiritual, for
literality ends life, but the spirit imparts life; but if the
administration of death by letters carved in stones came
gloriously, so that the sons of Israel were not able tQ
gaze intently upon Moses' face, on account of the glory
of his countenance, which fades away; how shall not the.
administration of the spirit exceed in glory? For if the
administration of condemnation was glorious, much more

does the administration of righteousness abound in glory.
Indeed, the fact is, it had no glory in this particular ex
cellence, because of the overwhelming glory. For if it
is being eclipsed by glory, much more glorious is that
which continner* permanently).
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"Having, then, such an expectation, we are very plain
spoken, and are not like Moses, who put a covering over
his face, lest the sons of Israel should perceive the out
come of that which was passing away. But their minds
became calloused, for to this day the same covering re
mains, when reading the old covenant (never having
been removed), which is taken away by Messiah.

But

to this day, when reading. Moses* writings, a covering

hangs over their hearts. But when it shall turn to the
Master the covering is lifted off.
"But the Master is the Spirit, and where the Master's
spirit is, there is liberty.
"But we all, with uncovered countenance, mirroring

the Master's glory, are transfigured into the selfsame
image, from glory to glory, just as from a spirit Owner."

Moses mirrored the Master's glory. It was a physical
But it did not remain.* In contrast with

manifestation.

this is the administration of spirit.

It had no physical

*The A. V. has obscured this truth by inserting the word
"filP in italics in Ex. 34:34. If they had put in "after"
they would have been nearer the mark and in line with the
context. The covering was not removed till Moses went
in before Jehovah to speak to Him. He knew that the
glory was but transient. This was hid from the people.
The glory of the law was never hid from Israel. But
its inglorious outcome was.

In Corinthians is another case of defective translation.
The A. V. has it that "with unveiled face, beholding as in
a mirror the glory of the Lord . .' ."
The contrast
with Moses is lost by this rendering for Moses, too, be
held the Lord with unveiled face. But when he reflected
that fading glory he put on a veil, to hide its retreat.

But
the apostles' glory does not fade, rather it grows brighter

and brighter from glory to glory.
veil.

He does not put on a
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expression. The Owner of the mirror was a Spirit. The
reflection was a spiritual one.
The glory of the law was displayed at its inauguration
in the lightning and fire and smoke which consumed
Sinai. It dealt out death. But that glory has been com
pletely eclipsed by the very first installment of the spirit.

The mirror revealed Messiah as the One by Whom all

that believed are justified from all things from which
they could not be justified by the law of Moses (Acts
13:39). But this glory is not only fadeless (for He re
mains the same), but it forms the foundations for fur
ther favors. It is the base of such a pyramid of glories
as reach to the very zenith of celestial, eternal excel
lence.
And these glories were added in succession. One fol
lowed another. Not only could man be justified by Mes
siah, but God was justified by His gracious, causeless
call (Rom. 3:26). The light of the knowledge of the
glory of God beamed brighter as Messiah is reflected
(2 Cor. 4:6). He is not only Redemption and Righteous
ness, but Wisdom and Sanctification (1 Cor. 1:30).
And still brighter blessings follow. ' He is our Peace

and Life.

In Him we are complete (Eph. 2:14; Col. 2:

10; 3:4).

Moses went up into the mount seven times, but never
did he bring down one gem to compare with any of these
seven. Indeed, when Jehovah showed him His glory, he
saw but His back, but we behold His glory in the face
of Christ (Ex. 33:18, 21, 23; 2 Cor. 4:6).
Truly, "We all," says the apostle, "with an uncovered
countenance, mirroring the Master's glory, are transfig
ured into the selfsame image, from glory to glory, just as
from a spirit Owner."
The law went from glory to darkness.
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spirit leads from glory to still greater glory.
law looked to man for its fulfillment
spirit looks to Christ!
law laid its burden upon flesh.
spirit leans hard upon its great spirit Master,

Christ.

Ever since the Holy Spirit had separated Interval (Paul)
and Consolation (Barnabas) to a ministry to which He
had called them (Acts 13:2), one glory has been added
to another, until now we have reached its very height
and perfection in the Secret Economy. And every glory
is but a reflection of Christ Himself.
The law could never give righteousness. It is found

in Christ
All its shadows of redemption are fulfilled by Him.
The wisdom of the law left God enshrouded in thick
darkness. Its glory was His averted face. Its sanctification led only to the veil that denied its purity and
power.

The law could not give peace to those who received it.
Christ, alone, gives peace with God.
The law dealt death, Christ Himself is our life.
The furnishing of the law was futile. Christ complete
ly furnishes us for His presence.
Not only could it afford no help for the Nations, but it
formed a barrier between them and Godsprince.
The progeny of Godsprince, with all their privileges of
access into His sacred courts, the greater honor of His
physical presence amongst them, and the high place ac
corded them in His earthly kingdom, because of His kin
ship with them—in spite of all these—have failed ut
terly.

But those who look to Christ enjoyed a spiritual glory
which eclipses every honor they could claim, and destroys
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the disabilities and antagonism occasioned by His physical
relationship to Israel.
THE

ANTAGONISM.

It is customary to indent lines of poetry according to
rhyme. Lines ending with harmonious sounds are placed
equidistant from the left margin. The passage which
sets forth the antagonism and its surcease is filled with
harmonies. In order to exhibit these to the eye we will
arrange them so that the harmonies of sense will have the
same indention.
For

He is our Peace

Who has made the two a unit,

and has crumbled down the central wall of
the barrier,

The enmity inherent in His physical
ties,

having repealed the law formed by the pre

cepts contained in the decrees,

in order that He might create the two in Him
self, into one new kind of Humanity
making peace.
And

might completely reconcile
the two to God by virtue of a single body
through the cross

He killed the enmity inherent in the satiie
and having come has preached the joy
ful message of peace to you, afar oft
and peace to those near;

Seeing that through Him, we both have access,
^
to the Father.

by one spirit,
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This arrangement shows at a glance the central thought
of the two paragraphs—the enmity.
His cross it was that slew the body in which He dwelt
and with it the variance brought in by His physical rela
tionship to Israel.
The cross of Christ!

This is the firm rock bottom
upon which we build! Israel may claim that they only
are of kin to Him; but this only makes their guilt the
worse. From henceforth they must lay aside the proud
antagonism which His physical relationship had fed. In
slaying Him they slew all grounds for ruling out the
other nations. To be guilty of the death of their own
Messiah was enough to cancel every promise, every priv
ilege, every precedence over the other nations.
What then becomes of the evidences of this enmity,
such as the "Soreg" of Herod's temple, and the decrees

formulated at Jerusalem?
THE

DECREES

REPEALED.

The decrees have been repealed!

(Acts 15:29; 16:4).

Things offered to idols, or blood, or things strangled, or

fornication, is the four-fold prohibition applicable only
to those whose life was linked with the system of this
world. Why, the very nation from whom the decrees
emanated, idolised the outward forms and ceremonial ob
servances which had displaced Jehovah. They refused
to acknowledge that the blood had been shed which made
atonement for the soul. They strangled the spiritual life
in the Divine ritual. They will yet, as a nation, proves
untrue to Jehovah and form an alliance with His enemy.
"Christ Jesus" is the open sesame into the celestial
spirit realm where all these prohibitions are unnecessary
and repealed. His death, His burial, His resurrection,
are all our own. We are no longer in this world, so far
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as our relationship with God is concerned.
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We have

nothing to do with religion or any outward show or shad
ow, whatever. We have the substance.
What profit can there be in the use of a form of wor
God's appointment, if the

ship, even though it be of

meaning and object of that form is not apprehended?
God is a Spirit, and must be worshipped as such (John
4:24). The Divine ritual symbolized Christ and His
glories. If, instead of leading them to Him, they bar the
way, they are worse than idols.

What good can there be in counting the blood of ani
mals too holy for common use, and yet account Messiah's
blood, of which it spoke, a common thing, and refuse
God's estimate of its value?
What, if they refuse to subsist upon the flesh of an
animal which has been strangled to death, and then seek

to maintain their spirits upon the corpse of formalism
whose breath has all been strangled from its once living
body? The body without the spirit is dead: forms
robbed of spirit are twice dead.
What avails it if they keep themselves from the abuse
of the natural relation of the sexes, if, at the same time,
they deny their covenant with Jehovah and ally them
selves with His worst enemy? The earthly relationship
is but a picture of the heavenly. The worst harm done,
when it is outraged, is not in the physical penalty, but in
the fact that the picture of Jehovah's relationship to His
people has been broken.

And so the believers among the nations, by an entire
separation from all material forms fulfill the spirit of not
eating things offered to idols; by a perfect acknowledge
ment of the peerless power of Messiah's blood, fulfill the
spirit of the law as to blood: by occupation exclusively
with spiritual life, they, in spirit, go beyond the require-
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ments of the decree as to things strangled: being held to
their God by ties of love and grace of infinite strength
unweakened by the rottenness of human help, or by the
necessity of human response, they, in spirit, fulfill the
law as to fornication.
If, then, they fulfill the spirit of these laws, why should

they be bound by the death-dealing prohibitions, laid down
by men? (Col. 2:22).
THE "SOREG" BROKEN DOWN.

Another great sign of the dissolution of the antagon
ism between the Goyim and Godsprince was the breaking
down of the middle wall of the temple enclosure.
As a matter of fact this wall was still standing when
this letter was penned by Paul. It was gone only in
spirit. But a few years later witnessed its fulfillment as
to fact. Although, at the siege of Jerusalem, both the
Jews and Titus used every precaution to keep the temple
from harm, an unseen Hand seemed to insist on its
destruction. But before the sacred edifice was wholly
consumed by the flames, Titus entered the holy of holies,
an alien, but a conquerer. After the siege was over, he
had the walls all leveled with the ground.
To most this scene is among the saddest in the history
of mankind. But the anointed eye can see beneath this
heap of ruins the gladdest truth the Nations ever knew.
Just as access to the temple site was no longer obstructed
by walls or any intervening barrier, whether for Jew or

Goyim, so now, access to His presence, by His Spirit, has
become open and clear for men of every race and people
and nation!
ONE NEW MAN.

God recognizes only two men, Adam and Christ.
In creating Adam, God created Eve, and all of her
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posterity. All were in Him, and no further creative act
was needed. This is in contrast to the angels, each one of
whom is a separate creation, without the power of propa
gation.

In creating the "New Man," Christ, God created all
who belong to Him. They are in Him as all mankind
were in Adam.

The "old man" was created innocent.

The "New

Man," however, is created actually and positively pure
or holy.

The "old man" never would have become old, had
Adam retained his innocence. But his single act of diso
bedience involved all his posterity in its ruinous results.

The newness of the "New Man" is likewise founded
upon a single act. This is the truth enunciated in Ro
mans 5:19: "Consequently, as the single offense was the
channel of condemnation to all men, so also, the single
just act brings to all men a life-bearing acquittal. For,
just as the majority were constituted sinners, because
one man did not harken, even so because One Man did
hearken, the majority shall be constituted just."

Humanity, as connected with Adam, is the old, worn
out, decayed, decrepit man. The new humanity found in
Christ, is new not only in the sense of possessing an eter
nal youth and virile vigor which age knows nothing of,
but also in the sense of novel, different.
God needs but one word to describe the "old man."
It denotes the senility and corruption which character
izes those of advanced age. But He needs two to de
scribe the "New Man." Their meanings are distinguished
by our Master in speaking to John's disciples, showing

them how the Baptist's ministry was part of the old or
der of things which could not contain the blessings He
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had for them.. "Neither do they pour newly-made (neos,

new) wine into old wineskins, else the skins burst, and

the wine runs out, and the skins are destroyed: but they
put newly made wine into unused (kainos, new) skins,
and both are preserved."*
As the wine aged in the wineskins, they became old
and rotten.

A "new" skin was not necessarily one re

cently obtained (as the wine was) but one differing from
an old one in point of strength.

It was quite possible

for an unused skin to be "newer" than one made later,

but already filled with wine. This is the view given us
in Ephesians. The "new man" is not only a later crea
tion, but also a distinct departure from the "old man."
"The first man, Adam, became a living soul: the last
Adam was made a life-giving spirit.. Howbeit, that was

not first, which was spiritual, but that which was soulish: afterwards that which is spiritual. The first man is
of the earth, earthly: the Second Man is the Lord from
heaven. As the earthy, such are they also that are earthy:
and as the heavenly, such are they, too, who are heav
enly " (1 Cor. 15:45-48).

The first man fell by that which entered into his mouth
to satisfy his soul (Gen. 3:6). The Second Man stood
by the words of God which came out of His mouth, upon

which His spirit fed (Matt. 4:4).

The former, in the

midst of plenty, was ruled by the desires of his senses
in -spite of God's express command:

the Second Man,

*This warning might be used with great force in the present
dispensation. Our wine has almost all escaped from the old
earthly wine skins which had held the cheer of a former time,
but which many try to use again to contain our heavenly joys.
No wonder that both skins and wine have perished. Let us keep
t-o our own new economy and we shall have brimming cheer at
v.l times.
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hungry from a forty days' fast, refuses bread not given

Him by His Father.

He is subject only to God's Spirit,

not trespassing one iota, even upon His promises.
In short, the first man was a living soul: the Second
Man a life imparting Spirit, The first had to do with
the perceptions of his senses, the Second with the wisdom
of the spirit. The first brought in sin with all its con
sequences. The second brought in righteousness and all
its glorious train.
In these two all mankind are included. The Second
Man is also the last Adam. One is the old humanity:
the other is the new. One originated in the earth, and
earthy are his descendants: the other is the Lord from
heaven, the heavenly are all who are in Him.
Sin not only separated Adam's descendants from God,
but divided them from one another. But in Christ, all are
welded into one. Apart from the alienation brought in
by sin, what room would there be for a nation like Israel,
writing "distance" upon all others? In Colossians, speak
ing of the new humanity from a slightly different as
pect, we read: "In Whom there is no Greek and Jew,
Circumcision and Uncircumcision, foreigner, Mongol,
slave, freeman, but collectively and individually—Christ."

Col. 3:11).
Rationalism and religion, covenant privileges, the ac

cident of residence or race, liberty or servitude; all these
divide the old humanity into warring factions.
But the "New Man" is not so: He is one.
The Greek had his learning. Christ is our Wisdom.
In Him we far outstrip the highest ideal of the Greek
intellect.

The Jew had his Divine religion.

We have Christ.

He is our religion. Every shadow in their ceremonial
was cast by Him, We are complete in Him (Col. 2:10).
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The Circumcision had a covenant with Jehovah. We
have Christ. In Him God has engaged Himself to give
us everlasting glory. None are excluded from this favor.
The Uncircumcision was shut out from Him.

now Christ's circumcision on the cross avails for all.

But

We

are the true Circumcision. (Phil. 3:3.)
Even though we speak various languages and live in
various climes, one Name is enough to form a bond which
our nearest kindred may not know. That name is Christ.
Who that has read "Pastor Hsi, one of China's Christ
ians," has not been knit to him by ties which seemed im

possible before because of the great gulf between us and
the Mongol race? In Christ the "New Humanity," Noah's
sons are reconciled.
And, though slavery has passed by, it is not too much

for some to remember that, in "the Lord" the slave would
serve his earthly master, but "in Christ," his earthly mas
ter had no pre-eminence.

As we look down the vista of earth's ages, we may
note the entrance of these five disturbing elements and

the reason for their appearance.

Each is but the outcome

of a varied form of sin.
Through Moses, Israel was set apart and a Divine re
ligion given (Ex. 19:5-6). Through Abraham circum
cision was instituted (Gen. 17:9-14).
At Babel, lan

guages appeared (Gen. 10:25; Deut. 32:8). The curse
of Canaan, Noah's son, brought bondage (Gen. 9:25).
Thus, gradually, the "old man" approaches dissolution.
He is fond of talking unity, but every age sees him more
and more divided.

Not so with Christ. We are one in Him.
These divisions, so destructive to unity in the "old

humanity," are all founded on the physical. The unity
in Christ is founded exclusively on a spiritual relationship.
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Its Infinite perfection can never—no never—be filched
•from us.

Lest we should lose the special blessing here infolded,
by merging it irrto that of our relationship to Christ, as
His spiritual body, we will call attention -to a number of
points which show these two figures to be quite distinct.
We should expect the "body" and the "humanity" or
"one new man" to convey separate thoughts simply be-*
cause it has pleased God to use different terms to describe
them. It ts an axiom with those who ktiow Him, that
when He makes a distinction there is a difference.
But not only do the terms convey distinct, though
related, images to the mind, but the context in which each
occurs emphasizes and explains the special thought at
tached to each.

The "body" is brouglit before us when our relation
ship to Christ is considered: the "humanity" when ouf
relations to one another are set forth. This is true not
only in the didactic part of the epistle, but is just as clear
in the corresponding hortatory member. A glance at the
"structure" will show this. The "body" is set forth in
chapter 1:19-2:10, and 5:21-6:9. The new "human*
ity" is found in chapter 2:11-22, and 4:17-5:20.
Considered practically, the new humanity is to be "put
on." The body cannot be "put on." The "new1" is in
contrast with the "old" humanity. No such contrast is
possible in connection with the "body." There can be no
"old body!" Neither is there a "new body." Not but
that the spiritual corporation figured by the human body
was recent at that time, for it had not existed prior to
Paul's ministry. But the figure is an old one founded
upon such a body as has been known since Adam.
But the new humanity is novel as well as recent. This
humanity is a distinct departure from that inaugurated
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by Adam.

It is destined to fill a sphere which man, as at
present constituted, could never fill.
Like the Last
Adam, it is a heavenly humanity, endued with powers

and clothed with capacities for the accomplishment of its
universal administrations.

As members of the body of Christ we are united to
Him in His spiritual exaltation; as individual exponents
of the new humanity each one of us will have bodies and
spirits suited to carry out His bidding.

True it is that both are "one" (1 Cor. 10:7; 12:12,
13:20; Eph. 4:4 and Eph. 2:15), but even their unity
is quite distinct in character. The body has "many"
members, and these make a composite unity. The one
new humanity was created out of "two," i. e., Israel and
the Nations; and, as these two are each a collective unity,
so also is the new humanity.
OUR RELATIONSHIP TO SAINTS OF OTHER DISPENSATIONS.

Now that the barriers have been removed which sepa
rated the Nations, not only from God's presence, but also
from those privileges which Israelites alone could claim,
what is their relationship to the saints of all other econ
omies?
We have been considering an election out of Israel
joined with believers out of the Nations, together form

ing a distinct and hitherto unrevealed assembly. But, as
there is but one God, Who has but one Christ, Who is
Master of the universe, it must needs follow that the re
lations of all saints to Him will bring about mutual rela
tions to each other.

These are considered under three figures:
ment, a family, a temple.

a govern

All saints of all economies

must acknowledge Him as Sovereign, as Father, as God.
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He rules them all and provides for all, and indwells them
all.

In Israel we find these spiritual realities shadowed by
their citizenship, their family, Israel, and their temple,

where the Shekinah shone. These were but earthly mod
God's real habitation is in the spirits of His people.
His family, too, are His through ties of Spirit alone: and
the citizenship we now enjoy is the spiritual percurser of
the holy Jerusalem which comes down out of heaven.
Our capital abides whence theirs will come.
els.

FEIXOW

COUNTRYMEN.

The term "hallowed," or "holy ones," or "saints," is
the common appellation of all who acknowledges God.
It is not evert restricted to men; it is used of angels, too.
Wherever God's Spirit finds entrance into the heart, that
one is hallowed by His very presence.

The common token of saintship is subjection to God:
the acknowledgment that He is upon the throne. In the
coming day of Jehovah, the outward aspect of this rule
is called the Kingdom of the heavens. The power behind
the throne will be manifestly from heaven. In Israel,
where all will be regenerate, this will coincide, in its ex
tent, with the Kingdom of God.
Just as the kingdom of King Edward and the kingdom
of Great Britain are, in a sense, synonymous, so with
the Kingdom of the Heavens and the Kingdom of God.
One is expresed in terms of personal allegiance, the other
expresses the subjection of dependencies.
MEMBERS OF GOD'S FAMILY.

Israelites were once counted as "children." The Na
tions were but dogs. No change has taken place in the
physical realm. But in spirit there is a great change.

TsM

tnm secret economy

God Himself is a Spirit. Those who are joined" to*
Him are one spirit He is the Father of spirits. His*
family is a spiritual one.
When Israel rejected Hi's spirit and the nations at
tended to Hi's words, did tbey receive a different or lower
spirit from Israel's election? They received the self
same spirit This brought them into the same spiritual
relationship to God as they. Physical hindrances in
terfered with the acknowledgment of this great truth

hitherto. Now that physical distractions are gone, it
shines out m alf its effulgence.
God is our Father, fust as much as He Is theirs! He
fcas a heavenly destiny for us, so that we in no wise
conflict with His earthly household, Israel,

Botfe have one Father
INCORPORATED INTO? THE SANCTUARY.

Eden knew no temple. Adam knew no shrine. EIofiim. Himself walked and talked with him on familiar
terms.

Of the holy Jerusalem, In the new creation, we read,
"I saw no sanctuary therein."
From the time Sin entered until it Is finally put away,
God is pleased to withdraw into a house of His own,
where the defilement of Sin cannot come, being fended
by the blood. But in Innocence and in the new creation
He dwells without reserve.
It was not the costly stones and gold and silver which
hallowed the temple, but the glory cloud, symbol of Je
hovah's presence. After the Shekinah reluctantly de
parted, the glory of the house was soon reduced to a heap
of rubbish- Herod's splendid pile seldom knew Jeho
vah's presence, and then only when our Master deigned
to cleanse and hallow its outer courts. His human body.
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was the real dwelling place of God. This is what He
meant when He told them "Demolish this sanctuary and
in three days I will raise it up." (John 2:19.)
After His resurrection and the giving of holy spirit,
God took up His abode in the spirits of His people. By
His spirit they are united together and a spiritual house
is reared with Christ as the Corner Stone. The founda
tion stones upon which the whole fabric rests, are the
prophets who gave His messages, and the apostles of our
Lord Himself. All by whom God had dispensed His
spirit have their place in this foundation. They are the
basis of His revelation of Himself in this sinful scene.
This is His glory. This is the source and means of all
true worship.
THE

CORNER STONE.

Two walls of a building may face in different direc
tions, presenting a different aspect, and may differ in a

variety of ways, and still both may have the same corner

stone.

A common quality inheres in it that binds them to

one another.

In the great spiritual house God is erecting, this com
mon honor of our Corner Stone is .the great truth that
He is the Lord, or Master of all.

His aspect on our side of the building is "Christ," or
"Christ Jesus." On the side of those to whom Peter
writes it is "Jesus," or "Jesus Christ." Both, however,
unite in acknowledging Him as Lord.
Our hope and destiny is distinct from theirs, and yet
God indwells us both, and provides for both, and is over

both. These are the links which bind this economy with
those that went before, and all future dispensations.
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THE NATIONS ARE FELLOW-PARTAKERS.
As the third item of the mystery is summarized later
on, the Nations have thus become "/r/Zozt'-partakers of
the promises God made by Messiah Jesus, through the

good news of which Paul was the servitor" The phys
ical barriers are all broken down. A spiritual unity has
been created which embraces both Jew and Gentile, and

places both at the very pinnacle of bliss.

The Gospel of Matthew.
2.

The Kingdom of Heaven.

We have shown in the General Survey that the evi
dent aim of the First Gospel is to trace the fortunes of
the Kingdom promised to Israel by the Prophets. We
have also observed that the distinctive phraseof the Book,
"the kingdom of heaven," is founded on Dan. 2 :44.
An examination of that basic passage in the light of the
immediate context and the prophecy as a whole, demon
strated—(1) that the Kingdom of Heaven is a Kingdom
in the sense in which the empires represented by the parts
of the Great Image were kingdoms; (2) that it is limited
to the earth, embracing "the kingdoms under the whole
heaven;" (3) that it is the Kingdom of a people; and, (4)
that it is a future Kingdom.

And now, to clearly comprehend the teaching of Mat
thew's treatise, we must scan the progressive unfolding

of the Kingdom idea in the Old Testament.

In fewest

words we deal with the subject.

To begin with, we must concede that the Bible is not
merely a book of moral and religious principles in mysti
cal language, but a consistent, systematic disclosure of
an explicit purpose which has been in operation since the
dawn of time. To grasp that purpose is requisite to ad
mit that God's ways are admirably adjusted to the physi
cal and moral nature of fallen man, and His revelation
suited to his mental calibre. Israel's history affords con
vincing proof of this.
When Jehovah descended on
Mount Sinai with burning fire and thick darkness, the
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tempest, the sound of the trumpet and the voice of words,
the children of Israel trembled at the majesty of the
Theophany. They cried to Moses: "Speak thou with us,
and we will hear; but let not God speak with us, lest we

die" (Ex. 20:19, Heb. 12:19). In effect, their argu
ment comes to this: The brightness of the fire is too
dazzling for our eyes: the roaring, tempest-like voice
overtaxes our hearing.

Let God speak to us through

thee. We can behold thy form, we can hear thy voice:
but this awful sight and deafening sound we are not ca

pable to bear. In fine, they expressed the desire to see
the Deity in man's guise, and hear Him speak with a
man's voice. God graciously acceeded to their request.
He said to Moses: "They have well said that which they
have spoken. I will raise them up a prophet from among
their brethren, like unto thee: I will put my words in his
mouth, and he shall speak unto them all that I shall com
mand him" (Deut. 18:17, 18). Accommodation to Is
rael's level was complete. Such perfect adaptation—coin
ciding with their wish in every respect—involved, in the
very nature of the case, grave responsibility. Hence the
solemn warning of ver. 19. "And it shall come to pass
that whosoever will not hearken unto my words which he
shall speak in my name, I will require it of him." In ac
cordance with this promise, when the fullness of the time
came, the Eternal Son put on the garments of flesh.

As the infinite God has declared Himself through His
Son assuming "the likeness of sinful flesh," so He has
conveyed His thoughts in the language of sinful men: He
has clothed them in the very words in which mortals in
terchange ideas; He has used them with the significance
which inheres them in the tongue employed. Ordinarily
we speak plainly: so does He. Occasionally we employ
figures and emblems, parables and illustrations: so does
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He. Because an orator chances to use a figure or an il
lustration to make his point more vivid and impressive,
do we, in perusing his oration, change the meaning of the
words as alchemy does, or would, the substance of met
als? Assuredly not. If, then, God has spoken to us "as
man speaks with man," it is clear that we must treat His
word in the same way in which we do other literary pro
ductions—consider the words in their fundamental and
unquestioned usage, and not think of proposing arbitrary
or speculative senses for them. To alter the meaning

visible in the words by permutative spiritualization is to
make the Bible the convenient material for every kind of
"private interpretation," as the confusing variety of opin
ions on the subject of the Kingdom manifestly proves.
Men have imagined that God could not have a kingdom
in the ordinary sense of the word, and in order to reduce
the material to a relation with that preconceived notion,
it has been necessary to interpret it in a manner which, it
must be admitted, invests it with the qualities of a riddle
rather than those of a formal communication.
The first chapter of Colossians views the Divine Son
in the effulgence of creative and redemptive glory. Past
and future are vitally related to the First-born from the
dead. First is the "creation of all things in Him" (Col.
1:16). This is the starting point: it looks to a dateless
past. Next comes the "reconciliation of all things through
Him" (vcr. 20). This is the goal; it points to a distant
future. We observe that, both in Creation and Reconcili
ation, two spheres appear—the heavens and the earth,
which, in relation to us, are called "things visible and in
visible" (ver. 16). The phrase "things visible" connotes
the earth, "things invisible," the heavens. These two
spheres must not be fused, and what pertains to the one
must be rigidly excluded from what pertains to the other.
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If Creation and Reconciliation embrace two spheres,

earth and heaven, His purpose must necessarily bear this
twofold stamp, and as ennunciated in Scripture, it ap
pears to have.

The burden of God's purpose on its terrestrial
side is a kingdom.
Its focus is a nation—Israel,
its keynote dominion, the end in view the restoration of
the earth. Israel is an instrument for rule. Through
their medium God will establish His government in the
earth, shepherd the other nations, and administer the af
fairs of this nether sphere. The burden of God's purpose
on its celestial side is revelation.
Its focus is the
church

which is His body, its keytnoe grace.

end in view the restoration of the heavens.

The

The Church,

both now and hereafter, is a medium for display. Through
that spiritual corporation God will exhibit the transcen
dent wealth of His grace throughout the cycles of coming

ages (Eph. 2:7).

Hence the astounding statement, al

most staggering in its immensity, "we are a theatre unto
the world, and to angels, and to men" (1 Cor. 4:9).

Leaving for the present the consideration of that side
of God's purpose which concerns the heavens, we proceed
to trace the development of the Kingdom idea, confining
ourselves to the Old Testament, and resolutely adhering
to the sound principle of taking each word at its face val
ue. We shall show that, in the totality of its features,
such interpretation will justify itself by the general co
gency of its results.
Lexicons define a "kingdom" as "a territory, people,
state, or realm, ruled by a king or a queen; a monarchy."*
A potentate, a metropolis, a territory, a people, a system

of administration and dependencies.
♦Standard Dictionary.

These are the ideas
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which the word suggests; and it is reasonable to suppose
that, in adopting it, Scripture intends to convey no other

ideas than those ordinarily implied. The assumption thus
advanced may easily be tested. But at what point shall
our investigation begin?

When the Son of Majn shall sit on the throne of His
glory, He declares to the nations on His right, "Come, ye

blessed of My Father, inherit the Kingdom prepared for
you from the world's disruption.**"

(Matt. 25:34).

Here we learn that (1) the Father has prepared a King
dom, and (2) that He has prepared it from the world's
disruption. This sends us to the opening page of the
Bible.

Gen. 1:1 asserts the creation of the heavens and the
earth in the beginning. And it is unnecessary to say that
they came forth from the hand of God in utmost per
fection and beauty. We have express statement to the
effect that they were not created "waste and void," as
they afterward became (Isa. 45:18). Gen. 1:2 de
scribes the chaos—the result of disruption. The follow

ing verses (3-25) relate the rehabilitation of the ruins.
When the earth was made fit for habitation, Adam ap
pears upon the scene, and the Creator delivers him the
following charge: "Be fruitful, and multiply, and replen
ish the earth, and subdue it; and have dominion over the
fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over
every living thing that moveth upon the earth" (Gen.
1:28).
Moreover, God took the man and put him into
the garden of Eden "to dress and to keep it"(Gen. 2:15).

The words "dress"* and "keep" suggest, respectively, cul
tivation and supervision*

The task assigned is -develop-

**Unsearchable kiches, Vol. I, No. 2, p. 101, No. 5, pp. 249, 261.

♦The Hebrew word is the same rendered "to till" in Gen. 2:5;
3:23; 4:12. Adam was a tiller of the ground before the fall, not
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to the creatures under him, along the lines indicated by
the Creator (Gen. 1: 29).

On the surface, we have here

something concrete, to which each subsequent declaration
sustains a relation.
Adam's defection threw the vast machinery of the uni
verse out of gear.

It is important to note, however, that

though his apostacy changed God's method of dealing, it
did not alter His purpose, for, three millenia afterwards,

David, in poetic language, muses in wonderment over the
truth revealed to our progenitor in Eden: that a ifcan is
given authority to rule for God (Ps. 8).
Of the earliest age we have only the scantiest outline.

The events of nearly two millennia are condensed within
the compass of two brief chapters (Gen. chh. 4-6:8.) Yet

notwithstanding brevity, this fragment unveils a criminal
career of unmatched activity and extraordinary charac
ter. Here is murder and blasphemous assumption of

deity; violence and abuse of the sexual relation; talent
and inventive genius employed in the service of lust;
cities sodden in sensuality and reeking in crime; tamper
ing with occult powers and unlawful commerce with the
denizens of the spirit-world. Wickedness assumed such
grave character and gigantic proportions that the total
destruction of the race—except eight souls which had not
participated in the prevailing forms of wickedness—was
the only effective remedy.
After the Deluge, the charge to multiply and replenish
the earth, formerly given to Adam, is renewed to Noah,
in consequence thereof.

Indeed, he was contemplated for that
occupation from the outset. (Gen. 2:5). The only difference
before and after the fall lay in this: whereas before the ground
responded generously to his efforts, afterwards it yielded scanty
returns.
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The original idea of dominion is con

firmed. The corrupt practices of the ante-deluvians, how
ever, introduced new elements of disorder in the rela

tions of man to nature and animals. These new condi
tions are duly met. "And the fear of you and the dread
of you, shall be upon every beast of the earth, and upon
every fowl of the air; with all wherewith the ground
teemeth, and all the fishes of the sea, into your hand are
they delivered. Every moving thing that liveth shall be
food for you; as the green herb have I given you all.

But flesh, with the life thereof, which is the blood thereof,
shall ye not eat" (Gen. 9:2-4).

But there is another point.

From the experience of the

antecendent age emerged another problem.

With the ex
ception of marriage, there had been no defined relations
and responsibilities. Each man was a law unto himself.
There was nothing to safeguard life from lawless en
croachments. The extent to which violence had prevailed
pleaded for a restraint of some sort.

cisely what God proceeds to do.

And this is pre

"And surely your blood,

the blood of your lives, will I require; at the hand of
every beast will I require it: and at the hand of man, even
at the hand of even' man's brother, will I require the life
of man. Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his

blood be shed: for in the image of God made He man"

(Gen. 9: 5, 6.)

The progenitors of the race are invested

with authority requisite for the enactment and mainten
ance of these obligations.

Though there is no categorical statement bearing on
the point, the implication that Noah's sons were estab

lish in their respective lines government on the basis of

responsibility between man and man, is required by the
trend of the narrative as a whole. From them mankind
branches off in three streams—subdivided into lesser divi-
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sion*s, nations, families (Gen. 10:5, 20, 31, 32),—each
with a specific vocation and definite destiny in view, as
will be presently shown. The division of mankind into
nations was of Divine appointment (Gen. 10; 25, Deut.
32:8, Acts 17:26), with the evident intention of found
ing a supervisory system that would insure effectual en
forcement of the principles entrusted to Noah's sons.
Moreover, we are informed (Deut. 32:8) that, in divid
ing Adam's sons into nations, the bounds of their
habitation

were

assigned

with

a

view

to

Israel

as a
ruling nation, with
centralized
authority.
This system of administration, in its broad features, is
outlined in Noah's prophecy (Gen. 9:25-27). Supremacy,
political and religious, belongs to Shem. He monopolizes

blessing; the tent of God is in his midst: the Deity is
known as "the God of Shem." The Japhetic peoples, en
larged by a policy of expansion due to conquest and col
onization, surround that centre. Subordinate to both are
the Hamitic nations. We are not required touriderstand the
"servitude" of this passage in the sense of slavery; it
implies no more than subjection; they do not enjoy polit
ical autonomy. The occasion to divulge the position and
function of a ruling people in a more detailed manner was
furnished by the nations attempting to gather around a
centre of their own on the plains of Shinar (Gen. 11:19). God upset their scheme, and, by confounding their
speech, consolidated the national boundaries, which there

after became philological as well as geographical

This

brings us quite naturally to the next stage.
In the very land where a centralization diametrically
opposed to His purpose had been attempted, God appears

to a descendant of Shem—Abraham—and speaks as fol
lows: "Get thee out of thy country, and from thy kinired, and from thy father's house, into the land that I
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will show thee: and I will make of thee a great nation,
and I will bless thee, and make thy name great; and be
thou a blessing; and I will bless them that bless thee, and
him that curseth thee will I curse: and in thee shall all
the families of the earth be blessed" (Gen. 12:1-3). So,
we see, the early intimation of a great nation is assum
ing definite shape. The initial announcement shows its
greatness to consist in the enjoyment of blessing in a
measure and to a degree not shared by others, and in the

further fact of its being a medium of blessing to all the
families of the earth.
Upon Abraham's return from Egypt, after his separa
tion from Lot, the Lord said to him, "Lift up now thine
eyes, and look from the place where thou art, northward
and southward, and eastward and westward: for all the
land which thou seest, to thee will I give it, and to thy
seed, forever" (Gen. 13:14, 15). Henceforth, a land is
inseparably associated with that great nation. Later on, its
boundaries are determined and its possession for an in
alienable inheritance is pledged to Abraham's posterity
by an immutable, unconditional covenant—a covenant in
which God assumes all obligations, Abraham being a mere
spectator to

the

transaction—sealed with

God's oath

(Gen. 15:12-21, Heb. 6:13-18*).

Anterior to this covenant, Abraham was promised an
heir, and posterity numerous as the sand of the sea.
Striking is the strange incompatibility of His counsels
with the agents chosen to carry them out. He said He
would make a great nation—of whom? A man as good
^Considerations of space forbid enlargement. For the signifi
cance of covenants in general and the blood covenant in particu
lar, we must refer our readers to Dr. C. Trumbull's volume,
"The Blood Covenant"
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as dead—that is,whose virility was destroyed by senile de
cay—and a barren woman, past the age of child-bearing.
Again, He said: "In Israel shall thy seed be called."

But
he, too, had a barren wife. "And Isaac entreated Jeho
vah for his wife, because she was barren: and the Lord

was entreated of him, and Rebecca, his wife, conceived"
(Gen. 25:21). Also, in the case of Jacob's wives, we read,
"God opened their womb" (Gen. 29:31; 30:22). He is

the Fulfiller as well as Giver of the promise; and His
method of procedure makes it evident all along that their
realization is not "by natural course," but by interventive—is it too much to say creative?—acts on His part.

The increase in Egypt under conditions where other
nations have either perished or lost their identity; the
Exodus; the passage through the wilderness; the events

in the land—in a word, every phase of Hebrew history
justifies the saying of the Psalmist, "He hath not dealt
so with any nation" (Ps. 147:20), and affirms them to
be a people of His oxvn making.
We are now to consider a departure fraught with dis
astrous consequences to Israel. They reach Sinai. Mo
ses goes up unto God, and the Lord speaks to him on
this wise: "Thus shalt thou say to the children of Israel:
Ye have seen what I did unto the Egyptians, and how I
bear you on eagles' wings, and brought you unto myself.*
Now, therefore, if ye will obey My voice, indeed, and

keep My covenant, then shall ye be a peculiar treasure
unto Me from among all peoples: for all the earth is
mine: and ye shall be unto Me a kingdom of priests, and
an holy nation" (Ex. 19:4-6). God bids them take
a retrospect of His wondrous doings. As an eagle soar
ing high in the air scorns every impediment which ob
structs a pedestrian's course, so had God carried them

through the dangers of the desert.

Recall the facts.

He
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led them dryshod across the sea, sweetened the waters
of Marah, gave them bread from heaven and water
from the rock; He satisfied their hunger and assuaged
their thirst. How different their part had been! They
had u»<frr-estimated His power. "Can He provide a
table in the wilderness?" They had doubted His pres
ence, "Is the Lord in our midst?" And now, in the face
of such experience, they row-estimate their own strength.
"Whatsoever the Lord has spoken we will do." Alas!
they had not learned the lessons which one of their illustrous sens learned so thoroughly in a later day, "for I
know that in me, that is, in my flesh, dwelleth no good
thing".

*

*

*

"i can jo all things in Him that

strengthened me" (Rom. 7:18, Phil. 4:13).

They are about to enter the land.

Thus far they are

not hedged by restrictions. Every step of the way has
developed a tendency to resist God's appointments; yet
they express confidence in their ability to conform with
His requirements without even knowing what is expected
of them. Entrance into the land under the circumstances
means a certain recrudescence of the scene at Babel.
Goodness has been outraged, so they are placed under a
stern, inflexible schoolmaster—the law—to learn the ex
ceeding sinfulness of sin.

A covenant conditioned by
obedience on their part, is entered into. "The feet of
Israel will not wander any more out of the land which
I gave their fathers, if only they will observe to do ac
cording to all the law that My servant, Moses, command
ed them" (2 Kings, 21:8). On the other hand, if they
will not hearken to the Voice of the Lord their God, to
observe to do all His commandments, "the Lord shall
bring a nation against thee from afar, from the end
of the earth, as the eagle flieth; a nation whose tongue
thou shalt not understand; a nation of fierce countenance,
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which shall not regard the person of the old, nor show

favor to the young" (Deut. 28:15, 49-50).

The Sinaitic

covenant was a temporary expedient to restrain possible

outbreaks of sin.

Imposed until a time of rectification

(Heb. 9:10), it could not invalidate the Abrahamic cov
enant confirmed beforehand (Gal. 3:17).

On entering

the land the nation solemnly assumes its responsibilities.

Heaven and earth are summoned as witnesses.
stationed on Mount

Six tribes

Gerizim pronounce the blessings;

six tribes pronounce the curses from Mount Ebal. As
the Levites read the curses, the people respond "Amen"

(Deut. 27:15-26,*Josh. 8: 30-35).

Their career in the land was a mournful record of law-

breaking and apostacy.
King, priest and people "did
that which was evil in the sight of the Lord." So, true

to the terms of the covenant, "He brought upon them the
king of the Chaldeans, who slew their young men with
the sword, in the house of their sanctuary, and had no
compassion upon young man or maiden, old man or an

cient : and them that had escaped from the sword carried
he away to Babylon" (2 Chr. 36:17, 20). But at the
moment when the nation is being removed because of its
unworthiness, the promise of God is announced:—
"Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will
make a new covenant, with the house of Israel, and with
the house of Judah: not according to the covenant that I
made with their fathers in the day that I took them by
the hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt; which
my covenant they brake, although I was an husband unto
them, saith the Lord. But this is the covenant that I will
make with the house of Israel after those days, saith the
Lord; I will put my law in their inward parts, and in their
heart will I write it; and I will.be their God, and they
shall be my people: and they shall teach no more every
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man his neighbor, and every man his brother, saying,
know the Lord: for they shall all know me, from the
least of them unto the greatest of them, saith the Lord:
for I will forgive their iniquity, and their sin will I re
member no more" (Jer. 31:31-34). The first covenant
had failed owing to their native corruption: so, by a new
covenant, God pledges Himself, without any obligation
on their part, not only to pardon their sins and reinstate
them as a nation in their land, but also to regenerate them
.so as to make further defection impossible.
The next stage in the unfolding of the purpose is the
choice of a King. Like the preceding, this item, too, is
made public in consequence of failure on man's part.
The anarchy under the judges and the venality of SamuePs sons led Israel to demand a king.

Let it be under

stood, there was no sin in asking a king.

Israel should have one.

God intended

Jacob looks forward to the time

when the Prince of Peace shall arise out of Judah with
the sceptre and the staff (Gen. 49:10) ,and Balaam beholds

His star from afar (Numb. 24:17). The mistake lay in
asking a king like unto the nations. Samuel makes it
clear that such monarchic rule means tyranny. Under
Saul they tasted it to the full. At length, after much
disciplinary trial, David, the first king of Israel "after
God's own heart," i. e., His definite choice for the throne,
is crowned. He desired to build an house for Jehovah.
This he was not allowed to do, but on that occasion God
made with him an everlasting covenant, "ordered in all
things, and sure," to raise him a "seed," the "throne of

whose kingdom will be established forever" (2 Sam. 7:
11-17). Along with this promise goes the choice of Jeru
salem, for a metropolis. The Kingdom idea is thus com
pleted.
To clearly understand subsequent

developments, we

lea
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must bear in mind, that while this covenant is uncon
ditional, and therefore irrevocable (Ps. 89:28-37), God
reserves the right to inflict such remedial punishment as
delinquency on the part of David's successors may ne
cessitate.

The books of the Kings and the Chronicles detail the his
tory of the Davidic dynasty. Their tale supports the
censure of the Son of Sirach: "Except David and Hezekiah and Josiah, all committed trespass: the kings of
Judah failed" (Ecclus. 49:4). We have just observed
that David's descendants would be chastised for iniquity
"with the rod of men, and with the stripes of the children
of men," in other words, through calamities inflicted by
men. A long series of such disciplinary measures failed
to produce adequate salutary effects (1 Ki. 11:11, 12;
2Chr. 12:2; 16:9; 21:10, 16; 24:24; 28: 5; 6:9; 33:
11). Therefore He delivered them into the hands of the
Chaldeans. But at the time when Zedekiah is deposed
and carried to Babylon in fetters, the inviolability of the
promise is solemnly reiterated:—

"And thou, O deadly wounded wicked one, the prince
of Israel, whose day is come, in the time of the punish

ment of the end; thus saith the Lord God: Remove the
mitre, and take off the crown; this shall be no more the
same: exalt that which is low, and abase that which is
high, I will overturn, overturn, overturn it:

this also

shall be no more, until He come whose right it is;

and I will give it Him" (Ezek. 21:25-27).
This great declaration molds and governs the outlook
of exilic and post-exilic prophecy. The crown being re
moved from David's house until the rightful one comes.

it looks' forward to His advent.

"Behold, the days come,

saith the Lord, that I will raise unto David a righteous

Branch, and He shall reign as king and deal wisely, and
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execute judgment and justice in the land. In his days
Judah shall be saved, and Israel shall dwell safely: and
this is the name whereby He shall be called, The Lord
our Righteousness" (Jer. 23: 5, 6).

The kingdom of Judah was reduced to a province of
the Babylonian empire. But no sooner the Jews and the
temple vessels are brought to Babylon, Nebuchednezzar
is divinely instructed of the future mapped out for the
people he has deported. He fell asleep, absorbed by the
question, What shall come to pass hereafter?
That
night's dream was a complete answer to the thought
which had preoccupied his mind: "The great God hath
made known to the king what shall come to pass here
after" (Dan. 2:29:45). A succession of empires are to
lord over the Holy Land, but at an appointed time the
Kingdom shall be restored to Israel.

The decree of Cyrus permitted the Jews to return and
A small remnant re
turned under Nehemiah and Zerubbabel. In the reign of
Darius the new temple was finished (Ezra 6:15). Condi
tions, however, were different from what they had been.
Nation, king and priest had experienced failure through
sin and were alike under judgment. The second temple
had no ark. Without mercy-seat the annual cleansing of
the nation from sin was no longer possible. What stand
ing had the people? is the question emerging from the
failure of the Aaronic priesthood. The Book of Zachariah has this situation in view.
On the face of things, the vision in ch. 3 deals with the
removal of the iniquity of the priesthood and the land
(w. 4 and 9). It was the second year of Darius (ch.
1:7). The Lord has "returned to Jerusalem with mer
rebuild the temple at Jerusalem.

cies;" the work of the house is allowed to proceed (Zech.
1:16; Ezra 4:24). The prophet sees Joshua standing
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before the angel of the Lord in filthy garments. Using
his uncleanness as a point of attack, Satan seeks to stay
off the prosperity promised to Jerusalem, once more cho
sen by the Lord (Zech. 3:2, v. 2 cp.; Zech. 1:13, 17).

Satan is rebuked. The angel commands those before him
(viz., before Joshua—the priests and Levites) to take off
from him the filthy garments, while saying to him, "I
have caused thine iniquity to pass from thee" (v. 4).
Then Joshua is arrayed in rich apparel, and the angel
gives assurance that he and the Levites ("those that stand
by") will be given charge over the courts of the house
(v. 7). But what of expiation ? As the vision fades, there
comes a voice: "Hear, now, O Joshua, the high priest,
thou and thy fellows that sit before thee (priests and
Levites) ,• for they are men which are a wonder: for, be
hold, I will bring forth my servant, the Branch. For, be
hold, the stone that I have set before Joshua; upon one
stone are seven eyes: behold, I will engrave the graving

thereof, saith the Lord of Hosts, and I will remove the
iniquity of that land in one day" (vv. 8, 9).

The word "engrave" obscures the intent and force of the
passage. It should be rendered "put off."* The "stone" and
"graving" are thoseof the breastplate of judgment (Ex.28:
*The context demands some such reconstruction as we have
suggested. The passage announces the removal of the iniquity
of the land in one day. When the iniquity is removed, there
can be no judgment against Israel, for they will all be righteous.
When the vision is consummated, the ark of the covenant shall
be "no more remembered" (Jer. 3:16), and the breastplate of
judgment will be put off.
The Hebrew verb in question (pathtach) is actually translated

"put off" in Ps. 30:11. And in 1 Ki. 20:11, where the grammati
cal position is exactly analogous, it is rendered "as he that putteth it off*.

In 136 out of 145 occurrences it is represented by such words
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9-30). The priesthood has lost its efficacy through trans
gression. The sin of Judah is written with a pen of iron,
and with a point of a diamond: it is graven upon the table
of their heart, and upon the horns of their.altar. The
Lord's ministers ("the seven eyes") intently watch the
stone, ready to deal out judgment. Because of this, the
Lord promises to bring forth His servant, the Branch, put
off the graving of judgment, and remove the iniquity
of the land in one day. Then will the Levites become a
"wonder" and the nation cleansed. "He shall purify the
sons of Levi, and purge them as gold and silver; and
they shall offer unto the Lord offerings in righteousness.

Then shall the offering of Judah and Jerusalem be pleas
ant unto the Lord, as in the days of old, and as in ancient
years" (Mai. 3:3, 4).
The relations between priesthood and royalty form the
theme of ch. 6. Retribution for the heathen which scat
tered Judah and Jerusalem has been repeatedly affirmed
(ch. 1:15, 18-21 ;.2:9). Now, at length, the prophet, be
holds its enactment. Four chariots drawn by horses of
different colors come out from between two mountains
of brass. Three chariots go out, respectively, northward,

westward, southward) chap. 6, w. 1-6). The fourth
is detailed to patrol Israel's land (ver. 7). In the opening
vision of the series (1:7-11), the angelic horsemen were
as "open" (Deut 15:8, 11; Zech. 11:1); "break forth" (Jer. 1:
14); "spread out" (Job 29:19); "loosed" (Job. 30:11; 39:5; Ps.
105:20; 116:16; Isa. 5:27; 51:14); "loose" (Job. 38:31; Ps. 102:
20 (21) ; Isa. 20:2; 45:1; 52:2; 58:6; Jer. 40:4) ; "draw out" (Ps.
37:14); "drawn" (Ezek. 21:28;) "appear" (Song. 7:12); "set
forth" (Amos. 8:5) ; "ungird" (Gen. 24:32.)

The verb occurs too many times for all the passages to be
given; but a sufficient number is selected as evidence in support
of the amended rendering, to enable the reader to judge for him
self as to the accuracy of the suggestion.
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sent on a tour of inspection and returned with the report
"all the earth sitteth still, and is at rest."

Now they go

forth from the Divine presence to "quiet His spirit," viz.;

execute His vengeance (cp. Isa. 48:14, Ezek. 5:13).

The intention of the last scene (Zech. 6, vv. 9-15) is
obvious: it supplements Ezekiel's words at the time of the
exile with regard to the passing away of the crown from
Judah until He comes whose right it is.

Was the crown

to be restored now that the seventy years had elapsed ?

What follows supplies the answer.

The prophet is in

structed to take silver and gold from the returned cap

tives and make a crown.

The announcement follows:

"Behold the man whose name is the Branch:

and he

shall grow out of his place, and he shall build the temple
of the Lord: even he shall build the temple of the Lord:
and he shall bear the glory, and shall sit and rule upon
his throne; and he shall be a priest upon his throne: and
the counsel of peace shall be between them both." The
announcement over, the prophet is directed to deposit the

crown in the temple as a memorial to keep alive the hope
of Israel. Zechariah extends the exilic predictions of the

Coming One in one important particular:

The Branch

will unite the royal and the priestly with beneficial re
sults—"the counsel of peace shall be between them
both."

The promise of a personage who combines the royal
and the priestly, not through blood descent, but by Di
vine appointment, recalls two instances where a priestking appears to confer blessing after Israel's enemies
have been reduced to subjection.
Abraham the Hebrew, returning from the slaughter of

the kings, was met and blessed by Melchizedek, king of
Salem, priest of God Most High (Heb. 7:1).
Ps. 110 commemorates the making of Jerusalem the
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seat of government after the discomfiture of Jebus.

The

story is told in 2 Sam. chh. 5-8. David proceeded to
make it the centre of religious life.
Gathering
"all the chosen men of Israel," he took up the
Ark of God . In the course of these proceedings, though

a king, he performed priestly functions: "Girded
with a linen ephod, . . . David offered burnt offer
ings and peace offerings before the Lord." (2 Sam. 6:
14, 17; 1 Chr. 15:27-16:37). This was a realization of
the language of the psalm: "Thou are a priest forever,
after the order of Melchizedek" (v. 4). In other ways,
besides the offering of sacrifice, the king played a priestly
part.

We read of Melchizeded that he "brought forth

bread and wine" and "blessed" the patriarch (Gen. 14:18,
19).

So also it was with David: "He blessed the people

in the name of the Lord of hosts.

And he dealt

.

.

.

to every one a cake of bread, and a portion of wine, and
a cake of raisins" (2 Sam. 6:18, 19). In this particular
also the King of Israel walked in the footsteps of Melch
izedek.

Malachi draws a dark picture of the remnant in the
land,

The symptoms of decay appearing at the time of

the return have developed into full-blown apostasy.

On

the fore is a corrupt priesthood, sodden in formalism,

steeped in self-righteousness, and an indifferent people
bringing polluted offerings to God's altar.

In the back

ground, far away in the darkness of heathendom, Jeho
vah's name is great among the Gentiles, and incense and a
pure offering are offered unto Him*(Mai. 1:11). The
foreview is the same as in Zechariah:

"Behold, I send

my messenger, and he shall prepare the way before me:

and the Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly come to his
*In the Hebrew the passage is in the present sense.
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temple; and the messenger of the covenant whom ye de
light in, behold, he cometh, saith the Lord of hosts" (Mai
3:1).
Were it not for the traditional ideas imbibed from
youth, we

would never have imported

anything new

into Matthew's Gospel.
It continues the story where
Malachi left it. The same temple, the same indifferent

priesthood, the same corrupt people, the same Gentiles
bringing a pure oblation. The only difference is: Mala
chi says of the messenger "I send him," and of the Lord,
"Behold, he cometh," in Matthew the messenger is come,
the Lord is present.
To recapitulate: Taking the word "kingdom" in its
ordinary usage, we have traversed the Old Testament
and found a doctrine in no sense mysterious or recon
dite in character. Beginning with the general idea of
dominion, the disclosure moves steadily onward, ter
minating with a king.

Retrace the steps. Adam is invested with authority
to rule for God and to exercise dominion in the earth.

To Noah and his three sons the general idea of dominion
is confirmed. In their days mankind is divided into
nations, and government established on the principle of
mutual obligations between man and man. At the time of
Abraham another factor appears—a great nation

with
the promise of a land and a seed. In the reign of David
three items are added: a city, a throne, a king.
After Malachi no prophet's voice was heard in Israel
for three centuries. Decade after decade wore wearily
away bringing no relief to the favored nation. Dis
mayed by the delay, many abandoned the hope of a Mes
sianic Kingdom as an idle dream. Holy men and wo
men suffered all the pangs of hope deferred. At length,
the time of vi itation dawned. Before ever that day ar-
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rived, however, and while as yet the sinful nation per
sisted in departing from God, the greatest of womenborn had monitions of coming glory, and he has told us
(Jno. 1:33) of mysterious messages that came to him
respecting the Coming One. He was grieving over the
sin of his nation, then in imminent danger—"the axe is

laid unto the root of the trees: every tree therefore that
bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast
into the fire"—when in response to the tidings that reach*
ed his ears from the far-off regions of glory he lifted

up his voice in the desert, and the point and substance of
his message was—

"The Kingdom of Heaven has drawn Nigh/'

The Gospel of Matthew.
3.

The Genealogy.

The two genealogies of our Lord present a knotty
problem. They have long been a puzzle to critics and
exegetes.

Both purport to be Joseph's

"And Jacob begat Joseph the husband of Mary, of
whom was born Tesus, who is called Christ."—Matt.
1:16.
"And Jesus himself ...... being the son (as was
supposed) of Joseph, the son of Heli."—Luk. 3:23.
With regard to the generations between Abraham

and David the two documents, except for slight varia

tions in spelling, are in perfect accord. From David on
wards, however, they are contradictory and mutually ex
clusive—as is clear at a glance.

There is no need to enlarge upon the explanations
Here are

that have been given of this phenomenon.

some in brief outline:—

1.

From the early centuries of our era the discrep

ancy has been explained by some expositors on the

ground that one genealogy was transcribed from temple
records, the other copied from official documents stored

in the archives.

The suggestion brings no relief:

for

manifestly one of the two records was a duplicate of the
other.

This view would satisfactorily account for a few
slight inaccuracies; but when in tracing the ancestry be

tween David and Joseph the two lists have only two
names in comlmon (Shealtiel and Zerubbabel) and the
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number of generations is tzvcnty-five according to one
and forty-one according to the other, the hypothesis fails,
and must be held to exemplify an unsound interpretation.
2. A view more widely held is that in Matthew we
have the genealogy of Joseph, and in Luke Mary's. This
explanation founds itself on the supposition that, since
Luke does not say that Heli begat Joseph, Joseph was the
son-in-law of Heli, and called "son of Heli" because
espoused to Heli's daughter.

This view is an assumption rather than a deduction
from the facts. It strains the sense of "son," and unjus
tifiably disregards the context. A true explanation will
have regard to the Greek words in their simplicity, and
will not force upon them significations repugnant to the
context.

A theory that fails along either of these lines

proclaims its insufficiency to solve the problem.

The Hebrew usages of "son" need not be discussed:
they have no bearing on this case. The real question is,
What is the meaning here? is its import defined in the
document itself? The opening sentence of the genealogy
furnishes explicit answer to this.
"And Jesus himself, when he began to teach, was

about thirty years of age, being the son (as was sup
posed) of Joseph, son of Heli, etc."

(Lu. 3: 23).

Obviously, Luke means that Christ's contemporaries

supposed Him to be Joseph's own son*: for none ever
supposed our Lord to have been Joseph's son-in-law!

Moreover, "son"

appears

(in

the

Greek)

in the

genealogy but once—"Jesus ... .(as was supposed) the
son of Joseph"—it is omitted before the other names, the
♦Mark 6:3 is conclusive as to this.

They said:

"Is not this

the carpenter, the son of Mary, and brother of James and Joses,

and Judas, and Simon ? are not his sisters here with us."
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omission, or ellipsis, implying repitition. Hence, it has
been rightly supplied by the translators. Now, the sense
of "son" having been defined at the beginning of the
pedigree, and not being repeated before the other names,
must be supplied with a uniform meaning.

The omission of the formula "begat" in Luke would
not have been advanced in support of the son-in-law the
ory if the form of the genealogy had been borne in mind.
Luke's genealogy, unlike Matthew's, moves backzvards,
from Christ to Adam, from son to father. Such arrange
ment makes the usage of the formula impossible for the
reason that sons can not beget their fathers. Further
more, it goes without saying that genealogies run from
father to son. Nobody ever heard of such a thing as a
genealogy of sons-in-law!

But, even if the theory was tenable, it fails to extri
There is another question involved.
Matthew affixes to his genealogy a statement showing
that it has been constructed according to a definite nu-

cate the tangle.

mercial scheme.

"So all the generations from Abraham unto David
are fourteen generations; and from David unto the car
rying away to Babylon fourteen generations; and from

the carrying away to Babylon unto the Christ fourteen
generations" (Matt. 1:17).
The first two cycles conform to the scheme; in the
vhird, however, the number of generations (including
Christ) is only thirteen*
*The attempt to bring the number of generations in the last
cycle to the required number by reckoning Mary as a "genera
tion" deserves no notice. Husband and wife belong to the same
generation. God's Word stands in no need of such desperate
measures to maintain its veracity, and theology can neither com
mand respect nor win confidence by resorting to such fabrica
tions.
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Yet, in view of the confusion that has enveloped the
entire subject, it is not surprising that even such puerile
"explanation" should have enjoyed a considerable vogue
among expositors.

These two views—not the only ones, but such as
have been most generally held—are "explanations" that
do not explain. Hence we must push our investigation
along different lines.
Before attempting a solution, two things must be
borne in mind:—
1. We must resign ourselves to the fact that the
text of Scripture has suffered through centuries of trans
mission. We do not have the autographs, hence we lack
a perfect text. The Massoretes and their predecessors
transformed the Hebrew characters from the Phoenician

to the so-called "Assyrian"; they modified the spelling by
introducing the quiescent letters; and then they stero-

typed upon the text such a sense as they approved by

placing the points and accents.
reduce the Hebrew of the Old
style. Their pointing is often
sion or faulty treatment: it

Their work has tended to
Testament to one common

the result of misapprehen
represents the individual
preferences of the editors or the preferences of the
schools to which they belonged. In other words, by the
labors of Sopherim and Massoretes, the text has from

time to time been subjected to a process of rejuvenation
in order that its meanings might be rendered as clear as
possible. There was no intention of introducing disorder
into the text—only a purpose to reduce the spelling to a
form which was believed to be right, in the spirit of Ezra,
who was desirous that the people "should understand the
reading" (Neh. 8:8). In fine, the Massoretic text is a
copy which, having undergone repeated revision, presents
an appearance very different from the primitive text,
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having, in the last instance, been edited centuries after
the loss of all traditional contact with the events recorded
—long after the fall of Jerusalem and the dispersion of
the Jewish people among the nations. In some cases the
primitive reading is transparent, in others it defies detec
tion. And if the Hebrew text has suffered in spite of the
jealous care and laborious efforts to lose nothing and pre
vent error, what shall be said of the Greek manuscripts
which have long been at the mercy of irresponsible copy
ists? Tertullian's treatise charging the Valentinians with
having modified the text of Jno. 1:13* to suit their doc
trine, illustrates the experiences through which the manu
scripts have passed.

2.

God's Word is perfect as a whole and in its parts.

Part hangs together with part in perfect balance.

As

originally given, each word fitted snugly into its place,
as a gem in its ouch, and contributed its share towards

the perfection of the scene described or the subject un

folded.

Needless to add, each word blended harmon
Hence, whenever
the harmony and cadence is disturbed, we may well sus
pect that the primitive reading has been covered over,
iously with the main drift of thought.

obliterated. Efforts to restore it must take into account
—(a) the variant readings, (b) the context, (c) other
Scriptures bearing on the subject, (d) correlated facts.
The opening sentence of Matthew suggests an ave
nue for our research. "The book of the generations of
Jesus Christ, the son of David, the son of Abraham."
On the face of things, we have here the genealogy
of a king of the house of David. This being so, an exam
ination of the official records of the kings ofJudah—the
books of the Kings and Chronicles—is sure to yield data

that will throw light on the subject.
* Vide, Dr. J. Orr, "Virgin Birth", Ap. viii, p. 209.
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The Kings and Chronicles exhibit a striking feature;
at the commencement and close of each reign we meet a
stereotyped formula:
"And

slept with his fathers, and was buried
: and
his son reigned in his stead/'
"
began to reign when he was
years
old; and he reigned
years in Jerusalem; and his
mother's name was
the daughter of
."
The last formula suggests the solution of the diffi
culty. The name of the king's mother appears together
with that of her father.* It is therefore reasonable to ex

in

pect that, in the genealogy of the Messiah, as in the case

of His predecessors, the name of His mother's father

should appear alongside of hers. Hence we deem the
primitive reading of ver. 16 to have been as follows:
"And Jacob begat Joseph the father of Mary, of

whom was born Jesus, who is called Christ."
This emendation harmonizes the genealogy with the
historical records of the kings of Judah; it brings the
number of generations in the third cycle up to fourteen,
and thus conforms the document with the numercial
structure claimed for it; it explains the discrepancy be
tween Matthew and Luke without fastening arbitrary or

speculative senses upon the words.

It may be asked — if Matthew wrote patros, how
came andro$ in the text? We reply, that transmission
and Tertullian's charge against the Valentinians account
*See 1 Ki. 14:21, 31 and 2 Chr. 12:13; 1 Ki. 15:1 and 2
Chr. 13:1; 1 Ki. 15:8; 1 Ki. 22:42 and 2 Chr. 20:31; 2 Ki.
8:26 and 2 Chr. 22:2; 2 Ki. 12:1 and 2 Chr. 24:2; 2 Ki. 14:1
and 2 Chr. 25:1; 2 Ki. 15:2 and 2 Chr. 26:3; 2 Ki. 15:33 and
2 Chr. 27:1; 2 Ki. 18:2 and 2 Chr. 29:1; 2 Ki. 21:1, 19;
22:1; 23:31; 36; 24:8, 18. Jehoram and Ahaz are the only
kings whose mother's name is not given.
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for all we find. Let it be borne in mind that antichristian cults have ever sought to accredit themselves by
claiming to derive their tenets from Scripture. Hence it
would come about, in the early days of our era, that ex
ponents of doctrines antagonistic to Christianity would
seek to accommodate the Scriptures to their views. First,
a passage referring to the manner in which our Lord be
came flesh (Jno. 1:13) would be so worded as to refer
to believers. Second, the incarnation would be dispar
aged and His Messiaship discredited by altering the pedi
gree. Surely, it is far easier to believe that the text be
came corrupted, through carelessness of copyists or oth
erwise, than to admit—as we are forced to do accepting
the genealogy in its present form—that Matthew should
fail to comply with the numerical scheme on which he
avows his genealogy to be constructed.
And now we may pass on to consider another point.
Both Mary and her husband belonged to the house of
David. Mary was in the reigning line, reckoning her
descent from Solomon; Joseph was in the second
line, reckoning his descent from Nathan the son of Da
vid. The question is often raised, whence does Christ
derive His title to David's throne? Not from Joseph:
for, though he was Mary's husband, Christ was not his
son. Not from Mary: for though a descendant of Da

vid and Solomon, yet kings derive the title to the throne
from their fathers.

The answer is, the terms of the Davidic covenant settle
the question. We read: "I will be his father, and he
shall be my son" (2 Sam. 7:14). The sense in which
these words applied to Solomon need not detain us.
Whatever their primary intention, the quotation in Heb.

1:5 proves that they were exhausted in Christ.

The
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covenant-promise makes it clear that the title of the
"seed" to the throne of his royal ancestor is derived not
merely through blood descent, but also in virtue of Di
vine sonship.

It is for this reason—a reason generally overlooked

by expositors—that the two Gospels which lay special
emphasis on His connection with David's throne lay
such strong stress on His virgin birth.
The first chapter of Matthew is in two parts:

the

Geneaowgy (w. 1-17), the Nativity (vv. 18-25). Each
section has a headline:—

"The book of the generation of Jesus Christ, the son
of David, the son of Abraham",^. 1.

"The generation of Jesus Christ was on this wise,"
v. 18a.
By rendering the same Greek word "generation" in
v. 1, and "birth" in v. 18, our versions have obscured the
actual intent of the introductory chapter.
A uniform translation of the word in both places brings

out the fact that the "generation" of Jesus Christ is pre
sented in two distinct aspects.

Vv. 2-17 proclaim His

Davidic descent; vv. 18-25 assert His Divine sonship,
and that in a most categorical fashion. Exclusion of the
sexual element is affirmed twice (w. 18 and 25); His

conception through the agency of the Holy Spirit is also
affirmed twice (vv. 1& and 20); His birth from a virgin
mother is stated once (v. 23). And all this is shown
to be in fulfillment of "what the Lord has spoken through
the prophet."
A cursory survey of the Gospel with this thought in

mind will suffice to show its prominence. The Divine
Sonship of Israel's King is proven by reference to the
Prophets (2:15); proclaimed by a voice from heaven
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(3:17), disputed by Satan (4:3, 6), testified by demons
(8:29). Later on, it is confessed by the disciples (16:16)
and asserted for the second time by a voice from heaven
(17:5). At a later stage, He confronts the rulers with
the question, "What think ye of Christ? whose son is
He?" (22:41). When they answer "of David/1 He
urges upon them the Divine Sonship: "How then, doth

David in spirit call Him Lord, saying:
The Lord said unto my Lord,
Sit thou on my right hand,
Till I put thine enemies underneath thy feet?

If David, then, calleth Him Lord, how is He his son?"
(Matt. 22:43-45). The crucial question at the trial is—
"Tell us whether Thou be the Son of God?" (26:63).
For answering the question in the affirmative He is cru
cified and jeered by the crowd. "If Thou art the Son of
God, come down from the cross" (27:40). Lastly, the
centurion and they that were with him feared exceed
ingly, saying, "Truly this was the Son of God" (27: 54).
In Luke's Gospel, His Divine Sonship is announced
in connection with the promise "the Lord God shall give
unto Him the throne of His father David" (Luk. 1:30-

35). To appreciate the force of Gabriel's declaration to
Mary, we will consider his words in the light of an an
cient oracle.
"How long wilt thou go hither and thither, O thou
backsliding daughter? for the Lord hath created a new
thing in the earth. A woman shall encompass a man"
(Jer. 31:32).

"A woman shall encompass a man." This is the meth
od of procreation, a matter of everyday experience.
Wherein lies the neivness? In the fact that the encom
passing of a man by a zvontan is the result of God's crea-
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This is the point on which Gabriel's announce

ment turns.

He said: "Behold, thou shalt conceive in thy womb,
and bring forth a son, and shalt call His name Jesus"
(Luk. 1:31). Many a daughter in Israel had received
similar news from angelic visitors. But here is the point
raised by Mary: "How shall this be, seeing I know not a
man?" (Luk. 1:34). The angel answers: "The Holy
Spirit shall come upon thee, and the power of the Most
High shall overshadow thee: wherefore also that
which is to be born shall be holy, the Son of God" (Luk.
1:35). Though a woman-born, our Lord was not be
gotten by man, as are we, but by God, hence the
distinctive designation "the only begotten Son of God"
(Jno. 3:18). From His mother our Lord derived His
Davidic descent. The son of a daughter of Judah's royal
house, He was truly "born of the seed of David" (Rom.
1:3, 2 Tim. 2 :8). From God His Father He derived
the title to the throne of Israel (Luk. 1:32).
With Joseph, the husband of Mary, gone from the gen
ealogy of Matthew, the only remaining difficulty is the

omission of three

kings

between Joram and

Uzziah.

To discuss the problem now would require more space
than is at present available. So we must leave it for
future consideration. Meanwhile, enough has been said
to furnish food for reflection to all who seek to occupy
themselves in heart and mind with David's Son and
David's Lord.

The Secret Economy.
A

SUMMARY.

"In the interests of this favor /, Paul, the prisoner of
Christ Jesus for you, the Nations—
If you have at least heard of God's grace, which has
been given me to give to you, that the secret has been
made known to me (consonant with a revelation,
Even as I have briefly written above, the reading of
which enables you to have observed my understanding in
the matter of the secret concerning Christ, which in
generations of a different character from this, has not
been made known to the sons of humankind as it has
now been revealed to His holy apostles and prophets)

That, in spirit, the nations are to be joint sharers of
the allotment, joint members of the body, and joint par
takers of the promises in Jesus Christ, through the joy
ful message of which I have come to be the servant, in

keeping with the boon of God's favor, which has been
given me, adapted to His powerful operations.

Upon me, who am less than the least of all saints, has
this favor been bestowed, to have preached the joyful
news of Christ's untraceable riches to the nations, and

to have illuminated all as to the secret economy, which lies
concealed from past ages in God.

Who has created the universe, in order that, through
assembly, the multifariousness of God's wisdom

the

might now be made known to the sovereignties and the
dependencies in celestial regions.
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In accord with the purpose of the ages, which He has
effected in Christ Jesus, our Lord.
By virtue of whom we have assurance and access with
confidence through His faith.
Wherefore, I personally request you not to despond at
my afflictions for your sake, which depict your glory."
THE REVELATION OX THE SECRET

Two distinct, though closely related,secrets, have come
before us. The present Secret Economy has been set
forth in detail. The secret concerning Christ has been
but briefly touched.

As the apostle is about to pray he cannot frame his
petition until he has given, in breathless, hurried style,
the ground upon which his prayer is based. If they had
not heard of this economy, or did not,, understand what
he had just written, his petition would be in vain. So
he proceeds to further distinguish between the two se
crets which were the burden of his previous words, to
explain their relation to one another, to define their scope,

the time of their revelation, and their place in the Divine
purposes.

First, however, let us note the apostle's new title, "The
Prisoner of Christ Jesus for the Nation's sake." Why
is he a prisoner?

Our thoughts go back once more to that memorable day
in Jerusalem, when he was put into bonds. He was
charged with bringing one of the Goyim (Nations) into
the temple! He had actually been seen on the street in
Nourished's company!

This was the offense for which he suffered bonds,
and has he not been doing the very thing they charged
him with, in his last few words? He has introduced
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Fortunate into God's very family, and into His very
presence?

His imprisonment is the concrete expression of Israel's
apostasy and of the marvellous spiritual blessing which
has come to the Nations. His body is in a chain. Israel,
too, is chained by Caesar. But his spirit soars into the
empyrean. And, in spite of his bonds he does the work
of a steward, dealing out to the distant Nations God's
delicious secret store. But let us never think of the pres
ent economy until Israel's apostacy had fully ripened,
and all physical pretensions were as effectually set aside
as Paul's own physical frame.

It is manifest that the Ephesians knew nothing of it
before, for the apostle is not sure whether they had so
much as heard of it. This, coupled with the fact that his
visit to Ephesus is the last of which we have any extend
ed account in the Book of Acts, and that in his address
to them he most solemnly asserts that he had not shunned
to declare the whole counsel of God to them, settles be
yond peradventure their ignorance of the revelation
which he now imparts.
While the secrets concerning the present dispensation
are first seen in full bloom in Ephesians, the bud was
slowly opening long before. In his very earliest epistle,
written to the Thessalonians, the upward tendency of this
calling is seen, when, to avoid the sore judgments about
to visit the earth, he tells them of our meeting with the
Lord in the air (1 Thes. 4:17.)
A sense of permanence is added when he tells the
Corinthians the secret that, when this rupture occurs,
our bodies are to be changed and befar a heavenly stamp,

(1 Cor. 15:52).
Then comes the secret, told both the Romans and the
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Corinthians,

of

the reconciliation of

all manind, on

account of the thrusting aside of Israel. This is revealed
in its individual (Rom. 5) and national (Rom. 11) aspect
to the Romans, and as tp the character of its administra
tion (2 Cor. 5:16-6:18) to the Corinthians. It finally
becomes merged into the third item of the secret econ
omy. (Eph. 3:6-7).
Nothing is now needed but the revelation of the
heavenly side of the mystery of Christ (Eph. 1:10). When
this is known, the present favor follows as the fruit fol
lows the flower.

Thus gradually were those who held the advance ex
pectation (Eph. 1:12 "first trusted") revealed to the
Thessalonians weaned from earth for their heavenly in
heritance.

When was the Secret Revealed to Paul?

But w$ must except the apostle himself from this ex
perience. That he did not impart all the secrets which
he himself knew, is clear from his conduct towards the
Corinthians. His own soul seemed filled to overflowing
as soon as this hidden wisdom is mentioned.
"Eye has not seen,
Nor ear heard,
Neither has it entered human heart—
What God has prepared for them that love him!
—(1 Cor. 2:9).

—but, says he, "God has revealed them to us (the initiat
ed, not the Corinthians) by His Spirit, for the Spirit
searches all things, even the deep things of God."
The Corinthians were carnal and he cannot speak to
them of these deep things. But he gives them as much
as they can bear. They were concerned with "bodies," so
he tells them of Christ's one spiritual body (ch. 12:12).
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They were concerned with flesh and blood, so he tells
them the secret of its "change" to a spiritual body. But
it is manifest that he does not give them all that is in his
own heart. "We do speak wisdom among the mature,"
he says, "but you are babes" (ch. 2:6). The surest way
to bring them to maturity is to give them a glimpse of it.

So he tells them that the economy in which they found
themselves was but piecemeal and fragmentary, and it
was about to be superceded by maturity (ch. 13:8-13).
It was necessary for him to have had a revelation or a
vision of this maturity before he could announce it to
others. It was necessary that he should be acquainted
with the deep things before he could initiate even the
mature ones into them.
When was it, then, that the
apostle himself received the revelation of these mys
teries?
One can readily understand his reticence in speaking
of his own attainments or the Divine favor which made
him not a whit behind the apostle Peter himself (2 Cor.
11:5). But in his second letter to the Corinthians, he
is provoked into boasting for their sakes. He knew, full
well, that he was the steward of God's grace for them,
though, like silly children, they did not even recognize

their own parentage. And what was the climax of his
experiences? What was the very highest point to which
the greatest of all the apostles pointed when in his highest
pitch of boasting?
The Third Heaven.

The event had occurred over fourteen years before.
It could not have happened before his separation by the
Holy Spirit to the peculiar ministry to which he and
Barnabas were chosen. (Acts. 13:2.) It must have been
within a few years from that time. It is impossible to be
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dogmatic on this point, but it seems most harmonious
to fix it to the day when, having been stoned to deatfr
fey the Jews, he was being dragged out of the city of
Lystra and was left for dead (Acts 14:19). Then ft
was (we may suppose) that he got an apocalyptic vision

of the third heaven and of the earthly paradise in the
flew creation* (2 Cor. 12:1-4).
About fourteen years before this, Stephen, standing
before the Sanhedrim, brings home to Israel's council
the guilt of rejecting Messiah as Joseph and Moses had

been rejected before Him. He had been charged with
speaking against that holy place, and in his address he

lays great emphasis on the land God gave their fathers.
In spite of their rejection of Moses, Jehovah brought
them into this land. Now that they have it they reject
the Prophet Whom Moses foretold should come.

ing but judgment can follow.
♦Translating

harpazoo

"caught

Noth

So, when Stephen is
up,"

instead

of

simply

"caught away" has led to the invention of a complete system of
heavens and a heavenly paradise, unwarranted by any other por
tion of God's revelation. When Philip was "caught away" he

was found at Azetus (Acts 8:39). The idea is that of a wild
beast snatching away its prey (John 10:12). The fact of the
third heaven presents no difficulty when we remember that God
speaks of three earths, too. We know that these are not con
temporaneous. But each earth is associated with a heaven/9
**.... The heavens were of old and an earth ... the world that
then was . . , . perished: But the heavens and the earth which
are now . . . i the heavens shall pass away with a great noise
* « , . the earth also and the works therein shall be burned up.
«... Nevertheless, we according to His promise look for "new
heavens and a new earth." (2 Pet. 3:5-13). Here we have three
heavens as well as three earths described for us.

Paradise is
also future, upon the third earth as described in last chapter of
Revelation. The tree of life is in its midst (Rev. 2:7). "First"
should read "former" in Rev. 21:1.
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stoned, he tells them "Behold, I see the heavens opened
and the Son of Man standing at the right hand of God."
(Acts 7.)

As the Son of God, our Master is the source of life,
but as die Son of Man He is the Righteous Judge. His
attitude as standing at God's right hand can mean noth
ing else than impending judgment for the nation which
has rejected His Spirit's message through Stephen. But
only those in the land were guilty of this murder. Those
of the dispersion had not yet heard, so could not be
charged with this crime.
"And Saul was consenting into His death." (Acts
8:1).

Thus, are we introduced to the instrument God would
use to carry His message outside the land.

About twelve years after Stephen's appeal to the San
hedrim, this same Saul, now called Paul, stands up in
the synagogue at Antioch, Psidia, and preaches a parallel
sermon, with such changes as time and circumstances
demanded. But, even as the Jews at Jerusalem rejected
Stephen, so now those in foreign lands reject the min
istry of Paul. (Acts 13:16-45.)
And even as Jerusalem did not stop till they had stoned
Stephen, so these pursue Paul until they leave him stoned
to death outside the city of Lystra (Acts 14:19).
The dwellers at Jerusalem were guilty of the murder
of Stephen: the dispersion were guilty of the murder of
Paul.

Stephen, before he died, had a vision of judgment.
But die record in Acts is silent as to any vision Paul
may have had when he was stoned. And this is to be
expected, for the vision, if it was given at this most op
portune juncture, was foreign to the subject with which
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Acts is concerned, and must be kept secret until the pe
riod of which Acts treats has run its course.
It is quite in keeping with the ways of God to give His
servants a vision of their goal to sustain them amidst
the viscissitudes and opposition they are sure to meet.

The God of Glory appeared to Abraham, while he still
dwelt in Ur of the Chaldees, even before he went to
Haran (Acts 7 :2). Joseph, while still a lad, dreams of
his own exaltation (Gen. 37:5-10). What greater stay
could he have had in the pit (Gen. 37:24) and in the
prison? (Gen. 39:20.) Moses sees the God of Israel
in the burning bush (Ex. 3). And our Great Master
Himself, when about to enter upon the priestly service
of suffering consequent upon His rejection, is transfig
ured before Peter and James and John, giving them a

foreview of that Kingdom, which, in spite of its rejec

tion, still remained His goal and expectation (Matt. 17:

1-9).
It seems even more necessaiy and proper that Paul
should be shown the fruit and consummation of his la

bors, for no hint of its outcome had been hitherto re

vealed.

True, at that time, he, as a wise master builder,

could only lay the foundation, but even that could be
well laid only as he apprehended the structure to be built
upon it (1 Cor. 3:10).
So, in 2 Cor. 12:1-5, we read: "Boasting is necessary,

though unprofitable for me, for I will come to veil-with
drawing visions of the Master. I knew of a man in
Christ, over fourteen years ago (whether in the body, I
know not, whether out of the body, I know not—God
knows). I knew of such a one having been caught away
into* the third heaven.
*(Heos) signifies not merely as far as, but into. Referring to
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And I know this very man (whether in the body or

apart from the body I know not—God knows) that he
was caught away to the paradise.

And he heard matters unmentionable spoken of, which

a man is not at liberty to put into speech."

The description of this vision is so breif that, unless
its scenes are unfolded in later revelations, we could
gather little from the account he gives of it. Further
more, at that time he was not allowed to tell it. This
prohibition was later removed, when God was through
with Israel. In much the same way the account we have
of the transfiguration was once a secret, pending His
resurrection (Matt. 17:9).

Uncertainty, too, is connected with the location of
his spirit at the time. If he was really dead (as his
enemies supposed) his spirit had left the mangled form
for a time. This seems improbable as to fact, for the
vision could just as well be presented at Lystra as else
where. Patmos was the geographical situation of John,
who, however, was never there in his visions (Rev.
1:9).
But, as to type, it is most agreeable to consider him
as having died, and his life, henceforth, a resurrection

life. This was the burden of his ministry henceforward.
Of his life, he says: " . . I live, no longer I, but
Christ liveth in me." (Gal. 2:20.)
We are told that he was caught away to the third
heaven.

Let us inquire, now that the mysteries are all

revealed, what would he see there? We cannot tell from
what he wrote to the Corinthians, for he does not tell
them, seeing it was forbidden at that time. From his
numbers and time it is inclusive (Matt. 1:17; 27:64). Of
place, it includes entrance (Matt. 26 :58; Lu. 2:15; 24: 50; Acts
11:19,22;

17:15)
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letter to the Ephesians we now know what he must have
seen. He could not visit the third heaven long before
being impressed with the marvellous state of affairs
which will exist there in that day. First of all, Messiah
will be the Head in that celestial sphere, as well as in the
earthly paradise (Eph. 1 :10).
Here, doubtless, is
where he gathered his superior knowledge of the heav
enly side of the mystery of Christ, (not the Secret Econ
omy, which was an absolute secret) which in other ages

was not made known to Adam's descendants as it is
now revealed (Eph. 3:5).

The despised Nazarene occupies the Universal throne.
As the great Anointed, the Christ, or Messiah, His rule
embraces the mightiest of the angelic host and the mean
est of earth's creatures, with every intelligence between.
Earth's sovereignty was an open secret, but heaven's
sovereignty was a matter quite unsettled by the Divine
counsels with mankind. As these counsels had been
confined to earth, this was quite to be expected. What
vital interest could the Israelite feel in the affairs of a
spirit realm which he was not fitted to enjoy or under
stand? His heritage was on the earth. He could be
thankful for the "way" that Jacob saw, which reached
to heaven, and which will once again be seen, upon which

angelic messengers will descend for their blessing (Gen.
28:12; John 1:51),
But did not dream of ascend
ing that way themselves.
But this only urges the question, "Why was the veil
of that future heavenly consummation drawn aside for
the apostle?" He was a Hebrew, of the Hebrews* He
did not look for blessing, except in Messiah's Kingdom
on this earth. What peculiar interest has he in Mes
siahs heavenly exaltation and glory?
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Marvellous as it may seem, that hated, battered, bloody
corpse which is dragged outside Lystra's gates, is the
earthly symbol of a man who sits upon the throne of all

the universe! "What!" you say "that is Messiah's place.
How, then, can Paul, too, occupy that throne? In Is
rael, it is true, all the apostles will rule. But there will
be twelve thrones in Jerusalem for them.
be a number of thrones in heaven, too?"

Will there

No. There is but one throne above all. But the Mes
siah Who sits upon it is not only the Man Whom we
know as Jesus, but the Anointed. Physically, as a Man,
He could not share His throne with another, but as the
Anointed, He can associate Paul with Him in those vast
administrations. He has given Paul of His Spirit: so
that, in spirit, they are one.*
Messiah, then, is not alone upon that throne. And
Paul is not more a visitor to the third heavens, snatched
away from the death dealing stones of Lystra's streets,
but sits in regal style, higher far than the exalted place
Zebedee craved for her two sons (Matt. 20:20-23),
above even the archangel's bidding.
♦In this light we cannot but marvel at the treatment Paul and
Barnabas were accorded when first they came to Lystra". When
the people saw the miracle Paul had wrought, they said: "The
gods are come down to us in the likeness of man." And they
called Barnabas, Zeus, and Paul, Hermes, the winged messenger
and herald of the Immortals. It would seem that the heeathen
divinities were the demons or gods spoken of in the eighty-sec
ond psalm, to whom the jurisdiction of the earth was given. But
they sided with Satan and set themselves as objects of worship
in place of God. God will yet judge them. Their place will be
taken by Messiah and the members of His body. These, like
Paul, refuse worship for themselves, but will have a place fully
equal to the "Gods" or "sons of God" who failed in their trust.
How apt and striking is this incident in view of the impending
vision*
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But is Paul the only one of Adam's race who shares
the throne celestial with Messiah? His services, the very
stones they hurled at him, gave him a title to reward that
no other one could claim.

Before Paul knew Him, Messiah came down to earth
in glory, to summon him, thus picturing the future re
generation of the nation of Israel.

His call was not a

private one, but a premature presentation of what will
be true of the entire nation in a future day (Acts 9:
3-9).

In this vision, however, Messiah does not come down
to earth, but calls him up to Himself, to His heavenly

throne.

And we may well look upon him once again, as
the representative of a class. The assembly, which is
Messiah's body, hitherto unknown, is seen in the third
heavens sharing that glorious throne with Messiah.
When, later in his vision, he visits paradise, its most
striking feature is the city, holy Jerusalem, exalted above
the Nations.

Israel must have the prior place upon the

earth.

But in the heavens the zenith of God's unforced fa
vor is seen in the exaltation of the other nations to

equal and supernal glory with a remnant of the chosen
race.

On the earth physical distinctions remain to the con
summation (1 Cor. 15:27-28), giving Israel's sons the
place of rule and pre-eminence.

But in the realm of

spirits, a newly-created order of beings, partaking both
of the human and the angelic, will reign supreme.
are

human in our

origin, but

our

spirits

are

We
from

God and in happiest unison our bodies, too, will be spir

itual, far surpassing those common to mankind at the

present time.
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All this and far more would be seen by Paul, even

though he got but a glimpse of the third heaven and of
the new earth.

After this secret was revealed to Paul, other prophets
and apostles received a revelation, too. This was not
concerning the economy of which it is the prime pur
pose of this letter to unfold, but concerning Messiah.
It would have been highly absurd in the eyes of Peter

and the rest of the apostles for Paul to reveal the heav
enly inheritance which awaited those associated with his
ministry, without at the same time showing Messiah's
place in the heavenly realms. But it was not necessary
for Paul to make this point plain to them. God Him
self revealed this grand truth to those who were not so
vitally interested in it as Paul.

Peter, though he never mentioned it before, speaks of
it in his epistles (1 Pet. 3:22). But a close reading of
Paul's brief statement will suffice to show that he was
given a better grasp of these heavenly glories than the
chief apostle of the Circumcision.

The Mystery of Messiah has been the subject of rev
elation from the time our first parents were driven from
the garden (Gen. 3:15). Prophet after prophet added
glory upon Messiah's terrestrial throne. But none ever
hinted at a celestial diadem.

The heavenly hosts were doubtless well aware of this
secret, but none of mankind ever knew. Truly, this
mystery had been partially revealed, but not as it is now
revealed. (Eph. 3:5).
Earth flooded with Messiah's glory—that had been re
vealed.

Heaven suffused with the radiance of His high honors
—that is nozv revealed.
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How necessary then, for the apostle to insert a par
enthesis showing the accordance of the Mystery of Mes
siah with the Secret Economy before going on to sum
up the latter, which was his especial and exclusive
charge! Let us not confuse the Mystery of Messiah
with the Secret Economy, however necessary it is to its
execution, or closely it harmonizes with it.
Paul does not claim to be the only one who received
the revelation of the Mystery of Messiah. The emphatic
"my insight" shows that he was well aware that others
had a measure of knowledge concerning it.
But there is no hint that any other ever received the
revelation of the Secret Economy. Indeed, the apostle
claims that God had concealed it from all ages and gen
erations and that he was granted the great favor of
enlightening all as to it (Eph. 3:9).
Neither does he claim to be the only one to hear the
good news concerning the untrackable riches of Mes
siah (i. e., His heavenly wealth which could not hitherto
be traced). This was conveyed to the Circumcision by
their own apostle, but Paul had the honor of declaring it
to the Nations.

The Mystery of Messiah had been set forth in a few
words. The Secret Economy was set forth at length.
Now the latter also is summed up in a brief categorical
statement. This summary is of untold value to one who
wishes a clear grasp of this grand secret.
THE THRICE ITEMS.

The threefold form of this secret is thus set forth:
"That the Nations should be
joint-sharers,
joint-members of one body,

joint-partakers (of

that which was promised
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by Messiah Jesus, through the good news of which Paul
was set as servitor).

The thrice-repeated assertion that the Nations are on
the same level, in the same rank, with Israel, is the chief
and distinguishing feature of this mystery.
Blessing for the Nations was no secret.

Again and

again do the prophets herald the time when all the Na
tions shall receive His benediction. But always with His

people Israel and through them.
It is hard for us men of the Nations to give these
words the weight that they deserve. Let us go back our
selves in spirit to the days when the apostle first penned
them. Let us call ourselves a Jew, with our very being
saturated with the thought that we alone are Jehovah's
people. We only are the sheep of His pasture. All
without are dogs. The gleanings may be left to aliens,
but no more. When such a Jew even heard that the
glad tidings of deliverance was proclaimed to the Na
tions, he was ready to stone the messenger.

Some among the Nations knew this full well. They
were glad to get what gleanings they could from the rich
blessings Jehovah sent to Israel. They never dreamed
of such astounding grace as to be put on a level with His
people. With surcharged hearts they heard these words.
And shall our hearts lie cold and unresponsive to such
grace because the intervening centuries have proved how
utterly unworthy and callous we have been? Jehovah's
favor was a mere matter of course to the conceited Jew:
it has become a matter of course to us aliens—curs—and
we too, like them, shall be broken off from their olive
tree (Rom. 11:21,22).
The one grand truth that Israel and the other nations
are on a common level before God is the chief feature
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of the Mystery of the Gospel, the reconciliation.

But the

Mystery of this Economy treats only of those who have

received the reconciliation. To these God has this added
secret to reveal: equality in highest blessing for the
Nations with believing Israel, in equal measure and in
equal rank.
This equality, as we have seen, embraces three particu

lars:

possession, position, and participation.

The latter refers to such blessings as we have already
considered in connection with the government, and fam
ily, and temple of God, Equality of position is enforced
by the figure of the human body, in which the members
are all one in dignity and honor with the head. Equality
of possession leads us to the consideration of that spir
itual land, not yet released from the usurper, but pledged

to us by the earnest of God's spirit.
"To the Jew first and to the Greek too" (Rom. 2:10)
is not a statement confined to the early Pentecostal dis
pensation. Indeed, then it seemed "To the Jew only and
never to the Greek." At least they would have had it so.
It refers rather to the later ministry to which Saul was
separated. (Acts 13:2). It is the burden of the open
ing chapters of the epistle to the Romans. Equality in

guilt is there set forth, but not equality in blessing.

As

in Jehovah's Day Israel will share her spiritual bless
ings with the Nations, so then. And the Nations ac
knowledged that the blessings they received were Israel's

by sending them a recompense in material help to pay off
the debt.

It remains for the apostle to finish the proclamation of
his gospel and to be taken a prisoner to Rome, before
he could impart this good news to the Nations concern
ing Christ Jesus, telling them that it was no longer "to
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the Jew first," but that they were "joint partakers" with
the Jews "of that which was promised by Christ Jesus
through the glad tidings of which" he "was set as serv
itor."

It is confusing to read the epistle to the Romans as
though this were revealed there. Indeed we have become
so accustomed to this fact that we have lost the ability
to read the letter as it stands. But let us not miss this
important truth: that oneness in blessing with Israel
was never known among the Nations during the apostle's
travels. It was revealed only after his imprisonment
Among the last to hear his voice previous to his falling
into the hands of Rome, were these same Ephesian
saints. The purposes of God as distinct from His coun
sel, were

not made known

have had no occasion.

then, or this letter could

It enters a new sphere, bears a

new revelation, introduces a change in the Divine econ
omy.

But is all his previous ministry—his letters to the Ro
mans, the Corinthians, the Galatians—are they to be set
aside?
No.

But the blessings therein revealed are no longer to be
taken, as they took them, at second hand, subordinate
to the Jew; but on an equal footing. The difference,
even in respect to justification, which could speak of jus
tifying the Circumcision by faith, and the Uncircumcision
through faith (Rom. 3:30), no longer exists. It is not
the Jew first, nor yet the Nations first. Even as there
was no difference in guilt, so now there is no difference
in blessing, either.
Much confusion would be avoided, many a fog would
be lifted from the Divine oracles if this simple principle
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were only followed.

God's revelations reveal.

They are

not a tame and stupid repetition of what lie has already
given. It is absolutely necessary to rigidly exclude from
our minds such after secrets in reading previous portions

of God's word, if we wish a clear grasp of God's mind.

This applies not only to the early Hebrew scriptures, and
the accounts of our Master's life on earth, which should
never be mixed with the mysteries then future, but it ap

plies with equal force to the writings of the Apostle
Paul. Were there no Ephesian epistles, the Jew could
point to Romans and still prove his priority to blessing.
Ephesians, Philippians and Colossians are ranking epis
tles. They unfold the secret hitherto unknown. The
other epistles to the churches stand at the close of a pre
vious economy, verging upon the present, and are subject
to such modifications in their application to ourselves
as the later epistles necessitate. In them we see a min

istry suited to the transitional character of the times
"God constituted some apostles, and others prophets, and
others evangelists, and others shepherds and teachers, to
completely readjust the saints for the duties necessary
for the development of the body of Christ, till such time
as the whole should attain to faith's unity, and the clear

comprehension of God's Son, to mature manhood, to the
degree of adultness, befitting Christ's complement
.
."

My complaint is not that the equality of the Jew and
the Gentile is not known, but that it has become so trite and
common-place that the sense of the immeasurable favor
and overwhelming love which it displays no longer stirs
our hearts, or moistens our eyes, or attunes our praise.

Each of the three Items of which this mystery consists
has its point of contact with another secret.
As joint sharers we have our possessions in the heav-
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ens.

But this cannot be understood unless we have at
least an inkling of the celestial side of the mystery of

Messiah.

This

is why the apostle gives

a

concise

.statement of it in the first chapter.
As joint members of Christ's spiritual body, we are
prepared for an activity for which resurrection such as
Israel looked for, would be quite inadequate. Bodies
united to the earth could not fit the heavenly sphere. So
we need acquaintance with the fact that we shall not only

be brought back to life, but the bodies of those who are
alive, as well as those who sleep, are to be changed. We
must acknowledge the Mystery of the Resurrection.
As joint partakers of His promises by Christ Jesus,
through the good news of which Paul was set as serv

itor, every barrier between us is broken down, and both
Jew and Goyim are brought nigh.

But this could not be

under the gospel of the Kingdom. In order to fully com
prehend it we must be initiated into two previous secrets,
the mystery of Israel's Blindness and the Mystery of
the Gospel.
As each of these, and especially the latter, deserves a

special treatment, they are but lightly touched upon at

this time, not because they lack importance, but because
they are too great to find proper presentation here.

What an exhibition of Divine wisdom the apostle's cir
cumstances present! When we consider the Mystery of
the Gospel we find that these circumstances are a perfect
picture of that marvellous grace. But they teach many
lessons.

When Paul bade farewell to the Ephesians they

sorrowed most of all because of the words that he spoke

saying that they would never see his face again (Acts

20:38). How much greater will be their sorrow, then,
when they hear of his treatment by the Jews, and of his
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imprisonment! Messiah's earthly Kingdom and blessing
seems but a forlorn hope, with one of its chief heralds

a prisoner of the great world power, Rome, and held at
the instance of Messiah's own people. And, meanwhile,
both are abandoned.
Yet, in their place, a heavenly, spiritual dominion, with
its attendant blessings, is inaugurated which placed the
Jewish captive immeasurably above the Caesar before
whom he had to answer, and made him the happiest man
in all that world-wide Roman realm!
Yes, Caesar (if he were not blind) might well envy
him his place and portion in Messiah's heavenly rule.

Those who are higher than Caesar, the dignitaries of
the heavenly heights (who have eyes to see), find figured
in that poor prisoner, burdened with his bonds, a marvel

lous display of the resources of Divine wisdom.
The apostasy which threatened to rob Messiah of His

earthly glories unveils the transcendant splendors of His
heavenly sway.
The disobedience which seemed destined to deny the
Nations every earthly blessing, is the occasion for the
revelation of undreamed celestial blessedness.
High
heaven never afforded Him a field for display of such

wisdom and prudence as this!
The Jews thought they would stop Paul from bringing
aliens near God's sacred dwelling place! This very ac
tion is the ground upon which God grants them free au
dience, and access with a firm unfaltering step, such as
even the high priest never knew!

They did stop Paul from preaching among the nations
any longer.* But it was only to send him to Rome, the
imperial city, as God's ambassador, and as the Father's
steward to open up His stores of untold grace, putting it
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in such form as has endured the centuries since! His
sermons during his personal itinerancy are mostly for
gotten and never reached far beyond his hearers. His
prison epistles shall blaze for endless ages in the zenith

of the firmament of God's favor. Who can count the
audience he has already reached? Who, but the arch
angel, knows the number of eager listeners among the
heavenly hosts? No pen ever dipped so deeply in God's
love, or soared so high beyond an angel's flight.
The aim of the ages is the display and public acknowl
edgment of God, in all His many marvellous excellen
cies. Publicity is given these by means of His Messiah.
As He effects the Divine will in the sight of men and
angels, God is revealed, His power is made known, His
knowledge is found fathomless, His wisdom exhaustless,
and His love limitless.
But these are mere words and sounds to those who
have not seen Him when His weakness proved stronger

than the confederacy of all apostate powers: when
His knowledge sufficed and His wisdom coped with ut
most ease with the great climax of the ages, the resur
rection of Messiah and the rejection of His Spirit by His
people, Israel: when the longings of His love lure the
worst apostate of them all outside the land to be blessed
in the heavenly heights, and with him the aliens who love
alone could allow the very least of favors.
Angels cannot recline upon this love. Their chief les
son lies in the display of wisdom which illumines the
great mystery.

THE PRAYER TO THE FATHER.
"In the interest of this grace I bow my knees before the
Father, by Whom every kindred in Heaven and upon

earth is named, that he may give you the ability, in keep-
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ing with the wealth of His glory, to be endued with might,

through His spirit, in the inward man.

To have Christ inhabit your hearts through the faith;
being rooted and grounded in love, that you, together
with all the saints, may get a very vigorous grasp of what
a breadth and length and heighth and depth—to know the
love of Christ which transcends knowledge, that you
may be brought to the culmination, complete with Divine
complement.
Now to Him Who is able to effect for everyone far
excelling those things which we might request for our
selves or contemplate, in keeping with the power which
is in exercise among us,—to Him be glory in the assen*bly and in Christ Jesus for all the generations of the age

of ages! Amen!"
SPIRITUAL

STRENGTH

The apostle had started out to speak of the prayer he
prayed for them, in view of such fathomless favor. He
turns aside first, as we have seen, to explain further as
to the basis of his prayer. This was paranthetical.
Once before he told them of his prayer for them.

Then he asked that they might receive a spirit—a wise
spirit, a revealing spirit. Now, again, his prayer is quite
as simple.
ered.

He requests that they be qualified or empow

What for?

To receive spiritual strength.

This strength is for the inner man and is to be given
to those qualifiel to receive it with a definite purpose in
view. Before considering this end, let us inquire, to
Whom is this prayer addressed?
The former prayer was addressed to the God of our

Master.

Its object was the apprehension of His power.
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But now prayer ascends to the FATHER. In the third
item of the Mystery we learned that He is the Father
of all His saints. We are not alone in this relationship
to Him. His family has two distinct abodes. Some will
inherit the earth; we will inherit a heavenly home. But,
whether on earth or m heaven, He knows each one by
name. All are the objects of this AFFECTION. Af
fection is the point. He, as our Father, has Father's
fondness for His own.
Mighty, indeed, is God's power on our behalf; but
strength was not specially needed to learn that lesson.

But now we need the ability to receive strength.
The lesson before us is very great, and the measure of
the request is nothing less than the superlative favor
which He has been disclosing. Once more, before pro
ceeding, will the reader of these lines lift the heart to
God and join the apostle in his request? First for them
selves, then for the writer of these lines, then for all His
people? Unless God steps in, answering this prayer, and
granting this request, our meditation upon the Secret
Economy will be wasted, our study will have been in
vain.

Time was when Messiah never left the land of Israel,
less would he enter the home of any alien.
But now, by His spirit, He is not confined to that land;
He visits freely among the Nations.
much

Visits, did I say?

Ah, no. He does not visit He abides. In the hearts
of Goyim sinners, Messiah dwells.
His presence thus
amongst the Nations seals the glorious hope of that fu
ture exaltation in the heavenly realm which He has
promised them. This hope is certain of fulfilment No
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failure can possibly intervene, such as Israel's defection,
and defeat its fulfilment in the appointed time.

The reason for such boldness and confidence lies in

one word—LOVE.
They built upon obedience, upon baptism, upon law
keeping, upon repentance. But the Nations have no foun
dation in themselves or on the earth to build upon.

Love—Divine love—is at once their only source of
blessing and stability.
They can flourish in no other
ground. Here alone can their roots find nurture, and
their trunk find strength. Both are needed for lasting

fruit. The most beautiful and flourishing tree in all my
garden has fallen almost to the ground. It has roots
amply sufficient for nourishment; but it is not well
grounded. It is the sport of every wind that blows. How
many of His saints, though objects of a Father's care,

are like this tree; ungrounded in His love? To find in
liim the security and strength which defies all of earth's
tornadoes, let us go on to learn
The Lesson of the Skcret Economy.
What is it all for?

Why should we spend our time and strength to dig
into the "deep things" of God? Why should the details of

this mystery engage so much of our attention?

Of what

use is the knowledge of its breadth and length, and depth

and height?
Knowledge cannot satisfy!

It is but the ladder that

reaches to
THE LOVE OF CHRIST.

This is the love that satisfies God.

This is the love

tfcat satisfied us.

The mere abstract statement of His love is not enough
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We cannot grasp it*

But

let our meditations turn toward the secret He has now

revealed, and we will find it full of His love in such a
form that we can take it in.
How broad is this economy? The grace which it re
veals cannot be crowded into a narrow pale like Israel's
fold, but reaches out to all mankind.
Its length in time is not confined to the period of sin,
but even before the foundation of the universe was laid,

its activities began.

Love, alone, could plan so far ahead.

And when will it end ?

No end is there to its supernal

glories.

Its height transcends all other heights.

Creatures of

a thousandfold more dignity than us, whose power and

might the ages have revealed, the very archangel himself,
will look up to us. What rarer honor has Love e'er

blessed its object with?

The love of Christ has seated

us in these heights.

Its depth reaches down to the very dregs; to the low
est and most desperate of God's enemies.

Messiah's love

can fathom depths no other love e'er knew.

Unrivalled in scope and extent, it comprehends the
In breadth it takes in all of
humankind and destroys all class distinctions. In length
it takes us back before this earthly stage was built and
leads us on to that age of all the agestwhen all things have
ages and spans the universe.

their consummation.

In depth it reaches down to the

vilest curs of the Nations, and the most desperate of Is

rael's sinners.

In height it carries them higher than the

heavenly hosts, and seats them with Christ, upon the
Universal throne!

Unequalled in His power.

Yet power may become the

iron chariot of Wrath, to crush His enemies beneath its
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heavy wheels. And yet the Power that Love awoke to
exalt Christ and ourselves above the heavens' height, and
seating us with Him upon His throne—that Power is
mightier far in Love's livery than in the iron harness
of His wrath.

Well may its breadth, and its length, and its height,
and its depth, lead us to the love unfounded, unbounded,
eternal, supernal, which is the root and fruit of this
mystery immense t
Shall our eyes accept such love and then refuse the
tribute of a joyful tear?
Never was applause so urgent.
Can Praise be dumb; can Appreciation hold its tongue?
Now shall His love eclipse the sun in his meridian
strength! And in that warm light we see His splendid
attributes—His wisdom, His Prudence and His Power—
all are arrayed in the livery of Love!
To Him, Who not only has wrought this marvelous
mystery, but Who alone can enable us to receive strength
to entertain its vast immensity, which is the measure of
the love that conceived it, to Him be glory, by the as
sembly, and by Christ Jesus, even when that age which
eclipses all ages, rolls its ceaseless glorious burden at
His feet!
Amen!

God is God.
god's sovereignty.

God is God. He is sovereign. He is not responsible
to anyone. He is before all gods, nor shall He ever yield
His place to another. To get glory to Himself is the end
of all things. Everything has its source in Him, takes
its course through Him, and will finally endorse Him in
highest excellence.

He brings all things into line with the advice offered
by His own determination. "Who directed the spirit of
Jehovah? or, as His counsellor, taught Him? With whom
took He counsel, and who instructed Him, and taught
Him the path of judgment, and taught Him knowledge,
and showed Him the way of understanding?" And not

only could He go to no one else for advice, but He yields
to no one in the execution of His will. He said to Moses,
"I will succor whom I will succor; and I will pity whom
I will pity." "So, then, it rests not with the resolute or
the swift, but is for those whom God succors." All else
is confusion—causeless, incurable chaos.
Thus He deals in grace. He is as solitary and supreme
as ever He was before the ages began, when there were
no wills that dare dispute His own. So, also, in judg
ment. "Even for this reason I raised you up: that I
might point to you as a sample of My power, and that I
might publish My Name abroad in all the earth." (Rom.
9:17). Truly, then, whom He will He succors, but

(just as truly) whom He will He hardens (Rom. 9:18).
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Some of His creatures would drag Him from His
throne omnipotent, if they could. And, failing this, they
find fault with Him, because they can't.

If no one can

thwart His will, are they responsible?

Why does He

find fault?

And the only answer lies in this:

That God is God,

and man is man. God is the Potter; man is the clay.

If

His glory cannot be fully manifested by one kind of a
vessel, but requires two to contain it, who can question
His right to fashion the clay into fit receptacles? He
has a mind to display His wrath and His invincible pow
er, so He fitted some for destruction, bearing long with
them. But why was this necessary? So that He might
make knozvn the riches of His glory upon the vessels of
pity, made ready beforehand for glory, even us." (Rom.
9:20-24.)

We are not saved from a mock wrath; God is quite
able to punish all who cross His will. This is proven by
the vessels of wrath. They were necessary, or His glor
ious grace must be forever unknown.
O, the gratitude which wells up to Him when we, who
are of the very same clay, the very same kneading, as

the vessels of wrath, find that the excellence of His
Name is the aim of both, and that He chose us to con
tain His glory! And how solemn is the thought that the
dark background of wrath alone could reveal the bril
liancy of His grace!
god's choice.

This adoration is deepened when we find that He
selected us, even before sin entered the world. Let us
not miss the preciousness of God's loving choice. It is
founded upon, but quite distinct from, His sovereign

Godhood.

That affected the vessels of wrath as well as
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the vessels of pity. But He does not deign to choose
them. He only chooses His own. The people of the
United States do not hold an election for each citizen to

determine that he shall not be President. They hold an
election to select the one who shall. It is a title of sur
passing dignity. The "Chosen of God" is Messiah. Is
rael is His chosen earthly nation. And we, who are in
Christ, are the choice of His primeval love.
PREDESTINATION.

The love that chose has also marked out our final des
tiny. By love He has brought us into the relationship
of sons. He had one Son; His elect. He was so well
pleased with Him that He determined beforehand that
all others whom He had chosen shall become like Him.
Our final state has already been marked out, and it is

nothing less than conformity to the image of God's Son!

"In the case of everyone whose acquaintance He had
previously formed, He also decreed beforehand that they
should become a fac-simile of one Pattern—His Son—
that He might be the First born among many brethren."
That is the point! Not merely our blessedness, but
His glory! He is the First born of Creation, because of
the many creatures of which He takes precedence. But
He could never be the First born of many brethren un
less there were many other sons besides Him. Each one
adds to His dignity and prestige. No wonder God did
not wait until we were called to find out what to make
of us! We are essential to the supremacy of His Son.
FOREKNOWLEDGE.

It is quite possible to know much about some public
personage, yet if asked "Do you know Him?" we might
be compelled to answer "No." So God knows all things,
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even before they come to pass.

But, in another sense,

He does not know some men, even as they are not ac
quainted with Him. "I never knew you" will be the
Master's word to some who posed as His disciples, but
lacked the heart-acquaintance which alone receives His
recognition (Matt. 7:21-23).
So, God was acquainted with us long before we knew
Him. Otherwise He would never have brought every
detail of our circumstances into active co-operation for
our welfare, and bent the whole into line with His pur
pose.

calling.

Moreover, whom He did predestinate, them He also
called. Is not this a great comfort to the gospel preach
er? "There is none that seeketh after God/' writes utter
failure upon the proclamation of the good news, unless
God calls those for whom

He had prepared a place
among the "many brethren." Sovereignty, election, pre
destination, are not enemies of the glad tidings. On the
contrary, they are its guardians, and provide the only

force by which it may become effective.
"Jesus knew from the beginning who they were that
believed not, and who should betray him, and He said,
Therefore, said I unto you, that no man can come unto
Me, except it were given unto him of My Father." (John
6:64-65).

He knew who the elect were, and could have preached
to them alone. But the glory of God demanded that all
(even Judas) should hear, so He preached to all. If w$
knew who "the elect" were, we would forget God's glory,
consider only man's comfort, and preach only to the
elect. How wise is the provision that keeps this knowl
edge from us?
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The rejection of God's message only changes His
golden sceptre, graciously extended, into the iron rod
that rules out all opposition. He is extolled by both.
If God left every man to follow his own will—exer
cise his "free will agency"—all would refuse to hear;
all would turn their faces to perdition.

But since God is behind His message, fulfilling the
decrees He established before even the earth was, it must
ever be the power of God unto salvation to those who
believe. "I have much people in this city" encouraged
Paul to proclaim the gospel in Corinth. They were God's

people, even while they worshipped their demon divin
ities.
"My Spirit shall not always strive with man," is used
by some as though God tried to woo some by His Spirit,
but fails at times. But they do not add: "for yet his days
shall be a hundred and twenty years!" It would be a
great comfort to many who refuse the Spirit's voice to
know that their lives are to be extended that long! The
passage, however, does not refer to the sinner at all, but
to the man, Adam. Grace wins its greatest trophies from
God's most malignant enemies, and no amount of oppo
sition can resist God's call. Saul of Tarsus found it so
upon the Damascus road.
JUSTIFICATION.

"Whom He called, them He also justified." Some
would reason justification as the result of a dead Christ
upon a cross. They would have it that God is in bond
age to His own Messiah's work, and must forgive every
body's sins. Not so. We may say, with all reverence,
that while the cross of Christ binds God to reward Him
as He deserves it, only condemns man. God is not bound
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to save any man because of it.

It is only those whom

God calls whom He justifies.
Justification is immeasurably beyond "the forgiveness
of sins." A governor may pardon a criminal, releasing
him from the penalty due his crimes; but he dare not
justify him. Only a judge can do that—in case the man
is not guilty. For a judge to justify a guilty man would
ruin his own reputation. But God, through the redemp
tion which is in Christ Jesns, is justified Himself, first
of all, in justifying those who believe. Pardon for sins
was proclaimed to those who repented, and were bap
tized: justification comes zvithout a cause.

All of Israel were baptized and pardoned by John the
Baptist (Luke 3:21). But they turned traitors when the
King came. Pardon might be recalled (Matt. 18:21-34),
as in the case of the ten thousand talents debtor. This
likeness of the Kingdom shows why many of those par
doned at Pentecost (Acts 2:38; Heb. 6:4-8) aposta
tized, were zealous of the law, joined the crowd which
tried to kill Paul (Acts 20:20-22) and were finally strewn
along the wilderness (1 Cor. 10:6). They did not for
give the hundred pence debtor, the other Nations. Now
they are in the hands of the tormentors.

The authority to pardon sins was delegated to others,
such as John the Baptist, and the apostles:

God re

serves justification for Himself.

The great difference between God's call and justifica
tion is very marked in the case of Abraham.

He was

called in Ur of the Chaldees. He was not justified until
he believed God about the Seed, many years later. Justi

fication is always connected with the Seed, Messiah.
"It was not recorded for his sake only, but for our
sakes, too, to whom it shall be attributed, who believe on
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Him that raised up Jesus, our Master, from the dead,
Who was handed over as a consequence of our offenses,

and raised again as a consequence of our justification/*
GLORIFICATION.

"Whom He justified, them He also glorified." How
marvellous this golden chain whose unbroken links bind
the edges of eternity together! God asked Job where he

was when he laid the foundation of the earth? And where
were wcf before these foundations were laid? What part
had ive, then, in His choosing?

Did we mark out our

our own destiny? Did we call ourselves? Did we jus
tify ourselves? Did we glorify ourselves? But, you say,
glory is future.

On the contrary, glory is, in a most im

portant sense, a thing of the past.

a building which is almost finished.

It is the capstone of

But if there were

no foreknowledge, no predestination, no call, no justi
fication,—or were any single one of these missing—
where were the glory?

Let us be thankful that we do not need to bear the
glory now, for its weight were more than mortal man
could endure.

But, none the less, even now our gaze may be satiated
with the unseen, eternal, supernal glory which is our
present and everlasting portion.
And what shall all this teach us ?
He loved.

He chose.
He foreknew.
He predestinated.
He called.
He justified.
He glorified.
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Is not this the lesson with which we started?
From Him, and through Him, and to Him, are all

things. To Him be glory throughout all the cycles of
the ages! Let us bid our hearts acknowledge, as we bow
in adoration, that

GOD

IS GOD.

The Chronicles.
i.

INTRODUCTORY.

The history of the Davidic Kingdom is told in King9
and Chronicles. The former traces the fortunes o£
Judah and her sister Ephraim, the latter is engrossed
with the affairs of Judah alone. Thus we have two
accounts of God's dealings with Judah's Kings. Why
two versions of the same events? Is a question that
must be answered before a study of the events them
selves is attempted.

A survey of the field shows that Kings and Chron
icles differ in the following five particulars:
(1) Position in the Canon.
(2) Name.
(3) Sources of information.
(4) Structure.
(5) Viewpoint.
We will now consider these points of divergence
seriatim.
Position in the Canon.

The chief advantage of the Jew lay in their being
intrusted with the oracles of God (Rom. 3. 2). We
have received the Old Testament from them. So it
will be our wisdom to study it in the light of the
grouping

recognized in Israel, a grouping followed by

our Lord when unfolding to the disciples the things
written concerning Himself (Luke 24. 44).
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The order and grouping of the Old Testament books
according to the Hebrew Canon is as follows:
Genesis
Exodus

Leviticus

Numbers
Deuteronomy

\ THE LAW.

Joshua
Judges
Samuel

Kings
Isaiah
Jeremiah
Ezekiel
Minor prophets

Psalms
Proverbs
Job
Song of Songs
Ruth
Lamentations
ecclesiastes
Esther

THE PROPHETS.

n
©o

THE PSALMS
OR
WRITINGS.

Daniel

Ezra-Nehemiah
Chronicles
A glance at the above arrangement shows that Kings
end the first division of the second group, Chronicles
close the third group: they are the conclusion of the
Old Testament. To grasp the force and significance of
this fact we must inquire into the special object and
distinctive truth of each group as a whole.
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The prime subject of the entire Old Testament is the
Messiah: firstly, in His relation to God; secondly, in
His relation to Israel; and thirdly in His relation to the
rest of mankind.

The Old Testament Scriptures testify of Messiah,
and declare matters which concern Him; but He ap
pears there in one relationship par excellence, namely,
as the King of Israel. He is set forth as a Heavenly
King over an earthly people. Search the Old Testa
ment as diligently as you will, yet there is not to be
found a solitary promise of a heavenly existence for the
Jews, but there are promises in abundance of a glorious
future for it upon earth and upon the New Earth.
Promises of a glorious future for Israel in its own
land, like the rest of God's promises, are to be taken
literally. It is a very serious responsibility (for which
he must answer before God) for anyone to forsake the
literal interpretation of the Bible in favor of some
shadowy explanation, which is called its spiritual
meaning! but which is, too often, only some plausible
deduction of the imagination.

In the fifth commandment the hope of the Israelite
is directed to settle itself upon "the land which the Lord
thy God giveth thee."
Now, the interpretation which makes this land,
which is so often described as bounded by the Great
Sea, the River of Egypt, and the River Euphrates
(Gen. 15. 18; Deut. ix. 24), mean heaven, must be at
fault somewhere.
If words have any meaning, a land whose situation
and boundaries are accurately given can be intended for
nothing else than what it is. Neither will it do to say
that to the Church it is a type of heaven; for, honoring
parents will not of itself gain heaven for any one, nor
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will it prolong one's existence there; but to say that
the Holy Land, promised to Israel by God's oath as its
heritage for ever, is really heaven, is an abuse of the
reasoning powers which would not be tolerated with
reference to a book other than the Bible.
We must remember that the Old Testament was
written for Israel primarily, and not for Christians.
They have but a secondary interest in it. For, the
glories of the Old Testament are for Israel, and not for
the Church. It was written "for our" (the Church's)
"learning", indeed, and, through reading of God's ways
with, and promises to the Israelites, the Church ob
tains deeper knowledge of truth and righteousness, but
the Church does not identify itself with Israel, nor ac
cept as God's message to it, what He expressly intended
for Israel.
Bearing in mind that the Old Testament is the word
of God, delivered primarily to Israel, and written down,

in the first instance, for its (exclusive) use, and the
matters treated of in the Old Testament chiefly concern

that nation, it is patent that the Law relates the forma
tion of the Chosen Nation, and that the Prophets trace
its failure and forecast its future destiny. In a word,
the Law and the Prophets are the constitutional history
of Israel. Here are brought together laws and enact
ments, history and genealogies, promises and visions,
records and decisions pertaining to the religious and
political affairs of the nation.
The Writings sustain an accidental rather than es
sential relation to the history of Israel. Historically
they are coextensive with the Prophets; but, whereas
they lay stress on the outward political career, the
Writings afford a glimpse of the nation's inner life—
the domestic circle, the temple worship, the experiences
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of ruler and people, the literary and religious activity
of the kings, the simple matters which often became a

link in the chain of the sequence of the Divine activity,
the strange incidences which often created opportuni
ties for the display of Jehovah's power.
The burden of the Law is Israel's relationship to
God. In Genesis we have their selection; in Exodus
their redemption; in Leviticus the provision for their
fellowship with God; in Numbers their preparation for
His service. Deuteronomy is a summary. It is pro
spective as well as retrospective. Its keynote is obe
dience: it tells that Israel was chosen and redeemed to
obey; that obedience is the essence of fellowship and
the joy of service. The climax is a vision of restored
Israel a blessing in the midst of the earth:
"Happy art thou, O Israel:

Who is like unto thee, a people saved by the Lord,
The shield of thy help,
And that is the sword of thy excellency!
And thine enemies shall submit themselves unto thee;
And thou shall tread upon their high places."
(Deut. 33. 29.)

We have learned that the descendants of Abraham
have been called out to exemplify the beneficence of
Jehovah's rule; we have watched their training for so
exalted a mission; and left them on the margin of the
land, ready to cross the frontier and take the place as
teacher of the nations in faith and truth, so that we
await developments with intense eagerness.
The story is told in the Prophets. On the face of
things, it is a tale of declension, beginning with the
entrance into Canaan, under Joshua, and ending with
the removal therefrom, under Zedekiah. Each succes
sive book finds them on lower level and exhibits new
symptoms of apostasy.
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Joshua points out the failure to possess the allotted
heritage. "How long are ye slack to go in to possess
the land, which the Lord, the God of your fathers, hath
given you?" (Josh. 18. 3). The complaint is, "they
drove not out the Canaanite" (Josh. 15. 63; 16. 10),
in other words, neglect to discharge known duty. They
allowed things out of harmony with the Divine will to
remain in their midst, and these became a centre and
source of danger in days to come.
We are thus prepared for the narrative of Judges,
with its sevenfold rotation of Sin, Servitude, Salvation.
Having neglected to do well, "the children of Israel did
that which was evil in the sight of the Lord" (Judg.
2. 11; 3. 7,12; 4. 1; 6. 1; 10. 6; 13.1). Gradually,
steadily, imperceptibly, they were becoming like the
nations round about them.
This naturally leads to the next downward step
brought before us in Samu-el—the assertion of self-will
manifested in the rejection of Jehovah's kingship and
the choice of a king after their own ideas. The inten
tion to become "like the nations" is openly avowed.
This ushers the final stage of the rebellious course,
which is described in Kings.
Conforming to the
heathen, absorbing their customs and imbibing their
principles, they harden in transgression, "they followed
the sins of Jereboam, wherewith he made Israel to sin;
they departed not therefrom."
A striking feature of the Former Prophets is that
at the commencement the outlook is promising, but in
each case the hope excited by the early promise is dis
appointed. They proceed from glory to gloom. In
each instance Israel begins in spirit and finishes in flesh:
they fail in every capacity.
As Jehovah's especial
people they slight their privileges; as His redeemed
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they neither practice His will nor walk in His ways; as
His priests they profane the covenant and part company
with God; as His servants they do not His bidding.
Evil is first condoned, then practiced, next adopted as a
standard, and, lastly, madly persisted in. Such is the
sad, downgrade progress.
Divine sovereignly is prominent in the Latter
Prophets. They trumpet into our ears that no defec
tion on Israel's part can alter His purpose, change His
mind, or annul His promise. His gifts and calling are
without repentance. Starting, in the first chapter of
Isaiah, with a terrible arraignment of debased worship,
we are led onward, step by step, until, in the closing
chapters of Ezekiel, there breaks upon our eyes a
glorious scene in which the regenerate nation exercises
priestly functions. This is true not only of the series
as a whole; it is true also of the parts. Each several
book opens invariably with a denunciation of the sinful
people and closes with scenes of glory.
Taking the Former and Latter Prophets together,
the starting point is the entry into the land, the ter
minus reinstatement therein.
Intervening failure is
powerless to foil His immutable counsel. The finale,
as is the Law, is a vista of Israel in the enjoyment of
unalloyed blessing flowing from His presence, which is
vouchsafed in such unstinted manner as to give Israel's
future metropolis the name Jehovah-Shammah (Ezek.

48. 35).

There lies before us a vision of Israel's vocation on
the one hand, and the record of their dismal failure on
the other hand; The discrepancy between His purpose
for them and their humiliating inaptness gives rise to
the question. What becomes of the counsels centered in
that nation? The Writings answer that man rules his-
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tory but God overrules it, that sin is His prerogative,
and failures are but milestones on the road to glory.

The overruling by God of the actions of men and

nations, which we call Providence, is the grand theme
of the Writings. Hence every book in that marvellous
group is a book of reversal: all begin in disaster, defeat
and disappointment, but these give place to deliverance,
victory and realization ere the end dawns. They show
how man in ruling history reverses God's works and
slights His word, and how God in overruling history
establishes His works and fulfils His word.
Space forbids elaboration of this wondrous range of
thought, so we must content ourselves with citing a few
examples.

The Psalms, the first book of the collection, bring be
fore us scenes of tumult and discord. Ps. I contrasts
the fate of the just with that of the ungodly. Ps. 2
enacts the warfare between Israel and the Nations,
which exult in defiance against God. At the close,
however, the situation is relieved. Scenes of quietness
greet our vision. The conflict is over; the wicked are
put down; the heathen are reduced to submission; the
children of Zion bear rule over the nations; creation
shares in the repose of the saints, and every thing that
hath breath praises the Lord.

The same truth, viewed from a different angle, is
seen in Proverbs. After the introductory portion (i.
1-6), we are introduced to a scene of temptation. Wis
dom and Folly strive to capture the youth embarking on
the voyage of life. This struggle for the mastery is
expanded in subsequent chapters.
The outstanding
figures are the King and the Woman. Pictures con
trasting the Wise and Foolish King, the Virtuous Wife
and the Vile Harlot, are profuse. In closest harmony
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with this, social disorganization is traced to political

corruption and domestic subversion, which are depicted
in a most vivid, realistic manner. All the while, how

ever, we are conscious of latent forces preparing a re

versal. The zenith is reached in the last chapter. The
change is radical and complete. The Foolish King and
the Strange Woman have vanished from the scene.
The stage is occupied by others: A Righteous Monarch
sways the sceptre, a Virtuous Woman rules the home.
It is needless to instance the case of Job, who was
subjected to a series of severe calamities, suggested by
Satan and approved by heaven, but who emerged from
the ordeal to enjoy double prosperity and blessing; or
expatiate on the pessimism of the Preacher who breaks
down in despair before the apparently aimless flux and
drift of things, but who finds firm footing amidst the
vanities done under the sun as he proceeds from his

commencement to his conclusion, and who ends his
search for wisdom by an expression of unfaltering
faith in God and the hereafter. In one and all, the
present passing order is seen vitally related to the per
manent one that is to follow, while its disciplinary
character is set forth in a manifold variety of aspects.

God is seen as the unchanging One, and man's varying
experiences are revealed as resulting from their varying
attitude toward Him.
With the distinctive truth of each division of the Old
Testament before us, it is certain that Kings and
Chronicles contribute toward the development of the
special subject treated in the group of which they form
a part.

We have seen that the Former Prophets set forth

Israel's decline. Kings unites in this general drift of
thought. It recounts the history of the Davidic Mon-
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archy from its golden age to its overthrow. It opens
with the temple built, and closes with the temple burnt.
It begins with Jerusalem in glory, and ends with Jeru
salem in ashes. It begins with the Davidic throne
established, and ends with the Davidic throne cast
to the ground. At the two extremities are Solomon
and Zedekiah; the man who was exalted because
conscious of insufficiency he cast himself in depend
ence upon God, and the man who was abased be
cause he endeavored to secure his independence and

regain the former prestige of the nation by despis
ing God's counsel. The Latter Prophets accentuate
Divine sovereignity. Hence the prominence of the
Northern Kingdom, where defection was greatest and
apostasy deepest, and the conspicuous place accorded
the extraordinary ministries of Elijah and Elisha who
powerfully asserted that Jehovah was God in Israel
The Writings magnify His Providence. As has
been shown, they move in a direction diametric to the
Prophets. Chronicles is no exception to the rule. It is
bounded by the failure of Adam and the restoration
under Cyrus. At the start is the man who broke God's
word, at the finish, the man raised that Jehovah might
fulfill His word spoken by Jeremiah.
It is customary to conclude a book with a review of
the ground traversed. God has conformed to that plan
in binding together the Hebrew Scriptures. It is mani
fest that Chronicles, which according to the Hebrew
Canon is the conclusion of the Old Testament, is in the
nature of a digest—a review of the field covered by the
other books, beginning with Adam, where Genesis be
gins, and leading up to the restoration detailed in EzraNehemiah, the books preceding Chronicles.
Unlike the Law and the Prophets, Chronicles ter-
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minate, not with the nation as a whole, redeemed and
indefectible, but with a remnant returned to their land
by a grant of a Gentile King who controls their city.
The moral and spiritual tone of the returned exiles is
low, and two men of God—Ezra and Nehemiah—labor
to reclaim them to the Lord their God. In other words,
the Writings leave Israel's history unfinished. Why
so? If the positions here contended for are allowed, the
reason is obvious. The Law and the Prophets enun
ciate His purpose and narrate its enactment in history.
That purpose is impregnable; its realization certain; it
stands immutable throughout the shifting changes of
man's history. But the Writings are not so much con
cerned with God's purpose as its working amidst ad
verse conditions. They unfold God's overruling of
man's antagonism, which is coeval with the rule of
fallen man and ceases therewith, for it is evident that
overruling is superfluous where there is no opposition.
In the Apocalypse, whose scenes are laid in the future
day when God returns to Israel in mercy, conditions
prevail similar to those in the last chapter of Chronicles.
A remnant is in the land; Jerusalem is lorded by the
Gentiles; two witnesses labor to bring the wayward

sons of Israel back to the Lord their God.
The Names.

The biblical usage of the term "the book of the
Kings", which is the title of our book, suggests their
having been official records preserved in the national
archives. This is implied in i Chr. 9. 1. "So all Israel
were reckoned by genealogies; and, behold, they are
written in the book of the kings of Israel."
The title "book of the Chronicles"—literally, "words
of the days"—suggests their having been court diaries,
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or private records kept for the personal use of the
monarch, a sort of royal memoranda—a fact intimated
by such passages as i Chr. 27.24 and Esther 2.23; 6.1.
Sources of Information.

There is a point of marked similarity between the
narratives in Kings and Chronicles: neither is an ex
haustive history of the reigns under consideration.
This fact is indicated in the stories by the recurring
formula, "now the rest of the acts of * * * are they not
written in * * * ?" The writers extracted from the
documents at their disposal such facts as suited their
special object, referring for fuller information to the

authentic sources to which they had access.

At the

same time there is a decided difference. The two works
were compiled from data supplied by entirely different
materials, as examination proves.
The Kings refer to three sources:

(1)

The Book of the Acts of Solomon—1 Kings
11. 41.

(2) The Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of
Israel—1 Ki. 14. 19; 15. 31; 16. 14, 20,
27; 22. 39; 2. Ki. 10. 34; 13. 8, 12; 14.
28; 15. 11, 15, 21, 26, 31.
(3) The Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of
Judah—1 Ki. 14. 29;

15. 7, 23; 22, 45;

2 Ki. 12. 19; 14. 18; 15. 6, 36; 16. 19;
20. 20; 21. 17,
The Chronicler consulted
no less than fourteen being
(1) The History of

25; 23. 28; 24. 5.
a greater variety of works,
named:

Samuel the seer—1 Chr.

29. 29,

(2)

The History of Nathan the prophet—1 Chr.
29. 29. 2 Cbr. 9. 29.
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(3)

The History of Gad the seer—i Chr. 29. 29.

(4)

The Prophesy of Abijah the Shilonite—2
Chr. 9. 29.

(5)

The Visions of Iddo the seer—2 Chr. 9. 29.

(6)

The History of Iddo the seer—2 Chr. 12. 15.

(7)

The Commentary of the Prophet Iddo—2
Chr. 13. 22.

(8)

The Histories of Shemaiah the prophet—2.
Chr. 12. 15.

(9)

The History of Jehu the son of Hanani—2
Chr. 20. 34.

(10)

The Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel—
2. Chr. 16. 11; 20. 34; 25. 26; 27. 7; 28.

26; 32. 32; 35- 26, 27536. 8.
(n)

The Commentary of the Book of the Kings
—2 Chr. 24. 27

(12)

The Acts of Uzziah by Isaiah the prophet—
2 Chr. 26. 22.

(13)

The Vision of Isaiah the prophet the son of

(14)

The Acts of the Kings of Israel—2 Chr.

Amoz—2 Chr. 32. 32.

13. 18.
Beside these, allusion is made to a collection of "Lam
entations" in which Jeremiah's "Lamentations for
Josiah" was inserted (2 Chr. 35. 25).
Structure.

The structural difference has already been touched
upon in considering the place of Chronicles in the
Hebrew Canon. It may be well, however, to exhibit it
to the eye by means of the following diagram:
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1 Chr. 1,1-91

glQhr.Kfcil-10lMr.Wi

land 2 Kings

Viewpoint.

The difference in the standpoint from which the two
Books view the same events is both marked and strik
ing. This will be seen from the subjoined examples
arranged in parallel columns.
Kings.

Then Saul said to his ar

mor bearer, Draw thy sword,
and thrust me through there
with; lest these uncircumcised come and thrust me
through, and abuse me. But
his armor bearer would not;
for he was sore afraid.
Therefore
Saul
took
his
sword and fell upon it....
So Saul died, and his three

Chronicles.

So Saul died for his tres
pass which he committed

against the Lord, because of

the word of the Lord, which
he kept not; and also for
that he asked council of one
that had a familiar spirit, to
inquire thereby and inquired
not of the Lord: therefore
he slew him.

sons.

And it came to pass in the
fifth year of King Rehoboam,
that Bhishak King of Egypt
came up against Jerusalem.

And the days which Jero
boam reigned were two and

And it came to pass in the
fifth year of king Rehoboam,

that Shishak King of Egypt
came up against Jerusalem,
because they had trespassed
against the Lord.

Neither did Jeroboam re-

twenty years: and he slept
with his fathers.

coyer strength again in the
days of Abljah; and the
Lord smote him, and he died.

Now the King of Syria had
commanded the thirty and
two captains of his chariots,
saying, Fight neither with

Now the King of Syria
had commanded the captains
of
his
chariots,
saying.
Fight neither with small nor
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email nor great, save only
with the King of Israel. And
it came to pass, when the
captains 6aw Jehoshaphat,

that they said, Surely this is

the King of Israel; and they
turned aside to fight against
him: and Jehoshaphat cried
out: and it came to pass,
when the captains of the
chariots saw that it was not
the King of Israel, that they
turned hack from pursuing
him.

And he said, Take them
alive. And they took them
alive, and slew them at the
pit of the shearing house.

great,

save

only with

the

King of Israel. And it came
to pass, when the captains
of the chariots saw Jehosha
phat, that they said, It is the
King of Israel.
Therefore
they turned about to fight
him: but Jehoshaphat cried
out and the Lord helped
him; and God moved them

to depart from him. And it
came to pass, when the captains of the chariots saw that
it was not the King of
Israel, that they turned back
from pursuing him.

Now the destruction ofAhar
ziah was of God, in that he
went unto Joram.

It is clear, from the above extracts, that in Kings the
events are described as seen by an observer; they are
accounts of what transpired between the participants in
the events; whereas Chronicles lay stress not so much
on the human actors as on the invisible workings of
God; they afford, so to speak, a peep behind the scene
and relate fhe Divine actions which no witness or spec
tator could have ever seen.
The appended list will enable the student to compare

the difference in the manner of presenting the stories
common to both.
Kings.

1 Sam. 31. 4-7

1 Ki.

2 Ki.

14. 21 22
14.
14.
15.
22.
22.
8.
8.
12.
14.

20
25
6
31-33
47-49
20-22
24
17-19
8-14

Chronicles.

1 Chr. 10. 13-14

2 Chr. 12. 14
13. 20
12. 2

13. 16-16-18

18.
20.
21.
21.
22.
25.

30-81
35-37
10-16
18
23-24
17*24
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14. 19-20
16. 4-6

16. 7-8
20. 12-18
21. 10

23. 29-30

25.
28.
23.
32.
33.

15-16-27
4-6
16-20
31
1041

35. 20-24
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THE AGES
For more than six millennia generations of men, like
shadows, have appeared and disappeared.

Whence came these countless millions of human be
ings, and whither do they go? This is the problem
which has preoccupied the world's thought since the dawn
of history. This is the question about which philosophies
have theorized and religions dogmatized,—philosophies
striving to solve it metaphysically, religions presuming to

settle it authoritatively.

Unquestionably the problem of Final Destiny is for
Nothing else equals
it in practical importance. It vitally affects man's ex

mankind the question of questions.

istence in this life and in the next.

It concerns every

individual and touches every problem of enduring in
terest. What is life to us if we do not know the end
toward which we are borne on the wings of time?
Croesus, King of the Lydians, surrounded by everything
that heart can wish and eye desire, asked the wise man

if he did not consider him the happiest of mortals.
philosopher replied:

The

"It is not possible to decide that

one's life is truly prosperous and happy until we know
how it terminates." This is pre-eminently true of man's
existence. All that this world can give does not satisfy
heart or mind, with the inborn instinct of a hereafter,
apart from some reasonable assurance as to whether that
hereafter is to be one of infinite weal or infinite woe.
So long as this point remains uncertain, everything is
precarious, peace is impossible. Life is a vapor that ap
pears for a while and vanishes away. But there is a
beyond.

What is that beyond to be ?
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At the present time the whole civilized world is in a

state of unrest.

Scientific, historic and literary discus

sions of the last fifty years, no less than the varied move

ments in the bosom of Protestantism, have created much
restlessness, uncertainty and dissatisfaction with exist
Social, civil and religious life are all un

ing formulas.

dergoing radical changes. Everywhere the tendency is
to drift away from old moorings. Thinking people are
alive to the great questions of the day; and, especially,
to questions relating to the Bible and the great truths

of Christianity which our predecessors have sought to
crystallize in creeds.

In the midst of this agitation, the great problem of
Human Destiny comes to the front and has to be con
sidered.

Advance in Bible study for the past fifty years

has greatly modified creedal views, and is rapidly chang

ing men's conceptions of probable Destiny.

Endless

punishment is no longer accepted and proclaimed as it
was; among those who resolutely adhere to the founda
tion truths of the gospel the conviction prevails, though

many may not care to express themselves fully, that the
doctrine in its old, legal, mechanical, sensuous form of
statement is not true.

In its creedal form, it is not be

lieved by the people. The impression prevails, and con
viction deepens, that the doctrine needs revision and re
statement.

But to many minds the very idea of such a revisal sug

gests the rejection of the Bible, the putting of dishonor
upon Jesusa Christ, meandering into by-paths of heresy;

just as if Christians had never made any progress in
Bible knowledge, and are never expected to.
While
in every branch of knowledge revision and restatement
is generally recognized as a necessity, why should creedal

theology, which is of human origin, be exempt from the
general rule?
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Those who regard creeds as finalities fail to distinguish
the ideal truth which by no means always coincides with
its apprehension. All acknowledge this fact in other

spheres.

Natural laws ore immutable.

changed

with

perience;

but

the

shifting

man's

They have not

changes

of

human

ex

apprehension

of

them

has

changed with the advance of knowledge and dis
covery. Every branch of science has undergone material
alterations; and it is clear that they are destined to ex
perience further modifications, not to say complete re
construction, as new facts are brought to light. It is
no different with theology. God's revelation of the Gos
pel is one thing; man's understanding of it is quite an

other. While the former is as unchangeable as its
Author, the latter is defective and therefore subject to
such readjustment as Biblical facts necessitate. In the
process of this reconstruction some will align themselves
with dogma; in a rebound from tradition others will
doubtless take a leap into the opposite extreme of error;
but those who prize His Word above all treasures have
nothing to fear. God's Word will bear the most search
ing scrutiny and will emerge from the crucible with

added lustre. Only the dust of human lore which over
lays the Bible will be discarded; while the gems will hav6

new settings, and sparkle more brilliantly than ever. All

that finite beings can ever know of God's infinite revela
tion must be infinitely less than infinite; and, as knowl
edge of God's Word increases, revisions of past ideas
must follow.
It is the tendency of human nature to run in ruts. No
where is this tendency more marked than in the sphere
religious. Without instancing heathendom, it must be
obvious to a careful observer, that the one thought with
most adherents of Christianity is to defend the tenets
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of traditional belief. Few care to admit that they have
taken too much for granted; fewer still have inclination
to test what they have received or courage to recant a
fixed train of thought. Scripture is regarded not so
much as a well of life, a source of knowledge, but rather
as a vast arsenal of text-weapons for separate use in
theological controversy. The system of religious training
is characterized by the prevalence of the postulate method
and the absence of the inductive. The various doctrines
of Christianity have not been viewed as a series of sub
jects to be studied, but propositions to be proved, and
this, of course, tends to secure an ex-parte argument in
their support. To assume the main conclusions in ad
vance is to deny that investigation is necessary; it in
volves such committal to a theory as to make impartial
study and research impossible.
The papers on The Ages have been written with the
hope of throwing some light on the problem of Human
Destiny, with which they are inter-related, by correcting
some ideas generally taken for granted by students.
I was not, and am not now, a Universalist, because
that system is based on sentimentality, which it exalts
above God's Word. I dissociate myself from schemes
of restitution, like Millennial Dawn; partly because it
rests on imaginary premises, but chiefly because it is de
rogatory to the Person of Christ—derogatory because it
minifies His Deity, disparages His Incarnation, and vir
tually denies His Resurrection. As for conditional im*
mortality, it appears to rest on bad logic and worse
exegesis.
In the course of our study on The Ages views will
be expressed and conclusions reached not in harmony
with what is in vogue. But, if freedom of thought, and
frank statement of conclusions that seem to follow, are
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to be sacrificed for any reason whatever, then it were
better that the work should not have been undertaken.
Truth alone is worth the seeking; and if, on so great
a subject, we can accomplish no more than point out
a more excellent way, our labor, though not a finality,

will not be in vain.

I do not like to differ, even in minor

things, from those whom I esteem for their devotion to
Christ and their valuable services in the cause of His
truth; but to an honest mind, duty stands above all other
considerations.

I wish the work were better done, but I prefer to send
it forth for what it is,—a record of one's mind earnest
search for truth on a subject that is sure to throw light
on the great problem of Final Destiny.

THE AGES
OLD TESTAMENT TERMS.

The biblical conception of the Ages has suffered in the
process of translation. The prolific source of confusion
has been the inconsistency in rendering the Hebrew and
Greek words into English. The same term in precisely
identical settings is frequently represented by a variety
of English words conveying widely divergent concepts.
Clearly, therefore, a study of the subject should be found
ed on the inspired original alone. Reference to versions
or even the so-called "Authorized" may mislead and can
only draw us back into the ancestral errors which they
reflect and perpetuate.

It devolves upon us, to under
stand aright the doctrine of the Ages, to discover the
exact import of the original words translated "for ever,"
"everlasting," "for ever and ever," etc. To accomplish
this, each occurrence must be studied, first in the light

of the context, then in relation to other Scriptures bear
ing on the subject.
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The Hebrew aulam is derived from the primitive root
alam; to veil from sight, to conceal. A conspectus of the
passages proves that aulam expresses duration, the whole
time during which a person, thing, or state, exists. Need
less to say, the adjective follows the meaning of the
noun.. It is an axiom of grammar that derivatives can
not have a greater force than the parent word. It may,
therefore, be rendered by any term expressing the dura
tion required.

Mankind began with Adam. As at present constituted,
it will have an end. Hence, if aulam is used of persons,
it expresses their whole life, or life-time; if a succession
of generations, or the state of a people, mankind, or cre
ation, a period of time. So self-evident is this that even
translators—eager as they were to import everywhere
the idea of endlessness—have been forced to render it
"ancient" (Pr. 22:28; Iso. 44:7; Jer. 5:15; 18:15), "from
of old" (Gen. 6:4), "always" (Gen. 6:3; 1 Chr. 16:15;
Jer. 20:17), "long" (Ps. 143:3; Ecd. 12:5; Isa. 42:14),
"old time" (Josh. 24:2), "world" (Ps. 73:12; Ecd.
3:11), "the beginning of the world" (Isa. 64:4), "con

tinually" (Lev. 6:13),

"ancient times"

(Ps. 77:5),

"never" (Ps. 119:93). Had they dealt similarly with
other analogous instances, many errors would have been
obviated. Deferring the consideration of those passages
which speak of the "everlasting" continuance of Israel
as God's especial people for a future occasion, we pro
pose to show, that even where aulam is represented by

"forever," endlessness is not the thought.
The Hebrew servant whose ear was digged became
a bondman "forever," that is, for life (Ex. 21:6; Deut.

15:17).

A similar instance is found in Deut. 23:6,

where "for ever" is equivalent to "all thy days/
too, when Jehovah says of leviathan:

So,
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Will he make a covenant with thee,
That thou shouldst take him for a servant for ever?

the point is, Can Job tame him for life? (Job. 41:4.)

"For ever" in 1 Chr. 22:10 covers the forty years of
Solomon's reign; and in 1 Ki. 8:13 and 9:3, the time
when the temple was in existence.
In Neh. 13:1 the congregation read in the law of
Moses that an Ammonite and a Moabite should not enter
into the assembly of God "for ever." A reference to
Deut. 23:3-5 reveals the intensely interesting fact that
this "eternity" is limited to the life-time of ten genera
tions.
But—still more startling—the idea of endlessness does
not inhere the term even when associated with Divine
decrees and promises.

"One generation cometh, and another generation goeth,
and the earth abideth for ever" (Eccl. 1:4). Ps. 78:69
and 104.5 voice a like sentiment. And yet other Scrip
tures foretell the passing away of the present heaven and
earth to make room for a New Heaven and a New
Earth (Matt. 5:18; 24:35; 2 Pet. 3:7-10; Rev. 21:1; Ps.
102.25, 26; Isa. 51:6; Isa. 65:17; 66:22). Therefore, the
"for ever" of both Psalmist and Preacher is coeval with
the continuance of the present earth, from its making
in Gen. 1:3-31 to its dissolution in Rev. 21:1.

In Jer. 5:22 Jehovah declares that He has placed the
sand for the bound of the sea, by an "everlasting ordi
nance." However, as in the New Eearth the "sea is no
more" (Rev. 21:1), the "eternal" ordinance will become
obsolete once the sea goes out of existence.

"Upon the land of my people shall come up thorns
and briers; yet, upon all the houses of joy in the joyous

city: for the palace shall be forsaken; the populous city
shall be deserted; the hill and the watch-tower shall be
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for dens for ever; a joy of wild asses, a pasture for

flocks; until the spirit be poured upon us from on high,
and the wilderness become a fruitful field, and the fruitfield be counted for a forest. Then judgment shall dwell
in the wilderness, and righteousness shall abide in the
fruitful field. And the work of righteousness shall be
peace; and the effect of righteousness, quietness and
confidence for ever" (Isa. 32:13-17). Ver. 15 limits the
use of the word in ver. 14, for the desolations of the land
are "for ever" only UNTIL the Spirit is poured from on
high. Our Lord corroborates the prophet when declar
ing that "Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gen
tiles, UNTIL the times of the Gentiles shall be fulfilled"
(Luke 21:24).
Jeremiah says that God will cast off Israel from His
presence, and bring upon them an "everlasting" reproach
(Jer. 23:39, 40). That the reproach is not interminable
is clear, for, a few verses farther down, he predicts that
God will set His eyes upon them for good, and bring
them back to their land (Jer. 24:6) ; Isaiah cries that the
reproach of Israel shall be taken away from off all the
earth (Isa. 25:8); and the apostle affirms that "a hard
ening in part hath befellen* Israel, until the fulness of
the nations be come in; and so all Israel shall be saved"
(Rom. 11:25, 26).
We read that Jerusalem shall remain "for ever" (Ps.
48:8; Isa. 65:18; Jer. 17:25), and that God will make
her an "eternal excellency, a joy of many generations"
(Isa. 60:15). It is only necessary to remember that
Jerusalem below will be displaced by the New Jerusalem
which comes down out of heaven from God (Rev. 3:12;
21:2), and so it follows as a matter of logic and clear
thinking that "eternal" is commensurate with "many gen
erations."
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Again, according to Ezek. 37:26, God's sanctuary will
be set in the midst of Israel "for ever." But, as the
metropolis of the New Earth has "no sanctuary" (Rev.
21:22), "for ever" expires the moment God makes all
things new.

The Sinai covenant is said to be an "everlasting"
covenant (Lev. 24:8). Now, that covenant being contin
gent on Israel's obedience (Ex. 19:5, 6), repeal for de
fection was possible; accordingly, the term must not be
construed to exceed the limit of its probable continuance
in force. Indeed, Jeremiah distinctly foretold its super
sedence by a new and better one (Jer. 31:13 ff) ; while
the writer of Hebrews, quoting Jeremiah in extenso, ex
patiates on its evanescence. "For if that first covenant
had been faultless, then would no place have been sought
for a second. * * * In that he saith, A new cove
nant, he hath made the first old. But that which is be
coming old and waxeth aged is nigh unto vanishing
away" (Heb. 8:1, 13).
If, then, the Sinai covenant was temporary, it is selfevident that the system founded thereon must be equally
so. Scripture verifies this inference. Though the Aaronic
priesthood is called an "everlasting" priesthood (Ex.
40:15; Lev. 6:18; Num. 25:13), yet the Old Testament
foresaw a change—a setting aside of the Levitical order
with the rising of a priest after the order of Melchizedek
(Heb. 7:11-17).

As regards sacrifices and Sabbaths, which were to be
"observed for a statute for ever" (Ex. 31:16, 17; 2 Chr.
2:4; Lev. 16:31), it is plainly said they were "carnal
ordinances imposed until a time of reformation" (Heb.
9:10).
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As a fact, apart from the light shed on the Mosaic
institutions by the Hebrew letter, their transitoriness is
latent in the very language which decreed their estab
lishment and maintenance. Priesthood and sabbath and
sacrifice were "for ever" only "throughout their genera
tions" (Ex. 27:21; 31:16,17; 40:1S). Generations come
and go (Eccl. 1:4). How do they come? By birth.
How do they go? By death. When death is swallowed
up in victory, the coming and going of generations will
cease, and the observance of the ordinances of the law
will cease therewith. In Millennial times the ceremonial
ritual is temporarily re-enacted (Ezek. ch. 40-48) ; feasts
and new moons and sabbaths reappear (Isa. 66:23), for
they are "shadows of the things that are to come"
(Col. 2:16, 17). But, just as the Body is released from
them now (Col. 2:17), so Israel and die nations are re
leased from them on entering the new creation. John
finds no vestige of altar or temple, priesthood or ritual,
symbol or sacrifice, sabbath or holy day on the New
Earth. They exhausted themselves and passed into obliv
ion with the old creation. This fact is confirmed by
the testimony of the Lord Himself. In Matt. 5:17, 18,
He affirms that, after a fulfillment to the very last tittle,
the law is destined to vanish. When? When heaven
and earth pass away. We find then that Moses and
Christ, John and Paul, are in perfect harmony with each
other.

By far the most striking and interesting passage is
Eccl. 3:11. "He hath made everything beautiful in its
time: also He hath set eternity (A. V. "world") in their
heart, yet so that man cannot find out the work that God

doeth from the beginning even unto the end." The fact
that "eternity" is connected with God's work within a
fixed period—from the beginning even unto the end—ex-
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dudes endlessness. The Preacher had been musing on
the piecemeal "times and seasons" which make up man's
history. The mournful mysteries and paradoxes of our
existence are passed in review, each touched with that
marvellous felicity of descriptive suggestion which is the
chief charm of Ecclesiastics (Eccl. 3:1-8). The appar
ent incongruity of the whole, the strange alternation of
opposite movements and forces, suggest the question,
What profit hath he that laboreth in that wherein he
laboreth? Returning to consider the travail which exer
cises the sons of men, he finds the dualism of the external
world mirrored in the individual. God's mysterious work
ings in the universe, the strange admixture of good and
evil, the conflict between light and darkness, have their
counterpart in Adam's sons, for God has set the aulam

—the age of this world—in their hearts. The perplexity
of Ecdesiastes before the riddle of the universe and the
enigma of human destiny finds solace in the thought
that the function of human limitation is to acknowledge
the Creator and instil confidence in His ability and wis
dom.

All appearances notwithstanding, His work is per
fect : nothing can be put to it, nor anything taken from
it, and it is "forever," that is, coextensive with the mys
tery of the existing condition of affairs.

The crowning proof that the idea of endlessness is for
eign to aulam is afforded by the phrase "for ever and
ever." The English reader may suppose the second
"ever" to be the same word as the first. But it is not.
The Hebrew is va-ed. As the Septuagint translates it

"and still," and as the translators have so rendered it in
scores of places, we will translate it "beyond." Now, if
aulam meant endlessness; as some say it does, why rein

force it by adding "beyond"?

Nor is this all.

Further
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study discloses that even aulam va-ed ("for ever and
ever") does not refer to infinitude. The Psalmist says:

'Twill observe Thy law for ever and beyond" (Ps. 119:
44).

Now, as our Lord distinctly teaches the passing
away of the law (Matt. 5:17, 18), it follows that law
observance is over once the law is done away. The
terminal point of the Ages is hid from the ancient pro
phets. Beyond the era of Israel's restoration they see
dimly a farther stretch.

But it is too distant to discern

the faintest outline or catch a feeble glimmer of its glory.
As a huge orb of light appears to a spectator myriads of

miles away a mere tiny speck, remote futurity to the
Hebrew seers is a far-off, vague, indistinct something

which they style BEYOND. It was reserved for the
Apostle to the Nations to observe the Age of Ages at
close range and unveil its burden of effulgent glory in
His marvellous unfoldings.
Our investigation, so far as it has gone, has demon
strated that aulam and aulam va-ed, though employed in

varied ways, invariably denote terminable periods, with

definite starting and terminal points.

At this stage of

our quest the question arises, What about those Scrip
tures where aulam and aulam va-ed refer to the Deity?

Those passages will engage our attention in the next
issue.

THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW.
4.

The Three Cycles.

Matthew divides the history of Israel, from Abraham
to the Messiah, into three main periods. "So all the
generations from Abraham unto David are fourteen gen
erations; and from David unto the carrying away to

Babylon fourteen generations; and from the carrying
away to Babylon unto the Christ fourteen generations"
(Ch. 1:17).

A cursory review of these periods in the light of the
historical books discloses certain distinctive features
which have an important bearing on Messiah's relation
and mission to the Hebrew people.
Perhaps the first thing to arrest attention is the dif
ference in God's methods with Israel. The Lord dealt
with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob without an inter
mediary. He communed with them directly, in dreams
and other ways not specified in the records; He appeared
to them and disclosed numerous matters hitherto kept
secret. But within the life-time of Jacob, when Israel's
history merged from the individual to the family stage,
there appears a notable departure.

Jehovah neither leads

nor speaks directly to Jacob's sons. "He sent a man
before them" (Ps. 105:17). He unbosoms Himself
about them to Joseph, and Joseph transmits God's revela
tions to his brethren and prepares the way before them.

Thenceforward He deals with Israel exclusively through
a mediator.
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The three cycles exhibit various modes of God's media
torial dealings with the Israelites, all of which fail
through the innate frailty of the meanuuio ^mselves

no less than through lack of fealty on the part of the
nation.

From Abraham to David patriarchal rule obtains. Gov
Leaders are called and equipped

ernment is theocratic.
by God.

First Joseph, then Moses and Joshua, after

them the fourteen judges hold office in turn, not in vir

tue of birthright, but by Divine appointment. The cycle
ends in social upheaval: the country is torn by tribal
feuds and internecine war.

From David to the Babylonish captivity monarchic
rule is in force. In accordance with God's pleasure, em
bodied in a covenant, the throne of Israel becomes hered

itary in the royal line of David.

The kings, like their

predecessors in office, frequently incur Jehovah's dis

pleasure, and by their wanton acts precipitate a national
disaster. The Judean Kingdom forfeits its independence
and is reduced to a mere appannage of the world-mistress,
Babylon.

With the return from exile dates the establishment of
priestly rule, which continued during the earth-life of
opr Lord and the subsequent ministry of the apostles in
the Acts. The book of Malachi shows how soon and
sadly their rule degenerated. The chief priests and
scribes were Messiah's chief opponents and the prime
movers of His crucifixion. '"We have no king but Cae
sar I" (Jno. 19:15) well expresses their political and re
ligious feelings at the time.

Moreover, beside a change of administration, the dawn
of each cycle is heralded by a covenant in virtue of which
stupendous benefits are unconditionally promised to the
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Hebrews. The Abrahamic Covenant (Gen. 12:1-3),
pledging the political pre-eminence of the nation and
land of Israel, heads the first cycle; the Dazridic Cove
nant (2 Sam. 7:8-17), which guarantees the perpetuity
of the Davidic house and throne, marks the opening of
the second; while the New Covenant (Jer. 31:31-34)
"with the house of Israel, and with the house of Judah,"
assuring national pardon and regeneration, inaugurates
the third.
All these covenants converge in the
Messiah and find their fulfilment in Him.
As
heir of the Abrahamic promise He delivers Israel
out of the hands of their enemies (Luke 1:73,
74); as David's son and heir, He ascends Israel's
throne and restores the monarchy of His royal ancestor
(Luke 1:32, 33); as mediator of the New Covenant He
saves His people—that is Israel—from their sins (Matt.
1:21). The materialization of these covenant promises
was in the warp and woof of the proclamation made by
the Baptist and taken up by the Lord Himself after
John's imprisonment.
Yet another matter of deepest interest and significance

is that the three appearances of Satan in the Old Testa
ment are closely associated with Matthew's three cycles.
The book of Job affords a glimpse of Satan's activity
in patriarchal days. He hurls his fiery darts against Job,
who, stripped of property, bereft of children, defamed
by friends, curses his day and impugns the dispensation
of Divine Providence which has disturbed his even round
of daily life. In the days of David, Satan stood up
against Israel, and moved David to oppose God in the
matter of the census. The king is incited to employ the
very authority delegated by God to cross His wish and

thwart His plan (1 Chr. 21:1). Once more, in postexilic days, Satan stands up before the Lord to resist the
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high priest Joshua and to accuse him before the angel of
Jehovah (Zech. 3:1, 2).
Two forces of opposite natures are thus seen in opera
tion in the course of each period. God, working on the
basis of a covenant, directs the activities of His people
towards certain definite ends and the realization of certain

definite plans.

Satan, on the other hand, by means of

varied guileful seductions, contrives to deflect those activ
ities to other channels and prevent, for the time being,
the realization of those plans.

He weakens the patriarch's

trust and leads him to doubt God's wisdom; he incites

the king to insubordination and moves him to defy His

power; he assails the purity of the priest and leads him
to despise His love* Each cycle begins with the enact
ment of a covenant, and ends with apostasy therefrom.
Its opening witnesses a display of Jehovah's goodness,
its close demonstrates to the world that they were not
only rebellious sinners, but also were set upon their own
evil ways, even when God had in a special manner re
vealed Himself to them. At the inception of each period
God revives His work among His people, at the close
the nation is crushed beneath the feet of heathen foes.
The Philistines, the Babylonians, the Romans appear in
possession of Israel's land at the conclusion of each re
spective cycle.
At the time of David's first public appearance Israel
was in the hand of spoilers; aliens held the land; the im
precations of the uncircumcised giant spread terror among
the people; consternation reigned in the camp. David,
the anointed of the God of Jacob, went forth, slew Goliath
who had terrorized the people, beat back the enemy,
and removed the reproach from Israel. Similar conditions
existed at the time David's greater Son was entering the
public ministry. The Romans held the land; Satan dom-
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inated them by the fear of death. So Messiah came forth
to bring to nought him that had the power of death,
that is, the devil, and might deliver all them—the seed
of Abraham—who, through the fear of death, were all
their life-time subject to bondage (Heb. 2:14-16).
5.

The First Division.

We now proceed to examine more particularly the first
main division of the book, which extends from chapter
one to chapter four, verse sixteen.

The bulk of it is taken up with matters relating to the
King. There are arranged in two separate sections, each
developing three items, the intervening part being con
cerned with the ministry of the forerunner. The analysis
is as follows:
1.

Genealogy, 1:1-17

3.

Messiah and His People, 2 :l-23

2.

Birth, 1:18-25

(Sojourn at Nazareth)

}■

^The Kino

The Ministry of John the Baptist, 2:1-12.
1.
2.

3.

Baptism, 3:13-17
Temptation, 4:1-11

"}
>*The King

Messiah and His People, 4:12-16 J
(Sojourn at Capernaum)

The first section (1:1-2: 23) has for its subject Mes
siah's mission to Israel. The obvious intent of the geneal
ogy (ch. 1:1-17) is to prove the Abrahamic descent of
Jesus Christ and establish His title to the throne of Israel
by asserting Him to be a direct lineal descendant of King

David, heir and fulfiller of the promises made to the
fathers (Rom. 15:8).

The following paragraph (ch. 1:18-25), recounting the
manner of His becoming flesh and the angelic announce
ment that He will save Israel from their sins, glows in
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the light of the Hebrew letter. There we learn that
Christ came to take hold of the seed of Abraham (Heb,
2:16). To accomplish this, however, it was imperative
that He should be made in all things like unto His breth
ren. As these are sharers in flesh and blood, He also
in like manner partook of the same, to make propitiation
for the sins of the people, and bring many sons into glory,
Vv. 1-23 of chapter two exhibit the mutual relations
between the Messiah and His people in a series of quota
tions from the ancient Scriptures, woven into the nar
rative of events connected with the birth at Bethlehem*
the flight to Egypt and sojourn at Nazareth. His shepherdly and kingly functions towards the nation from
which He sprang; His Divine call out of Egypt; the per
secution inflicted on the Jews by earthly potentates be
cause of Messianic expectations; the contempt heaped
upon the King by His own kinsmen and His sufferings
at their hands—all these are vividly brought before us.

The second.section (3:13-4:16) contemplates Messiah's
identification with His nation. The object of His baptism
(ch. 3:13-17) was to unite Himself with the true remnant
of the nation. The expression "My Son/* in the fifteenth
verse of chapter two, is used of Israel in God's message
to Pharaoh:—
"Israel is my Son, even my firstborn; and I have said

unto thee, Let my Son go, that he may serve me" (Ex.
4:22, 23).

The import of Hosea's words, "Out of Egypt have 1
called my son," which undoubtedly refer to the bringing

out of Egypt, is now transferred from the sinful nation
to the sinless Redeemer. A parallel is thus drawn be
tween the impending deliverance and the exodus. The
fathers had been baptized in the cloud and in the sea
(1 Cor. 10:2). This united them to the man sent to be
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their deliverer. So now, John's baptism linked the Is
raelites receiving it to the Coming One, and as of yore
the cloudy pillar appeared, so now the cloud hovers over
the baptismal scene.
The meaning of the temptation (ch. 4:1-11) becomes
intelligible in the light of Heb. 2:18. "For wherein He
himself hath suffered being tempted, He is able to suc
cor them that are tempted." We have already seen in
Matthew's cycles three phases of national probation.
The three temptations of the Christ are closely related
thereto. He treads every inch of the road the nation
had trodden; He is tested in every point in which they
have been tested; with widely different results, however.
Their trials evinced departure from the Word, and re
sulted in defeat: His trials evince reliance on the Word,
and result in victory.

During the first period of probation famine was a
prominent cupel. The fathers and, later on, the nation
were tested by its means.

"He suffered thee to hunger."
(Deut. 8:3). The effect was that both turned towards
Egypt with disastrous consequences to themselves. The
King undergoes a like ordeal, but, unlike His forefathers
and His people, persists in faith and repudiates selfhelp.

The second period of probation is as clearly asso
ciated with the temple as the first is with famine. The
sanctuary was the touchstone of Judah's Kings. In time
of distress they looked to man for help; they looted the
temple treasury to hire foreign aid. This is precisely
the point of the second attack. Satan urges our Lord
to emulate the example of His royal ancestors. Em
phasizing the helplessness of His situation and assuring

Him of angelic protection, the tempter pushes Him on
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toward a feat which bids fair to accredit His Messiahship to the multitudes and win their allegiance. Christ
declined to take the initiative in effecting deliverance.
He trusts His Father. He patiently awaits His time.
Subsequent developments vindicated His faith and proved
that God's help never fails those who trust Him. Satan
himself was the delivering agent, for as soon as our
Lord refused his proposal, he carried Him off to an
other place.
During the third period Israel's faith was tested along
the line of hope, hope in the promise of the Kingdom.
With the return from exile the crown was not restored
to Judah's princes. The high priest had no Urim and
Thummim (Ez. 2:61-63; Neh. 7:63-65). Royalty and
priesthood are pointed alike to the coming of the Branch
who combines both offices in His Person. As formerly,
Israel's faith broke under the strain. Centuries of weary
waiting dimmed the hope. They began to question the
rich promises and glowing visions of their seers. To
reconcile the glorious prophecies of their future with
their actual condition as a conquered race, they resorted
to spiritualization and dreamed of a fulfillment other than
that conveyed by the ordinary meaning of words. They
looked to their conquerors thinking that, in some way,
the promise of a kingdom would be realized through
them. Some cast longing eyes towards Rome; others,
like the Herodians, looked for deliverance to appear in
the family of Herod. The King, too, is tried on this
score. Satan offers Him the kingdoms of the world in
return for a single act of worship. But He scorned the
idea of receiving the Kingdoms from any hand other than
that of His God and Father.
It is patent that an intimate connection exists between
the trials of Israel and the temptations of the Christ.
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God promised Israel a land with abundance of bread; a
temple; a kingdom. She enjoyed these for a season, but
lost them through sin. Transgression hardened the soil
and withheld prosperity; the land was forfeited; the
sceptre passed away. All these Messiah will restore. He
overcame where they succumbed. His victory secures

Jehovah's promises for them. He will reinstate them in
the good land; He will bring back Jehovah's presence,
which will find a suitable abode in the millennial tem
ple ; He will rehabilitate the fallen tent of David.
This interrelation between the temptations of the Mes
siah and those of Israel forms a link between the Gos
pels and the Hebrew letter, which founds its appeals upon

this great fact. The prevailing notion that Hebrews
descants on the superiority of Christianity to Judaism is
misleading. It is first gratuitously assumed, and then the
text is distorted to accord with the assumption. Now,
the epistle is manifestly addressed to Hebrews who had
attended the ministry of the Son in the Gospels and that
of the twelve in Acts. These two ministries are the start
ing-points of the epistle (Heb. 1:2 and 2:1-4), whose
great aim is to demonstrate the superiority of the Abrahamic and Davidic and New covenants—the very ones
which initiate Matthew's three cycles—to the Sinaitic.
The Church is never in view in this epistle.
The Pentecostal believers were zealous of the law (Acts
21:20) ; they clung thereto with fanatical tenacity. The
writer seeks to wean them therefrom.

He contrasts the
evanescence of the system founded on the Sinai cov
enant with the unfailing promises of the other three which
await a performance guaranteed by God's oath. Moses,
the mediator of the Sinai covenant, and Christ, the media
tor of the New, are set in juxtaposition. Moses gave the

shadow of the good things to come; Christ has brought
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the substance, the good things themselves (Heb. 10:1)*
Moses led Israel into a temporary possession of the land;
Christ has come to give them the heritage for a perma
nent possession. The nation, as such, was God's house
over which Moses presided as a servant: those to whom
the letter is written constitute the house over which Christ

presides as a Son (Heb. 3:5, 6). A parallel is insti
tuted between the present crisis and "the temptation in
the wilderness." "Let us fear therefore, lest haply, a
promise being left of entering into his rest, anyone of
you should seem to have come short of it. For indeed
we have had good tidings preached unto us, even as
also they: but the word of hearing did not profit them,,
because they were not one in faith with them that gave
heed to it (Caleb and Joshua) " (Heb. 4:2). Those that
came out of Egypt under Moses stood on the margin
of the land. They were about to enter into rest. When
the glad tidings were brought, however, they wavered,

and failed to enter in because of unbelief. The scene is
re-enacted. There remains a "Sabbath rest" (sabbatismos) for the people of God. Good tidings respecting it
have been published. It becomes those who have heard
them to give heed, and "labor" to enter into that rest,
lest they fall after the same example of disobedience
(4:11).

With this situation in view the writer makes a touch
ing appeal: "Having then a great high priest, who hath
passed through the heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let
us hold fast our confession. For we have not a high
priest that cannot be touched with the feeling of our
infirmities; but one that hath been in all points similarly
tempted without sin. Let us therefore draw near with
boldness unto the throne of grace, that we may receive
mercy, and may find grace to help in time of need"
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(Heb. 4:14-16). He has already shown that His tempta
tion was to succor his tempted brethren linked to Him
by fleshly ties (Heb. 2:18). Now He tells them that they
can count on His sympathy and help because He hath

been similarly tempted in all points.

The posse peccare

and posse non peccare of the schoolmen is an idle specu
lation which ignores the special design of the letter and

the true scope and intent of the passage. We have shown
that the epistle is addressed to the Hebrews who had been
the subjects of the ministries recorded in the Gospels and
the Acts. Hence, the pronouns employed throughout the
book must be interpreted according to the dedicatory sen
tence. To refer the "we," "us," "our," etc., to others
than those specified on the envelope is to misrepresent
facts, misconstrue the teaching, and arrive at false con
clusions. They had been enlightened, they had tested the
good word of God (6:4-6). But as the accomplish
ment of the promise was deferred, they chafed at the de
lay; their hope wavered; they were in danger of re
lapsing. They needed patience to. receive the promise
(10:36). So the apostle brings before them the example
of their King and Priest. Satan offered to dispense with
delay and deliver Him the Kingdom at once. He dis
dained the suggestion. He patiently awaited God's time.
He endured the cross, despising shame, and sat down at
God's right hand as their mediator. Let them look unto
Jesus, the author and perfecter of faith (Heb. 122).
They will obtain from Him help to run with patience the
race that is set before them.
The section ends with a presentation of the Messiah
as Israel's light (4:12-16). The point of the quotation
from Isaiah, in verses 15 and 16, must be gathered from
the prophecy of which it is a part.
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Isaiah, ch. 7-12 forms a separate section. Its one
pervading subject is the perpetuity of the Davidic house
and throne. It opens with the allied forces of Israel and
Syria invading Judah with the avowed intention of over
throwing the dynasty of David and place upon the throne
of Judah a creature of their own (ch. 7:6; 2 Ki. 16:5).
It closes with a picture of the peaceful rule of the Shoot
of Jesse firmly established on the throne of His fore
fathers (ch, 11 and 12). The historic background fe
furnished by the political situation in the reigns of Ahaz
and Hezekiah. God will bring against Ephraim the
King of Assyria (Ch. 8:4-7). Judah will not altogether
escape the scourge. When the Assyrian invades Samaria

he will sweep onward into Judah and fill the breath of
Immanuel's land (8:8).

Now, ch. 9:1-7 brings together the first Assyrian in
The
"former" brought into contempt the land of Zebulun and
Naphtali; the "latter" resulted in glory for the land by
the sea beyond Jordan, Galilee of the nations. The story
is told in Kings and Chronicles. The first time the King
vasion, under Pekah, and the last, under Hezekiah.

of Assyria took all the land of Naphtali (2 Ki. 15:29).
The "last" time, when the destroying angel smote 65,000
men in the Assyrian camp, Sennacherib retreated by the

way of the sea.

The result was that Hezekiah became

exalted in the sight of all nations, light sprang to the
people, and Judah enjoyed 15 years of undisturbed peace
and prosperity. As in the days of Hezekiah, Israel's
hope dawns in Galilee of the nations.

The ministry of John (3:1-12) binds the two sections
together around the glad tidings then heralded in Judah.

The message of John embraced all that we find in Isa.
40:1-11—the accomplishment of Jerusalem's "time of
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service" (that is, subjection to aliens) ; the pardon of her
iniquity; the home-coming of her exiles; the declaration
to the cities of Judah, Behold, your God! Jehovah com
ing as a mighty one to render recompense, to feed His
flock as a Shepherd, to reveal His glory, disperse His
enemies like chaff. At last, after centuries of bondage,
the Anointed of the Lord came to preach glad tidings
and proclaim release to the captives (Luke 4:18-19).

THE SECRET ECONOMY
PART II.
THE PATH PREPARED BY THE MYSTERY

Before approaching the practical portion of our
Epistle, it may be well to give the
FRAME WORK OP EPHESXANS

Paul's Commission. (1:1)
Salutation. (1:2)

j The Inheritance-in heaven-blessing. (1:3-14) Fellow-heir*
{

Paul's Prayer for them. (1:15-19a)

I The Body—in Christ. (1:19b —2:5a)

Fellow-members

1. The Members

: JParticipation with the

Circumcision

who

believe*

: \ The New Humanity, f (2:5b-2:22) Fellow-partakers

: : j Summary of Grace which is now shown to the na~

\ if
AMEN

„

I Petition to the Father. (3:13-21)

[tions. (3:1-13)

: : i: Beseeching the Saints. (4:1-6)

f (Summary of Grace whichhadbeenshown to Saints.

: I
I (4:7-16)
j No Participation with Uncircumcision who do not bet The New Humanity
[lieve. (4:17- 5:20)

(The Body-in the Lord. (5:21-6:9)
(The Head

i { The Inheritance—in heaven—warfare. (6:10-17)

i 1 Their prayer for Paul. (6:18-20)

\ Tychicus' Commission. (6:21-22)

I Salutation. (6:23-24)

AMEN

THE PATH THAT PLEASES GOD.

God begins with Himself and ends with Himself. The
history of the ages commences with God in His solitary

majesty.

The revelation of Christ follows.

Then we are
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called upon to consider His dealings with His creatures.
Now that the climax of the ages has been reached, his
tory recoils upon itself. Each former scene will be re
visited until once more all is included in its earliest Head,
the Christ. Then comes the consummation, when the
Son delivers up the Kingdom to the Father, and God,
once more, is All in All.

The same course is followed in the tabernacle. God
first describes His own throne. Then He reveals the
various excellencies of Christ, leading us without to the
vessels of the court where the priests, blood bought, are
fitted to approach. But, in practice, the priest reversed
this order. He began outside the wall, passing the altar
and the laver to enter the holy place. The high priest
once a year passed beyond the veil into the holy of
holies.

In our meditations we, too, began with God, yea,
with His very inmost and secret affections, conceived be
fore creation, and have traced our relationship to Christ,
as His members, and the mutual relationships of His
saints. We have come out, as it were, from God, though
Christ, to mankind. All this is presented to our faith.
Now that all is established, we will retrace our steps
to consider the practical effect of these marvellous unfoldings. First God takes up the conduct consequent
upon our relationship to one another; second, our re
sponsibilities as members of the body of Christ; and,
third, the experience of God's sons in their heavenly in
heritance.
It has not been our purpose to give an explanation,
but rather to trace the neglected mystery aspect of this
epistle, which is its chief characteristic. Our explora
tions in the former half have yielded fresh discoveries

of long lost truth.

As the latter half of the letter is
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based upon the former, we will use the light we have
obtained to illumine the path God has here traced for our
feet
Too much stress cannot be laid upon the importance

of these brief exhortations. To miss their import is to
lack the essential requisite for pleasing God. In every
day affairs we know quite well that to please a master,

is to listen to his instructions. Zeal and energy are use
less if we cross his wishes. How indispensible, then,
to "get a grasp of the Master's mind."

Christ is our Lord. Let us not confuse His titles.
He is God's Christ. He is our Lord. If we only re
verse this statement and say that He is God's Lord we
perceive at once how absurd that thought is and how
distinct these titles are.

We have been considering Christ and have found our
all in Him. Now we will acknowledge Him as our
Lord, or Master, and consider how we should behave
for Him.
Paul has styled himself "the prisoner of Christ/' but

now he is "the prisoner of the Lord"
out blessing, now he enjoins obedience.

Then he served

This obedience must be the unforced fruit of our former
meditations. To expect any of the delicious fruit here
found apart from the life and love which the Mystery
unfolds is to look for a rotten, rootless stump to bring
forth fresh and fragrant fruit.

With a few notable exceptions, these exhortations need
but a clear version for their instant apprehension. So
we do not much more than mention the greater part of
them, dwelling only where the Mystery sheds light or
calls for a restatement of misapprehended truth.
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Let us remind ourselves before we proceed, that we
are not to expect the development of new doctrine. The
teaching has been fully given and summarized already.
What we now consider is based upon this revelation. In
more than one notable instance, this fact will help ta
guide our steps aright.

The underlying principle of subjection to God is the
key to a walk which pleases Him. This holds true ire
every age. But with a change of economy the character
and requirements of such a path also change. God was
once sore displeased when His people Israel mingled
with the other nations. Now it is His pleasure that this

enmity be laid aside.
sword.

Then He put the nations to the

Now He pleads for peace.

with flesh and blood.

might be
about to
charges.
given but
inthians.

Once warfare was.

Now it is no longer so.

Instances
multiplied. In short, the exhortations we are
consider are not stale repetitions of former
They are unique, differing even from those
a few years previous to the Romans and Cor
No man can steer by two conflicting charts.

As the curtain rises and discloses the Mystery, we are
called upon to enter a new scene, to walk an untrod

path, to deal with new problems and conditions. The
portion before us, then, is absolutely necessary, if we
would please God.
THE SEVEN-FOLD UNITY OF THE SPIRIT.

"I entreat you, then, I, the prisoner in the Lord,
to behave worthy of the invitation with which you
have been invited, with all humility and meekness,

with forbearance, bidding one another in love, giv-
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ing diligence to keep the

spirit's unity with the

link of peace: which is one body and one spirit, even
as you have been invited with one prospect in the in
vitation, one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God
and Father of all.

Who is over all and through all

and among all."

The character of our calling, or invitation, is the key
to correct conduct. Its four salient features are, that it
was purely a matter of grace, it is founded on peace,
it is rooted in love, it is distinctively and exclusively
spiritual.

Being a gracious invitation, there is no call for boast
ing or arrogance. The fact that it leads to such a height
might naturally make men proud. But when we view
the way by which we have been brought we cannot but
say with David, "Who am I, O Lord God? . . . Accord

ing to Thine own heart hast Thou done all this great
ness . . . that Thy Name may be magnified forever."
(1 Chron. 17). As we apprehend this humbling yet
happy truth, our feet tread tenderly. Humility will mark
our contact with our fellow partakers.

Religion is the most fruitful cause of strife and con
tention that this earth has ever seen. Judaism brought
about the enmity between themselves and the other na
tions. Jehovah Himself had declared war with Amalek
to all generations.
But our call is founded upon the
removal of every cause for strife—upon the reconciliation
of all mankind to God. Since God has determined to

have peace, it is our place to pursue it at all times.
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Love lies underneath every blessing we have received.
God has marvelously magnified it in His dealings with
us in this economy. Let love, then, be behind our every
act, the impelling power of every word we speak.
But grace and peace and love such as we have re

ceived are possible only in a spiritual invitation. The
inclusion of the nations as fellow heirs depended, as we
have seen, upon the fact that they had been sealed with
the same promised spirit. Their part in the body of
Christ is also a spiritual union, not a physical one. "He

that is joined to the Lord is one spirit."

And, lastly,

access, too, was based upon the one spirit by which both

Jew and Gentile could approach the Father.
In the physical sphere there was no such unity at all.
This will be clear as we proceed to examine each of the
seven spiritual links which characterize this economy.
1.

ONE BODY.

Once the anointing oil was confined to a privileged

class, the priesthood. They formed a distinct body, sep
arated from the Levites, their brethren, and the rest of
Israel. Their privileges, though marked by the oil, the
sign of the Spirit, were dependent upon physical descent.
So the priests were, in a special manner, God's messiah's (or anointed ones) in that economy.
But the spiritual body of the Messiah is not so. All
have the unction of the Spirit, all are anointed (or messiahs) in Him, none are Levites or common tribesmen.
Hence there are not a number of organizations, but
only one.

It might have been tritely said of Israel, "there is
one body," but we could not say truthfully "there is
(only) one body." So with all these unities. In each
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case the point lies in the emphatic word "single" or

"one."
To mourn over the many organizations which have
marred the manifestation of this unity to the world is the
constant exercise of all who know its beauty and its
power. Not only are the castes of Israel revived, so that
wq have clergy and laity, but this division is divided
into various "bodies." The body of Christ has but
one Head, but the "Churches' differ as to government.
As we shall see, there is only one faith now, but they dif
fer in their creeds. Messiah is the only Master, but
they differ in their discipline. Various attempts have
been made to get back "the ground of the one body."
But each has only resulted in another organization, an
other division.

What are we to do?

The one body is a spiritual unity. It does not need
making; it only needs acknowledgment. All that is
necessary is to ignore all other unities, however fair
they seem, however godly the people they embrace, how
ever necssary and indispnsible they are supposed to be.
It has made our hearts bleed to see His saints insist
that His organization is insufficient, His Christ uncapable of directing the members of His body. To the
blindness of sight this seems true. But we walk by
faith, not by sight. Whatsoever is not of faith is sin.
Nevertheless, it has been our happy portion to prove
that our great spiritual Head can control His members
and concentrate those who are physically at the antipodes
upon one single task. In His own time He has brought
these various segments together to form one finished
piece of work. O how unlike the flimsy, foolish con
federacies of man is Christ's potent, perfect, imperish-
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able plan! Its silent strength, its virile vigor, its per
fect completeness, has not corrupted itself like every one
of man's many miserable mimic "bodies." We may join
—nay, that is wrong—we are joined to a church which
is more venerable than the Catholic, more methodical
than the Methodist, better governed than either the Con
gregational or the Presbyterian, which will outlast the
ages, and which will displace all others the moment He
is present.

That is the test: His presence.
If His place as Head were but fecognized, His pres
ence would not consume "our" church the very moment
that we see Him. Do the votaries of these divisions re
flect that they can only exist when His presence is not

a reality?

That they are proof positive that He is not

in their midst?

Let us then acknowledge Him as Head; and with
that we will acknowledge, too, but one organization, but
"one body."
2.

ONE SPIRIT.

We have been so long accustomed to reading "spirit"
with a capital "S" and referring it to God's Spirit ex-'
clusively, that, to many, the small "s" seems offensive
and derogatory. But to speak of "one spirit' does not
mean that God's Spirit is one. That would be trite in
deed. When the disciples would draw down fire upon
their enemies, He would say, "Ye know not what spirit
ye are of." The spirit of Elijah's ministry and the
Master's are quite distinct, though both were actuated
by the same holy Spirit of God. The "spirit" speaks
of the temper of the mind, the key to which life's activ
ities are pitched. This is entirely dependent upon God's
attitude and the nature of His present work. Elijah's
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attitude towards his enemies could not be duplicated by
our Master. Neither can we duplicate the spirit of our
Master's day. Gentiles were treated as outsiders, unde
serving the least consideration. The same spirit was.
not shown them which obtained in the churches in Israel.

Only when one of its members was obstinate and would
not bow to the decisions of the congregation, then he,
too, was to be treated like a man of another nation.
But in the present economy no such distinctions dare
be maintained. We all, whether Jew or Gentile, approach
the Father on one common ground, and this a spiritual
one. And we alt deal with one another on the one com
mon plateau of His high favor.
Even after this letter was sent to the Ephesians Peter
writes to the dispersion, telling them to conduct them
selves honestly "among the Gentiles" where they found
themselves. This is not an isolated statement, but one of
many which show the spirit which he and the Circum
cision maintained to the end of their days. Nowhere in
his letters, or, indeed, in any letters but Paul's later
epistles, does the truth of the "one spirit" receive ac
knowledgment.
3.

ONE1 HOPS;

The earliest record that we have of Paul's peculiar
ministry is thus stated: ". . . ye turned to God from
idols to serve the living and true God, and to wait for

His Son from Heaven, Whom He raised from the dead
—Jesus, Who is onr Deliverer from the wrath to come/9
The wrath impending upon Israel and the earth, of
which Peter spoke at Pentecost, which is detailed in the
Apocalypse, was to be endured to its close by the godly
in Israel. Those who endured to the end—they would
be delivered.
But those who received Paul's testimony concerning
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Christ, as the Son of God, were given a brighter out

look far than that.

They were not appointed to wrath,

but to obtain salvation.
them.

This was to be a comfort to

In the administration of wrath, God discriminates in
His judgments between Israel and the nations, and be
tween the apostates and overcomers in the nation itself.
But in this favor, which rescues from wrath both Jews

and Gentiles were given one common expectation. They
were "called in one hope of their calling," or, as we have
tried to express it, "with a common expectation in the
invitation."
4.

ONE MASTER.

The Kingdom administration is to be by many mas
ters. The whole nation of Israel will be a royal nation.
The twelve apostles will sit on twelve thrones, ruling the

twelve tribes of Israel. Above them is the Son of David.
As the Son of Adam, He will rule the other nations, too.
Various degrees and forms of subjection will ensue.
But "the assembly which is His body" owns but one
Master, the Spirit Lord, who is its Head, and Who has
overpaid its price with His own blood. Many masters
are a necessity in such an administration as the King

dom, where the limitations of time and space inhere.
But in a spiritual organization formed after the pattern
of the human body, one Master, and He a Spirit, can
cope with all the necessities of the case.

When men step in and dictate what we are to be
lieve, how we are to behave and assign our tasks, and
thus usurp His place, then it is our privilege to acknowl
edge this grand truth—one, and only one, Master.
Before the Mystery was revealed, decrees were formu

lated at Jerusalem for the assemblies of the nations to
keep. Paul himself delivered them in his later jour-
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neys. These have been repealed, as we have seen, nor
Jerusalem, nor Rome, nor Conference, nor Synod, nor
any Diotrophes may stand between us and our Lord I
5.

ONE BELIEF.

The assembly which is His body is not divided! Were
our place in Christ dependent upon physical relationship,
or attainment, or service, or if deliverance from future

wrath were consequent upon faithfulness—then there
were more than a single true system of doctrine. Again
we point to the interval which preceded a present econ
omy, and find one system of belief for the Jew in Judea,
and another, subsequently revealed to Paul, proclaimed
among the nations. Even in this latter revelation the
Jew still held priority in blessing. It was "to the Jew
first." Now this revelation has been modified by the
mystery and the distinctions, which were physical, vanish.
After all these centuries, the history of Christendom
would seem to contradict our text and say, "There are a
thousand, beliefs." And the present state of theology pro
claims the same. And each is supposed to be the only
one* They are all buttressed by "the Bible"! Have
we not discovered the key to this confusion? If the
truth were rightly apportioned, if the last great revela
tion—the Secret Economy—were given its due place, then
but one belief is possible. All prior revelation is glori
fied by its transcendent truths. It is the capstone of the
building, the finishing touch of the great Architect* No
wonder that the scaffolding of material forms is torn
away, lest it mar the beauty of the Spirit's work!
6.

ONE BAPTISM.

The so-called "Great Commission," at the close of
Matthew, must have been given but a short time before
pentecost. But not a single item of it was obeyed by the
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disciples during the period covered by the book of Acts!
This shows the great confusion into which the truth
regarding baptism has fallen in these days. Even while
claiming the support of primitive practice, the attempt is
made to fulfill the Matthew commission, baptising in the
name of the Trinity, which the disciples never did. That
commission waits the day when all earthly power is in
the hands of the Great King.
Peter, on the day of Penteecast, conditions th recep

tion of the spirit upon baptism in water (Acts 2:38).
But conversely, in Cornelius' case, he conditions baptism
on the reception of the spirit (Acts 10:47,48). In neither
case is the Trinity invoked. In one case it was the name
of Jesus, Messiah; in Cornelius' case it was in the name
of the Master. The disciples at Pentecost were baptized
in holy spirit. Never again do we read of this in that
economy. The spirit was received upon baptism or the
laying on of hands, but spirit baptism is never again re

verted to in connection with the ministry of the Twelve.
But in the ministry to which Paul was separated by
the Holy Spirit, the baptism of spirit gets a very large
place indeed. "By one spirit are we all baptized into

one body" is first made known in this ministry to which
Paul had been separated from the Twelve. Failure to
notice this separation has led some to conclude that Paul
referred to the Pentecostal baptism. In contrast to that
initial manifestation, the spirit baptism of which Paul
spoke extended to all, whether Jews or Greeks, bond or
free. There is not the slightest hint that it was condi
tioned upon baptism in water. Indeed, it was a matter
of remark that the nations did not need to be baptized
in water before receiving this gift. So that we read in
Ephesians that the spirit's seal was bestowed "upon be
lieving."
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The pentecostal spirit was not so. It followed baptism
in water and failed utterly when confronted by the physi
cal barrier presented by the case of the Samaritans. It
was necessary, in their case, to add the laying on of
hands to the ordinance of baptism. But the moment that
physical barriers are overcome, as in Cornelius' case, the
Spirit finds free course. All these details are most en
gaging, and, if our subject were the pentecostal dispensa
tion, we would most willingly linger here.

The unities we are considering are all spiritual. The
blessings we have discovered in the Mystery are all spirit
ual. They depend wholly upon the total denial of every
physical privilege or disability. It seems, therefore, al
most trite to say that the "one baptism" is that which,
by the "one spirit" forms the "one body."
Some of these very Ephesians doubtless had known
two baptisms, that in water into the name of "Christ"
(just as the Jews were baptized with the name of "Jesus,"
the Samaritans into "Lord, Jesus," and proselytes into

"Lord"), and baptism in spirit, which preceded the water,
when they first believed.
Now that nothing depends
upon the physical and everything upon the spiritual, they
have not the slightest difficulty in deciding which of these
two baptisms are meant when they hear that henceforth
there would be but one. It was hardly necessary to
state which one in a catalogue of spiritual unities!*

*

Those who are interested in the subject of baptism

should by all means study a booklet on the subject called "On
Baptism" by the same author.
It may be obtained from the
office of Unsearchable Riches. Price 25c.
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ONE GOD, EVEN A FATHER.

God is the Father of our spirits! We have received the
spirit that cries "Abba! Father!"
Of old Jehovah was the God of Israel.

He was not,

nor yet is, the God of the other nations. By His cove
nant, all earthly blessings must come to them or through

them*

The nations had no God but their false demon

divinities.

In those hoary ages of which we know so
little, it would seem that God had delegated the rule
of the earth to the spiritual powers or demons of the
air. He gave them His word. He said, "Ye are gods"
(Jno. 10:34). But, unlike the true Son of God, they
broke His word and misruled their domain (Ps. 82:2-4),
seeking worship for themselves instead of God. Their
name in Hebrew is closely allied to "devastation," which
really characterizes both their work and themselves. But
they delighted to have men call them "demons," which
denotes "knowing ones," and gloried in the title "The
Immortals." But their knowledge is darkness (Ps. 82:5),
and they shall die like men (Ps. 82:7). Their activity
at the present time, disseminating their dark light, is a
true token that we are in the last times (1 Tim. 4:1).
They have already paved every step of the way for the
advent of Antichrist. Thus we see there are gods many
(1 Cor. 8:5), but we refuse to acknowledge but one,
who is our Father.
It is wonderful to worship the true God. But beyond
all expression wonderful is it to have Him as one's
Father. Though shut out of Israel's covenant relation
ships, we have been embraced in the bosom of His af
fections.
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The point in all that we have been considering lies fit
the word "one." It is not necessary to insist that there is
a body, a spirit, a prospect, a Lord, a faith, a baptism, a
God and Father. It would have conveyed the sense to»
say that there is one body, spirit, prospect, Lord, faith,
baptism, God and Father. But the author of the epistle
was evidently solicitous on this point. The unity depends
upon it. And so he repeats the word "one" again and
again before each item of unity, giving it great emphasis,
and tells us that the spiritual unity consists of ONE
body, ONE spirit, ONE prospect, ONE Lord, ONE
faith, ONE baptism, ONE God and Father.
Of course there are two Gods if we include the god of
this age; there are two baptisms if we include the one in
water imposed by God Himself until a time of rectifica
tion (Heb. 9:10); there are many faiths, but they are
false; there are lords many (1 Cor. 8:5); there are a
multitude of mirages beside the one hope; there are
many spirits, for we are warned against them (1 Tim.
4:1); and the number of "bodies" can hardly be counted.
But for us there is only ONE of each of these. To
acknowledge this is to keep the spirit's unity. To ac
knowledge more than one is to destroy it.
*HE TiSs o* peace.
All of these are unities. What closer link can there
be to bind us to one another? We are members of one
body. What a marvelous picture of unity that of itself
is! And the spirit that animates that body is undivided.
We each look forward expectantly to one glorious future.
We obey the direction of a single Master. He would
have us all believe the very same thing. We are bound
together by a common baptism which fits us for His
presence. We are all members of God's great family,
knowing Him as our Father.
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Even in this earthly scene we know the unifying power
of family ties, the clanishness of the priests who could
approach Jehovah because they only could wash at the
laver, the ecclesiastic bond of a common creed, the com

munity of interest which flows from working under the
same Master, the ties of mutual expectancy, the fellow

ship of spiritual affinities, and the absolute unity of the
human organism.

There is oneness of life, oneness of spirit, oneness of
hope, oneness of work, oneness of faith, oneness of wor
ship, and oneness of affection!
We are one in Him!

0 that each would do their very utmost to preserve
this oneness. Strife has exploded its manifestation into
a million fragments. But peace can even yet link us to
gether.
1 beseech you, gracious reader, nay, God beseeches
you, Himself, to guard this precious unity. The breach
between Jew and Gentile no longer cleaves the church
in twain. But in its place we find a thousand warring
factions, all ignoring this great exhortation. The church
cannot be linked together by doctrine or practice apart
from the unifying power of peace, diligently sought and
carefully maintained. Not that the unity is to be made
by pacific methods, but thus only can that essential unity,
which cannot be touched by all our failure, find mani
festation.

When we shall stand before Him, let it be our joy, and
His, that, from this time forward, we have not marred
the expression of His perfect work, by allowing, in word
or deed, that there is but one Vody, one spirit, one hope,
one Master, one faith, one baptism, one God, and He our
Father!

EDITORIAL.

With the appearance of this issue, Unsearchable Riches
completes the second year of its existence.

As it enters

on its third year of ministry there is much cause for

thanksgiving and praise.

Our efforts have been received

with kindly appreciation.

The truths we endeavor to set

forth claim the attention and thought of a widening circle

of truth seekers. The subscription list has increased. The
accounts have been closed with a small surplus on hand.

We desire to make a special effort to increase the circu
lation during the coming year.

To accomplish this we

need the co-operation of our readers.

Send us names of

friends and acquaintances likely to be interested in Bible
study and we will mail them sample copies free of charge.

The articles in the Third Volume will be on themes of
momentous importance and surpassing interest.

positions of Ephesians will be soon completed.

The ex

The study

on the words "eternal," "everlasting," "forever and ever,"

etc., under the general title "The Ages," will continue.

Their aim is to ascertain th e teaching of Scripture on
the subject of Human Destiny.

The Ages themselves are

touched upon only in so far as it is necessary to com-

prehend God's benevolent plan for all creatures.

We

propose to run simultaneously another series on "the Di

vine Calendar."

We had planned to give a chart with

the first instalment in this issue, but owing to delay in
preparing the diagrams the charts will appear in the next
number.

Our new booklet, "The Kingdom in the Old Testa
ment," is ready for mailing.
or 50 cents per dozen.

reduced prices.

It sells at S cents per copy,

The other books are offered at

A list will be found on the last page

of the cover.

This number completes the Second Volume.

With

few exceptions, all subscriptions expire with this issue.
Our readers will kindly bear this in mnid and renew

their subscriptions at the earliest convenience.

This will

save us much embarrassment and clerical work.

Those

desiring to discontinue their subscription are respectfully

requested to give prompt notice to that effect.

Failure

to do so will be taken to mean that the Magazine is de
sired. A bill has been mailed to those who have received

the publication during the year and have not sent notice
of discontinuance.

THE SECRET ECONOMY.
THE DEVELOPMENT Ot THE BODY.

Now each one of us has been shown favor corresponding in
measure to the gift of Christ. Wherefore He says, "Having
ascended aloft, He has captured captivity, He has given gifts to
men."
(Now the "He ascended," what can it mean except that He
has descended also to the lower parts of the earth? He who
has descended is the same One Who has ascended also, far
above all the heavens, in order that He might bring the universe
to its culmination.)

And indeed, the same One has given the apostles, and the
spokesmen, and the evangelists, and the shepherds and teachers,

towards the readjustment of
pensing, for the development
whole arrives at faith's unity,
of God, at mature manhood,

the saints, for the work of dis
of the body of Christ, until the
even the appreciation of the Son
at the standard, the culmination

of Christ's prime.

In order that we should be juveniles no longer, being surged
hither and thither, and borne about by every wind of teaching,
with the haphazard which characterizes humanity, by cleverness
in the systematization of the deception,

But, being truthful, the whole should be merged by love into
Himself, Who is the Head—Christ—from Whom every member
of the body, suitably jointed together and consolidated (the sus
tenance, according to the measure of exercise of each single
part, flowing through every point of contact) is made to effect
the growth of the body, to the development of itself by love.

A notable flaw in the common exegesis of Romans is
the failure to treat the section comprised in chapter
15:8-22 as dealing with an economy which was past at
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the time the letter was written. The same is true of the
passage before us. The Authorized version mistrans
lated "But unto every one of us 75* given," which the
Revisers have changed to "WAS." It is not a present
favor, but a record of past gifts.

This section does not describe the present grace. It
gives an account of the transitional era which preceded it.
It tells of the grace which was given; gifts which had
their day during the formative period when the truth

unfolded in this epistle had not been revealed. These
spiritual gifts were bestowed upon the nation of Israel
primarily and to the assemblies among the Nations de
pendent upon them. This is clear from the fact that they
are foretold in the Psalms. The first great axiom, set
forth in the General Survey, comes to our aid at this
point. The mystery which occupies this epistle and
upon which the practical portion is based, was hidden
from the Psalmist. He did, however, know of the gifts
to which this section refers.* Therefore the gifts are no
integral portion of the mystery.
That they were transient was well known, even when
they flourished most luxuriantly. Let us turn to the first
letter Paul wrote ,to the Corinthians and see what is un
folded there. In contrast to our scripture, the 13th of
Cor. speaks of a future condition: it speaks of the pres
ent grace, which, at that time, had not arrived. It. is so
important that we will quote the entire passage, giving
a more precise version.
♦Quotations do not lose the maning which they originally had
by being transported to new surroundings. The remote con
text which they supply is indispensable to a true interpretation.
In the 68th Psalm we read:

"The chariots of God are twenty thousand, thousands of
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THE MORE EXCELLENT WAY.

After exhorting them to earnest desire for the better
gifts, the apostle turns from the gifts altogether and
says (1 Cor. 12:31):
"And I still show you a path suited to transcendency."*
"Should I talk the languages of men and of angels,
yet have'nt love, they become clanking brass or a clangthousands.

Adonai is among them, on Sinai, in the holy mount
Thou hast ascended on high,
Thou hast led captivity a prisoner,
Thou hast received gifts for men;
Yea, for the rebellious also, that Jah Elohim might dwell
among them/'

.~~.

The contrast is with Mount Sinai, when Adonai descended
(though only to the top of the mountain) and gave the law
which brought them into bondage to fit them for His holy pres
ence; and when He ascended (having previously come down
in humility to the valleys of the earth both morally and physi
cally), when He made captivity a prisoner by providing liberty
from legal bondage, taking its place Himself as Master, and
by giving the spiritual gifts, by means of which He dwelt
amongst His people. This corresponds with Joel's description
of Pentecost when the gifts were first given. "And ye shall
know that I am in the midst of Israel, and that I am the Lord
your God and none else and My people shall never be ashamed."
"This is that which was spoken by the prophet Joel" .(Acts
2:16). Sinai inaugurated the wilderness journey of Numbers;
Pentecost the wilderness journey of Acts. The gifts are given
to the rebellious also, even as the murmurers were partakers
of the wilderness miracles. Both the land and the Kingdom were

nigh, but lack of faith effectually barred them from both.
iKath hyperboleen, in keeping with transcendence, cf. Rom.
7:13 "exceeding;" 2 Cor. 1:8, "out of measure?' 2 Cor. 4:17,
"far more exceeding;'* Gal. 1:13, "beyond measure."
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ing cymbal; and should I be (God's) spokesman, and
perceive all secrets and all knowledge, and should I
have all faith, so as to transport mountains, yet haven't
love, I am naught; and should I have parcelled out all
my property, and should I have given up my body in
order that it may be burned, yet haven't love, I am
benefitted naught.

"Love is patient, kind; love is not jealous, does not
brag, is not puffed up, is not indecent, is not self-seeking,
does not spurn, does not .attribute evil, does not rejoice
in injustice, yet rejoices with the truth, excuses all things,
believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things.
"Love lapses never: whether prophecies, they shall be
discarded; or languages, they shall cease; or knowledge,
it shall be discarded; for from an installment we derive
our knowledge, and from an installment we act as [God's]
spokesmen; yet whensoever maturity may have come,
that which is derived from installments shall be dis
carded. When I was an infant I talked as an infant,
I regarded matters as an jnfant, I estimated things as
an infant; since I came to be a man, I am weaned from
the things of infancy, for at present* we discern by
means of a mirror, .in an enigma: then face to face.
At present I derive knowledge from installments: then
I shall realize fully, even as I have been fully investi
gated. Yet now remain faith, anticipation, love, this
trinity:.yet the greatest of these is love.'*
*Gk. arti cf. Jno. 5:17; 16:24. It refers to time just elapsed.
In contrast with (nuni), from now on, in reference to the fu
ture. Cf. Rom. 6:22; 7:6; 17:15, 23, 25, etc. The use of the
word "now" for both of these has led to the confusion into
which this passage has fallen.
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THE ADOLESCENT ECONOMY.

The saints are seen in the period of adolescence. They
verge upon manhood.

Some of the gifts He gave them
were the relics of childhood. Others were given to de
velop them into manhood. Language and physical de

velopment, which belong to infancy and youth, are seen

in the gifts of healing and "tongues."

But the prime

task of adolescence is the acquisition of knowledge and
the development of the spiritual nature.

It is the age

of schooling and training for the duties of life, which,
as yet, are not seriously entertained.

But infancy and youth have this in common, they
are concerned with self-development, not with the care
of others or the business of life. The infant requires
a nurse; the youth can feed himself; still neither has

reached the stage where they can assume the duties of
manhood.

In the Corinthian letter we notice that some gifts are
discounted even though they are not forbidden. Others
are pressed upon them as most desirable. While the
bulk of the gifts had no particular rank, the apostle
tells them that "God set some in the church, first apos
tles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, after thaf
the lesser gifts.

And why should these rank first? Because, as we
read in our text, these were especially given "to com
pletely readjust the hallowed: for the work necessary
for the development of the body of Christ till such
time as the whole should attain to faith's unity, and the
clear comprehension of God's Son, to mature manhood,
to the degree of adultness befitting Christ's complement,
in order that we should be children no longer. . . ."
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Adolescence is a period of growth.

The awkward

youth is never told to play like a baby, but is constantly

exhorted to be a man.

The question which exercises

him is, "How shall I fit myself for the duties of ma

turity?" So, too, the apostle counselled his spiritual
children to occupy themselves with those gifts which
were calculated to fit them for the period of adultness
which lay just before them.
God had not yet told all He had to tell them. He
gave them His mouthpieces or prophets to repair this
deficiency.
But now that He has uttered all that is
in His heart; now that the last secret has been let
out; what need is there for prophets? At best their
utterances were fragmentary. They gave only disjointed

segments of the truth. Now the entire circle of truth is
complete, and the segments are lost in the whole. The
prophets who gave them find no more occasion for their
services and their gift becomes inoperative.

The gift of languages in no way conduced to the de
velopment of Messiah's body. It was given for a sign,
not to believers but for unbelievers. It does not signify
the present grace, but tfie power which will attend the
inauguration of His earthly kingdom. He tells them
that it, too, "shall cease."*

But the youth does not always continue in school. The
"Commencement Day'* is rightly named, for he is not
through with his schooling: he is about to use it. Still
♦Ignorance of this Scripture has led to numerous attempts to
revive the gift at various times in the last century, notably Irvingism and the Agapemone. Each time the attempt was accom
panied by startling superhuman manifestations, but every one
except the last, has finally failed to prove its claims. This
latest effort, commencing in a negro mission in Los Angeles,
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as regards the acquisition of knowledge, his school days
are at an end. His text books are laid upon the shelf,
mementoes of by-gone student days. So, too, with the
saints before the revelation of the mystery.
Their

knowledge of God was a matter of installments. Man,
ineed, had been fully investigated, and the last word
spoken in the early Pauline epistles. But though the
saints had recognized man's utter worthlessness, they
still needed to realize the fullness there is in God and His
Christ. They did not have a complete revelation, for
there was no such thing. But with the revelation of the
mystery, this condition was forever at an end. If this
truth were apprehended the dangers which attended the
fragmentary revelations of those days would not assail
the church today. But as the truth is not perceived,
Cal., has spread all over the world in a marvelously short
space of time. When it first appeared it was supposed to be the
solution of the greatest difficulty of foreign missions. But it
now appears that the "tongues'1 are entirely useless in the
foreign field. Not a single word has proved intelligible. This
admission was made by the missionaries themselves in India,
China and Japan. Perhaps the most seductive feature of the
movement is the supposed inspiration of those who have this
gift, especially when they give assurance of the speedy coming
of our Master, fo which we all long. But further trial of the
"spirit" which gives these utterances, shows them to be indeed
"deceiving spirits," for they dispute the Divine records when
once they have attained the ascendency.
The mode of pro
cedure which all must undergo to get "the tongues" is almost
identical with that employed by mesmerists or hypnotists in
oder to gain the control of their subjects. In the case of "the
tongues," however, superhuman beings take the place of the
mesmerist. A valuable pamphlet by Dr. Robert Andeson, en
titled "Spiritual Manifestations, or the Gift of Tongues," shows
the true inwadness of these movements.
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we find that the very same difficulties which threatened
them are present still.
True it is that even now "we know in part" But
this isn't the truth here set forth. Literally it reads "At
present we get to know out of (ek) part." The source
of their knowledge, being incomplete, made it impossible
for them to realize the whole truth. Until all was re
vealed there was much uncertainty in testing error. False
prophets there were as well as true. As God was still
speaking and superceding one revelation by a later, it
was quite possible to be deceived.

The same difficulty remains today with the great bulk
of believers, who, instead of going to the very summit
of the truth and viewing all from that point of vantage,
are content to be taken up with various marks along the
way, and to receive them as final. But an incomplete
revelation, such as was the portion of the saints in those
days, offered a great temptation indeed to those who
would not patiently wait until the fragmentary and ob
scure presentations of truth should be displaced by God's

own complete revelation. They would insist on gather
ing the fragments together and try to make a whole of
them somehow. Of course they could not supply the
lack of the still hidden mysteries, but, like the child with
his picture sections, they made something which had at
least the show of completeness. Of course there were
angles which were in the way, but they could be clipped
off. Some truths would not fit perfectly into others
equally Divine. Judaism continually furnished cause for
trouble in adjusting the later revelations. The attempt
to form a complete system of truth without the whole
of the truth could only end in error.
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This serious condition has not been confined to preEphesian days. The centuries since have seen its repe
tition time and again. Where do all the creeds, and
confessions and disciplines and directories of a devout
life find the material for their shameful perversions of
the Divine record? Not outside the Bible. Every item
is buttressed by a proof text. The book of Acts and the
Pauline epistles, written within the pentecostal period—
the era which we are now considering—is the most pro
lific in producing systems of "truth." Its transitory na
ture is entirely disregarded, even though the apostle him
self insists upon it
THE READJUSTMENT OF THE SAINTS.

It is not that nothing which was given then is in point
now. On the contrary, they trod the very path to present
truth. But these presentations of truth are not the goal.

They must be readjusted to suit the later revelation, and
we must beware lest we drag down the later revelation
to suit this transient administration.

Concrete examples abound.

instance.

The gifts are a notable

The Corinthians are told how to exercise the

gift of tongues, as well as the other gifts. If that econ
omy was the same as the present, then we must take
heed to those exhortations. And not only must we regu
late such gifts as we have by the instructions there given,
but we must sedulously seek such a gift as prophecy in
order to edify our brethren. In order to do this we
must ignore the statement in the same epistle, that these
gifts were to cease. So we need not even go to the
Ephesian letter to know that these were not permanent
arrangements. The very ones who received these ex
hortations are pointed to a path suited to the transcendent
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period which they were about to enter.
They could not walk in that path, for it was not yet

given. But we do not need to "go back" to these gifts
and exhortations now that the "more excellent way" is
made plain.

And what are we to gather from this example? That
the epistle to the Corinthians, and all the epistles prior
to Israel's public repudiation and the revelation of the
Secret Economy by Paul from his Roman prison house,
need to be readjusted to suit this Secret Economy. All
such passages as the one we have given, are to be read
as historical, as we read of the wilderness wanderings of
Israel, though, of course with a much closer relation to
our peculiar grace.

It is well to note in passing that the truth of "the
body of Christ" is not the mystery itself, though a later

feature of it, that of the Nations being "fellow members,"
becomes one item of the three-fold secret. The expres
sion "the mystical body of Christ" is misleading. The
"one body" had been revealed to the Corinthians and the
Romans, years before the mystery was made public.
THE REVELATION Otf THE HEAD.

But in these letters we hear nothing about the Head.
It is all concerned about the relationship of the mem

bers and their development.

The head is mentioned in

Corinthians, but it is classed as one of the members.

It
is quite easy to see why this should be so. He needed
no development, no increase, no maturity. And then,
too, in infancy and adolescence, the actions of the body
are under the control of others. Minors are not en
titled to use their own judgment.

Laws and ordinances
(which pointed to Him) took the place which He now
holds.
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The development of the body of Christ constantly
tended towards the acknowledgment of Christ as Head.
As a young man approaches his majority he is allowed
more and more of the exercise of his judgment. When
past the legal age he may lean noi longer on others,
but assumes the direction of his own affairs. Christ the
Head of the body does not assume complete control un
til it has reached its growth.

The object of the better gifts was that "the whole
body should develop into Him who is the Head—Christ
—from whom every member of the body . . . according
to the exercise of each separate function, conduces to the
growth of the body, to the development of itself by
love."

If they are a unit, a complete organization, it is not
because they are adjacent members, but because they are
"mutually joined and compacted together by means of
the close touch of each to the supply."
What are the facts?

Righteousness was once a matter of law keeping.
it is Christ.

Now

Sanctification was once a matter of ceremony.
it is Christ.

Now

Salvation was once a matter of "endurance to the
end." Now it is Christ.
Circumcision once entitled to God's blessings.

Now it

is Christ.

Baptism once led the way to His tabernacle.

Now it

is Christ.

Wisdom was once a rare attainment. Now it is Christ.
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As the body develops into the Head, the physical yields
to the spiritual, form to faith, and all the differences oc
casioned by physical and material unities, from circum
cision to the simplest rite, vanish in one grand absorb
ing unity, formed by faith in the Head—Christ.
Let us be clear on this point, that the body's members
attained to maturity by a gradual growth, hut the Head,
for whom they were intended—Christ—took His place
as such only when the body had attained "to mature
manhood, to the degree of adultness befitting Christ's
complement."
"Christ," the Anointed One, is a purely spiritual title.
The anointing oil which qualified was a type of the Spirit
of God. It must needs follow that His members be
conformed to this standard. It has sometimes been a
matter of wonder why the title "Messiah" was so little
used in connection with the old covenant which Jehovah
made with His people Israel. And the wonder increases
when the corresponding title "Christ" comes before us
constantly in His relation to the Nations. The secret
of this lies in the fact which we have just emphasized.
The old covenant was burdened with forms and cere
monies. The material and the physical was uppermost.
Even the spiritual kernel which these contained was un
heeded. So "Messiah," the Man of Spiritual Capacity,
was not in line with its administrations. And the re
jection chronicled in the book of Acts shows that, even
as they had rejected the Man Jesus, so now they reject
the same One, whom the Spirit proclaims as Christ.
But the Nations receive Him on this ground. When
He was on earth they could not get near Him. It is

only when He is proclaimed apart from His physical
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presence by the Holy Spirit, that they are granted spirit
ual relation and blessing and a spiritual walk. The
spiritual relation and blessing are His work; and they
are purely spiritual. The conduct consequent upon them
has been left for men to carry out; and here there has
been unbounded failure. We point out this failure in the
hope that some will heed and conform their conduct to
their spiritual relationship to Christ and thus exhibit a
walk worthy of such a high calling.
THE AIDING TRINITY.

Let us not conclude from what has been said that the
Corinthian letter is to be set aside. On the contrary,
there we are informed as to the character of the more
excellent way. While the gifts pass with the period with
which they harmonized, their place is taken ,by an abid
ing trinity. Faith, Hope and Love remain now.*

The unity of the Faith finds in Christ all that once
had a shadowy embodiment in the religious rites of an
adolescent economy.

The magic wand of Anticipation forestalls the enjoy
ment of our celestial inheritance.

But. the greatest of these—the greatest thing in all
the universe—is Love.
Love—the sweet incense compounded of every virtue,
the pinnacle of the pyramid of every excellent grace, the
eternal root and everlasting fruit ,of God's activities—
Love crowns all.
♦Those who take this passage as referring to the glorified state
will find it dificult, among other things, to show how faith and
hope will find any place there. On the contrary both faith and
hope will vanish in the glory, leaving love alone in its solitary
supremacy.
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LOVE EVERLASTING.

Let us laud Him for His grace in giving us Christ,
in whom every other gift inheres. Let us praise Him
for the faith which enables us to grasp this precious por
tion, and for the hope of glory supernal. But even as the
gifts have been replaced by faith, so faith itself will yield
to sight, and hope to its fulfillment. We will gladly let
faith go, we long to see hope's exit, but when these have
fulfilled their part, then love alone is left to mark the
dial of the ages. Let .us then give love the highest
place, for it alone remains when all else has passed away.
After all, even in the transitory era when the body was
being developed, the better gifts had one underlying aim
—the response of love to His matchless grace; and in
maturity, faith feeds love and hope helps to foster it.
So then, the lesson we have learned is this, that the
overwhelming gift, the absorbing principie which should
occupy our hearts, which should fashion our conduct to
wards each other and impel our praises to our God is

LOVE.

THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW.
SECOND DIVISION IV 17-XVI 20.
The second division of Matthew's Gospel (chh. 4:1716:20) naturally falls into three parts:

(1) Messiah's Proclamation of the Kingdom (4:1711:1).

(2) Rejection of His Proclamation (1:2-12:50).
(3) The Change necessitated by that rejection (13:116:20).
These parts will now be examined separately.
(1) Messiah's Proclamation.

Scanning over the entire division, we note the three
fold statement of what the King saw among the peo
ple, and the thrice repeated declaration, in almost identi
cal words, that He went about preaching the gospel of
the Kingdom.

4:18.

"And walking by the sea of Galilee, He saw

two brethren."

4:23. "And Jesus went about in all Galilee, teaching
in their synagogues, and freaching the gospel of the
kingdom, and healing all manner of disease and all man
ner of sickness among the people."
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"And seeing the multitudes, He went up into the

mountain."

9:35. "And Jesus went about all the cities and the
villages, teaching in their synagogues, and preaching the
gospel of the kingdom, and healing all manner of disease
and all manner of sickness."
9:36. "But when He saw the multiudes, He was
moved with compassion for them."

11:1. "And it came to pass when Jesus had finished
commanding His twelve disciples, He departed thence
to teach and to preach in their cities."
These formulae are dividing-lines marking off the be
ginning and close of the several periods of Messiah's
public ministry to the sons of Israel, which is presented
in three stages, each more wide-reaching than the pre
ceding. At the outset of each stage attention is drawn,
first to the words and actions of the King, then to the
contrasted position of the disciples and the masses of the
people.

The ministry in its first stage (4:17-25) is confined
within the borders of Galilee. The first disciples are
called. The initial summons draw immense throngs from
Galilee and Decapolis and Jerusalem and Judaea and
from beyond Jordan. The interest aroused among the
multitudes and the success of the movement at its in
ception lead to the promulgation of the Kingdom Code
and the display of the Credentials, which constiute the
chief topics of the next cycle.

The second stage of public ministry (5:1-9: 35) ex
tends to "all their cities and villages-" The disciples are
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taught; the Kingdom laws are expounded (chh. 5-7);
full proof of His Messiaship is made (chh. 8-9:35).

The Code.
The much misunderstood and much misapplied dis
course known as "The Sermon on the Mount" deals
with the conditions of admittance into the earthly King
dom and sets forth the principles governing its affairs
and subjects. Its intent is to produce repentance by an
application of the Law divested from the misconceptions
of traditional belief.

The reference to the nations (ch. 5:47; 6:7, 32) and
the publicans (5:46) gives point and color to its argu
ments. Israel, since the exodus from Egypt, became
diverse from, and antagonistic to, the other nations, be
ing constrained by her position and vocation to oppose
and counteract the practices and tendencies of the bar
barous and untutored heathen world. Their mission was
one of enlightenment and blessing. They not only failed
to exert illuminating and purifying influence upon the
heathen, but actually sank to their level. Worship, though
carried on in accordance with the provisions of Jehovah's
law, was formal and lifeless; prayer degenerated into
vain repetitions similar to the meaningless pagan incan
tations ; fasting and humiliation were used to flaunt selfrighteousness and elicit self-praise. What did they more
than the heathen? Their light had become as a candle
covered by a corn-measure; their influence was gone:
they had become like savorless salt, which is good for
nothing, but to be cast out and trodden under foot ,of
men. Because of them Jehovah's name was blasphemed
among the heathen (Isa. 52:5; Rom. 2:24).
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The marvellous unfoldings of grace dealth out in
Paul's letters are not even mooted in this great dis
course, which founds itself on the Law and the Prophets.
That here is nothing about the setting aside of law is
clear from the Lord's own words and actions. He takes
the place which had been predicted of Him—that of Law
giver. The law is spiritual (Rom. 7:14). Though ex
pressed in negative form, it was capable of expansion
into the widest spiritual meaning. For this, however,
deep insight and singleness of heart were requisite. The
expounders of the Law—the Scribes and Pharisees—
were carnal men, retailers of tradition, teachers of the
letter without the spirit, zealots of forms and rejectors of
love and grace which those forms were intended to rep
resent. By restrictions, additions and alterations they
accommodated the truth to their failure. The Law
giver rescues the Law from misuse at the hands of
those who sat on Moses' seat. He takes the Command
ments out of the negative and puts them into a positive
form. He takes the Fourth Commandment, retaining
its spirit, but rejecting the official interpretation. He
enlarges the meaning of the Fifth Commandment, mak
ing murder to consist not alone in killing, but equally in
hating one's brother. The Seventh Commandment is
greatly expanded, so as to include thoughts equally with
deeds.
He reverses the prevailing conception of the
whole moral law, making it to consist, as God's char
acter consists, in love. Love was the fulfilling of the
law. On this one commandment hung all the Law and
the Prophets. He recognizes the temple, and the altar
with the gift laid upon it, as belonging to God, and

sends the cleansed leper to report to the priest and offer
the gift prescribed by Moses.
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To bar out of His Kingdom the flesh with its inherent
infirmities and disabilities, God has imposed the barrier

of regeneration. No Israelite will ever cross its threshold
without that spiritual renewal. To effectually exclude

the unregenerate, sifting judgment precedes the inaugur
ation of the earthly Kingdom. None may enter its bliss
ful scenes without passing its solemn scrutiny.

When we reflect that these elementary truths, which
weight every prophetic page, were ignored by the Phar

isees, who supposed that Abrahamic descent was the

only needed passport (Matt. 3:9), we can picture to our
selves the surprise of the crowds nurtured in that notion
in listening to the Lord. The shock of the opening text
mada them feel that the center of gravity in the life of
Israel was wholly shifted. Their amazement grew and
intensified in following the Divine Speaker as He re
moved the blinding veil of current interpretation and
made one precept of the law after another emerge in
native potency and beauty. They were thrilled as He
closed His solemn and searching discourse with a par
able of judgment. In it He warns them of the testing
ordeal through which all must pass. The test is pre
sented as a hurricane of storm and flood; that which is
to be tested as a house; and the issue depends solely
upon loyalty to the Great King and obedience to His
words. When He finished speaking, the crowds mar
velled. His teaching with authority made so startling a
contrast to all that was then in vogue.

Needless to say, the "sermon" embodies ethical princi
ples of permanent value. However, we must not forget
that in their application to ourselves they are subject to
such modifications as the later revelations in the epistles
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necessitate.

point.

One example will suffice to illustrate the

The third beatitude reads:

"Blessed are the

meek, for they shall inherit the earth/'
Meekness
brings blessing to its possessor at any time. We are
enjoined to cultivate it (Phil. 4:5). But the promise at
tached to the beatitude in the Sermon goes with it no
longer. The eath belongs to Israel. Our inheritance is
transferred from earth to heaven. Heaven, not earth, is
our future home. Hence meekness, like all else imported
into this economy, must be adjusted to accord with the
celestial setting of the present grace.
Excepting such ethical values of a general character as
above hinted, the Sermon in its entirety is inapplicable to
day. It is wholly incompatible with the existing order
of things, and even subversive of the entire social struc
ture. Its enforcement means socialism and communism,
and involves the abolition of the body politic with its
functionaries, administration of oaths, law-courts, police
force, military organization, industrial and commercial
interests. Proof of its incompatibility is found in the
patent fact that its warmest advocates do not practice it.
Howsoever they may descant upon its beauties, when it
comes to a modus operandi they find it to be an utter im
possibility.

The truths of the "Sermon" are Divine and perfect in
their place. But they belong to a system which has been
temporarily suspended—a system which is in abeyance
during Israel's defection and which awaits Israel's rein
statement to favor for a re-enactment. Meanwhile, the
ministry of reconciliation, which far transcends anything
the Sermon on the Mount contains, is in force. Our
choice, then,, is between the Sermon on the Mount on the
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one hand, and the Epistles on the other. We cannot take
up both positions at the same time, for they are diametric
and mutually exclusive. If we take the Sermon on the
Mount, we must take it as it stands, and rigidly apply
it to the task of daily living, and not blunt the edge of
its teaching by explaining away whatever does not fit
present conditions.

The keen intellect of Count Leo Tolstoy was quick to
detect the discrepancy between the teaching of the Ser

mon and that of the Epistles, a fact that led him to re
ject the latter as an excrescence on "The Teaching of
Jesus." Not discerning the Plan of the Ages, and not
heeding the injunction to rightly divide the word of
truth, the Count could not see how both could be retained
intact. He accepted the Sermon on the Mount and strict
ly complied with its requirements in every particular.
Strange that his stoutest opponents should have been the
very men who regard the Sermon on the Mount as the
culmination, acme and climax of revealed truth. It seems
almost a jest of fate that those who in their perorations
extol the Sermon as the ideal rule of life should stig
matize as dreamer, visionist and faddist the man who
acted upon it! The Sermon on the Mount, taken in its
plain and obvious meaning, and practically applied, means

the social ideal of Count Tolstoy.
The Credentials.
After the extended discourse, Matthew draws together
into one view ten characteristic miracles which sustain
an obvious relation to the proclamation. In His speech,
Christ bad assumed the full authority of a Lawgiver;
He had demanded undiivided allegiance and absolute
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obedience from His hearers. Such assertions must have
raised grave misgivings in the minds of many listeners*
By what proof will He deign to substantiate claims that
were nothing less than Divine? Questions such as this
must have occurred to many hearers of the discourse.
These perplexities were soon set at rest.

On His descent from the mount stupendous miracles
were exhibited in rapid succession, testifying His abso
lute sovereignty, not only over diseases, but also over
the elements, the demons and unclean spirits, and even
death itself.

These miracles, or "mighty works," have a definite
connection with certain Messianic prophecies.
"But there Jehovah will be with us in majesty, a place
of broad rivers and streams, wherein shall go no galley

with oars, neither shall gallant ships pass thereby.

For

Jehovah is our judge, Jehovah is our lawgiver, Jehovah is
our king; he will save us. Thy tacklings are loosed;
they could not strengthen the foot of their mast; they
could not spread the sail: then was the prey of a great
spoil divided; the lame took the prey. And the inhab
itant shall not say, I am sick: the people that dwell there
in shall be forgiven their iniquity" (Isa. 33:21-24).*
"I will cause the prophets and the unclean spirit to
pass out of the land" (Zech. 13:2).
"He hath swallowed up death forever" (Isa. 25:8).
"He maketh the storm a calm, so that the waves there
of are still" (Ps. 107:29).
*A brief exposition of this chapter in its historic setting is
given at the close of this article.
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Here Jehovah, as Israel's Lawgiver, Judge and King,
is ready to save His people by manifesting His power
in healing sickness; pardoning iniquity; casting out un
clean spirits; quieting the enraged elements; abolishing
death—precisely the things exhibited in this series of
miracles, with the climaxing incident in His own city,
where He asserts that the Son of Man hath power on
earth* to pardon sins (ch. 9:1-8).
While He goes about working miracles, signs of op
position are simmering and in the background looms up

a whole offended city. Nevertheless the people are roused
to enthusiasm, and cry out, "It was never so seen in

Israeli"

The eagerness with which the call was being

responded to by the crowds gives impulse to the more
vigorous and extensive campaign of the succeeding cycle.
In the third stage (9:36-11:1), which, like the second,
takes in "all their cities and villages," there appears a
notable departure.

After bidding His disciples to en
treat the Lord of the Harvest for more laborers, He
called the Twelve to Himself, conferred upon them power
to expell demons, to heal the sick, and to raise the dead,
and then sent them forth by two and two, to proclaim
the glad tidings that the Kingdom had drawn nigh.
The salient points of the commission are as follows:

1.

Limitation to Israel.

2.

The two works: preaching and healing.

3.

It is not a hired ministry.

4.

On the other hand, the heralds are entitled to sup
port.

5.

Attitude to the opposition.

6.

The great paradox: a message of peace brings
spiritual warfare into every household.
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The reward for those accepting the proclamation.

The Commission to the end of the fifteenth verse clear
ly applies to the expedition of the Twelve at that time.
But the subsequent injunctions (w. 17-23) appear to
be altogether irrelevant to their circumstances.

The position of sheep among wolves could refer to
them only in a restricted sense; since they encountered
no opposition. They were neither delivered up to coun
cils nor scourged in synagogues; they did not stand be
fore governors and kings, nor driven from city to city.
As for going to the Gentiles, they were expressly for
bidden to do so (cp. v. 18 with v. 5). They were not
hated of all men for His sake, neither did their preach
ing cause the division of every household against itself.
Moreover, the promise in verse twenty-three, "Ye shall
not have gone through the cities of Israel, till the Son
of Man shall have come," is still unfulfilled.

The answer to the crux is, the commission takes no
notice of the interruption in the Kingdom ministry caused
by Israel's apostasy, but carries us onward to the days
preceding His Second Advent, when the Jews, restored
to their own land, are again being dealt with as the

people of God.

Then the gospel of the Kingdom will

be heralded among the nations for a witness; the ter

rible persecutions will break out; and the hated Israelites
will be delivered by the returning Son of Man.
In the orderly arrangement of Matthew's Gospel the
connected teaching of the King and the confirmatory

signs have been first exhibited, and its consequences re
main to be regularly traced. The new doctrine has been,
as it were, launched upon the still waters of Jewish so
ciety; subsequent portions of the narrative watch the
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widening circles of effect. The two elements of coming
conflict are seen side by side. There is the gathering of
the disciples. There are also hints of antagonism from
the rulers, and at this time they are no more than hints:
silent doubts as to the claim to pardon sins, questionings
as to eating in company with outcasts, as to feasting

while others fast. A climax is reached in an incident
which leads the multitude to cry out in wonder, and calls
from the Pharisees mutterings of the thought which was
hereafter to be their great blasphemy.
The expedition of the Twelve completed the work of
proclamation. The Kingdom tidings have been sounded

over the whole land: every lost sheep of the house of
Israel has heard the call to repentance.

From this point the winnowing power of Messiah's
teaching and the divergent effects of its contact with
various classes become apparent. Here also the succes
sive sections of Matthew's narrative diverge, and alter
nately treat of the disciples, with their deepening hold
on His teaching, and the masses, with their intensifying
opposition.

Isa. 33.
In the treatment of Old Testament prophecy we must rec
ognize that no matter how far into the future the vision may
have carried the seer, he spoke for the guidance, instruction and
comfort of his contemporaries; and that prophetic messages had
their root in the circumstances of the time in which they orig
inated. This fact does not in the least affect their Messianic
value or interfere with a more exhaustive future fulfillment.
Holy Scripture continually shows its distinctive vitality and in
spiration in the fact that its statements are capable of appli
cations that are far-reaching beyond anything suggested by their
primary purpose. History repeats itself in the re-enactment of
prophetic situations. The outlook of blessing is always "as in
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the days of old" (Amos 9:11, cf. Hos. 2:15; Lam. 5:21; Mai
3:4). Among otirer familiar illustrations of the same principle
in prophetic language note, "There shall be ... like as there
was" (Isa. 11:16); "As in the days ♦ . . I will show" (Mic.
7:15). As the prophets celebrated God's acts transpiring under
their eyes, the Spirit of prophecy charged their language with
higher significance and deeper doctrine than could be realized
m their day and generation.

Isaiah 33 belongs to the time of Hezekiah. Sennacherib's in
vasion and the king's sickness furnish the historic staging.
The chapter opens with a denunciation of the Assyrian in
vader and the announcement of Jehovah's purpose to frustrate
his devices (vv. 1-12). Jehovah will "lift Himself up and be
exalted" (v. 10). The "peoples," or invaders, shall be as "the
burnings of lime: as thorns cut down, that are burned in the
fire" (v. 12).

The next paragraph (vv. 13-19) contains threats of judgment
and promises of deliverance. When Jehovah's fury is kindled
against the destroyer "the sinners in Zion" will not escape.
Hence the time has come to amend their ways (v. 14). As for
such as walk uprightly, "he shall dwell on high; his place of de
fense shall be the munitions of rocks; his bread shall be given
him; his waters shall be sure" (v. 16). In other words, they
will survive the days of national calamity. More than that,
their eyes should yet see the King (now covered with sackcloth,
Isa. 36:2; 37:1-3) in his beauty, and behold their valleys, at
present overran with alien hordes, flow with prosperity and dot
ted with peaceful dwelling (v. 17). The "terror" would be only
a recollection; the fierce people of strange speech will disap

pear from their border; the insolence of the scribe will be heard
no longer (vv. 18, 19).

The last section (vv. 20-24) goes on to show, in terms o£
figure, how the impending deliverance could alone be brought
about. Jerusalem, which is likened to a tent, is assured of se
curity and permanence. Its stakes shall not be plucked, its cords
shall not be broken (v. 20). The next verse explains why:
"Jehovah will be there in majesty." The security of the Assyrian
lay in the fact that his land was a plaee of navigable rivers and
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streams—mighty rivers with a large formidable fleet. What
certain great natural features were to Assyria, that would
Jehovah be to His people: "a place of broad rivers and streams."
Moreover, the tyrant power will not be able to make a mili
tary or naval demonstration. Why not? "For Jehovah is our
judge, Jehovah is our law-giver, Jehovah is our King: He
will save us" (v. 22).

In verse 23 the prophet views the Assyrians, whose camp is
as a tent with loosed tacklings, and thus presents a marked con
trast to Jerusalem, "a tent that shall not be moved" (v. 23;
cp. v. 20). Their naval equipments are disabled and rendered
useless: "they could not strengthen the foot of the. mast, they
could not spread the sail." In consequence of such demoraliza
tion the citizens of Zion, whom the Assyrians regarded de
fenceless ("the lame"), will take the spoil (v. 23). Two more
items complete the picture: the king will recover from sickness,
the iniquity of the people shall be forgiven (v. 24).

THE GRACE WHICH IS IN CHRIST JESUS
Inherited ability, natural talent, physical charms—
these are the forces which ,are leading the church of to
day on to ruin. Has the young convert a talent for
music? "Let him use it for Christ." Is he a born orator?
"Let him consecrate. his voice to the cause." All his
"talents" (which he had in alienation from God) are
henceforth to be used in the Master's service. These are
his resource, these his strength.

We have alsomost forgotten that grace which we have
in Christ Jesus which is the only strength we have in
God's sight
Well do I remember the profound impression created
in me by an article on the natural qualifications of the
four evangelists for the tasks assigned them. Such, for
instance, as the gentleness of John fitting him to present
the love of God; the sympathetic Luke, to show us the
sympathetic Man; the faithfulness of Mark, who gives us
the faithful Servant; the official position of Matthew
who shows us the great King.
But what are the facts?

Matthew's office did give him an acquaintance with the
affairs of government, but, alas, he was a traitor! He
was a taxgatherer, a minion of Israel's oppressor, the
last man in all the kingdom to be entrusted with a mes-
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sage from the true King! Why, he had no more recog
nition in Israel's assembly than an alien (Matt. 18:17).
He was all one and the same as the sinners (Matt. 9:10),
and the Pharisees could not understand how .the Lord
could eat with such (Matt. 9:11, 12). They charged
Him with being the friend of taxgatherers and sinners
(Matt. 11:19). Socially he was ostracised; an outcast,
avoided and despised. Politically, as the agent of Rome
in the oppression of Jehovah's people, he would be the
very last to claim recognition in the kingdom. Of patriot
ism he did not even know the name. He sucked the life
blood of his own people, he pandered to the oppressor,
Rome; he sold his honor and his pride to the enemy of
His people; he was a traitor.

Would it be at all human to choose such a one to set
forth the mission of the true .King and the fortunes of
the kingdom? That is not man's way.
And Mark, what a faithful servant he was! Paul certi
fied to his faithlessness when he would not have him the
second time because he deserted his post at the first trial.
Paul would not have any such servant around, and he
did not, though it cost him the companionship of Barna
bas (Act 15:27-40). Would we choose such a dismal
failure to write of the Perfect Servant?
But we must admit that, in later years, the grace which
is in Christ Jesus so wrought in him that Paul once
more gives us his testimony: "He is profitable to me for
the ministry" (2 Tim. 4:11).

Then comes Luke, who was a physician by profession.
Was it his professional pride which led him to record
their taunt, "Physician, heal thyself" (Luke 4:23), or
to tell us of the woman who had spent all her living
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be healed of any (Luke

8:43) ? He finds his abilities as a physician not only un
necessary but impertinent and intrusive. Never once was
he called upon to display his skill. His acquaintance with
disease makes his testimony all the more valuable, but
reflects no credit upon his natural talents at all.
John, we are told, was chosen because of his loving na

ture!

Love, we know, "vaunteth not itself, is not puffed

up, doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own
. .. . ." (1 Cor. 13:4, 5). But which of the apostles,
save John and his brother James, are so atrociously, guilty
of these things? They wanted the highest place, they

could drink of His cup, they could be baptized with His
baptism (Mark 10:35-41). This is their loving response
to His desire to engage their hearts with the sufferings
before Him. How mean and unlovely it was to intrude
their own selfish request at that awful and hallowed
moment. He was about to descend undeserving depths:
they wanted Him to grant them the undeserving heights.
Is this an exhibition of love, either towards Him or to
wards their fellow apostles? They, at least, did not share
the present opinion of His loving character, for they were
much displeased (Mark 10:41).
And John's gentleness. Why, if he was so effeminate
as we are led to think, did the Master give him a new
name involving the opposite idea? He called him a son
of thunder (Mark 3:17). And such he was by natural
generation. But his record of the earth life of the Son
of God is not the reflection of his .stormy, self-seeking
character, but the gracious delineation of One whose
gentle humility found a foil in the thunderous outbursts
of His beloved disciple.
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Finally, indeed, by the gracious strength offered by the
Master, he was empowered to drink the cup which he had
so eagerly accepted.

These men were the companions of His earthly life*
They were related to. Him by physical as well as spir
itual ties. They knew the grace which came by Jesus
Christ.
Paul is the exponent of those whose strength is found
in the grace of Christ Jesus, the glorified In truth, he
sets forth a heavenly sovereignty which transcends the
burden of Matthew; he sets Christ forth as a Servant be
fore His humanity (Phil. 2:6) and as reaching out to
all nations as Mark could not do; he places His sympa
thetic humanity upon a far broader basis than Luke's
account; and he alone proclaims Him publicly as Son of
God even before John's Gospel was written (Act 9:20).

What were his qualifications? "The chief of sinners."
Eminnent, indeed, but eminent in opposition to the King,
for it was he who held the clothes of those who stoned
Stephen; zealous, indeed, but working withal to destroy

the church of,God; his sympathies all with the apostate
nation, so that he wished himself accursed from Christ;
and hating as only one of his fervent nature could hate,
all that loved the name of the Nazarene. These were his
credentials. The most religious ritualist and closest reasoner of his day is the chosen instrument to proclaim the
folly of human wisdom and the abolition of alt ritual and
religion.

Such were His servants in the beginning.
are His servants today.

And such
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One case will suffice. One of His slaves whose especial
theme seems always to lead His saints to the enjoyment
of God's love, to enter into the Divine affections, is, nat
urally speaking, almost devoid of affection. Unwanted
and unwelcome even before his birth, he entered the chilly
atmosphere of a home where love tokens were banned
as unbecoming. Not until after God called him did he
discover that he was a living witness of the fact that the
last days were upon us—without natural affection—and
even after deep discoveries of Divine love have softened
his hard heart, he still remains a living witness of the
truth that all service, acceptable to God, is the fruit
not of natural adaptability or inherent capacity, but only
and alone of the grace which is in Christ Jesus.
How encouraging this is! How strengthening! Self
with all its failings, strength or weakness, is no bar to
usefulness for Him. Indeed, our weakest points may be
the very foil He needs to display His power; our fail
ures, His faithfulness.
Let us, then, forget ourselves in His service, and find
our strength alone in the grace which is in Christ Jesus.

THE AGE&
Aulam va-ed.

In discussing the passages where aulam and aulam va-

ed refer to the Deity, we will confine ourselves to the
consideration of the latter term alone. Our reason for so
doing is obvious. It is a well known axiom that the
greater includes the less. So, if it can be shown that
the stronger term expresses terminable duration, it goes
without saying that the weaker and more restricted term
does the same.

Aulam va-ed is employed in various ways.

In rela

tion to God it appears in two distinct connections:

(1) Rule—Ex. 15:18; Ps. 10:16; 45:6; 145; 1, 2, 21.
(2) Mercy—Ps. 52:8.
It is otherwise found in the following associations:

(1) The continuance of the earth—Ps. 104:5.
(2) Law observance—Ps. 119:44.
(3) The position of Israel as God's especial people—
1 Chr. 16:36; 29:10; Ps. 48:14; Mi. 4:5; Dan.
12:3.

(4) The nations—Ps. 45:17.
(5) Life—Ps. 21:4.*
(6) The wicked—Ps. 9:5.
*This passage may be also classed with the group relating
to Deity, since it possesses a twofold character: historic and
Messianic.
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Ps. 104:5 and 119:44 manifestly refer to terminable
periods. The former text speaks of the present earth,
whose passing away is repeatedly reiterated (Matt. 5:18;
24:35; 2 Pet. 3:10; Ps. 102:26). The latter relates to
the Law, which, we know, was ordained for the present
heaven and earth; therefore, not the smallest item of it
can be relaxed so long as they remain. But, when the
dissolution takes place, the Heaven and the earth will
vanish; and no place will be found for them. Then the
law, also, will disappear together with the order of things
for which it was appointed; for then the purpose for
which it had been ordained will have been completely ac
complished (Matt. 5:18).

Before taking other passages of this class, we will
address ourselves to those relating to the Deity, taking
up first the texts declaring that "Jehovah shall rule for
ever and ever/'

The key to these Scriptures is found in the quotation
of Ps. 45:6 in the Hebrew letter, which runs as follows:
"But of the Son he saith,
Thy throne, O God, is for ever and ever:
And the sceptre of uprightness is the sceptre of
thy kingdom" (Heb. 1:8).

Let it be noted, the theme under discussion is the
Kingdom of the Son. Now, turning to another Scrip
ture bearing on the same subject, we obtain additional
light on this point.

"Then cometh the end, when he shall deliver up the
kingdom to God, even the Father. . . . And when
all things have been subjected unto him, then shall the

Son also himself be subjected to him that did subject all
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things unto him, that God may be all in all" (1 Cor.
15:24, 28),

Here, then, is express statement to the effect that the
Kingdom of the Son will have a conclusion. At some
remote time He delivers the Kingdom to God. This
proves that the Hebrew aulam va-ed and its Greek equiv
alent, "unto the ages of the ages/' convey the idea of
terminable, though chronologically indefinite and unrevealed, duration, and the added fact that no biblical term
designating length extends beyond this star event.

Another passage fully bears out our deduction. We
read elsewhere that His servants "shall reign for ever
and ever" (Rev. 22:5). But since it is affirmed that
"He shall abolish all rule and all authority and power"
(1 Cor. 15:24), the reign of His servants expires with
the abolition of all rule, which necessarily includes the
friendly as well as the hostile.
It is well to remember, for the sake of clearness, that
the aulam va-ed connected with the Law and the present
Heaven and earth expires with the advent of the New
Heaven and the New Earth; whereas the aulam va-ed
of Jehovah's dominion is of greater length and terminates
at a farther point. This results from the following con
siderations :

The great eschatological disclosure in 1 Cor. 15:20-28
makes the abolition of all rule and authority and power
simultaneous with the delivering up of the Kingdom to
God. Now, as the apocalyptic visions of the New Earth
mention a procession of "kings" bringing their "glory"

into the city (Rev. 21:24), we conclude that rule is still
in force, and hence the unfoldings in Rev. 21-22:5 por
tray an order of things anterior to the delivering up of
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the Kingdom to God—a fact confirmed by the circum

stance that, blessed as those days will be, perfection is
as yet unreached. The "outside" place with dogs, and
sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers, and idol
aters, and lovers and makers of lies (Rev. 22:15), still

mars the bliss of those happy scenes; whereas when the
Son delivers the Kingdom the "last" enemy is destroyed,
and the universe enters a state of absolute sinlessness.

In examining the construction of the wonderful pas
sage, 1 Cor. 15:20-28, it is manifest that our Lord's act

of self-subjection to God in verse 28, or the "abdica
tion"—as we shall hereafter style it in the interests of
brevity—is signalized by two auspicious events— the
abolition of all rule, and the destruction of the "last"
enemy. From this circumstance emerges a weighty point
♦—the intimate connection between rule and enmity. The
destruction of the latter leads to the repeal of the former.
The conviction is thus forced upon us that dominion, both
human and Divine, is a provisional institution necessi
tated by the presence of self-will and insubordination
and destined to become obsolete once hostility is stamped
out in a manner making its recurrence an impossibility.
We thus arrive at a simple solution of the aulam va-ed
texts relating to Deity. They are concerned with those
Divine attributes, and their manifestations, which have
been called into play by the appearance of evil and whose
exercise becomes unnecessary the moment evil disap
pears.

Once this truth is grasped, many otherwise perplexing
Scriptures stand out and shine forth with sevenfold lustre.

Take, for example, the 90th Psalm, that keystone passage

on the "eternity" of God.

It is addressed to "Adonai,"
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the All-Ruler (v. 1). Now, since rule did not exist be
fore sin invaded the universe and is abolished as soon
as it leaves the scene, it is plain, without argument, that
God could not be known as All-Ruler either before or
after rule's existence when the filial relationship alone
prevails.
The writer, as a fact, contemplates a circumscribed pe
riod—"from" aulam "to" aulam—when rule is an expres
sion of His Godhood.

Dominion implies authority to

enforce, preserve, protect.

It is roused to anger when

its rights are disregarded and its prerogatives infringed:

it asserts itself in vindicative acts when its authority is
challenged.

Its hand falls heavy on the rebel and the

disloyal subject alike.

Opponents are turned to "de

struction" (v. 3); servants are "consumed" in His anger

and "troubled" in His wrath (w. 7, 13). Nevertheless,
despite occasional outbursts of severity, His rule is benev
olent, and so long as it is in force is the ground of con
fidence or "dwelling place" of His people. Ps. 91 is a
later extension of Ps. 90 in harmonious language. The
two unite in a common drift of thought. The former of
these psalms (90) details the exercise of Divine rule with

its attendant judgments and chastenings; the latter (01)
pictures the absolute security and immunity from danger
found in unconditional submission thereto.
We are now in a position to understand the language

of the Psalmist when he resolves to "trust in the mercy
of God for ever and beyond" (Ps. 52:8). Mercy is the dis
position to treat an offender or an enemy with less sever

ity than he deserves in strict justice or might legally re
ceive. It presupposes delinquency, transgression, dis
obedience, failure; for, where these are absent, mercy

lacks scope and opportunity for display.

To express the
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exercise of mercy in terms making it coextensive with
the existence of offense, is but proof of the Bible's mar
velous consistency, seeing it discloses a sinless past and
anticipates a flawless future.
The evanescent nature of dominion throws light also
on Israel's position as God's especial people. They were
called out to be a royal people.

In the age to come rule
is to be centered in their hands and administered by
them. But just as the revolt of mankind was the occa
sion for Israel's appearance on the stage of history as a
nation monopolizing earthly blessing, just so the recon
ciliation of mankind to God will be the occasion for Is
rael's retirement from the place of special privilege. The
distinction between Jew and Gentile founded on the phys
ical rite of circumcision will vanish with the passing
away of Israel's political supremacy. When His purposes
in the Age-times have matured the distinctions which
have obtained throughout their course will have survived
their raison d'etre.
All created intelligences will be
welded into one great family, with God as the Father of
all, above all, through all, and in all.

Ps. 21:4, where in answer to prayer Jehovah vouch
safed the King "length of days for ever and ever," pre
sents no difficulty in the light of preceding considerations.
The psalm, apparently a National Anthem, was designed
to recall David's coronation. The "politics" and "knav
ish tricks" of enemies are not out of sight (8-12), and
confidence in Jehovah's strength is expressed (13). In
the era of Israel's restoration David will once more as
sume the supremacy he once held over Israel (Jer. 30:9;
Ezek. 34:24; Hos. 3:5) and wield it until the appointed
time for the abolition of rule arrives. Hence his contin-
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uance in office is stated in a manner agreeable to its tran
sient character.

The above explanation is not repugnant to the Mes
sianic aspect of the psalm. There is no question of the
endlessness of His Manhood, the Risen Humanity, of the
Lord. It is simply a matter of the King's preservation
in office. Though God's Son is assured of the endless
enjoyment of His humanity, there comes a time—some
time in dim futurity—when, having wielded the sceptre
on God's behalf, crushed opposition, fended failure, He
shall publicly deliver the sceptre and the crown, relin
quishing the functions of Monarch because the very per
fection He has introduced renders them unnecessary.

The consideration of the final destiny of the wicked
must be deferred until the New Testament terms are
examined. Meanwhile it is proper to remark that
"for ever and ever" is predicated of Christ's reign
and also of the duration of the lake of fire (Rev. 14:
11; 19:3; 20:10). Hence there is not the slightest
warrant for extending the duration of the latter be
yond the limit of the former. Self-evident it seems,
that since the same term is applied to the Kingdom
of the Son is commensurate in length with the peri
od during which the Lake of Fire is in existence.
There is a conclusion to the Son's reign, there is also
a conclusion to the operations of the Second Death.
It is in dealing with this most vital and intensely inter
esting subject that man's theology has done its worst.
Orthodoxy lifts up a handful to the very pinnacle of bliss
and then unrolls before their eyes the hideous vision of a
god who to gratify the feelings of his own revengefulness
with one hand sustains his creatures in endless existence
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while with the other he pours out liquid streaming ,fire

of hellish torment upon their heads.

Conditionalism

crushes countless millions into dust and wipes them out
of existence.

Universalism makes light of, sin and fills

the courts above with law-breakers and profane persons.

To all

these gloomy human reasonings

Scrips

ture opposes the grand doctrine of the reconciliation of
"all things" (Col. 1:20).

In the name of Jesus every

knee shall bow, of things in heaven and things on earth
and things under the earth, and every tongue confess that

Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the father (Phil.
2:10, 11). That will indeed be a gladsome spectacle,
a sight pleasant for the eyes to behold,, well fitted to elicit
the applause of a wondering universe. The finale is not
vindictiveness torturing weak, blundering, defenseless
creatures ad infinitum; not omnipotence mercilessly grind
ing weakness into powder; not lawlessness forcing in a
high-handed fashion an entrance into God's august abode,
but—reconciliation, perfect, absolute, universal.
It remains to point out that the Ages, or Aeons, are

neither synonymous nor coeval with "Eternity." ,The
current exegetical phrase, "eternity past and eternity fu
ture," is as meaningless as it is absurd. Like as God is
omnipresent and has "neither beginning of days nor end
of life," eternity is everywhere about us. It that vast,
dateless, measureless, ever-flowing stream of continuity
the Ages are a tiny parenthesis appointed for the evolu
tion of a definite plan.

Scripture categorically asserts that the Ages had a be
ginning. One of the glories of God's Son consists in the
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fact that "through Him the ages were made " (Heb. 1:3).
Moreover, the phrase, "before the times of the ages"* (2
Tim. 1:9; Tit. 1:2; 1 Col. 2:7) refers in a most explicit
manner to a time when the Ages were not yet in exist
ence.

These Aeons, or Ages, were laid out for the realiza
tion of a certain purpose, and when that purpose shall

have materialized the means to it shall pass away, just
as men remove the scaffolding when an edifice is com
pleted. This purpose is noticed in Eph. 3:11, where Paul
informs us that the secret hitherto unknown and unknow
able, which forms the burden of his letter, is in harmony
with "the purpose of the ages which he purposed in
Christ Jesus our Lord." It is self-evident that if the
Ages are never to cease, then this purpose is never to be
attained. But "the dispensation of the fullness of the
seasons" (Eph. 1:10), when all things—in heaven and on
earth—are headed up and welded into one in Christ, un
mistakably points .to the conclusion of the Ages when
"the purpose of the Ages" will have come to full fruition.
Salvation and Punishment are inseparably bound up
with the Ages, and have no reference to the time before
their commencement or after their conclusion. There is
no such thing as "Endless Junishment" taught in the
Word. Instead of that we have the "Punishment of the
Ages," and at the same time the "Redemption of the
Ages." Where no sin exists, there can be neither punish
ment nor redemption.

♦The A. V. wrongly renders it "before the world began," the
R. V. "times eternal."
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If we see the truth that the Ages are to come to a
conclusion, then we must likewise perceive that evil also
is destined to come to an end; and that the dogma of
endless suffering and endless sin is wholly without Scrip
tural support. It is a relic of Manicheism, a survival of
pagan myths. The so-called "fathers" transferred them
bodily into Christianity; their successors have made them
an article of Christian faith and a test of "soundness"
as to truth; translators imported them into the versions
of the Bible by translating the Original Scriptures into
the terms of their theologies and creeds.
The ringing declaration, the "last" enemy that shall
be destroyed is death (1 Cor. 15:26), overthrows the
whole structure of accepted, but unproved, theology.
When the "last" enemy is abolished it is self-evident that
none remains. Sin was allowed for wise ends, and when
these are securen it must cease to exist
The current Evangelical Theology involves in its sys
tem belief in the deathlessness of sin, the indestructibility
of error, and the permanence of evil. That though there
was a time in the history of the Universe when sin in
any shape or form did not exist, when no cry of pain or
sense of guilt darkened the all-extensive bliss and holi*
ness of creation, yet since sin has once effected an en
trance into such a scene, it has come in never to go out
again, indestructible, unconquerable, ineradicable, endless.
Absolute happiness and sinkssness have forever vanished
like the phantom of a dream. Pristine perfectness is
never again to be regained. The "eternal state" is a Uni
verse endlessly finding room for myriads of souls rolling
and writhing in the burning agonies of ceaseless flame,
eternally sinful, vile, and morally hideous. It pictures
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the final perfection (!) yet to be attained as having room
for a vast cesspool of immoral and degraded beings, con
tinually existing in opposition to God.
This system of doctrine, though as old as .man, as ven
erable as the tradition, as hoary as the pyramids, as ortho
dox as anything in ancient or modern theology, is a
misconception, a travesty of God's character, a caricature
of His Wisdom, and must be relegated to the scrap heap
of ancestral errors.

Gladly do we turn from this figment of natural reason
to the grand, simple statements of the bare unadorned
Word of God. It looks forward to a time when God
shall be all in all, when heaven and earth shall be purged
from every stain of sin's pollution. It anticipates that

glad occasion when every heart shall beat in unison witih

the heart of God; every mind and will shall coalesce and
harmonize with the Divine Wisdom and Purpose; every
knee shall bow and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ
is Lord; the Second Death shall be swallowed up in vic
tory, and the victims of its rule shall come forth in
resurrection glory—the redeemed of the Lord.

THE DIVINE CALENDAR.
INTRODUCTION.
As in the affairs of daily life, we need the kindly offices
of a calendar to tel us the day or week or month or year,
sq God has Riven us a calendar in order that we may lo
cate ourselves in His grand affairs with which we are
identified and in which we take an active interest.

We work a week and rest. So God does, too, when He
restores the earth. For legal business we divide the year
into twelve months. He, too, administers the cycles of
earth's affairs in twelve economies. Still longer periods
we group in five and its multiples, ten or twenty-five or
a hundred. So He has Riven us five eons or ages.
Universal history may be considered from various view
Its divisions vary according to the special aspect.

points.

It falls into

(1) Two Citations:
(2) Three Heavens and Earths, as to its material
basis;

(3) Five Worlds, as to moral constitution;

(4) Five Eons, as to the duration, character and dis
position of each world;
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(5) Twelve Economies for purposes of human ad
ministration;

(6) A Week's Work for the restoration of the sec
ond earth;

(7) Four Monarchies, in regard to governing prin
ciples;

(8) Three Days, as regards the direction of affairs;
besides various Periods or Eras, concerned with special
occurrences or extraordinary dealings which arise.

In order to group these grand arrangements at a glance,
we have prepared a chart synchronizing the various Di
vine activities. Only the most striking and difficult pas
sages of Scripture have been quoted or referred to, so

that the chart might be merely suggestive, and in no way
force its unyielding and angular outlines upon the flexuous form of the living word.
With the special aim of gaining our own unique anticipative position, from which alone we can view all else
aright, we also give a chart of The Spheres of Blessing.
As this unfolds the heights of happiness to which we have

been called, may we take our seat with Christ at God's
right hand and thus enthroned, view the vast vistas of
universal history and discover in the whole the sum of
wisdom and truth and love.

(1) THE CREATIONS.
Creation, while the antithesis of evolution and distinct
from generation, was not the single act which we have
been taught to believe.

God's creatures move forward by steps; and this is
His method in creation. Evolution is Satan's method: he
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glides along like the accursed serpent.
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The book mis

named Genesis is the book of beginnings: indeed this is
its Divine title. Genesis or generation is not a beginning
but a repetition of what has already been. In the begin

ning the heavens and earth were created. The earth
probably included vegetation, as we have no after record
of its creation.

The "earth" really means the dry land (Gen. 1:10).
It does not include the sea. The waters which engulfed
the earth were not there originally (Gen. 1:2; Job 38:811). Jehovah formed it to be inhabited (Isa. 45:18).
So it will be in the new creation (Rev. 21:1).
During the restoration of the wreck of the first earth
Living: souls are cre
ated on the fifth day. Man is created on the sixth day.

there are two more creative acts.

In creation, as in the eons, God has anticipated His
counsels for the earth. If any one be in Christ, there is
a new creation; old things have passed by: behold! they
have become new! (2 Cor. 5:17). And not only all
things are new, but Christ has become the Head of a
New humanity, suited to the heavenly spheres as Adam
and his posterity are suited to life on earth (Eph. 2:15).
Such is the grace that our God has granted us! He
could neither evolve nor generate creatures suited to His
highest ideals, so, like the God He is, He creates us anew
for our high estate!
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